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Introduction and motivations

Sincc my first couise on microcconomic theory -whìch dates back to 1979- I was impressed by tbe 

rclatively scarct attention dedicated by thè economie thought to two subjects that I consider of primary 

importance for thè understanding of that part of human activitìes which is thè object of economie and social 

sciences. Tbese are public goods and coalitional behaviour.

There are excellent reasons that support thè fundamental iole of tbe competitive model based on thè 

analysis of individuai actions: tbe mere fact that most economista agree on tbese reasons explains why thè 

majority of textbooks, most of tbe li teniture, and in generai tbe standard training in economies are not conce med 

with public economies and group actions.

This description of thè situation is both closer to tbe reality and more unjustifiable in a country like 

Italy: not only Italian scholars provided in tbe past important contributions to tbe field of public economies, 

but in Italy thè value of public goods and of publicly produced private goods accounts for tbe largest share 

of thè annual gross national produci. Moreover, in this country many economie dedsions, both at tbe private 

and at thè govemmcntal level, are taken in a process that is far away from what we consider thè typical 

framework of competitive systems: what we could describe as "feudal behaviours in a pre-capitalistic system” 

is fairly well summarized by "a generai tende ncy towaid agree me nts and collusion".

Wben I started working on this tbesis I found that there is indeed an impiessive amount of li teniture 

in tbe field of public economics: bowever, it must be said that most of thè work on theoretìcal matters dates 

back to thè seventies and that we stili lack a generai model of a public good economy that has gained thè 

sanie importance of tbe Airow-Debieu model for tbe private good economy. Qui te immodestly I had detided 

to provide such a standard ieprcsentation: tbe task tumed out to be well beyond my capaci ty. To undeistaod 

eamestly this simple fact look me a lot of time during which I wrote tbe background for such a task and 

much more: what remains after eliminating thè more trivial parts constitutes this tbesis, which is made of 6 

main parts.

Tbe idea that thè Lindhal equilibrium could represent in public good economies, what thè competitive 

equilibrium means in private good economies, has becn around for qui te a long time. The study of this subject
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is linked to tbe dcvelopment of core-related concepts. The first part of this thesis is a discussion about thè 

core and public goods, as well as a rcview of tbe relevant literature, which is mainly aimed to show thè 

progrcssion of tbe field.

Part 2 deals with thè game theoretic approach to economie behaviour: it provides -beside other things- 

a discussion of thè notion of domination that offers a clear explanation of thè relation between thè core and 

stable sets. I elaborate thè idea that thè usuai characteristic function is not adequate to describe thè process 

of coalition formation: thè presence of public goods makes this task impossible. Infonnally, it is based on 

excessively pessimistic assumptions about thè behaviour of thè complementary coalition. Moreover, it seems 

to pay too much attention to thè simple dialectic between one coalition and its complcmcnt: a more complex 

structure of coalitions is typically stable in tbe real world and 1 argue that tbe outeome described by a game 

in characteristic form -or some alternative description- should be ab le to explain it fully.

Part 3 contains some basic do tions on taxes and analyse thè propcrties of tax allocation systems that 

have been proposed in thè literature. Moreover, it studies thè problem of voting as a way to provide legitimated 

choices of tax systems.

In Part 4 1 am conce med with a particular allocation mechanism, that fìnds its theoretical cnvironment 

in thè literature on collcctive choices: thè detennination of thè level and of thè composition of public good 

bundles by means of voting systems. I consider existing voting models, and in particular, thè relevance of thè 

needed rcs tri ctions on thè choice domain and on thè distribution of preferences to assurt thè existence of an 

equilibrium outeome. I also prove that there is a simple way to avoid thè non-egalitarian characteristics of 

thè majority rule without al te ring its "good" propcrties.

Since its presentation by Bowen (1943), thè median voter theorem influenced many researches on spatial 

models of thè electoral process. In Part 5 I give a slight generalization of tbe originai theorem.

Part 6 is devoted to thè study of strategie voting: its main outeome is that tbe act of voting strategically 

is very difficult and infonnation-demanding in all relevant situations. The propcrties of thè Borda rule are 

studied and a modification is proposed in order to further its stability against strategie actions.

From my point of view thè qui te massive adjoined bibliography deserves thè right to be presented as 

Part 8: it lists most of thè relevant literature in thè field of public economies appeared before 1993.
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1 Introduction

As is well known, tbe core of an economy is tbe set of all allocations which cannot be improved upon 

by any coalition of members of thè economy.

Tbe core solution provides an alternative approach to thè price-guided competitive solution: prices 

emerge from thè analysis without being introduced a priori as in thè traditional Walrasian approach. Beside 

that, it represents an important characterization of competitive equilibrium since it has been shown by Debreu 

and Scarf (1963) that under some assumptions tbe core shrinks to thè set of competitive equilibria as thè 

number of individuate in thè economy increases.

Moreover, tbe notion of Pareto optimum acquires a fresh inteiprctation in thè light of thè concept of 

improving coalition: a Pareto optimal allocation is one that cannot be improvcd upon by thè coalition of all 

agents.

Finally, thè core approach allows for freedom of cboicc of cach agent; in tbe case of large economies 

it derives thè price taking behaviour as a necessary consequcnce instead of merely assuming it.

1) A short history of thè sobject

Edgeworth (1881) conjectured that tbe set of possible final sealements in recontracting should converge 

to thè competitive equilibrium.

Lindahl (1919) proposed a notion of equilibrium for economies with public goods: at an equilibrium a 

set of personalized prices exists such that cvcry one demands (and consumes) tbe same quanti ty of each public 

good. The fact that these prices have to be different across individuate causes computationaJ difficulties and 

discloses thè problem of individuai incentive compatibility.

It was Shapley (1953) who associa tcd thè Edgeworth (1881) notion of final setliemeni to Gillics’ (1953) 

concept of thè core in thè theory of n-person games with transferable utility. As a solution to these games tbe 

core is certainly an appealing one; however, cven in thè class of games rcstricted by tbe transferablc utility 

condition it may be tbe case that some games have no outeome in thè core and otheis have, annoyingly, many 

outeomes in thè core.
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The appropriateness of this condition of moncy-like transferablc utils was questìoned and dcbatcd by 

economists. As a result, a theory of cooperative games without side payments has been developed, mainly 

through thè refonnulation of thè characteristic functiom for, giving up transferablc utility, it is no longer possible 

to descrìbe thè payoffs availabie to a particular coalition as a sum of utility that thè group can guarantee. In 

this way, starti ng from thè Cardinal and linear-in-money utils, an ordinai framework evolved. A brief taxonomy 

is given by saying that noncooperative games include cooperative games as a special case, just as cooperative 

games without side payments generalize cooperative games with side payments.

Debreu and Scarf (1963) established thè equi vale ncc of thè oore and thè competitive equilibria in laige 

private economies -with countably many agents- formally proving Edgeworth’s conjecture.

This result led Aumann (1964) to thè proof of thè equivale nce theorem for thè core and thè set of 

competitive equilibria of an economy with a continuum of agents.

The case for thè ielevance of lindahl equilibria would be stronger if one could prove some analogue 

of thè Debieu-Scarf theorem on thè core of a competitive economy. This could support thè Lindahl solution 

as thè most politically relevant allocation.

Foley (1967 and 1970) began thè search for an equivalent-type result between core allocations and 

Lindahl equilibria in economies with public goods. Any allocation mechanism for public goods should achieve 

an outeome in thè core: its stability property makes scuse per se. In fact, under thè assumption of Constant 

retums to scale in thè production of public goods and if individuai prices are non negative1, then Lindahl 

equilibria belong to tbe core of tbe public goods economy (see both Foley (1970) and Milleron (1972). Howcver, 

as shown in Muench (1972), tbe core of a public goods economy can be much laiger than tbe set of Lindahl 

allocations even with a continuum of agents.

Starti ng with thè seminai work of Foley, many authors noted that thè task of providing an equivalent-type 

theorem for economies with public goods does not seem feasible. In tbe process of trying to accomplish thè 

task most of scholars pointed out tbe following problems:

1 Negative individiial p ic a  aie poaiiMe w ka there is a public *bad* or wkea there are redistribgtivc n u tfe a
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-with tbe usuai definition of "improving coalition", sincc thè cost of producing a given level of public good 

is independent of thè numbcr of agents wbo consume it, improving upon is very difficult;

-in every paper dealing with thè core in a public good economy thè basic problem of an ad hoc definition of 

coalition is pointed out. In tbe presence of public goods thè restrìctions induced on thè set of feasible allocations 

by thè not blocking condition are weaker than in a private economy. As Muench (1972) and Roberts (1974) 

wrote, thè core of a public goods economy is "too laige”;

-thè core is too laige or empty wben public goods are present: when dedsions are taken by simple-majority 

and thè winning coalition has unlimited taxation power there is no core. Tbe non-emptiness of thè core when 

we introduce minority protection depends on thè form of thè protection (Shubik (1984) chapteis 19 and 20, 

and Kaneko (1977b));

-thè decision about thè level of production of public goods is usually modelled assuming unanimi ty: in this 

case all imputations are in thè core;

-Champsaur (1976) focuses on thè lack of symmetry of lindahl equilibria, which contrasts with thè equal 

treatment property of allocations in thè core: two agents of tbe same type must receive thè same bundle2; 

-Ellickson (1973) and Kaneko (1977a) refer to examples in which thè T indahl equilibrium is ne ver in thè core. 

Shubik (1982) says that Lindahl equilibria lack any strong rclatìonship with thè core: thè latter’s existence 

depends on thè characteristic function and tbe Lindahl equilibrium does not.

In generai, tbe literature focused on problems in thè definition of tbe core inasmuch it is difficult to 

take public goods into account.

Then, some body started working on tbe definition of equilibrium, instead*. Mas-Co le11 (1980) and 

Mas-Colell and Silvestre (1989) respectively generalized a Lindahl equilibrium by allowing for non linear 

personalized prices, and introduced thè concept of a cost sharing equilibrium (CSE). The set of CSE is in a 

one-to-one correspondence with thè set of Lindahl-Foley equilibria. Tbe correspondence is established by 

varying thè profit shares parameters which characterize thè Lindahl-Foley equilibria. Also, any CSE is in thè 

core. In generai, these are special models, e.g. with one public good and/or one private good.

2 This property is due to Theotem 2 in Debrai u d  Scaif (1963)
3 It mast be taid that abo this line of rotearci] begaa with tke de&niticn of a *poblic competitive equilibri usi* ia FoJey (1967).
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Weber and Wiesmeth (1990b) go further proving that any core allocation can be obtained as a CSE 

and be supported by a monotonie cost share system. Moreover, they give necessary and sufficient conditions 

for a subset of core allocations to be supported as a Lindahl-Foley equilibrium (LCSE).

2 Some remarks on thè theory of thè core

2.1 Basic definition and results

Let a be an agent of tbe set A and C be a non-empty coalition of agents; let X, be tbe consumption

set of agent a and assume that there are / commodities; define a function f-A then, / -  ...) E^X £  {/?

is an allocation. It is feasible if 2* f,  s  2* co, , wbere <o4 €E SK' is thè individuai endowment.

Definition. We say that C can improve /  if there exists an allocation g such that:

* it is feasible, that is 2c&  s  Xc*0.

The core of an exchange economy E({X„ i,,o).}), denoted by C(E) , is thè set of allocations which

cannot be improved by any coalition at once. If / i s  in thè core, then it must be Pareto efficienti otherwise thè 

grand coalition could improve i t  To be clear, no coalition can redistribute its total endowments among its 

membeis so as to improve tbe position of all them without worsening thè position of any other agent in thè 

economy.
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B

Figure 1: tbe Edgeworth box

In tbe Qguic above we reprcsent a two-peison two-good model embedded in a perfectly competitive 

price system, so tbat wbatever tbe prices of tbe two goods tbey are exogeneous to dedsion made by tbe traders 

to offer exchanges. Any pair of prices for goods 1 and 2 determines tbeir relative prices. A stxaigit line through 

tbe endowment point e refleets a price ratio, and both agents bave tbe option to refuse trading. Thus, only 

lines through tbe core can reprcsent possible relative prices, since traders will refuse any final allocation which 

is not individually rational. If thè unit prices of good 7 and 2 are respectively denoted by p} and p2, then p1/p2 

is thè slope of tbe line passing through e: any allocation along that line refleets tbe fact tbat p, units of good 

1 have equivalent value to p2 units of good 2. In this example, since thè core is laige, tbe re are many lines 

through e and tbe core tbat de fine possible price iatios. The equivalence theorem tells us that when thè core 

shrinks to a unique allocation also tbe price ratio is unique: tbe price system is then an outeome of thè model.

Recali oow thè definition of a Walrasian equilibrium (WE) in an exchange economy: g.(p,p * to.) is 

tbe consumer demand function, and a WE is a pair (p',g*) sudi tbat:

g'. •  g .(p\p ' '  <*.), L  & “ L  g.(p\p‘ *<*>.)* L  and p " L g . - ' L p \

that is, p ' is a WE price vector if there is no good for which there is positive excess demand. We have tbe 

following standard result:
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Proposition. If (/>’,£*) is a WE with cndowments co, then g ’ is in thè core. To prove this proposition, assume

it is not true: thcn tbere exists an allocation/and a coalition C such that /> ,  g’ Va £ C and £<-./* -  %c<at . 

But if g is a market equilibrium, thcn for all f>  g' we bave P ’ f.>  P ’ Va e  C so that 

p • 2cf. > P * Se™* which is a contradiction.

Thus, tbe same assumptions that ensure thè existence of a WE guarantee that thè core is not empty. 

Howcver, it is clear from thè figure that we will typically bave otber allocations in tbe core than just thè 

competitive equilibrium. With more coalitions there are more opportunities for improvements and this suggests 

that with many more consumeis thè core shrinks. The device of tbe replica economy is used bc cause tbe core 

is a subset of tbe allocation space and its dimension changes when thè number of agents varies.

2,2 Examples

2.2.1 The core io a replica economy

Tbe first and second players bave respectively thè following cndowments: el -  (4,0), -  (0,4) (thè

endowment point is thè righi low corner of thè square, tbe familiar Edgeworth box).

Both thè players are monopolists. Their common utility function is u (x ,y ) -x J +yJ. Hence we ha ve

indifference curves that are strictly convex and symmetric with rcspect to tbe main diagonal of thè square. 

This diagonal is also tbe set of Pareto optima.
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If players decide to exchange tbeir goods using prìces whose ratio is 1  they wìll scttle at thè point 

C -  (2,2). For each player this point is thè tangency between his budget line and thè highest indiffercnce curve 

compatible with it. The allocation C is on thè contract curve and it is thè only competitive allocation: there 

does not exist another price system that can equalize total demand and total supply given that both players act 

competi ti vely.

The set that is thè part of thè contract curve between thè two indiffercnce curves passing through

thè endowment point, contains many allocations and so far there is no reason to believe that, between them, 

thè competitive allocation should play a particular iole, at least if we drop thè hypothesis that both players 

behave competi ti vely.

The point is that there exists an inverse relation between thè cardinality of thè set of thè core allocations 

and thè number of players. A large number of agents in an economy is one of the hypotheses of perfect 

competition: basically this allows for the influencc of each agent on the price system to be negligible.

The core is defined as the set of allocation which no coalition can improve. Intuitively it is clear that 

thè number of possible coalitions increases with the number of agents. Since there are more coalitions it will 

be more difBcult for an allocation not to be improved: then we can see that there will be fewer core allocations.

In this example we want to show how thè core shrinks as the number of agents increases.

The allocation Mlt which assigns thè vector (1,1) to Ada and the vector (33) to Bill, belongs to the

core. Let us consider an economy with 4 agents, adding the third and the fourth agent respectively with the 

characteristics of Ada and Bill. Then we have:

tu  ■ m (0,4)

«j - x5 + j 5 , i - 1,23,4.

We cali Ada and the other agent with equa! characteristics "consmners of type-I", and Bill and the last 

agent "consumers of type-IT.
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This economy is cali ed a replica economy: thè competitive allocation is tbe same as befoic, since whiten 

each type, each agent goes to tbe same point of equilibrium. A1 thè equilibrium, reached following a price 

ratio equal to one, each agent demand thè vector of consumption C -  (2,2). This allocation is feasible since 

thè total supply is now (8,8).

On thè other side, thè core has changed. The allocation that gives thè consumption vector (1,1) to thè 

agents of type 1, and thè consumption vector (3,3) to thè type-D agents is not in tbe core anymoie. In fact thè 

coalition of thè two type-I agents and of one agent of typc-D can improve this allocation. Tbe typc-D agent 

has initially 4 units of thè second good and each type-1 agent has 4 units of tbe first good: together they have 

8 units of thè first good and 4 units of thè second good. Let’s define tbe following allocations:

.Vii “ >12 “ C5^ 1̂2) and >21 “ ( W

Then we have:

* ,  + * ,  +**-(5/2+  5/2+3,1/2+ 1/2+3)-(8,4),

tbat is a feasible allocation, strictly preferrcd by type-1 agents and indifferent to typc-II to thè allocation 

(1,1) and (3,3). In fact, ji(5/2,1/2) - (5/2)5+ (1/2)5-2^9 is larger than 2 -(1 )5+  (1)5-«(1,1). The increase 

of tbe number of agents makes tbe core shrink.

2-7-7 ProMems tal defining tbe core with an exteraal dteeconomy

The re are two firms, labelled by 1 and 2; let their output be denoted respectively by yl and y2 and tbe

price of both their produets be p=5. Assume that tbe produci of tbe first finn causes an cxtcmal diseconomy 

to thè second finn. Then, their profit functions are tbe following:

7C2 -
s y i - y y ì  fory1 >o

Syi-y l  Joryx-  o

1,092 8
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The maximum of re, is 6.25 which concsponds lo the output level y, « 15 . Givcn this output leve] of

firm 1 , the maximum of jij, reached wben yt - 1 ,  is 2.5. These two payoffs coincides with the values of the 

characteristic functìon (namely thè values of the two one-member coalitions) wben the finn 1 is legally entìtled

to pollute without amends: notice that in maxminfS^-jy'l) finn 2 cannot set y1 below 2.5.
h yi

If we assume that the law forbids finn 1 to pollute and that there is no available technology to abate 

pollution enterely, then finn 1 has to dose: thus in this case the input level y2 -  2.5 and the profit of firm 2 

is 6.25. As an example of an intermediate case, assume that finn 1 has a technology to prevent its own pollution 

at the cost C(y,) -  yv : its profit functìon becomes », -  5y, -  y\ -  yv Thus, the maximum of Ji, becomes 4 

(obtained when yt -  2), while the maximum profit of firm 2 remains 6.25.

To compute the joint profits of the two finns we maxi mise the sum of their profit functions. However, 

the definition of 2 is not straightforward, for we can bave three cases:

a) if no law prohibits pollution, then ji, -  5y, + 5y2 -  y* -  y^yl ;

b) if pollution is forbidden, tben ■ 5y2- y \  ;

c) if pollution from firm 1 can be abated (and it must be) at the cost C(yJ -  yt , tben nc -  4y, + 5y2 -  y\ -  y \ .

Assumi ng for thè sake of simplicity that >>, ì  1 -notice that x. is unbounded if y, -  0- we ha ve thè

following maxima: x. -  10.25 at y, > 1 and -  2-5 ; ^  « 625 at y2 « 2JS ; ji* ■ 1025 at y, « 2 and y2 -  2-5. 

The following table summarìze our findings:

Cases «l *2 311+3*2

PolluDoa alkw ed 6.25 2.25 10.25
PoUntioa fortndden «od ao abalemeol tecJmoiogy 0 625 625
PoUntioo forbkiciezi aad abatement lectooiogy 4 625 1025

From the table the core can easely be computed and it can be reckoned that its size depends cmdally 

on the assumptions: in the first case the core is the set of pairs of payoffs which are rcspectively equa! or 

largcr than (625225) ami wbose sum adds to 1025. In the second and third case the core contains only thè 

imputation which assigns to each finn the individually rational payoffs. Notice that these results depcnd crurially
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on thè assumption regarding thè cost of internai izing thè cxtemal diseconomy. This example shows that thè 

size of thè core is rclated to tbe underlying economie and social conditions: different settings may imply an 

empty core and influence distrìbutional issues.

2.3 Tbe noo-emptiness of tbe core

In an exchange economy, tbe set of core allocations is such that at each of them all individuals are at 

least as well off as at their initial endowment point In a simple two-pcrson exchange economy, points outside 

thè core are not interesting bccause at least one of thè traders, acting as a coalition of one, can do better by 

refusing to trade and staying at her/his endowment point Tbe set of core allocations may bc large, reflecting 

significant scope for bargaining. It has been proved by Dcbrcu and Scarf (1963) that if each different agent 

is replaced by n economically identica! agcnts, thè set of core allocations converges to thè set of competitive 

equilibria as n increases. This is bardly suiprising: thè scope for bargaining becomes small wben there are 

many identical individuals that exchange standardized articles. In Scctìon 4 I summarize thè most important 

papere that deal with this convergence when public goods are introduced.

A basic point to be considered wben cxteroalitics and public goods are introduced is tbe following. 

Recali tbe definition of thè core and tbe idea of "improving upon" a redistribution. A coalition of agents can 

improve upon a redistribution if that coalition, by using thè endowments available to it, can make each of its 

members better off, regardless of tbe actions of tbe agents not bclonging to tbe coalition. This last condition 

is fulfilled if one assumes that thè welfare of every agent depends only on tbe commodity bundle allocated to 

him. This means that there are no externalities in consumption and no public goods. This is thè reason for 

which tbe core tbeory has to be modified wben considering a public good economy. Starting with thè article 

by Foley (1970), there ha ve been many attempts to find definitions of thè core that fit better tbe public good 

case.

That tbe core is non-empty is obviously important, for if this is not tbe case, any discussion on its 

properties becomes inessential with regard to competitive allocations. Since it has been proved that every 

competitive equilibrium is in tbe core, it is clear that if tbe core is empty there exists no competitive equilibrium. 

On tbe other band, it might be tbe case that tbe core is non empty wbile no competitive equilibrium exists.

There are many examples of an economy with an empty core. One of tbem is shown by Debreu and 

Scarf (1963). In view of it is plausible to argue that thè convexity of preferences plays a substantial role

1,092 io
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in claiming thc noncmptiness of tbe core. However, Shapley and Shubik (1969) suggested that this property 

is not as cruda! as it seems if thè number of individuai is laige. In this case thè core may be empty but there 

is a set of allocations which can be improved upon only with veiy small preference on thè part of thè blocldng 

coalition. This consideration leads to thè concept of thè quasi-core: assume that a coalition can improve upon 

an allocation only if thè mcrease in thè utility function of each member of thè improving coalition is at least 

as great as some e > 0. Then, thè so called e-co re, defìned in term of such an "E-improvcment", is always non 

empty when tbe number of parti ci pan ts is laige enough. Nonetbeless, this result is obtained under tbe 

"transfcrable utility" assumption.

AnotbeT result by Aumann (1964) points out that if there is a non atomic measure space of agents (a 

continuum of traders), then thè core in thè strict sense is nonempty even with nonconvex preferences and 

nontransfcrable utility. He defines thè core using concepts £rom thè measure theory. In his proof of thè 

equivalence between tbe core and thè competitive equilibria there is no need to suppose various type of agents 

with thè same number of individuate in each type as in thè Debreu-Scarf approach. Following thè same method, 

Hildenbrand (1968) introduces production and showed that thè consumption set does not need to be lestrictcd 

to 9^. As a further development, measure spaces of economie agents with atoms have been considered in thè 

literature. This approach can be interpreted as a model of an exchange economy where there are "big" and 

"small" agents with regard to endowments.

2.4 The core and market Eailares

The strong relation between tbe core and competitive equilibrium yields an important insight in thè case 

of competitive mechanism failures. If thè core is empty, then thè competitive mechanism will fail and conversely 

if thè competitive mechanism fails, then it is likely that tbe core may be empty. This suggests a dose connection 

between thè tbeory of tbe core and thè tbeory of market failures.

A famous case of market failure due to cxtemalities is that provided by Shapley and Shubik (1969). 

They argue that in certain cases of diseconomies, tbe core may be empty. Thus tbe competitive equilibrium 

does not exisL Tbey also show that tbe core will exist in tbe case of extema] economies if they are intemalized 

by being listed as explidt commodities. Arrow, Rader, and Mack (1970) suspcct that this difference may be 

really due to a lack of convexity in thè production set, instead of tbe presence of diseconomies. Heller and 

Stairett (1976) support this view (see also in thè same volume thè succeeding comment to their paper by J. 

Ledyard). Ellickson (1973) analyzes this problem, among otber things.

1,092 11
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Anothcr cxamplc of market fatture conce ras thè commodity cali ed "Inform ation". Apart from that 

informatimi usually traded for royalties, there is mucta information that is not traded at all, or for which a 

competitive market does not exist. For example, assuming that patents exist and are effectively enfoiced, thè 

owner of technical know-how cannot be imitated by others and can form a blocking coalìtion giving rise to a 

monopoly.

This last problem points out that the relative diffcrcnce in the cost of forming some coalitions among 

the possible coalitions in the economy may be very important in explaining monopolies. Tbey can arise only 

as a result of the ease of coalition formation and without any rcgard to the scardty of elements like know-how 

and slrills. All that indicates a need for introdudng thè cost of forming coalitions into the theory of the core.

1£ The core of a coalition production economy

Since most of the early literatuie is concemed with simple exchange economies, it seems worth to 

consider productive capabilities of the agents. Here I simply summarize some definìtions and results by Hil- 

denbrand (1982), Bóhm (1974a), and otbers.

In his model there are no given firms: it describes instead the productive capabilities of each coalition 

C by the production possibility set Yc , a set of input-output combinations, that is, of net output vectois. The 

finite set of the agents is A . The following convention bolds: y€ .Y c means that C, using the input vector 

max(0, -  y ) , produce the output vector min(0,y) . Then, in Yc £  91* , the commodity space, input quantities 

are negative numbers and output quantities are positive numbers. Technological and institutional condì tions as 

well as factors which do not belong to 91' de termine Yc . An economie agent is thus described by {X„ at,,a>,} 

, rcspectively ber consumption set, preference relation and initial endowment.

A coalition production economy (E, Y) is a mapping which associates {X,, * ,,0),} with every a GA and 

a production set conespondence Y which associa tes Yc with every coalitioa

An allocation is a mapping f'A — fR? such that ft EX , Va EA. An allocation is said to be attainablc

if:

L V .- w j e y ,

where YA is thè superadditive cover.
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Definition. Let /b e  an attainable allocation of (E,Y). Tbe coalition C can imprave f  if there exists a 

state g such that:

* 8. >. f. Va E C and

* l  (8.-<*>.) E Yc
m 6C

The core of thè coalition production economy, denoted by C(E, Y) , is thè set of states which no coalition 

can improve.

Let us finally recali tbe assumptions on Y that are rcquiied for thè core to be nonempty. Most of them 

bave a clear meaning, but conditura 3 below requires a definition and a cormnent. A family K of coalitions 

is called balanced if, VC €  K,

B6C , 6c z0  , such that J  6C«1 Va £A
C 6 K . . 6 C

The correspondencc Y is called balanced if for every balanced family X of coalitions and associa ted 

weighls (6C) it follows that:

The intuition behind balancedeness goes as follows. K is a family of coalitions which does not 

necessari] y consti tute a parti tion of A, which means that an agent can appear in different coalitions. He can 

do some business with a coalition and some with another. Each of thè coalitions in K demands thè fraction 

6C of thè resources of each of its members. Tbe above condì tion simply requires that tinse fractions can be 

chosen so that they sum up to 1 for each agent in A, thereforc accounting for his whole resources. Notice that 

superadditivity for a characteristic function is usually expressed by ^  v(C4) s  v(A) wben thè family {C,} is a 

partìtion of A. Thus, by writing

6c,v(C,) + 6C2v(c *) + — + 6c.v(c .) * V<A ) 

we generalize superadditivity to thè case in which an agent is allowed to partìdpate in more than one coalition.
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Eventua]ly, it can be sbown4 tbat C(E,Y) is nonempty if tbe following conditions hold:

1. Va X. is closcd, convex and bounded from below, and co, &Xt

2. Va thè weak preference relation i ,  is convex

3. Y is balanced, Yc is closcd, and contains tbe nuli element, and tbe asymptotic conc of YA -  {0}

3 Public goods

At a Pareto optimum tbe marginai rates of transformation for public goods are equal to tbe sum of 

marginai rates of substitution : tbese are called tbe Samuclson conditions, after his seminai paper (Samuelson 

(1954)). Tbe public good model formalized by Samuelson certainly bas a simple structure: if any given agent 

increases ber contribution to tbe total amount X  of tbe provided public good by some Ax„ then each and every 

agent’s consumption of X  increases by tbe same amount. The only difference between individuate is that thè 

contributor has had to reduce his private consumption. Considering tbe single individuai’s utility function 

IftyJC), it is often said that a given increment of X  affects individuai i in thè same way despite of its source. 

Indeed, this is not thè case since even thè sign of dlFiy'.XyàX may differ across individuals: take as an 

example thè case of a good that is a public good for one peison and a public bad to another.

This model has been critidzed because it fits only tbe pure public good case instead of dealing with 

many real world situations that lie between this case and thè pure private good one. Comes and Sandler (1986) 

claini that this criticism is misleading: what accounts for thè simplidty of thè model is rather thè presence of 

only one public good. It is also argued that few scrviccs, among those carricd out by modem govemments, 

are equally consumed by all rocmbers of sodety: thè environment variables in Milleron’s (1972) paper are thè 

tight example Others complain that most public scrvices are subject to congestion in contrast to thè zero 

marginai user cost of tbe pure public good (see Ellickson (1973)). However, this objection is easely circum- 

vented by defining each person's utility net of congestion costs.

It may be useful to stress thè role tbat exdusion plays with rcspect to public goods. We can show that 

thè optimal conditions are identical whetber or not exclusion can be exercised. Since thè marginai utility of 

tbe public good is Don-negative it is never efficient to exclude any individuai from consuming any part of 

public good output. The signi fi cancc of exclusion rests with tbe characteristic of private market provision of

4 See Cor example, Bfitm (1974b).
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thè public good and with thè financing options open to govemment wben it decides to provide thè public good, 

but not with thè fundamental propertics of public goods themselves. As a generai framework for what follows, 

we introduce thè model of Comes and Sandler.

Each individuai consumes a private good y  and contrìbutes toward units of thè public good whose total 

amount is X; x, denotes units of thè public good acquired by thè subscriber i that derives utility from her own 

contribution and from thè total amount X  available to all. The individuai utility functìon is

Ut -  U ^ x ^ X )  i -  1 ,2, . . .,n (1)

We can also think of this model as one with n public goods: x, is both a public good available to all 

and a public good of which agent i is thè sole supplier. Then, we can express thè utility functìon as

Vt * U ^ { y ^ x ...yX^) i ■ 1 ,2,...,/i (2)

Now, with n agents in thè economy, thè aggregate reso uree constraint is wberc p

is taken as thè given money price of a unit of acquisition of thè public good. It may also be thought of as 

reflecting any Constant cost technology that produces either two final goods from thè given quantity of primary 

re so uree M « t̂lMl : in this case p  is thè marginai rate of trans forma tion between thè public and private good.

If (2) represents thè tastes of consumers, in order to get thè first order conditions for a Pareto optimum, 

we can maximize thè following strictly concave social welfare functìon:

W m W(Ut,Uv ...,Um) 

s.t. T(Y,pX,M )-0

Where we simplify thè aggregate reso uree constraint as Y+pX  « Af. The associa ted Lagrangian is: 

I(y i,x1,x2,...,x1,,X) -  W{ULU^.., U„) + H M - Y - p X )

Equating all thè first order partial deriva tives to zero we get thè (2n+l) condi tions for a global maximum:
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dW dUi 
dUi dyt 
dW èU2 
àU2 dy2

dW
àU.

dW dU1 dW òu2
dt/. toi + dU2 àx.
dW dU, dW dU2
9Ut aij + dU2 à*2
dW di/, dW BU2
dUy to. + dU2 àxx

-  X

dW
àU.

àV.
dx. -  X p -  0

dW
tu .

dU.
à*2

-  K P -  0

dW dUm _ fi
dum —* A p ■ U

M - Y - p X - 0

Where this last condition simply requires that the constraint be met at the maximum.

From the first rt condi tions we obtain:

dU,
. “  ^ i* ■

while from thè second n condi tions we gct:

dWdUx dW dU2 dW dU. dWdUt
dU, àx, * dU2 dx( * + dU. dx, “ dUt dy,P

from which by eliminating — we get:

2 — -Xp  « - 1
i àx,

In the usuai pure public goods model dU^dxi -  dU^dxh Vifc, so that thè one is left with the single Samuelson 

coodition that equates thè sum of marginai rates of substitution to thè marginai rate of trasformation.
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As an example of thè gencralizatìon reached with (1), consider thè following: it may be thè case that 

is a public bad, that is d£/i(y(,xj,Ary<tìr < 0. Al thè same time it may be dU^y^x^XydXi > 0, that is, agents 

will intentionally consume thè individuai quanti ti es x, and they may prcfer to make a positive contribution. 

Qearly, when both thè parti al derivatives with regard to X  and to x, are positive, we are dealing with thè 

impure public good case.

Most of thè theoretical and experimental work in thè literature concems models in which a single pure 

public good is supplied. In contrast with thè model that has received thè most attention so far, thè model above 

considers that a consumer’s utility depends not only on thè aggregate amount of contribution, but also on his 

own contribution. Many theoretical papers deal with Nash equilibrium in which each consumer assumes that 

thè contribution of others will be independent of his own, while experimental papers have been trying to verify 

whether behaviour is consistent with thè Nash hypothesis.

In thè following 2 subsections I will review some basic concepts of thè theory of public goods. Namely, 

Nash and Pareto equilibria and thè game theoiy approach. Needless to say, this material is well established 

and I do not pretend to be originai he re.

3.1 Nash Cournot behaviour with public goods.

This is a simple example of thè model intioduced previously. Consider a consumer whose preferences 

are deQned over two commodities. Let y indicate an ordinary private good, used as a numeraire, and let X  be 

thè total available quanhty of a public good completely consumed by thè agent. The consumer’s utility function, 

U(y,X\ is contmuous, strictly increasing in y, strictly quasi concave and let it be C® everywhere. The agent 

receives an exogenous money income M, which can be used eithcr to purchasc quanti ti es of thè private good 

or to acquire additional units of thè public good denoted by xt.

In thè case of n agents we have x„ i -  12,...,n and: Let’s denote by - X - x i thè

contribution of thè test of thè community.

From tbe point of view of each agent, x, and Xt are perfect substitutes; apart from tbe fact that acquiring

Xt ìnstead of consuming X  involves an opportuni ty cost in terms of thè private good foregone: that is, thè agent 

faces thè following constraint with regard to which sbe maximizes his utility function: y+px4 ■ Mt, with p 

being tbe given money price of a unit of thè public good.
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Sincc this budget constraint bolds with equality, it ss possible to eliminate tbe private good from thè 

utility functìon and to define an equivalenl utility functìon as follows (let x, -x , and X, -Xj):

Ui(y,X) -  U1(M1 -p x1,x, +Xj) -

Clearly, tbe variables p  and M, stili affectìng utility, can be regarded as exogenously fixed. In this way 

we are left with a functìon that generates a family of indifference curves in thè piane V:Xl xX2 —• SR 

; it is incrcasing in x?. Tbe set of all allocations pieferred to any reference point is convex as it is thè set of 

feasible consumption vectors defined by thè budget constraint. Being an intereeetion of those two sets, tbe set 

of points weakly preferred to any reference allocation is also convex.

With regard to x, E Jf„ thè set of units of thè public good acquired by tbe consumer, tbe domain of V 

is bouoded above by x 1 -  Mt/p which is tbe value that would exhaust tbe consumer budget.

The individuai cimice of xl depends on thè value of x,. Following a Nash-Counwt assumption, thè agent 

will eboose thè most preferred x1 consistent with bis budget constraint given thè value of thè rest of tbe
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community’ s contribution. The agent thinks that any adjustment in his contribution will not affect that of the 

community: then, for any Xj, the individuai perccivcs that alternative feasible allocations lie along an horizontal 

line (when Xj is representcd on thè vertical axis as in the figure above).

The point of tangency between such a line and an indiffercnce curve is the individuai optimal choice. 

Letting Xj vary, a locus of tangencies is generated: this is called the consumcr’s Nash-Coumot reaction curve. 

Points on NN can be detenni ned introducing the following notation:

analogously. Consider a perturbation vector dx -  (dx̂ , dxj) , being x -  (x,\x^) an optimal choice. Along any 

indiffercnce curve we must bave: Vxdx -  U,dx » 0 that is:

and U,

substituting:

dVfx'.x,*) dVixl.x;)

d(M-pxì) dx,P+ dCx^+xj) ^  dfr'+Xj*)

then, setting y -  M-px \ ,  the slope of the indiffercnce curve is:

- 1
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This expression is 0 on thè Nash Coumot ieaction curve wbere pUy -  Ux. An increment of x, yields a

marginai benefit of !/ <&,, while tbe associated marginai cost is related to thè quantity of thè private good

that has to be sacrificed; its utility cost is pU /ir,. Tbe optimum implies equality of marginai cost and benefit

The idea that tbe higher thè expected contribution by tbe icst of thè community, tbe lower will be thè 

individuai’s own contribution, is commonly summarized by tbe tenn "firee rider" behaviour. That simply means 

that individuai Nash Coumot reaction curves are downward sloping. Actually, this is not thè case as long as 

thè public good is a normal good and thè reai income effect due to a change in thè contribution of thè rest 

of thè community is sufficiently strong. It is possible to show that thè slope of tbe individuai Nash Coumot 

reaction curve lies between - 1  and -o° if both thè private good and thè public good are assumed to be normal. 

Tbe validity of this assumption is an cmpirical matter. At thè theoretical level it cnsurcs tbe uniqueness of tbe 

Nash equilibrium. From tbe perspective of tbe existence of such an equilibrium, tbe Nash Coumot reaction 

curve is required to be continuous: this property is ensured by thè quasi conca vi ty of tbe utility function and 

tbe resul ti ng convexity of prcfercnccs in It ^  possible to say more about easy riding by compari ng

tbe outeome of a subscription equilibrium and of an equilibrium that is also a Pareto optimum: this will be 

done in thè next sections.

3.2 Nash Coamot equillbria

Consider an economy with two consumers; their income and preferences may differ but they face tbe 

same price. Their maximization problem is thè following:

Qearly x, +x} is equal to thè total provision of tbe public good and thè rest of thè comm uni ty's contribution

is simply tbe otber individuai’s provision. As beforc, we get two indifference maps and two reaction curves 

in tbe piane. The intersection E of tbese reaction curves is cali ed a Nash equilibrium (see figure 3).

MAX or MAX

both s.t. yt +pxt » M\ , i,j  -  1,2 i+ j

ijx a 20
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Bergstrom et al. (1986), work with a model in which people are conccmed only about their private 

consumption and thè total supply of public goods. Tbey recali that silice thè work by Warr (1983) a noticeable 

result conceming thè provision of a public good in a voluntaiy Nash equilibrium is known: thè provision of 

a public good that is provided at positive levels by individuals is independent of a redistribution of income. 

Bergstrom et al. (1986) (page 29, theorem 1) generalize this result to tbe case of multiple public goods. 

Moreover, they point out that income redistribution among contributors will not change thè supply of a public 

good if it does not change thè set of contributing consume rs5. Needless to say, many applica tions involve 

income redistributions that do change this set Following a change in wealth distribution, tbe decision whether 

or not to became a contributor are at least as important as thè decision of how much to contribuie.

3 J  Nash equilibri» versus Pareto allocations.

Firstly, a Nash equilibrium is typically not optimal. As an elementary proof look at figure 3 where thè 

shaded area is tbe set of allocations that dominate E.

5 A àmpie argument in thè aext aection sbows that this rasali a  at least misleadiog.
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Secondi y, even if individuate are identical the re is no guarantee that E is unique. This fcaturc allows 

for a stable equilibrium to involve idcntical consumers choosmg different allocations. Indeed, the asymmctric 

behaviour regaxding public good contributions underiined by Olson (1971) does not require income differences. 

It contrasts with the "equal treatment of equals" property of equilibrium concepts in private good economies.

To see this last point in more detail consider a lindahl equilibrium for an economy with public goods 

and compare it with a competitive equilibrium. Agents who bave the same preferences and the same initial 

resources are treated identically at every competitive equilibrium: they are indiffercnt between their own 

consumption vector and other agents’ consumption vector. In this sense the competitive equilibrium is sym- 

metric. On thè other hand, Champsaur (1976) shows examples of oon-symmetric Lindahl equilibria. Moreover, 

in Lindahl equilibria the quantities of public goods consumed by agents are equal while individuai prices (taxes) 

difier.

It is also clear from figure 3 that a public good has a tendency to be provided at suboptimal levels. 

While the bias of an individuai to contributo less in the fece of higher perceived contributions by the rest of 

the community may be called "microlevel easy riding", this suboptimality should be teimed "systemic easy 

riding".

In order to get an index of this phenomenon, we ne ed to compare a Nash equilibrium with one of the 

multiple optimal levels of provision. Let’s pick out, between them, the optimum that is consistent with thè 

shares of individuai contributions implied at the Nash equilibrium.

Graphically, that means to find thè intersection between the ray passing through thè origin, the Nash 

equilibrium point and the locus of Pareto optimal allocations. Let’ s cali F* this intersection. Then, thè scalar 

ÙE/QP’ that lies between 0 and 1 by construction, expresses thè Nash equilibrium production of (x, +Xj) as a 

proportion of the associated optimal level, and can be regarded as an index of easy riding.

By loolring at figure 3 it is also possible to clarify the important point conce mi ng the assumed inde- 

pendence of the optimal level of public good provision from the distribution of private goods. In fact, such a 

separation between efficiency and distribution is not justified unless thè curve PP had a slope of -2. In figure 

3 the absolute value of thè slope of PP is always greater than 1, and the optimum level of X  becomes higher
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wben thè first individuai has a larger quota of thè private good. A simple geometrie argument makes clear 

that moving from below along PP, that is choosing points that imply higher utility levels for thè first agent, 

thè sum x1+x2 increases.

Bergstrom and Comes (1983) formally derived thè necessary and suffident conditions for thè ìnde- 

pendence between tbe optimal provision of public goods and thè distribudon of income sketched above. 

However, thè whole subject seems to be a typical empirical matter. On this ground, Piggott and Whalley (1991) 

address thè same question using an applied generai equilibrium model of thè Australian economy. They are 

able to conclude that thè tradì tional separation of allocation and distribution in detennining thè level of public 

good supply may be a justifiable empirical simplification, except where very dramatic redistributions are 

involved.

There has been much discussion of how thè relationshìp between Nash equilibria and Pareto optima is 

affected by thè size of thè community. Many analyses are based on thè presumption that thè tendency to easy 

riding increases with thè size of thè set of agents, that is with thè expected contribution by thè rest of thè 

community. Olson himself (1971, page 35) suggested that "thè larger thè group, thè farther it will fall short 

of providing an optimal amount of a collective good". More predsely, if a quasi linear form of utility functìon, 

say U{y,x1 +0̂ ) -  y + /(x, + x j , is used, such a result is confirmed. This form implies that income elastìcity 

of demand for thè public good is zero. Fot given values of (x, +Xj) tbe marginai rate of substitution is Constant; 

hence, thè slope of thè Nash Couraot reaction curev is -1. This means that thè aggregate equilibrium provision 

is independent of tbe size of thè community. On thè other band, optimum provision rises with it, hence thè 

consequencc of free riding becames greater in larger communities.

4 A survey of thè literature on core, externalities and public goods.

The main aim of this survey is to get acquainted with thè relevant literature, thè tradì tional tools of 

analysis, and tbe acknowledged major conccpts in thè field. Articles are presented chronologically, in order to 

focus on thè progression of thè ideas. It seems that no pertinent contributìons are left out. As we will sce, 

there have been periods in which tbe theoretical discussion on public goods in thè generai equilibrium 

framework was particularly fashionable. Some of thè seminai articles on thè subject are not explidtly con- 

sìdered: those by Samuelson (1954), Debreu and Scarf (1963), and Shapley and Shubik (1969) are among 

them. They are well known and their results are continuously referred to by subsequent literature.
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4.1 I Jndahl’s solution and thè core of an economy with public goods, 1970

Summary

The main puipose of this paper by Foley is to define thè theory of resource allocation with public goods. 

Moreover, it concems thè ielationship between thè Lindahl’s solution and thè core. Among otheis, thè definition 

of a "public competitive equilibrium" is given. The existence of a Lindahl equilibrium is shown, as well as 

thè proof that any Lindahl equilibrium is in thè core as long as thè production of thè public commodity exhibits 

Constant returns to scale and thè pexsonalized prices are non negative.

Tbe economie system assumed by Foley includes a production sector. One of thè assumptions for thè 

production (namely B.5) is that no public good is neccssary as a production input It is indeed a strong 

assumption tbat is avoided in later papers.

Tbe presence of public goods makes a vector of taxes talee place in thè definition of thè public com

petitive equilibrium, together with tbe usuai concepts of feasible allocation and price system. Tbe equilibrium 

implies that there is not another public sector proposai with taxes to pay for it, that leaves every individuai 

better off.

The discussion about prices follows tbe idea of thè Samuelson condition: thè sum of thè individuai price 

vectois is a social price for tbe public goods and it establisbes tbe indication to be kept by profit maximizing 

produce rs.

For what follows we need some notation, assumptions, and results that are often used in thè analysis 

of a private good economy. An economy consists of n individuali, indexed by superscripts. A bundle of 

commodities is a vector yr;x1,.. ,x j  wbere tbe first r goods are public and thè other m are private goods. 

Each individuai has a convex weak preference ordering R, over tbe space of commodity bundles; notation P 

means strictly preferred. Each individuai has an endowment of private goods e‘, with J* e1 -  e ; no public 

goods are initially owned. Production is denoted by a vector with inputs negative and outputs positive. Y, thè 

set of all technically possible production plans, is a convex co ne. Public goods cannot be used as inputs.

In order to define a lindahl equilibrium thè concept of lump-sum transfer is needed. Let y, x  and e 

indicate rcspcctively tbe vector of public goods, private goods and eodowmcnts of an agent < matching each 

Pareto optimum. Let also p lr and pz be thè corresponding price vectors. Then,
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V -P y -y + P . - x ' -P , ' * 1

is a lump-sum transfer: thè difference between tbe total consumption value and the endowment income. Now, 

a competitive equilibrium requires that all tbe lump-sum transfer» must be zero: tbe value of public good 

received by each individuai must be equal to the total tax she pays.

Defuiition. A Lindahl equilibrium with iespect to e is a feasible allocation (see below) (yp:1, and 

a price system (pl,...,p',px)±0  such that:

(b) (F^p.Cypt') =* p i, - y i+pI 'xi >pi, -y + p , -x t ~pI -ei

The proof of the cxistencc of the Lindahl equilibrium is based on the idea of constructing a private 

economy to which an existence lemma applies and of showing that its quasi equilibrium is actually a Lindahl 

equilibrium. In the subsequent defini tion of the core the concept of improving allocation encompasses two 

significant features: firstly let ?  be agent i's vector of consumption of private goods after the improving 

coalition S has been established, with i £  S. The defìnition allows for F  -  0, which presumably cannot be 

caused by a realloca tion within the coalition. Secoodly, the vectors of consumption of public goods in the two 

allocations have to be different. Now, why should we introduce exclusion for the public good ? It would be 

interesting to allow for a reallocadon between i G S concerning only private goods, considering fixed the overall 

individua] contribution to public good provision.

The introduction of exclusion for a pure public good seems contradictory. In fact this is due to the 

interpretation of thè concept of domination in the presence of a public good. Tbe feasibility condition is usually 

understood to mean that members of a coalition cannot enjoy public goods produced by nonmembers. This is 

also the reason behind the intuitìon that improving an allocation is much harder wben public goods are present. 

Fot a coalition has to rcly entircly on its own members’ contributions to tbe public good, and forego the 

bene fi ts from tbe quanti ty provided by otbers. In tbe following Section it is proved that a lindahl equilibrium 

with icgard to the endowment is in the core with regard to the same endowment.
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In his conclusion, Foley points out tbe problems related to thè collection of infonnation for a l inriahi 

equilibrium to be thè target of any pragmatic politicai process. Moreover, he stre&ses thè difficulty mentioned 

a bove: thè definition of domination makes improving an allocation difficult because a would be coalition has 

to produce its own public goods and lose thè benefits of thè extemalities genera ted by thè rest of thè economy.

Tbe notion of public competitive equilibrium

The model built around tbe concepì of competitive equilibrium leads to thè analysis of thè re la tions 

between thè same competitive equilibrium and Pareto optimal states. Among thè many assumptions of this 

model there is one particularly inadequate to thè case of thè presence of public goods: wben public goods are 

present it is not generaliy true that thè sum of thè commodities consumed by thè individuals is less than or 

equal to thè total produced. Indeed, consider tbe production level of a pure public good as de te imi ned by thè 

quantity of private goods used as inputs: it does not matter how many agents enjoy thè consumption of thè 

public good, that is, tbe maximum consumed "quantity" is not de termi ned by thè production level.

In a competitive economy preferences de termine consumeis’ behaviour and produce rs seek to maximize 

profits. Silice a govemment’s maio task is to provide public goods, there must be some similar rule of gov- 

emmental behaviour. In thè most generai sense, thè govemment’s choice about financing and producing public 

goods derives from consumers’ preferences expressed through some politicai mechanism.

We can conceive a govemment maldng different public sector proposals. A proposai for tbe public 

scctor is a pair composed of a bundle of public goods and a vector of personal taxes. The consumer makes 

his decision by considering a proposai and thè vector of private goods be can buy with his after tax income. 

It is worthwhile stressing that thè demand for private goods does in generai depend on thè available bundle 

of public goods. F o t  example, tbe demand for privately provided trans porta tion services depends on tbe publicly 

provided ones (however, public transportation services are usually impure public goods, since exclusion is 

possible). If a new proposai is made, which may have smaller amounts of public goods and less taxes, thè 

consumer will consider thè private good bundles that, wben combìned with tbe proposed bundle of public 

goods, mal»», him better off than be is alrcady. If his after tax income associa ted with thè new proposai allows 

him to buy one of these bundles, tbe consumer will favour thè new proposal. Qearly, a bundle of private 

goods that would leave thè consumer better off may be smaller than tbe old one, reflecting thè fact that public 

goods may satisfy some of his needs better than private goods.
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Definition. A feasible allocation is a set of vectors (yI,x1;...y>*,x") with i  0 V i, one for each 

consumer, such that:

(«)

(b) ( y . i x ' - e j G y

To any feasible allocation there corresponds a net trade z' - x ‘- e ‘ for each consumer. Statement (b) 

above can also be written

Statement (a) says that everyone consumes all thè production of public goods; since it holds, we can 

write a feasible allocation as (ypc1, .^x") .

A public competitive equilibrium is a situation in which producers are maximizing profìts, consumers

are maximizing their Utilities given their after tax incoine (they are buying thè bundle they most prefer among

those that they can affoid), and there is no proposai that is favoured by everyone. Formally:

Definition. A public competitive equilibrium (PCE) is a feasible allocation (ypc1,.nx>X a price system 

P ■ (Py<Pi)y aQd 8 vector of taxes (r1, .->*") with py ‘ y -  such tìiat:

fa) P'{y\ v (J^)er

(b) pI *xi - f t ' e ' - r '  and (y ;? )^ ;* ')  =*■ >px "xl

le) -  3 with P ' y -  ’Z ?  such tbat Vi
7 i-i

3 ?  with (yjxVjO'PÓ and *PZ * (« '-? )•

Definition. A Pareto optimum is a feasible allocation (ypcV^x”) such that there is no otber feasible 

allocation (yix1, . , ? )  with (yjx'jRfO’;*') for all i.
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Theorem: a public competitive equilibrium is a Pareto optimum.

Proofi (Refcr to paris (a), (b), and (c) of tbe definition of PCE) Let be the public com

petitive equilibrium. Suppose it is not a Pareto optimum: tben there is a feasible allocation (ypr1,.. ,? )  such

that:

(7 ? )p,(yp0 Vi (1)

Either y - y  or y + y .  Fiist talee tbe case y  - y.  Part (b), saying that pz • x 1 >pz • x‘ for all i, implies

that:

But this contradicts part (a) if (7;F,~,P) is a feasible allocation as a consequence of tbe assumption. 

Therefore we must have y * y .  By part (a), since (y,2T.i?<)e  Y, it follows that

(2)

That is, tbe total expendi ture on tbe preferred bundle is smaller, which leaves room for a unanimously

favoured public sector proposai. It can be constructed as follows. Since (1), let

7 - r  l + p S - P ?  (3)

Tben, by (2):

ì ?  -  P * (y. .2 * ') -P,  ’ ( *Py * J  (4)

Or, by rearrangi ng (3):

(5)

The proposai ( y / , . ^ r )  with f  s 7  and py • y  -  2?-»^ allows each individuai to get to (y.x’foiy,**) 

which contradicts propositi on (c).
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Therefore, no feasible allocation satisfying (1) and proposition (b) exists, and tbe PCE must be a Pareto 

optimum. Q.E.D..

Neither thè convexity of preferences nor that of thè production set Y are used to prove this theorem. 

Nevertheless, assumptions such that of thè independence of thè individuai preference ordering of thè con- 

sumption and behaviour of other consume rs, are needed. Further, thè fact that Y  is a convex co ne and that 

consumer preferences are convex, is needed for thè following theorem. (Foiey, 1967).

Theorem: To any Pareto optimum (yjr',..,x*) and any set of cndowments (e1, .-.e"), with e >0 , there

correspond a price system p  and a vector of taxes (r1,.,**) such that .^t”) is a public competitive

equilibrium.

If there were no public goods, there would be a do-tax competitive equilibrium, stili associa ted with a 

Pareto optimum, that could be used as a reference point for income redistributions. In thè case of public goods 

there is not such a base point, since all Pareto optima mvolve taxes -unless there is one that involves no public 

goods. In a private good economy taxes only transfer wealth from one consumer to another, on thè other band, 

those taxes are used to finance tbe production of thè public goods whosc effect on each consumer’s rea! income 

depends on his own preference for thè particular good: a national park that is run with tax revenues bene fi ts 

a bird watcher much more than an urban professional that loves watching soccer on television during bis 

weekends. The redistribution effect of taxes in a public good economy is not only due to thè intrinsic properties 

of thè tax system but also to thè quantity and thè quality of public goods supplied in relation to consumer 

preferences. In this case some individuals are forced to gjve up part of their wealth in thè form of a pecuniary 

asset, while some others receive it as (partially-free) goods and services.

In generai, we can say that there are two sources of conflict in thè public sector. Firstly, given thè 

amounts and thè types of public goods to be produced, each individuai wants to contributo as little lo thè total 

cost as he can, shifting as much as possible to other consumeis. Any shift of taxes from one individuai to 

another is cleaiìy a gain for thè first and a loss to tbe second; then, there is a monetary redistribution invohred. 

Lastly, given thè distribution of taxes, individuals with different tastes and after tax income will like thè
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govemment to spend on different public goods; then, it is clear that a non-monctary rcdistribution is also 

associateti with any provision of public goods. Moreover, individuai preferences on thè space of proposals may 

be not "niccly behaved" in a sense to be specifìed (see thè example on cars and public transport).

In otber words, tbe introduction of public goods and associated taxes in a private good economy causes 

a rcdistribution of income which is due to two factors: thè first, which I cali pectmiary effect, depends directly 

on thè cost sharing sche me, that is, on thè chosen tax vector. The second, thè non-pecumary effect, is due 

essentially to thè heterogeneity of preferences: since thè utility derived from thè consumption of a certain level 

of a public good varies across individuate* according to their preferences, thè introduction of a public good 

beneSts some individuai more than others.

As a consequence of this duali ty, thè analysis should have two stages: given thè vector of public goods, 

we can de termine thè tax vector and its effeets; given thè tax vector, we can study thè proposed public good 

bundle. This also means that, if we want to analyse possible outeomes of a voting process over tax schemes 

-when also thè public good vector is under discussion- it is simplcr to compare public good bundles which 

have tbe same non-pecumary rcdistribution effect: otherwise, we should assume not only that individuai have 

complete infonnation about pecuniary rcdistribution effeets of different tax systems, but also that they can 

computo non-pccuniary rcdistribution effeets of different public goods bundle.

However, we can a io  use thè following assumption: public good bundles only differ in thè relative 

quantities of each public good and not in their type. Ttùs could means, for example, that a higher tax revenue 

only implies a proportionately higher level of provision of each public good, and not a laiger number of 

provided public goods.

Another problem rises from tbe fact that after-tax income is a parameter of each consumer when he 

deddes upon thè optional amount of public goods: it is dear that, when individuai after-tax incomes ebange 

as a consequence of tbe vote, so will individuai preferences for tbe public goods.

With regard lo thè vector of taxes which guarantees thè correspondence between any Pareto optimum 

and a PCE, we only know that it exists. So far thè analysis could imply an irregular inddence of taxation over 

tbe members of a sodety, wbere "irregular" means a tax structure that is completely different from those used

i  Recali tbat ad tber quanti ty adjusiment noe pcnoaal (cffkàesl) taxe* are allowed: die firn  is im pouibie becaiae o f thè very namre of 
a pare public good, wUle thè 1 inAKi ioìuùoe is too an ch  demaoding ia term i of iafonutian.
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in thè reai world. Foley (1967) proved that a Constant proportional tax always exists that satisfies the last 

theorem. Tbe existence of a public competitive equilibrium for any arbitrary tax structure (and tben for a 

progressive income tax as well) has been proved in a different setting by Mante1 (1975).

Now, let us go back to the problem of the plausibility of the idea of a public competitive equilibrium. 

As we bave seen before, a consumer favouis a public sector proposai if it appears to increase bis reai income 

at present prices.

The problem with the concept of PCE is that it only applies when all individuate agree about the effect 

of the new proposai on their reai income: it rules out only a specific type of incompatibility of tbe allocation 

with the politicai mechanism, that is, the existence of a unanimously favoured alternative proposai. Clearly, 

the politicai mechanism in the real world is able to mediate between different preferences of individuate and 

to guarantee stability on the basis of a different kind of criterion than that of unanimity: typically, non-un- 

animously favoured proposals are the ones actually adopted.

Then, it appears of great interest to study those proposals that cannot be overthrown by any other 

according to some politicai decision mie: tbey bave an intrinsic stability whose reasons we fail to understand 

using our model of behaviour. Let us try to characterize such proposals: given a class A of all alternative 

proposals and a politicai mechanism as a decision rulc, tbe set of stable proposals A* should be a proper subset 

of A (it may be a singleton) whose elements cannot be upset by any other element of that class tbrough the 

politicai decision rule.

Using this definition it is evident that unanimity is itself an undesirable politicai rule since thè class of 

all alteniatives is stable against it. Every Pareto optimum would be stable under that rule if technology and 

tastes do not ebange, and it would not help us in finding any unique final distribution of welfare. If the society 

starts from a PCE the politicai mechanism would produce no decision at all.

If tbe rute of majority is applied to tbe class of all alternatives, this class will be unstable. To uoderstand 

this it suffices to consider a given proposai with its associated production of public goods and its tax system. 

Then fbrm a new tax system by diminishing tbe taxes of tbe 51% of individuate that are paying the highest 

taxes, and by increasing the taxes of tbe others to cover tbe toss: the new proposai will pass, as any other 

proposai of this kind will do with regard to every possible initial situation.
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Even restrìcting tbe class A  to tbe class of all progressive income taxes, we have no stability against 

majority rule (Folcy 1967, p. 86). As a consequence of these problems, and without tryìng to model tbe politicai 

process, we cannot go further than tbe following definition, which is an modifica tion of thè idea of thè PCE.

Definition. A PCE is realizable under some specified politicai mechanism if thè public sector proposai 

cannot be defeated by any other proposai witbin that mechanism, assum ing  that consumers support or oppose 

propo&als as descrìbed above.

Condition (c) in tbe definition of PCE catches a particular kind of stability witbin a politicai mechanism: 

thè stability with regard to unanimity. Then, a PCE is an element of tbe generai class of realizable public 

competitive equilibria.

S tim m i ng it 19, thè equilibrium must sadsfy thè usuai condì tions of profit maximization by firms, of 

consumer maximization over private goods, and of equality of demand and supply. Moreover, tbe public sector 

proposai bas to be stable under tbe particular politicai mechanism. This means that, at equilibrium prices, no 

other tax and public goods vector can be chosen by thè politicai mechanism. The only necessary condition for 

a stable proposai is that no other proposals exist which leave all individuals better off: this means that thè 

politicai mechanism is qui te unspecified and that it reduces to thè generally unfeasible rule of unanimi ty 7.

It is well known that thè concept of core, applied to a private good economy, gives a strong charac- 

terization of thè idea of stability for some allocations. It is also well known that tbe core does not serve thè 

analysis in tbe same way wben public goods are present, since thè diffìcili ty found in generalizing it: we are 

not able to assess what a coalition can do by itself wben economie extemalities due to public goods are present. 

The core of an economy in which coalitions are allowed to improve allocations by producing both private and 

public goods with their own resources is certainly large and does not shrink to some single point or even to 

a smal] set of allocations. Tbe reason is that thè public sector is a so uree of surplus that cannot be imputed 

to single individuals or coalitions: thè gain each individuai makes by joimng a coalition is vcry large and this 

makes improving vcry difficult.

7  Ateo thè 1 w u h l Boòei m a  thè u u m a ity  m ie; bere t u  ra ta  efiffer acro»» individuali matchiog everybody’s preference» far pobbe 
goodi and then ite  equilibrium il  a  Pareto optuoam . However, it is w dl known that thè quantity o f inforaution neerind to  im p losesi thè 
allocati co mechamom and thè incentive to  nùueveal preferences make thè 1 « A h i mode! m irali»tic.
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It is exactly this problem that would prompt a different approach: is there any connection between thè 

core of a public good economy and thè tax system? As I said before, tbe main question is tbe following: if 

there are externalities, then one coalition cannot make a decision without affecting anotber and thè idea of 

what a coalition can accomplish for itself becomes subtle. It is actually thè naturai formalization of this idea 

that allows for thè appropriateness of thè theory of thè core for private good economies. Since there is not a 

plain formalization of thè same concept in a public good economy, we could study thè core of an economy 

in which consumers consider their after-tax income as given, after a vote is performed. Allocations only have 

private goods as elements and thè core would be (presumably) a normal private good economy core. Then, 

we could ask what is thè influcnce of thè politicai decision rule and of thè income structure of thè society on 

this core. The influcnce is conveyed through thè tax system, chosen by, say, a voting mechanism: it determines 

individuai after-tax income which in tum is thè constraint on maximization of utility from private goods. All 

this implies a different equilibrium concept: we will see how this task has been accomplished more than twenty 

ycars after Foley’s paper.

4.2 Erte mal economies and cores, 1971

Essentially, Rosenthal presente an example which deals with extema] economies and cores. He defines 

firstly thè usuai concepts in thè theory of thè core. Tben he allow s an individuai’s  utility to be increased 

through thè production of goods by coalitions of which he is not a member. This matches thè case of a public 

good without tbe icstrictions made by Foley imposing thè exclusion property. Rosenthal denies what Shapley 

and Shubik claim about thè fact that, under certain assumptions, a non-empty core also exists in thè presence 

of extemal economies.

Rosenthal, working with utility functions and characteristic functions in a very simple economy, shows 

that tbe use of thè domination relation can lead to cores that are in shaip contradiction to reasonable behavioural 

assumptions about thè people involved.

Finaliy, he gives some alternative deOnitions of domination-like relations, bascd on thè strategies 

available to each coalition. They include conce ras about reasonable actions by nonmembers of thè coalition. 

Varying tbe idea of "reasonable* from individuai to individuai and including consi de rations of group rationality, 

different cores are obtained as different sets of undominated outeomes: it is sbown that these cores do not all 

coincide for economies with beneficiai externalities.
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The diffcrcnces between tbe various oores are due to discordant views of the significanoe of threats 

made by individuate. Rosenthal claims that his concepts at least clarify the analysis of problems involving 

threats.

4 3  The core and the lindahl equilibrium of an economy with a public good: an exampie, 1972

This paper by Muench starts with an accurate analysis of the Edgeworth conjecture about the shrinking 

of the core, both in competitive and public goods economies. The process whereby the core of a public goods 

economy shrinks to the set of lindahl equilibria, is cali ed the "modified Edgeworth conjecture" by Muench. 

A part from the usuai criticism on incentive grounds of the lindahl process (see Section 4.5 , first block), he 

argues that, in generai, a strong objection to it would be to prove that tbe modified Edgeworth conjecture is 

not trae.

The main aim of Muench is to provide an example which shows that the set of core allocations is not 

identical with the I jndahl equilibrium. This means that there is more room for bargaining that the set of Lindhal 

equilibria would indicate. Fiistly Muench provcs that a Lorenz curve (where income is replaced by utility) can 

be associated with every allocation belonging to tbe core and to the set of T inrfahi equilibria. Then he uses it 

to compare allocations. One interesting result is that all core allocations have the property that the consumption 

of the public good is the same as that for the lindahl equilibrium. Thus, the only question left with regard to 

allocations, is tbe distribution of tbe cost of the provision of the public good among the agents. It is worth 

considering that the model treats each consumer’s allocation of the private good as an infinitesimal, and his 

allocation of the public good as a macro quantity: this feature seems to correspond to the idea lately explored 

by Hammond et al. (1987) (see also Section 4.9). Finally, let’s recali that in Muench’s opinion, different ways 

of getting a "limit economy”, or different de fini tions of thè core, might lead to different conclusione that is, 

to show that the lindahl equilibrium has the same position in the theory of public goods economies as the 

competitive concept occupies in tbe theory of private economies.

4.4 Theory of value with public goods: a survey artick, 1972

This article by Miileron is divided into fi ve parts: - in the first Section there is a clarifying discussion 

of the concept of public good - the second Section is devoted to the study of pareto optimality in economies 

with public goods - the third Section analyzes various concepts of equilibrium for the same economies: the 

i jndahi equilibrium, and the Nash Coumot equilibrium, among otbers - the fourth part is concerned with the
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problem of deflning a core in presence of public goods and with tbe possible equivalence between tbe core 

and thè set of Lindahl equilibria - finally and less interestingly for our subject, some procedures for thè execution 

of an optimal and just program are reconsidered.

There are three key concepts in thè theory of public goods: tbe exclusion of use, thè individuai or 

collective concern, and free disposai. A combination of these three criteiia yields a taxonomy of private and 

public goods. Public goods for which there is no free disposai aie called "cnvironmcnt variables": they bave 

an incTeasing or decreasing effect on thè utility of agents but they are not consumed in thè usuai sense.

With regard to excludability, let’s wrìte thè scarcity constraints for thè two cases of pure private goods 

and of pure public goods. Suppose thè following: there are n agents (either consumers or Qnns) in thè economy; 

rt is thè sum of initial reso uree and production of a private commodity h; z^ e  is thè consumption of tbe 

commodity h by agent j. Then we can represent thè scarcity constraint, rcspectively considerìng free and not 

free disposai, as follows:

■

2 zki -  rk i- 1 
■
2 zv * rk

On thè other hand, in thè case of a pure public good there will be as many constraints as tbere are

agents:

Zn~rk

^  J ■ 1A -.I*

An intermediate case can be represented with thè following formulation:

r, -  ( 1 -!*)*'„+ 1*2 *"* > - 1  H ^PU ]J

Where z' accounts for thè consumption by each agent due to thè non escludability property and z"  is thè direct 

consumption.
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In thè second part Milleron shows bow thè Samuelson condi tion conce mi ng tbe allocation of public 

goods may be derived from a parcto optimal program. Tbe problem is to find a price vector compatible with 

optimality. Briefly, be proceeds as follows:

Tbe basic model with public goods consiste of an economy E defìned as follows: as many consumption 

sets as there are agents, tbat is m; m preference re la tions; a vector of initial resources; n production sets. It is 

worth ooting tbat bere public goods are allowed to be inputs for production. Then, de fini tions of attainable 

state for E and parcto optimality are straightforwaid.

Following an idea by Foley, tbe next step is thè definition of an economy £ ' with only private com

modi ties. It is such tbat there is a one-to-one correspondence between feasible states in it and feasible states 

in E. This is proved by lemma 2.1. As a consequence, any parcto optimal state in E  may be associated with 

a Pareto optimal state in E \ The existence of a price vector compatible with a given parcto optimal state for 

E, is then proved by means of thè equivalence with E ‘ using a theorem of Debreu.

Milleron emphasizes that it is possible to characterize Pareto estimai solutions without introdudng thè 

perso nalized prices of thè previous approach. This is do ne along thè idea of public competitive equilibrium 

introduced by Foley and generalized herc. The problem is to find a vector of taxes tsubl,tsub2,...,tm such 

that thè budgetary equation for tbe production of public goods is satisfied: pgyQ -  2T-i*i- Tbe definition of 

public competitive equilibrium is modified and tbe equivalence with parcto optimality is proved in two stages. 

For tbe proof that in a Pareto optimal state, for any distrìbudon of endowments and any system of shares, 

there exists a vector of prices and a vector of taxes such tbat it is a public competitive equilibrium, Milleron 

does not use thè propcrties of tbe associated private economy; instead, tbe theorem is proved directly. At tbe 

end of this part a question is raised conce raing tbe fact tbat since there is no constraint on tbe taxes, tbe set 

of public competitive equilibria can be very laige: is it possible to define a stronger Idnd of equilibrium?

Tbe third part gives an affirmative answer through a detailed analysis of thè Lindahl equilibrium, with 

defini tions and existence proofs. In order to copc with externalities in consumption of private goods, tbe duali ty 

approach is also followed, using thè propcrties of thè indirect utility function. It leads to an alternative proof 

of thè existence of thè Lindahl equilibrium.
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Since it is easy to find examples in which public goods are provided on a firee subscription basis, tbe 

properties of a Nash Coumot equilibrium are sketched. On this basis, the usuai assumption is that each agent 

optimizes his utility considering tbe decisions of tbe others as given. Tbe existence of the Nash Cournot 

equilibrium is proved following Castellan (1970). Millcron underiines that a generai proof of the property 

according to which the utility of agents increases in passing from Nash Coumot to Lindahl equilibrium as the 

number of agents increases, is not available.

The fourth part is concerncd with the problem of the core of an economy with public goods. It has to 

be noted that in order to study the allocative decisions conceming public goods, it is not sufficient to analyze 

an exchange economy. On the other hand, at the ti me of tbe article, the theory of the core did not include an 

explidt representation of production. Then, Millenni assumes a simple simulation of the production sector. 

There is just one technology and it is available to any coalition. Regarding the initial resources of tbe public 

good, tbe assumption is that any coalition can use the totality of tbem. This does not mean that produced 

public goods can also be consumed by any coalition. With regard to this point I make the same observation 

I did earlier: in particular wben dealing with pure public goods it seems unnaturai to allow exclusion. However, 

let’s clarify tbe model.

As before, the indexes L and Q refer rcspectively to private and public goods; the set Q is partitioned 

into £, the subset of public goods for which there is no free disposai, and F, for which free disposai property 

holds. Superecripts "+" and denote respectively output and input vectors. Tbe initial distribution of resources 

is denoted by {cty}.

Let C CM  be a coalition of tbe set of all possible coalitions. Defìne a consumption and production 

program as:

i E C ; (yL, yg,

Now, with and Y respectively the consumption set of agent i ani tbe overall production set, Millenni 

says tbat C can enforce a program if V i G C the following condi tions bold:
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O i.^ y ò )  e  i"

2 *ki-;Vi+ 2  «uiCC i i c

V i€ C  :

xf i *<aF + y; 

jy *(oE + y;

Then, a consumption program Vi is improvcd upon by a coalition C if C itself can enfoice

thè following program:

iG C  ; ($L, f Q>$~Q)} such that:

Vi £  C, (*u>̂ fii)

with at least one strict preference relation. Clearly, a program is in thè core if its consumption program cannot 

be improved upon by any coalition.

The main question is tbe nonemptiness of thè core; since it is proved that any I inriahi equilibrium is 

in thè core, tbe key for tbe nonemptiness is tbe assumption of tbe existence of thè Lindahl equilibrium. In 

order to prove that thè Lindahl equilibrium is in thè core, a Lemma saying that thè total profit of tbe single 

enterprise is Donpositive at thè Lindahl equilibrium is needed. Moreover, tbe free disposai assumption must 

bold for all public goods and all consumeis.

The following question is wbether or not thè core and thè set of Lindahl equilibria are equivalenL A 

first method suggests taldng tbe asymptotic point of vicw, that is, to let thè economy replicate. Millcron says 

that, a priori, one might doubt that such a techniquc could work, since tbe production of public goods tends 

to infini ty as long as tbe initial resources go to infinity. It seems that this difficility can be defeated allowing 

tbe preferences of tbe consumeis to change wben tbe number of agents changes: for example this can be 

expressed by saying that tbe appiccia tion of tbe consume rs about tbe amount of tbe public good is dependent
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on thè size of the economy. Otherwise, it is possible to think of tbe agent becoming increasingly small wben 

the economy is replicateci: so then, do ber resources, avoiding tbe problem of increasing production of tbe 

public good.

The seco od method is to work with a measure space of economie agents. But it is trae that tbe con- 

struction of an associated private economy is in this case more difficult, since its commodity space is not a 

finite dimensionai space anymore.

Then Milleron recalls the problem of the definition of coalition in the presence of a public good that 

Foley also points out. In the case of a public good economy the restrictions induced on the set of feasible 

allocations by the nonblocking condition are weaker than in a private economy. To elucidate this point, be 

gjvcs an example of an «-replica economy which leads to the statement that with the usuai definition of the 

core it is not possible that an equivaleoce theorem bolds in an economy with public goods. Once again, the 

focus was on the problem of tbe no tion of "improving upon".

4.5 A generalizatton of the pure theory of public goods, 1973

This paper is about the concept of public good when exclusion or crowding occurs. Introducing the 

problem in Section 2, I al ready remarked that many goods are public, but few are purely public. Ellickson 

reviews tbe theory of pure public goods in terms of a thiee person economy and then introduces crowding to 

show cases where the Iindhal allocation is outside the core and wbere the core is empty. This seems to support 

Samuelson’s cri ti cism conce mi ng the relevance of I jnrfahi equilibrium to tbe politicai economie decision 

making process. (See the chapter by Samuelson in Margolis and Guitton (1969)). The author examines the 

nature of the nonconvexity introduced by crowding and exclusion in the aggregate technology set He studies 

also the problem of sharing tbe cost of public goods and finally relates his concept of exclusion and jurisdictions 

to Buchanan’s theory of clubs (See, among otheis, Buchanan 1968).

Since the blocldng ability of a coalition is reduced by the presence of a crowded public good that has 

to be produced by its own resources, it seems naturai to oonsider the possibility that the coalition can introduce 

exclusion: because exclusion reduccs crowding, the blocking ability of any coalition is cnhanced. By excluding 

nonmembers it might be possible to produce a given level of public good at lower cost. Following this idea,
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Ellickson intioduccs crowding in his three person economy and proves that if public goods are crowded, then 

tbe Lindahl equilibria may not be in tbe core. Moreover, be proves that if public goods are crowded, thè core 

may be empty.

The discussion of exclusion is intercsting: ss is well known, Musgrave and Mus grave (1984) provide 

a taxonomy of goods using thè two concepts of excludability and rivalness; they get four different types of 

public good. Ellickson argues that from thè point of view of tbe analysis of tbe allocations in thè core, tbe 

four cases reduce to just two: thè first is tbe pure public good case, which involves no exclusion ability and 

no crowding or both. Hk  second is tbe crowded public good with exclusion. The two cases of crowded and 

uncrowded public goods wbere exclusion is impossible and thè uncrowded case with exclusion, have predsely 

thè same core.

4.6 Tbe core of a public good economy, 1974

Richter affinns that thè cruciai issue in thè theory of thè core is how to formulate what a coalition can 

achieve for itself. This is exactly tbe gray area when dealing with public good economies, or with economies 

involving externalities. The problem is that unlike tbe situation in a private good economy, it is not possible 

to identify a set of utility levels achievable by a coalition independently of tbe choices of agents not in tbe 

coalition.

Fot tbe author it is clear that by tbe definition of a pure public good, thè agents belonging to a coalition 

are able to consume thè public good produced by others. This is precisely thè idea that I have been developing 

while rcading other papers that simply denied it by assuming exclusion. It is evident that a coalition can attain 

for itself all utility vectors associated to private and public goods produced using its own initial endowments 

and to thè consumption of thè public goods produced by other coalitions.

In order not to aliow thè forming of thè coalition, tbe complementary one has to threaten to produce 

no public goods since by doing so it will abate any free consumption of its public goods by thè members of 

thè new coalition. This seems to me qui te illogicai: first of all, tbe member of thè complementary coalition 

may su£fer remarkably if sudi a threat is canied out. Secondly, as long as tbe good is a pure public one (no 

congestion appears, for example), there is no loss for thè coalition if other agents "consume" it (recali Milleron’s 

discussion on consuming environment variables). But let us follow Richter.
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Foley (1970) and Muench (1972) found that, under this assumption on thè behaviour of thè comple- 

mentary coalition, thè core is qui te large and does not shrink as thè number of agents becomes larger. The 

reason is that any agent makes a large gain joining with others in producing tbe public good: costs are shared 

but everyone consumes thè total amount produced. Following an idea of Rosenthal (1971), Richter defines 

some rationality constraints that reduce tbe threatening power of tbe complementary coalition. They enlarge 

thè set of utility vectore which a coalition can attain for itself, hence there are more utility vectors for thè 

economy which each coalition can improve upon: thè core is narrowed.

It is interesting to summarize some basic definitions of Richter’s work. Let N  be thè set of thè agents 

in thè economy; C C.N is a coalition and C is thè complementary coalition; Ec is thè euclidean space of 

dimension equal to thè number of agents in C; Vc C Ec is thè set of possible utility levels achievable by C; 

v -  ( v „ v . )  is thè vector of utility levels achieved by agents in N; for v e  V„, vc is its projection onto Ec. 

Qearly C can improve upon v if 3 P e  Vc with i> » vc. Besides that, tbe notadon needed is thè following:

Y, a nonempty convex cone, is thè production technology available to any C; ai is thè endowment vector of

private good for agent t, % £ 0 is thè m-vector of public goods produced by C; y£ is thè Jfc-vector of private 

goods consumed by i €EC; yc is thè vector of i-tuples y lc arranged in ascending order (from thè left) of i; 

(xc,yc) is an allocation for C if agent i EC  consumes thè bundle (xc,y‘c)\ yc) is thè utility received by 

agent i from thè allocation (xc,yc); uc(xc,yc) is thè vector of Utilities «,(xc,yc) for i G C arranged in ascending 

order of i.

Now, (Xc*yc) is a feasible distributùm for C if (Xc»2i«c(yc~0,i)) £  Y.

An allocation (xf +xc,>e) for C is group raàonal relative to x^ if (x^y^) is a feasible distribution for 

C and there does not exist a feasible distribution (f r, f T) for any T CC  such that ur(£r +xc,^ r)> ttT(if + ic,yf )

If T -  C, then for C is pardo efficient relative to xc.

U T -  {i}, i £  C, then (re +j^-,>^) for C is individually raàonal relative to Xf-,
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These are three different ratìonality constraints imposed upon C; if C produces Xf., then C has to consume 

either an individually iatìonal, a Pareto efficient, or a group rational allocation relative to Xc-

The intercsting point is that by imposing any of these ratìonality constraints, a pure public goods economy 

that stili satisfies the usuai competitive assumptions has an empty core. Shapley and Shubik (1969) showed 

that wben the conventional assumptions are made, the core of such an economy is nonempty. Richter gives 

an examples of an empty core and tben derives a necessary condition for an empty core in a public goods 

economy.

To sum up, it is possible to say that this necessary condition is more likely to bc satisfied the larger 

the easy riding (for the use of the term "easy" instead of "free", see Comes and Sandler (1986)) coalition C 

receives on the public goods production of C. Tbe usuai definition of what a coalition can attain on its crwn 

and Richter’s definition with the several ratìonality lestrictìons on C are two extremes of the set of possible 

defini tions: the first one gives a very large core and the second may give no core at all. It would be intercsting, 

and stili pretty hard in Richter’s opinion, to find a definition which would narrow the core witbout letting it 

vanish.

4.7 The lindahl solution for economies with public goods, 1974

This is a neat expository paper that surveys the theory of Lindahl equilibrium as well as various related 

topics. We are mainly concerned with its Section IH, wbere the possibility of achieving and maintaining a 

Lindahl equilibrium is discusseti in terms of its relationship with the core. Roberts argues that the intuitive 

no tion that tbe core is intended to formalize is one of social stability: presumably any allocation not in the 

core would be overthrown. Since any Lindahl equilibrium belongs to the core under some assumption (see 

Foley (1970), Milleron (1972), it is stable in tbe appropriate sense. However, we cannot go further to say that 

thè T inriahl allocations are the only core allocations; as Muench (1972) has shown, a Debrcu-Scarf equivalence 

theorem does not bold when public goods are introduced.

Roberts iccalls that T inriahl himself tbought that Edgeworth’s conjecture cannot be valid for public 

goods economies: as the number of consumeis increases, so new prices bave to be introduced and further room 

for bargaining is added. Also Roberts emphasises that tbe same definition of tbe core makes it "too large” in
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thè presencc of public goods: core allocations exist under which many agents, even deprived of any of thè 

benefits coming from production and trade, cannot improve upon thè allocation. On this mattcr, Roberts’ 

conciusion is that thè core offeis limited support for tbe Lindahl mechanism to be a solution concept

4.8 Public goods with exclusion, 1980

This paper by Drèze is qui te massive: it extends from theoretical defini tions to predicai considerations, 

ftom existence tbeorems to efficiency concems. For what concerns us, it is interestìng to recali its starting 

point. Drèzc argues that in practice price discrimination is either nonexistent or restricted to a few categories 

of consumers, whereas equilibrium concepts for public goods presented in thè literature count on "individualized 

prices" as in thè case of Lindahl equilibria and subs cripti on equilibria. These are examples of unlimited price 

discrimination between consumers. Clearly, there are many good reasons for this practice: thè consumer ten- 

dency not to reveal tbe true willingness to pay; thè cost of gathering and processing individuai information; 

thè existence of politicai and ethical constraint on public services.

A second important point coinddes with thè vcry subject of tbe paper: public goods with exclusion (see 

also Section 3 ). Tbese are goods thè consumption of which can be controlled and restricted. For them, physical 

feasibility only demands that no single agent should consume more than thè whole output. They are typically 

sold at fixed prices up to tbe total quantity produced. Each individuai may buy at given price any amount she 

chooses, not exceeding thè total output. Other times some price discrimination is allowed, either between 

consumers or considering thè quantities puichased. This is in contrast with thè idea underlying thè Lindahl 

equilibrium, wbere each consumer buy thè same amount at different price. Both price regulation and quantity 

regulaùon by a public regulatory agency are considered in thè paper. In any case thè choice of thè optimum 

level for thè dependent variable comes from thè solution of a maximizatinn problem.

The interest in this two points is due to thè fact that they lead to analyze more realistic aspects of thè 

generai pure public good model (see Section 3).

4.9 Continuum economies with finite coali tions: core, equilibrium, and widespread externalities, 1989

This paper concerns a pcrfectly competitive excbange economy with recontracting. When there is a very 

large number of individuai, each of them is usually supposed to have negligible influcnce on economie 

phenomena. On thè other hand, thè activity of recontracting suggests that individuals are influential in puisuing 

tbeir own interest In Aumann’s model (1964), where thè set of agents is a nonatomic measure space, each
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agent is also negligible relative to any recontracting group. Here tbe model consists both of a nonatomic 

measure space and of finite coalitions, i.e., ones with a finite number of agents: this last featurc allows for the 

agent to be effective in recontracting. Tbe solution concept used in this framework is tbe /-core, for which a 

definition is provided. Another important no tion is that of widespread extemalities: it means that individuals’ 

preferences depend on tbeir own consumption of goods as well as on tbe entire allocation. When widespread 

extemalities do appear - Le., there is no self-cvident definition of tbe Aumann-core - the equivalcnce of tbe 

/-cote and tbe Walrasian allocations is proved to hold.

4.10 Cast sture equilibria: a lindahlian approach, 1989

In Mas-Colell (1980) the concept of a Lindahl equilibrium8 is gencralizcd by allowing for nonlinear 
personalized prices: these are called vahuuion fune tions, and the equivalcnce between tbe core and the set of 
vaiuation equilibria is shown. Tbe problem with vaiuation functions is that they are not cost shaies, since the 
sum of supporting prices does not cover the cost of production for all levels of the public good.

More recently Mas-Colell and Silvestre (1989) introduced the no tion of a cost share equilibrium in a 
Lindahlian framework: this is a special case of valuation equilibrium, for the individuai monotonie share 
functìon gì ve rise to cost shaies which are not necessarily linear. Given unanimity about the desired level of 
the public good, the decentialized allocation process yields efficient outeomes and assures that individuai 
contributions are proportional to individuai benefits. The idea of unanimity behind the no tion of equilibrium 
is customary in normative economics: needless to say, this assumption hides the most important feature of tbe 
reai world’s decision processes that is, people do not agree in generai on what is tbe best allocation. In ordcr 
to give an idea of the framework used by Mas-Colell and Silvestre, I summarize tbeir basic defini tions.

There is one private good x, which is taken as a numéraire, and M  public goods y -  (y,,}»* £ 0

produced under a technology given by the single cost functìon C(y). It is assumed that C is continuo us, strictly 
increasing and unbounded above, and that C(0) -  0. There are N  consumers, each endowed with a strictly 
positive amount of tbe private good, > 0, that bave continuous and increasing utility functions: iij(y,x,) also 
satisfies the assumption of convex preferences.

A state of thè economy is a vector (y,x) G JRf x Jft? which is feasible if C(y) * 'SJe, -x,), and optimal

if there is no other feasible state (y',xr) sudi that ^(y’.x’,) x u^ .x ,) Vi QN  with strict inequality for at least 
one L

A cost share system (CSS) is a set of N  functions gt -* SR sudi that g,(0) -  0 and ^  g((y) -  C(y) Vy.

Notice that with g,(0) -  0 die possibility of lump-sum transfers unrelated to the production of public goods is

S Recali Uni at a Liadahl equilibrium uxttvìdaal price» are ssch tkat everyooe demaads He sane quanti ty of each public good.
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rulcd out. Furthermore, a CSS is linear when it is of thè form g.(y) .  a. . y  + btC(y), where f, _ ^  ...,b„)Efft" 
and a -(a„ ...,a#)€ 9 lw ; this coefficients must bc restricted: we put 0 and 2 ì^ ì“ 1» while afG a r e  
such that Xi ai “ 0-

A linear cost share equilibrium (LCSE) is a pair formed by a feasible state and by a linear CSS, 
((/,*')»(Si.— ygn)\ such that for all i we have both*;-ei -&(y‘) and «<;(/,x*)fcu.O'.e,-ftO1)).

In this setting, is easy to prove that any cost share equilibrium is associateci with an optimal state: this 
is done comparing an equilibrium state of tbe economy with any other feasible state in terms of thè associated 
utility levels, following thè definition.

Tbe inteipietation of thè parameter of a linear CSS is clean tbe b, are individuai shares of thè unit cost

of production, while thè av are a sort of side compensation based on consumption. These last coefficients are 

not thè personalized prices of thè Lindahl-Foley type, since they specify thè economie environment witbout 

thè ne ed for profit shares. This is due to thè fact that thè framework is different. In fact, for thè generai varìable 

retums case Foley’s model has two problems: first, since production take place at a price-taking and profit 

maximizing point, there will not be an equilibrium in tbe case of increasing retums; second, in tbe case of 

decreasing retums thè iesulting positive profits have to be shared between agents. In thè same way, if profit 

maximization is replaced by marginai cost pricing, as in Guesnerie (1975), losses resul ting from increasing 

retums in thè production of thè public good have to be shared exogenously. On tbe contrary, bere thè shares 

are in equilibrium if, given them, there is unanimi ty on thè desired level of public good production: profit 

maximization is replaced by tbe stronger informational requirement that agents bave to know thè cost functìon 

and agree on thè share system.

The authors show thè relation between a linear cost share equilibrium and a Lindahl-Foley equilibrium: 

thè strength of this relation depends upon assumptions of convexity and of differentiability of thè cost functìon. 

The study of this analytical conespondence makes clear that tbe problem of sharing a possible profit is stili 

there: it appears in tbe form of N-l degrees of freedom of tbe LCSE that correspond to tbe profit shares in 

Foley’s model. To remove this degree of freedom, that is, to design an endogenous s che me of profit distribution, 

it is naturai to require that thè net individuai transfer be zero. This is in accordance with tbe basic idea that 

individuai contributions and benefits must coincide. Thus, we have thè following definition: A LCSE is balanced 

if • y ’ -  0 for all L
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It is casily shown that a balanced LCSE conesponds to a Lindahl-Foley equilibrium in which share 

profits are proportional to individuai gross expendi turcs, pt • y* (p, G are thè Lindahl personal ized prices). 

Noti ce that thè benefit theory of taxation is reflected bere in thè fact that individuai contributions are in line 

with personal vaiuations: this is only partially true in Foley’s model.

Eventually, thè existence of a balanced LCSE is proved under some restrictions: thè basic one is that 

utility functions must be weakly increasing in every argumcnt, that is, no public bads are present.

4.11 The equivalence of core and cost share equilibria in an economy with a public good, 1991

Both Mas-Co le11 (1980) and Mas-Co le 11 and Silvestre (1969) consti tute thè reference of this important 

paper by Weber and Wiesmeth (1991). It represcnts tbe ending point of thè research begun with Foley’s work, 

for it proves tbe equivalence between thè core and a set of allocations that satisfy an ad hoc concept of 

equilibrium for an economy with a public good. More precisely, an allocation belongs to thè core if and only 

if it is a cost share equilibrium: thè concept of cost share equilibrium can be considered as a generalization 

of tbe Lindahl equilibrium. This result is related to tbe work presented in Mas-Cole11 (1980) which regards 

thè equivalence of tbe core and thè set of valuation equilibria. Weber and Wiesmeth use a model with only 

one private good and one public good: it is not clear if tbe generalization to any number of goods is 

straightforwanL

Muench (1972) has shown that thè core can be much larger than thè set of Lindahl allocations, which 

implies that Edgeworth’s conjecture cannot be exiended to public good economies in terms of thè core and 

tbe ì indnhi equilibrium. However, Muench himself wiote that thè key to ove reo me this problem could be 

found by *<i»pting thè definition of tbe core; this is what many authors bave tri ed to do. Actually, Weber and 

Wiesmeth adjust tbe equilibrium concept instead: in fact, as shown in Mas-Cole 11 and Silvestre (1989), tbe 

cost share equilibrium notion embodies tbe Lindahl equilibrium as a particular case (tbat of Constant returns 

to scale and of proportional sharing sebemes).

In an economy with n agents there is one private good y  which also serves as input for thè production 

of thè public good x  under a technology represented by tbe cost function C(x), which is continuous, strictly 

increasing, unbounded above, and such that C(0) « 0. Agents are endowed with tbe quantity e, of thè private 

good and e - L e * 4  ** tota  ̂ endowment. Agents bave continuous and strictly monotonie preference 

orderings over consumption bundles (x ,y )€ 9 t^  which are represented by continuous utility functions
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u ;g{2 «R. Let t, bc the individuai contribution and S be a coalition of agents; then, tbe vector x  -  (x;(tf)ies)

is called an S-aUocation if 2 iestt m^(x ) x< * e> V* GS. As, and A denote respectively tbe set of all 

S-allocatiorts and tbe set of all N-allocations, which are simply called allocations. Tbe definition of dominance 

and of tbe core are as follows: a pair {S,Y), wbere S is a coalition and Y  -  O'ifa). gJ) is an S-allocation, blocks 

an allocation X  if for all agents in S we have «.(y.e,-t() > u,(*> ei -  tf). Tbe core of the economy is tbe set of 

allocations X  for which there is no coalition 5 and S-allocation Y such that (S,Y) blocks X.

Now, let AT bc an allocation and consider its associated utility levels u,(Ar): the assumptions assure that

for each z >0 and Vi E.N there exists a unique pf(z) such that aJ(z,ei -pf(z))-M,(JT). If 2 is smaller than x, 

tben pf(z) <tt so that agent i is compensated for tbe loss of some units of the public good by a larger con- 

sumption of the private good. Define rf(z) ■ max{0,pf(z)} and Rf(z) -  "2tSSrf(z). It is clear that the value R$ 

is the minima! amo uni of the total contributions needed to produce a quantity z of the public good and to 

assure to each agent tbe utility level u,(F). These concepts were al ready used in Mas-Colell (1980) to provide 

the following characterization of core allocations.

The fact that an allocation A' belongs to the core is equivalent to R%(z) s  C(z) Vz & 0. When tbe minimai

amount of tbe total contribution is no larger than the relative production cost it is possible to sbare the cost 

of any production level z in such a way that all agents agree upon the optimal amount of the public good.

To reach tbeir main result Weber and Wiesmeth introduce a new restriction to the cost share system of 

Mas-Colell and Silvestre: monotonicity of the CSS requires that wbenever a higher level of public good is 

produced all individuai cost shares increase accordingly: this is in line with the view that individuai contributions 

should correspond to individuai benefits.

A monotonie cost sharing mahod (MCSS) 4 is a system of functions +,, one for each agent, that 

determine individuai shares of the production cost of tbe public good. These are continuous and increasing 

functions of the production cost of tbe public good in tenns of the private one. Thus, their domain is 

/: -  [0,C~‘(e)] -wbere e is tbe total endowment of private good- while their range is [O^J -wbere e, is the 

individuai endowment.
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Whcn f  is given, an allocation is called a ^-allocation if all individuai contributions are determined by

A cost share equilibrium (CSE) is an allocation X  -  (x;(fj)4g*) for which there exists a f  such that X  is 

a f-allocation and for all i €EN we have u,(x,4 - r ,)2 u^e,- -♦.(z)) Vz 20

The first main result is obtained under an additional assumption which states thè quasi-concavity of thè 

utility functions, their twice continuous differentiability, thè convexity of thè cost functìon, and its continuous 

differentiability.

Proposition 1. An allocation X ‘ -  is a cost sharing equilibrium with respect to a monotonie

cost sharing system 4> if and only if it belongs to thè coir.

Since tbe concept of a CSE does not refer to profit maximization a naturai question arises about its 

relation with equilibria characterized by profit maximization itself. Kaneko (1977a) recalls that be had given 

examples showing that if thè cost functìon is not convex -that is, thè economy does not exhibit Constant returns 

to scale and profits or losses are genera ted- it is not neccssarely true that a Lindahl equilibrium belongs to thè 

core: this depcnds on thè distribution of profits. Thus, not any Lindahl equilibrium is also a CSE. However, 

Mas-Coiell and Silvestre (1969), showed that "limar CSE” are in one-to-one coirespondence to Lindahl-Foley 

equilibria for some profit share sche me and some personalized prices in tbe more generai case of convex cost 

functìon and nonincreasing returns to scale.

Given this result, tbe cbaracterization of those core allocation which can be supported by a linear CSS 

amounts to thè characterization of thè set of Lindahl-Foley equilibria in thè core of thè public good economy.

A CSS ♦ -((♦ i)iew) is linear if for each i there exist reai numbers ai tbit bt * 0 , ^nd

jù&tbtm 1 such that ^(z) -  a, - z + •  C(z), Vz with +,(z) < min{e,}, Vi E.N. An allocation X  is a linear 

CSE if there exists a linear CSS + supporting X  as CSE.
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Consider now tbe relative marginai tate of substitution for an allocation X  and for an agent i: 

zt(X) -  (dz/dii) ■ (fj/r) « ti/(x ■ MRSiQCi)) where t, is thè individuai contribution in teims of tbe private good. To 

prove tbat only core allocations with tbe values of et(X) within some well defined bounds can be supported 

by a linear CSS, thè authois define thè following function for x > 0:

. C(x)tx-C'( 0)
1 )m C'(r)-C'(0)

Noti ce that under thè assumptions regarding tbe utility and cost functions, we have 0 < X*(x)< 1» and 

that if C'(0) -  0, then X*(x) represents tbe inverse of thè cost elasticity. The second important result now follows:

Propositian 2. An allocation 1C -  (x’ifo), 6„) is a linear CSE if and only if it belongs to thè core and 

X'(x‘) s. £,0'*) s i  Vi GN  with t i(X') < 1 for at least one i E.N.

Thus, we have upper and lower bounds on thè relative marginai rate of substitution for a public good 

which are a necessary and suffident condition for a core allocation to belong to thè set of linear CSE. It is 

interesting to rcmark that this condition on thè bounds of e, ^ )  implies a certain uniformi ty of individuai 

preferences.
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1 lntroduction

This paper elaborates the idea that the usuai characterìstic functìon is not adequate to descrìbe the process 

of coalition formation: the presence of public goods makes this task impossible. Informally, it is based on 

excessively pessimistic assumptions aboxa the bebaviour of tbe complementary coalition. Moreover, it seems 

to pay too much attention to the simple dialectic between one coalition and its complement: a more complcx 

structure of coalitions is typically stable in tbe reai world and I £eel that the outeome descrìbed by a game in 

characterìstic form -or some alternative description- should be able to explain it fully.

In the last section I comment the idea of second price auction developed by Vickrey (1961).

2 Game theory and public goods

It is clear that extemalities and public goods introduce strong interdependences between agents that 

cannot be mediated through prices: the benefits to an individuai iesulting from a given set of actions depend 

heavily on the consumption or production activities by others. This gives the rationale for using the game 

theory approach in analyzing the field.

The standard public good model encompasses agents that do not coordinate tbeir actions; tbey simply 

form expectations about tbeir economie environment and then ad without making binding agreements with 

other agents. Those situations are modelled by non-cooperative games.

A special class of them is that in which agents eboose a binary varìable instead of a continuous one. 

It may be an option between coopcrating with others or not, and contributing nothing to tbe provision of a 

public good or just contributing one unii I think that, these models being very simple rcprcsentations of the 

game stmetures, tbe best way to use tbem is as a framework within which to extend the models to intertemporal 

settings. I find it intercsting to study wbether tbe threat of punishment by others in successive stages of a 

repeated game can deter would-be free riders. In a more generai sense, repeated games give a chance to leam 

about the more likely bebaviour of other players and may lead to reduce tbe bias towaid suboptimal equilibrium 

levels of public good provision; this rcsult could be important, since it would be obtained without the need 

for binding agreements.

It must be said that currcnt results in tbe literatuie do not lcave much bope for sudi an event to occur. 

One example is given by tbe Chainstore Paradox presented in Selten (1978). Using backward induction tbe
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author shows that thè stratcgy combina tion {Enter-Colludc} is a subgame peifect equilibrium, and that there 

is no di fiere nce between thè one shot game and thè finitely repeated one. The same argument applies to thè 

game which consists of finite repetitions of Prisoner’s dilemma: it is common knowledge to both players that 

they will fink in thè last re peti tion, no matter what happens before, so that again by backward induction thè 

unique perfect equilibrium outeome is {Fink-Fmk} in every period. Moreover, it is also thè only Nash outeome. 

It is usually claimed that building a reputation is pointless be cause in tbe last period is not going to matter.

Tbe argument of backward induction is not valid in tbe case of thè infinitely repeated1 Prisoner’s 

Dilemma. Now a simple peifect equilibrium is reacbed if both players cooperate. Unfoitunately, thè Folk 

Theorem tells us that any other outeome is a perfect equilibrium, including that given by always Gnking.

However, following thè hint that always finking is not a dominant stratcgy, I argue thè following: a 

situation is conceivable such that for at least one player tbe sum over thè repeated games of thè relative gains 

of cooperating is larger than tbe loss he suffers when tbe other will fink in tbe last period. This argument 

reintroduces tbe oeed for analysing reputation: when a game is repeated (both finitely and infiniteiy) a player 

may be willing to cooperate in early periods in order to establish a reputation for boncsty which will be valuable 

to bimself. Rasmusen (1989), page 120n, iefers to a paper in which by a suitable expansion of thè game 

strategy, it is shown that cooperation can be enforced in a multi-person finitely repeated Prisoner’s Dilemma.

A different way to model tbe evolution of cooperation is developed in a recent paper by Kiamarz and 

Ponssaid (1991): they prove that thè common knowledge of standards of behaviour in long teim relationships 

gives rise to tatit cooperation provided that intermediary observations are feasible. They claim that tbeir result 

is more robust with regard to players’ incentìves than thè standard one based on tbe reputation effect

Tbe two-person two-strategy noncooperaóve game involving binary choices can be studied with thè help 

of a matrix representation. Tbe pattern of payofis when tbe game involves public goods is often consistent 

with tbe Prisoner’s dUemma-typc of situation. In this case three out of thè four possible outeomes are Pareto 

optimal, wbereas tbe fourth is dominated. Tbe main point is that thè fburth outeome is typkally tbe equilibrium 

of tbe noncooperative game.

1 In it teem i wortbwhile to noie tbe following: tfae rd  evince of nsing infinite horizoo ganci il  dearly not given by thè fact
that human rdaóoHhipi have infinite duiaboc. What jvtifics tbeir a t  il that in some sitnatioos pUyen simpiy expect that there will be 
more playi after thè present ooe, without coonòering thè end. On thè other sde, tbe finitely repeated game il  uitable to model sitoatkxB 
in which thè last period is definitivdy considerai by thè piayen. la dai seme an infini tely repeated game can adaally describe (bori 
game».
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It is trae that, even in a simple setti ng there are problems in identifying rational individuai behaviour 

and thè related social outeome. The public goods problem may not conform to thè Prisoner’s dilemma and 

this means that thè Nash equilibrium concept becomes meaningless. However, Johansen (1982) claims that in 

a game with complete Information thè Nash equilibrium strategy is thè only one that is consistent with four 

plausible rationality postulates and therefore should be considered thè naturai noncooperative equilibrium 

concept

The analysis can be extended in three directions: first, we should be abie to work with more than two 

players. Second, we can investigate whether rcpetition may favour cooperative behaviour. Third, one should 

consider alternative assumptions of rationality and see if they lead to non Nash behaviour stili being a part of 

a rational strategy.

Situa tions in which thè problem for thè agents is to decide thè aggregate level of a continuously variable 

public good, in thè same noncooperative framework, are widely examined in thè literature. As said before, 

Johansen (1963) proposes four axioms to characterize rational behaviour. A fifth postulate is implied by thè 

fulfilment of thè others and this set of rules leads to tbe Nash noncooperative equilibrium. I recali briefly thè 

fi ve postulates.

Let Of be thè action of agent j  out of n agents and Ak be thè set of feasible actions for h. Let thè utility 

of agent h be represented by £/*(«„<!*...,a.).

1. a player chooses ak from Ak only on thè basis of Information concermng thè set {A„...,A„} and of thè

prcference functions of all players l/,(a,..... am),...,U .(al......am).

2. each player assumes that others are rational in tbe same sense as she is rational.

3. if some decision of a player is rational, then it can be correctly predicted by others.

4. predicting thè actions to be taken by other players, a player’s own decision maximizes his prcference function 

given thè predicted actions of others.

5. a decision is rational if thè player does not regrct it after having observed thè other players’ decisions and 

thè outeome of thè game.

Then, thè chosen actions &k satisfy thè condition:
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!/*(<*,......àt ,.. .,àll)*Ui (óv ...,at ,...,am) />• 1,2,...,»» Va*f*<f4

Finally, I would like to recali the result of a concise paper by Gucsnerie and Oddou (1979) that considera 

a cooperative setting with transferable utility2. Let N  be the set of players, S the strategy space of the game, 

and P the payoff vector. Consider K  and L, two disjoint subsets of N, and v(K), v(L) their characterìstic function. 

Then we say that, for a game (N,S,P), v(K) is superadditive if v(K UL) z v(K) + v(L). Most of the timc economie 

situations are modellcd considering superadditive games but the authors present a simple economy with a public 

good and few agents which is not necessarily superadditive; they argue that this might be often the case. A 

wealth tax can finance the public good and this leads to a second best situation. It tums out that an adaptation 

of tbe core concept is needed in order to ensure its existence in this case. The generalization when the game 

is not superadditive is called C-stable solution; the core is a set of partìcular C-stable soludons.

3 Considerations on games in characterìstic form

The set of players is N -  {1,..,/, .-,«}• Nonempty subsets of players, denoted K,M,N  and so on, are 

called coalitions if they can make binding agreements.

Tbe set of all possible coalitions is K , and -  (2* - 1). Tbe condition that a coalition can make binding

agreement is usually not formalized, but is a strong one. Not all the possible coalitions take place, both because 

of informatinn problems and because binding agreements are not enforceable.

Moreover, in deciding which coalition to join, each player can choose among (2*-2*~1) of them.

Consider, for example, that if N  « 5 he can neither join the foui 3-player coalitions allowed to the other four 

players, nor the one 4-player coalition fonned by them. In generai, the number of coalitions available to agent 

i is (2*/2), while the number of coalition not available to him is (2*/2 - 1 ). I denote by K, the proper subset 

of K that contains all coalitions available to player i.

2 The toM fenble utility «sinmptiofi (wttck gjvm  m e lo à d t paymtmt procs) b  eqnivaleat lo pnttatotiiig the rxiilm rr of a privale good 
witfc atility that «atei» additivety iato Ite individua] nrility functions.
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I argue that in thè rcai world coalition formation is a function of thè incentive to cooperate, and of 

other important factors: habits, cultural biases', and available Information. The level of trust among players 

depends on all these factors: a binding agreement concerns mainly thè way side-payments take place after thè 

game has been played (in a transferable utility setting).

Thus we can say that to enter a coalition one player looks at thè probability of receiving his final payoff, 

whatever it be: be has an expectation. The individuai incentive to cooperate may well need to be strictly 

positive and larger than a certain threshold, in order for thè coalition to form.

On thè other hand, we can think of which coalition is more likely to form and compare thè outeomes 

tbat coalitions can guarantee to their members. A coalition is more likely to form if it guarantees to its members 

a higher payoff, that is, if their incentive to collude is larger. In this sense an index of thè incentive to form 

a coalition may be conceived as in thè following definition, where v(*) is thè standard characteristic function.

Definition. The incentive to cooperate associated to each coalition is given by v(£) -  L 6*v({i}).

This is different from thè Shapley vaìue (see below) which is thè individuai payoff defined as tbe average 

marginai worth of a player to all coalitions. This index does not deal with thè distribution of individuai payoffs, 

but it conveys thè likelihood of thè formation of a coalition. Dividing thè index by one of thè addenda we get 

a relative measure which is use fui to compare different coalitions.

In thè following subsections I will use this setting to elaborate two issues: thè characteristic function 

and payoff vectors.

3.1 On characteristic functions.

Before considering thè characteristic function, thè main tool of analysis in cooperative game theory, let 

us recali three basic concepts of equilibrium in terms of domination.

When coalitions do not consider deviating from a proposed imputation, they do not anticipate any 

retaliatory move. This hypothesis, in which thè agents in a coalition take thè strategy of thè complementary 

coalition as fixed, leads to a cooperative solution concept called Strong Coumot Nash equìltbruun.

3 For exampic, this oid uyiog  of joutbeni Italy: ’Coopowive* «re very good, provided Oul tbe Bomber of oem bos it odd o d
itricdy n u l l a  th u  Ihree'.
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On tbe other hand, wc can consider thè case in which coalitions do contemplate de via ting if better levels 

of Utilities can be reacbed for their membeis. Now we can think as if ti me played a iole, inasmuch tbe outeome 

depends on "wbo moves first", in tbe sense of wbo sets bis strategy first.

lf tbe members of a coalition K  move first, we define what they can assure themselves. "Assure" or 

"guarantee" are used in tbe sense that tbe joint strategy of thè coalition is a necessary condition for thè 

considered outeome. Sufficicncy is added later, when thè complementary coalition reveals its joint strategy, 

and only then thè first coalition strategy gives rise to a payoff functìon that is a well defined one-to-one 

mapping to thè final outeome.

If K moves after thè complementary coalition has ebosen its strategy, we define what its members 

cannot be pievented from attaining.

Tbe first situation leads to thè set of payoffs (and to thè set of corresponding cooperative equilibria) 

known as a-core. Scarf (1971) proved for it a generai existence theorem4.

Tbe second situation leads to tbe definition of fi-core: it lacks a generai existence theorem. As we will 

see, underlying both tbe a- and tbe ^-core there is a pessimistic valuation of what a coalition can do if its 

complement deviates. Tbe (3 characteristic sets always include thè a  cbaracteristic sets.

In order to be moie precise, I introduce some standard notatìon. Denote by xx and tbe vectors of

individuai payofis of membeis of a coalition K  and of members of its complement. Denote by s* (respec. 

$**) a generic element of SK -  x,6r S, (S** -  tbe produci of thè strategy set of each agent in K  (in

NVC). A cooperative equilibrium is a strategy profile s such that there is no coalition that domina tes thè payoff 

vector x(j) -  (*,(*), ....x^j)). This means that there exists no coalition that can gì ve to its members individuai 

payoffs xt such that xt >xi(s) Vi GK.  Denote by X(K) thè set of vectors of individuai payoffs that a coalition 

K  can ensure for its membeis. Now we can express formally tbe three different sets of payoff vectors that 

give rise to tbe three cooperative solution concepts recalled above.

X ^ K )  -  {xjixj z x lr(flc,sx*) for some ES*}  (la)

4 For a generai iz*tk» of ScaiTi theorem tee a paper by Atsuhi Kijii, forthcoming la thè Jotinul of Economie Theory.
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V s™} (1 b)

Xp(K)-{xz  | V a s V s V , 1, ^ ) } (le)

Having said all that, I go directly to thè characteristic function. The fiist step is to consider the payoff 

that a single player can get. Let S~* ■ xj be the set of all strategy combinations that all the players except 

i can use against bim. An element of 5"* is a strategy combination j ' 1 -  . If player i uses

one of his strategies, s‘, then the lowest payoff that he can get is the following:

This is called player i ’s security level for his strategy The highest security level that player i can 

obtain by using any of his strategies, is called his maximìn payoff from the game, and is given by:

Any strategy su having tbe same maximin payoff x’ as the security level is called a maximìn strategy.

By definitoli, the characteristic function gives to each player a value that is equal to his maximin payoff. 

Moreover, assumìng transferable utility and free disposai, the characteristic function assigns a maximin value 

to each coalition: for a given game each coalition has associateti with it the laigest total payoff that it is capable 

of atteining-

Notice that in symmetric games, where tbe power of a coalition is a function only of its size, the set 

of possible values of v(/f) has cardinality N. In generai it is supposed to take (2*) values, since it is usually 

de fi ned also on {0 }; in contrast I assume that a coalition is a nonempty set of agents.

Qearly, v(K) is not continuous and it is not necessari]y a one-to-one function. Lct’s state tbe usuai 

definition in terms of tbe a-cbaracteristic function.

x,(s‘) -  min x,(j1, j '<)
Ses-1 (2a)

x ' -  max min xi(s‘,s~‘) 
/es* t-'es-’

(2b)

(2c)
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Where s* G S* , and Sx -  xiejrSj is thè joint strategy space, (t*,sM*) is thè strategy combination in 

which player i is using either f** if i<£K or if i GK.  Two considerations follow:

1) The domain and die range of v. Nothing can be said about its form in terms of thè nice behaviour 

usually requested of functions in economies.

The characteristic function is defined on thè set of all possible coalitions. We denoted it by K  and we 

know tbat #K -  (2*) if thè empty set is admitted. Now, using data from a reai situa tion, suppose we order thè 

elements of this set by two criterìa: first thè cardinality of each element in ascending order and then tbe 

alphabetical order applied to thè names of members. Thus we have a list of coalitions ordered as follows: first, 

all single player coalitions, second all two player coalitions, and so on until thè grand coalition; moreover, in 

each sublist of coalitions with thè same number of agents coalitions are ordered lexicographically by agents’

This simple stmeture of thè domain of v is not enough to say something on its behaviour, even if we 

can expect that v(K)GlR* is increasing with tbe cardinality of K.

Suppose we know more about each player: his power, for example, measured by his marginai con

tribution to each coalition. Stili, this is not enough to characterize easily thè behaviour of v.

In fact, individuai m arginai contributions vary across different coalitions. Moreover, and this is just 

another way to put it, even information on v({i}), each member’s maximin value, cannot help, since super- 

additivi ty holds and tbe value of a coalition might be bigger than thè sum of individuai values. However, it 

is true tbat in constant-sum games, that are a particular case of superadditivity, this problem disappears. Recali 

that a game is constant-sum if:

The total payoff is a fixed quantity, regardless of thè stiategies chosen. Since it is true for all X it is 

also true for K -  {i}, that is, for each agent. However, this does not imply

names.

v(N)-v(K) + v(N\K) (3*)

v (0 '} )-v ({ /} )  for i + j (3b)

To get something more we have to assume tbat (3a) takes thè following form:
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v(K)-v(M) + v(KW) V K Q N ,  VMQK  (4)

This means that each game, restricted to some of thè players of thè originai game, is constant-sum. In 

this case it is clear that v({/}) is thè same for all K which he can belong to. However, this is stili not a 

sufficient condition for (3b).

What I am saying is that thè worth of each agent in a coalition depends both on his originai characterìstics 

and on thè particular coalition that he joins: this is also rcDectcd in thè definition of thè Shapley value. Clearly 

I do not mind he re about thè way thè total payoff is distributed among membeis: I considerine what is 

thè reasonable individuai payoff that a player would like to get Formally I would write w^K),\/i E N , 

VX G K, , meaning also that it is possible that wt(K) mw^L),K,L E H , .  I further argue that player i ’s payoff 

in a certain coalition might well depend on thè way N^K players anange thcmselves in coalitions. This problem 

is better analyzed considering thè coalition as a whole: I do that in point 2) and in sec. 3.1.2.

Summing up, tbe characteristic functìon embodies much informati on that varies with thè particular 

situation involved: thus, it is not possible to characterize its form in generai.

2) Tbe coalition structure. It should be emphasized that v{K) is tbe maximin value of AT in thè game 

played between K  and N\K- The concept was bom for zero-sum games and its extension to non-zero-sum 

games is considcred straightforward, even though it is not. For any K we let v(K) be thè optimal security level 

of thè coalition K  in thè non-cooperativc two-person non-zero-sum game K versus N\K-

So, thè parti tion (tbe pattern of tbe coalitions) considered is very simple: it consists of members of K

and of all thè othere players acting as a coalition in N\K. Moreover, it is clear that if a subset K  of players 

form a coalition, thè fact that thè remaining players also form a coalition is thè former’s worst strategie prospect.

I believe that thè value of v(K) would be bigger if it feces smaller coalitions or even single individuals. 

Formally, v(K) should also be a functìon of thè coalition structure.

The usuai assumption is restrictive because it demands that conflicts of interest always reduce to two 

strictly opposing coalitions. A more adequate descriptive theory has to consider thè expectations of each possible 

coalition in relation to thè actions of thè remaining players arranged in any conceivable coalition: this is what 

I try to do bclow, after some other comments on ielated subjccts.
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In constant-sum games thè worst threats against the coalition are precisely the strategies that nmTimiyp. 

tbe payoff to the players outside tbe coalition. Only in this case does the pessimistic assumption of the 

characterìstic function seem reasonable. In any case, the worth of one-person coalitions (and of bigger coalitions, 

as a consequence) depends critìcally on the threat structure, and the threat structure in tura depends on the 

basic legai concepts of property rìghts: this is even more delicate to consider in the case of extemalities, wbere 

tbe structure of property rìghts is not well defined.

The presence of threats leads to the following question: why should either coalition expect its com- 

plement to choose tbe most punitive strategy irrespcctivc of tbe costs to itself of implcmenting it ? In a variable 

sum game one would rather expect tbat each coalition would compromise between the need to m ini m ise  thè 

joint payoff of tbe complementary coalition and the exigency of maximizing its own joint payoff. In generai, 

tbe von Neumann and Morgenstem characterìstic function is suitable for all games in which a joint strategy 

is available that concurrently maximizes one coalition’s payoff and minimizes its complementary coalition’s 

payoff. This must be true for each pair of complementary coalitions in the game. Both constant-sum games 

and orthogonal games (that do not allow positive damaging actions, see below) bave this property.

Alternatives to the maximin characteristic function may be found both by modifying it and by modifying 

the coalitional description of a game. I deal with these altematives in sec3.1.1 and 3.12. below.

As I have already remarked, superadditivity is usually assumed (see Guesnerie and Oddou (1979) for 

a counter-example with economie implications):

Note that strici superadditivity implies tbat the game is not constant-sum (see equation (3a) above).

Games in characteristic functìon form can be divided in two classcs. It is conceivable that there are 

games in which no coali tira of players is more effettive than the several players of tbe coalition ope rating 

alone: sudi games are called inessential. Formally, for all disjoint coalitions K,M,  we have:

V K,M,  K n M ~ 0 ,  v(K UM) & v(K) + v(M) (5)

v(£UM)-v{K) + v(tf) (5a)
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It is clcar that thè stri et supe redditi vi ty assumptìon rules out incsscntial games. It is not difficili t to see 

that (5a) is equivalent to thè following, which shows bettcr that nothing is gained by forming coalitions in 

inessential games:

"W *  2  v({/}) (Sb)

On thè other side, a game is said to be essential if and only if it is not true that thè total payoff to thè 

grand coalition is thè same as tbe sum of payoffs of all tbe individuai players. Formally:

v(AO> 2 v({i}) (5c)<ew

Another interesting class of games is tbat of orthogonal coalitions: tbe underiying idea is that no coalition 

can alter thè payofis of players outside of it. On thè other band, thè only threat by outsiders against a coalition 

is to boycott it. While thè situation in constant-sum games is "you are eitber with us or against us", in orthogonal 

games "you are either with us or we do not care of what you do”. In both cases, thè characteristic function 

assumes tbe worst for tbe coalition.

3.1.1 The Harsanyi modifica tion

In order to understaod this matter, I have to recali tbat it is linked to thè value solution theory developed 

both from tbe Zeuthen-Nash solution to two-person bargaining and from tbe Shapley value formula proposed 

as a solution for n-person games representable by maximin characteristic functions.

Tbe value solution determines a single payoff vector that expresses tbe value of tbe game to each of 

thè players. It is not necessarily a core imputation. In thè following formula for thè Shapley value, 

c(k) -  {(« -  l)!/(n -k)\(k - 1 )!} is thè number of coalitions of size k containing thè player i:

ì - j r :  1 [ v ( K ) - v ( K - m  (6)n t-iC(k) iex.tK-t

Tbe individuai payoff to player i is his average marginai worth to all thè coalitions available to him; 

note that tbe weights are different across coalitions.
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If we allow games to bave complex strategies which reflect tbe existence of varìable thieats, that is, if 

we consider typically non-c-games5, we can extend tbe value concept using a modifica tion proposed by Haisanyi 

(1959) and Harsanyi (1977). Howevcr, it seems to me that no thcory based on ordinai utility can deal dircctly 

with thieats in a satisfactory mannei, since thè statement "this will hurt you more than me” makes no sense 

in a purely ordinai framework.

The basic idea goes as follows: let UK (respectivelyf/**) be thè joint payoff of coalition K

Consider thè difference D -U * -  U**. Then define thè modifìed value of K, in tetms of thè modified char- 

acteristic functìon h(K) , as that value of U* which coiresponds to thè maximin value of D. Let us see that 

in more detail.

In thè two-person case let T denote a non-constant-sum game in strategie form, with payoffs (x„xj). 

We can consider this game as if it were formed by two paits: tbe strictly cooperative game r ,  with payoffs 

(x, +x2rxì +Xj) and thè strictly competitive game with payoffs (x, -x&Xj - x j  . Thus r  -  1/2T, + lf2T4 , and 

tbe Nash-Selten value of T , is given by thè following two equations:

♦ , - W ( T , )  (7)

wherc /(T,) is thè joint maximum solution to T ,, and flXd) is thè minimax solution of thè zero-sum game

Té

la. thè n-peison case Harsanyi considerai each coalition K  in tum, faced it with its complement and 

used thè values to evaluate thè worth of coalitions instead of v(K) and v(Af\K) as in (2c). This new

functìon, de no ted by h, depends on asymmetries in threat potential and is not superadditive. Repladng v by 

h in (6) we can calcitiate tbe Harsanyi-Sei ten value for games with transferable utility.

3.1.2 Games in partittoD-function form and limits lo coalition forma tion

The ideas on thè significance of thè parti tion structure, introduced above, seems to be s imitar to tbose 

of Thrall and Lucas (1963) as repoited in Shubik (1982).

5 A  c-game is such tfaat oothing «sm tisi to tbe parpose of tbe modd is toc) in passiag from tbe exteasive or strategie descripdoo io thè 
chaiacteristic fom . The (ad  to t  tbe chancteristic form is oftea an inartwpate descnpòoc of constasi sam games is well takawa: see fai 
exampie Luce aad RaifEs (1957), page 190.
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In a game with N  players, denote by K the set of all possible coalitions; we know that #K -  2" -1 . The

set of all coalitions which a player i can belong to is denoted by K , ; we know that #K, -  2"/2 -  2" ' 1. On 

the other hand, there is the set of 2W“I -1  coalitions which a player cannot belong to, denoted by K .

Assuming that a coalition K  forms, I am conce med he re with the description of the behaviour of players 

outside K  in tenns of the pattern of coalitions which they can give rise to. It seems useful to present an 

example first:

Consider a game wbere there are four players (a, b, c, d). If a choses to stay alone, the set of coalitions 

available to the other players is K ^ , ,-  ({b},{c},{d},{bc},{bd},{cd},{bcd}). It is clear that, with regard to 

tbe participation of each player, only some of these coalitions can actually form: for example, we may see the 

set {{b},{cd}) form, but not tbe set ({b},{fcc}, {crf}). In both cases many of the possible coalitions do not 

form, and in tbe seco ad case player b appears simultaneously in two coalitions. We need a rule to characterize 

plausible set of coalition of members of N\K that can anse in reaction to the forming of a certain coalition 

K. First, denote by K ̂  the set of all coalitions available to members of MK.

Definition. A coalition partiàon of K ̂  is any set of coalitions of players not belonging to K  such that:

i) any player i E.N\K appears at least in one coalition.

ii) do player appears in moie than one coalition.

Denoting by P^g a generic element of P**, tbe collection of all possible coalition partitions of KM ,

we can think of a function tbat attributes a payoff to a coalition K  for all possible coalition partitions that may 

face K.

Definition. Let a reai valued set function wK : Py* — 91* assign a payoff to the coalition K  for all 

possible P ^  . The worth w’t  of a coalition K  is tbe maximum of wK

Presumably the set wK(/#«)C 91* has a minimum for P ^  -  ({N\K}), and the worth corrcsponds to 

P/rt ” ({*}»••»0'}) M  , reflecting the old motto "divide et impera". The above definition leads to two
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related questions: firstly, does an allocation that assigns at least its worth to eveiy coalition exist? Secondly, 

starting from such an allocation, if it exists, is there room for Pareto improvements? Both questions are 

unanswered for tbe moment.

In thè usuai approach we pessimistically de fine thè value of a coalition, v(AT) , in a way that refleets

its power when it faces its complementary coalition. A link with thè partition function approach is given by 

thè fact that v(K) equals tbe m in im um  of wg.

v(*0 -  min{wx(PJW)} (8)

Tbe forming of thè complementary coalition might be costly or even impossible and this is in generai 

not considered. On tbe other band, tbe study of tbe worth of a coalition motivates us to consider explidtly tbe 

limits to coalition formation. This measure of tbe value of a coalition seems to be more realistic, also because 

thè function wx might well not be defined for certain implausible coalition partitions.

3.2 On S-eqoivalencc and normaUzatton

The idea underlying this paragraph is tbat two games that have different characteristic functions may 

be die same in their essentials.

It is common in mathematics to define a laige dass of objects, all of them satisfying certain conditions, 

and then to realize that this dass can be partitioned into subclasses that are homogeneous with regard to some 

criterion or theory. We always need to be sure that tbe theory is invariant under thè equivalence concept that 

allows thè partition.

If this is tbe case, one element of each class can be selected and considered as a representative. This 

idea applica also to thè dass of characteristic functions: if two games reduce to tbe same zero-one normalized 

form (see definition below), then they are considered to belong to tbe same equivalence dass. They are said 

to be 5-equivalenL The relation of 5-equi vai enee can be easily shown to satisfy thè three conditions of an 

equivalence relation: it is refiexive, symmetric, and transitive.

Definition. Two n-person games with characteristic function v and v‘, are said to be S-equivalcni if 

there exists a vector of constante (c),...,ca) and a Constant k such tbat:
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v(K)-kv(K)+  2  c, VKCN (9)

A uscful transforma tion of characteristic functions is their normalization. A type of nonnalization is the 

so called zcro-one nonnalization. Let’s recali the definition of a zero-one normalized game:

Definition. Let T -  (fl,v) be a game. Tben its zero-one normalization, (Af, v"), is given by:

We note that for non-essential games this transformation has no meaning since the dominator equals 

zero, and that v*({i}) -  0, since the numerator vanishes; moreover, v'fff) -  1 .

It is possible to prove that two S-equivalent games have cores, bargai ni ng sets, and Shapley Values that 

are rclated by the same transformation tbat defines tbeir zero-one normalization.

A useful transformation of v(K V M ) , wbere K and M are disjoint coalitions, consists in subtracting 

from it the sum of the values of K and M: t{K,Af)~v(K\JM)-[v(K)+v(M)]. This transformation gives a 

measure of the incentive for K  and M to coordinate their strategies and it is useful to check whether a game 

is symmetric or not Cui symmetric games the power of a coalition is an increasing function of its size). In fact, 

it is easy to see that if the game is symmetric then t{K,M) > 0 for all non-empty K and Af; the converse does 

not hold.

3.2.1 Characterìstic functions and probabili ty measure

Luce and Raiffa (1957) underline the relation between 0,1-normalized characteristic functions and the 

definition of a probability measure over the subsets of a finite set. However, superadditivity does not hold for 

a probability measure and we cannot have />({»}) -0  Vi .

This comparison illustrates tbe fact that a characteristic function can be considered as a special case of 

tbe riass. 0f all finite, normalized, real-valued set functions. If the measure is additivo we have thè theory of 

discrete probabilities. The theory of characteristic functions can be viewed as the study of superadditive 

measures.

2  v({i})i6 K (1 0 )
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Ad example of tbe dose relation mentiooed abovc is given by substituting tbe condition of 0,1-nor- 

malization into tbe definition of an imputation. By doing this we find that an imputation x is an JV-tuple which 

sadsfies tbe following conditions:

(Ila) x,*Q Vi GN  and (116) J x  - l
iE« '

From (Ila) and (llb) it is clear tbe analogy between thè set of imputations and tbe set of all probability 

distributions over tbe elements of N: an imputation is a distribution of tbe total payoff to tbe individuai players. 

If x -(x„.^x,) is a probability distribution over N, we can consider tbe set function x(K) -  2, gjrxi 88 a 

probability measure over N.

Note, at this point, tbat an imputation is said to be in tbe core if v(K) is at least equal to tbe sum of 

tbe payoffs of members of K. Clearly, successful imputations will depend on tbe interplay between coalitions 

and on tbe threats tbat can be enforced by coalitions. A tbeory tbat tries to deal with all this has to consider 

tbat if v(K) is much larger than x(K) there will be a strong reason for thè coalition K to form and to impose 

an imputation x'  that is "doser" to v(K). This means that thè equilibrium problem consiste in finding a 

probability measure x which approximates in some sense to be defined thè normalized superadditive measure 

v.

3_S On payoff vectors.

Definition. A payoff vector x  G 91, is an imputation for r  -  {fi, v) if it satisfies tbe following three 

conditions:

*,*v({i}) V/' £ N  (IR) l  (F) 2x ,ìv (W ) (PO)i&N ISN

In thè familiar Edgeworth box all allocations in tbe lens shaped area bordered by thè two indiffercnce 

curves passing through thè endowment point satisfy both individuai rationality (IR) and feasibility (F). All 

allocations on thè part of thè contract curve inside thè same area also satisfy Pareto optimality (PO).

They form thè imputation set, denoted by I ( f f ,v ) . It is worth noting that in any two-person game tbe 

core coinddes with tbe imputation space, since there are no intermediate coalitions between tbe singletons and 

thè grand coalition.
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The set of feasible vectois such that Vtf£K is called thè care. This is a condition

stionger than PO. indeed, it is so strong that there may be no unputation which satisfies it. It is easy to see 

that if thè core of a constant-sum game is non-empty, thè game has to bc inessential; in other words, all 

essential constant-sum games have empty cores and lack equilibrium imputations (see Owen, 1982). The 

condition for an imputation to belong to thè core can be seen as a logicai extension of PO to all possible 

coalitions, and tberefore be named group radonality. We can also define thè core starting from thè concept of 

"domination" or "improving". This definition was originally given by von Neumann and Morgenstem (1944), 

where it led to thè concept of a solution for n-person cooperative games. Their solution is currently known 

under thè name of "stable set".

Definition. For x ,y  in /(A /», y dominates x (or ìmproves it) via K (written yDKx) if:

yt * x, Vi €  K  
yl +xi for at least one i G K (12) and 2 y ^ v ( K )  (Fx) (13)

i G K

Where FK means thè "feasibility condition for K”. We wiite Dt  for thè relation of domination via K

and simply D for tbe case in which domination holds via at least one coalition; D will be used wben domination 

holds for all possible coalitions as a short form for yDx VK QN. It is easy to see thè three possible cases 

that can occur with respect to disjoint coalitions: i) yDx and z -  Dy ; ii) yDx and xDy ; iii) 

y -> Dx and x  -> Dy . Note also that in generai D is not a transitive relation, since thè coalitions may be 

different; however, D is transitive.

Luce and Raifla (1957) change condition (12) to yt > zf Vi €  K  which is in generai a stionger condition

that is not necessary for y* >xx (where yK •  e* )• So do Owen (1982) and Shubik (1982). However, in 

a transferable utility setting, it is assumed that if condition (12) holds, then it is possible to re-allocate thè total 

gain in such a way that yt >xi Vi EK.

Note also that there do not exist x,y  e/(/V,v) such that yt >xt for all i EN,  since for y  and x both (F) 

and (PO) hold.
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Condition (12) states tbat at least onc mcmbcr of K  prefers y  to x and no one prefcrs x  to y, while 

condition (13), the feasibility for K, says that the members of X are capable of attaining y. There might be 

some agent in N  that prefers x  to yi the second condition says that those that piefer y  to x  are strong enough 

to enforce the choice of y.

Let us say something also about the first condition in the form xi >yi Vi E K . It means that all

members of K  have to be better off in order for an imputation x to dominate y. Clearly, (x, -  yt) may be different 

across members. This is also trae in the case we write x* > yK, which is implied by condition (12): but now 

even the sign of -  yt) might differ since it is possible that fo- . t t JcO. Actually, y* > Jf*and

0 < (x, - yt) V i, i , j  E K  -  {A} together are equivalent to (x„ - y k) < 0.

Then, we are left with the problem of explaining why should h join the coalition. Even the fact that 

O<(xi - y i)0  (xj -  yj) > 0 requires awaieness: it implidtly means that there is an agreement on the way to divide

h ^ i - y ò -

Having said that, let us go back to the core.

Definition. The core is the set of all imputations that are not Z> dominateci.

The following icsult is well known (see for example Owen (1962), who has a slightly different version): 

Theorem. For y  in I(N,v), y  is said to be in the core C(ff,v) if:

(14a) l  y,*v{K) VATGK orif (146) - 3 * G K  | l  y,<v(£)
iex IBK

Tbe interpretation of the preceding definition and theorem can be misleading: they say that the core is 

the set of all imputations that are not dominated by others through all possible coalition. This means that if x 

is in the core and y  is not in it, then we cannot have yDx; however, we can have yDgX for some K. Condition 

14 makes the core contain only the imputations that cannot be improved by all coalitions: if x is in the core 

we cannot find another imputation y  which is prefened to x by all coalitions. Condition 14 works with all 

possible coalitions as much Pareto optimality does with regard to the grand coalition. To be clear, tbe fact that 

x  is in the core does not preclude tbe existence of an imputation y  -that is not in tbe core because it does not 

exists another imputation h dominated by y  through all coalitions- such that yD^x for some coalition K: tbe
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core usually contains many Z)-dominated imputations. For example, each coalition of one individuai prefers 

an imputation that assigns tbe total payoff to itself. This also refleets thè fact tbat in disputi ng an undesirable 

imputation in thè core a coalition K may propose nothing better than an imputation which dominates thè first 

one through K and that would be dominated by a third imputation through another coalition. Eventually, we 

could ask why should thè players be satisfied with a core outeome that can be improved by some coalition? 

One answer is that even with this definition there are many ordinary games that have empty cores in which 

every feasible imputation can be improved by all coalitions (e.g. thè three players voting game).

Let us de fine exxemal stability as tbe capaci ty of a set of imputations to dominate all imputations outside 

thè set through some coalitions: thè core lacks it. Some useful insights on this matter are provided by thè 

comparison between thè core and stable sets.

In order to darify thè differences between thè core and thè stable set, introduced below, let’s restate 

thè definition as follows:

Definition. The core C{N,v)Cl(N,v) is thè set of all y  in I(N,v) such that:

(*)if x , y E C ( N ,v \  then x -  Dy

(**) if x £ C (tf,v ), then 3 yGl{Nfv), such that x -  Dy 

We shall now gjve thè definition of stable set.

Definition. A stable set, C*(tf,v)C/(tf,v) is thè set of all y in l(N,v) such that:

(*) if x,y GC*(Af,v), then x -D y

(•*) if x g C ’(tf,v), then 3 y£C'(IV,v) andKGK sudi that yDKx

The stable set has maxi mal internai stability given by (*), since x -  Dy =>x -  Dy.  At thè same time

its externa] stability property is minimal: an imputation x in a stable set can be dominated by an imputation

y outside i t  Clearly, it is always possible to find an t  G C* that dominatcs y. But there may exist a y outside

thè stable set which dominate* jf ; again, it is always possible to find an i  G C* that improves y, and so on.
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If a nonempty core exists, thcn any stable set must include it, since points in thè core aie not domina ted 

by all coalition. Moreover, if tbe core is extemally stable, which is not trae in generai, then it is thè unique 

stable set.

Notice that xDy -*=>xDy but x -• D y =>x -> l)y.  Moieovei, x -■ Dy  implies yDKx foi some coalition 

K  but not yDx.

4 On payoff imputatioos in thè core

Tbe concept of thè core is defined in teims of sums of individuai payoffs. We can find thè minimai 

value Z of 2 >exxi that allows a nonempty core by solving thè following problem:

where any solution is bounded below by ^  ew v({*}) . that is, by thè sum of thè individuai payoffs 

determined by IR through thè definition of thè a-characteristic functìon.

Nothing is said, apait from thè assumption of transferable utility, about thè way each coalition distributes 

thè total payoff between members via side payments. Each agent will join thè coalition K if xf £ v({i}), that 

is, if each individuai final payoff satisfies IR. Recali that in order for xf to be an imputa tion it has also to 

satisfy (F) and (PO). For what follows I use superscripts to denote that an individuai or total payoff is associateti 

to a ceitain coalition.

I argue that there is room for a more stringent critenon in choosing whether to join a coalition or not 

than that of individuai rationality condition as expressed in thè preceding section. As with any other critenon 

it also should help to explain thè emerging of thè actual partition.

For what follows keep also in mind that thè worth of a coalition K might depend on thè pattern of 

coalitions between nonmembers of K  that actually occuis, as shown above. However, 1 do not deal dircctly 

with this hypothesis that clearly complicates tbe matter.

A player should analyze each agreement that he faces and join a coalition only if he is better off with 

regard to all other coalitions available. In thè case of symmetric games, under strict superadditivity, thè for- 

mation of tbe grand coalition is highly probable: recali that in symmetric games thè power of a coalition is

Z-min  2  xi s j ' 2 - xi i V (^) VKC-N, K+ N (15)itur i fijc
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a function only of its size. The refercnce point for player i is the payoff that he gets staying alone, that is, his 

individuai payoff when the (* -{ ,}) coalition actually forms against Min. Then, before deciding whether to 
join the grand coalition, be will compare v({i}) with xf.

I argue that in non symmetric games, when the actual choice of the pattems of coalitions is less 

determmed, the player should look at all the payoffs conceivable under the many possible pattern of coalitions.

Let’s see this in more detail. Suppose that y improves x via K and that x, -  v({i}). I mean that with

the imputation x agent i gels the minimum payoff he can expect from the game, since v({i}) is computed with 

thè minimax criterion: he stays alone against the coalition of all other players. Define the "K-extra value" as 

follows:

ev{K)~ 2  (X-Xj) (16)
ie x  '  '

Under transferable utility this quantity can be computed: it gives a measure of how much the coalition 

K can guarantee to its members more than the imputation whose elements are the m in im ar payoffs to 

agent playing alone.

Suppose an agreement is reached to divide ev(K) between members of K in such a way that
€V(X)—  -  evi(K) > 0 for all i G K . This last quantity is the quota of extra value of each agent in the coalition. As 

another example of a sharing system consider that cvt{K) is agreed to be proportional to x, for all i or to some 

y f , M •* K : in the first case the distribution of extra value consider the "originar payoff, giving more of it 

to players that bave a higher x, ; in tbe seco od case the distribution consider how much each player would 

get if he join another coalition.

Then each player i faces a set of ev^C) VK £  K ; clearly, K can be restricted according

to the need of not considering implausible coalitions. Cboose the maximum of this set and denotes it by ev'(fiT*); 

it depends on the particular tC and it may not be unique.

I claim the following:
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1 ) in tbe process of deciding to join some coalition, each agent looks at tbe m in im um  ev^K) and not 

only at X; as a reference point

2) an agent may find ev'{lC) and join consequenlly K". Otherwise, facing thè difficulty of finding and 

forming such a favourable coalition, he can accept a smaller extra value.

The minimum positive evJifC) is associa ted to tbe minimum y f  for all K  «• {i} . All this just m«im that

each agent, chosing to join a coalition, will compare his payoff with thè payoffs he would have got by joining 

other coalitions.

Recali that thè set of coalitions that thè player can belong to, is strictly smaller than K , thè set of all

possible coalitions. Then, it is probably useful to consider thè set of individuai extra-values as row vectors in

which ev,(K) - 0  if i £ K  and it is presumably larger than zero if i GK. In this case ev,(K) is a functìon 

from K to 8t \

The c ho ice of thè domain of cvfc) is delicate: recali that I said that tbe extra-values of each agent for

any coalition are "presumably” larger than zero if i E K . These are row vectors in which thè fiist string of 

2*/2 elements are agent fs  extra-values associa ted to his available coalitions. The second string of (2*/2 -1 ) 

elements is formed by agent V s extra-values that result wben coalitions form without him and 1» stays alone. 

The problem is what consti tutes x, in tbe elements of this second part of thè row. Let us see 3 cases, considering 

that K ^ j  denotes tbe set of all coalitions which player i does not belong to:

1 ) If X; -  v({i}) then evt(M) VM is at thè worst equa] to zero (that is y f  - x f ), and not less

than zero since agent i can always stay with his endowment.

2) If x, - x f  , K  being one of his available coalitions, we can partially see thè effeets of thè coalition

partition of K on tbe imputation proposed by K. Partially because evt(M) VM €  K will refer only to one 

of tbe coalitions available to agent i.

3) If we consider x, -  x f , V£ €  K, we have a complete knowledge but thè row vector is vcry long!
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Moreover, if wc consider thè effeets of any coalition partition for thè second string of tbe vector, we 

should do thè same also for thè first part Thus I should have written ev,(K,iVjc)> meaning that it depends 

both on thè coalition chosen by i and on thè partition resulting between agents not in K. Under assumption

3), evt(') is a function from K ,-xp^ to 91.

The cardinality of K t is 2*/2 ; we cannot calculate thè cardinality of P**, also because it cleaily varies

with thè particular K  in K ( . The resulting cardinality of this dnmain of tv,(*) looks qui te a big number anyway. 

Moreover, consider that thè row vector £v,(*) is different from thè row vector evy(*), and we have N  of them: 

this gives rise to a intimidating matrix of reai numbers quite difficult to evaluate.

However, I feci that in reai situations thè partition of K typically consists of a few coalitions, even if 

N  is "large".

In a simpler way, we can see tfv̂ *) as a function from K„ thè set of all coalitions available to agent

i, to 9t*. Clearly in doing so, it does not gather information on thè influcnce of thè coalitions which i does 

not belong to.

I started all this looidng for a different lowest bound from jc, -  v({i}) for individuai rationality: I think

that introducing a different criterion for (IR) will change significantiy thè size of thè resulting core. Moreover, 

it seems that thè size and thè existence of a nonempty core will be better seen to depend on thè suocessful 

partition of coalition.

That thè size of thè core depends on thè relative value of thè grand coalition with regard to thè values 

of thè other coalitions is clear from (15): thè larger tbe difference Z-v(N) thè more numerous are thè imputations 

that satisfy thè linear program mi ng problem.

The second point regards thè partition structure associated to core imputations: are all imputations in 

thè core available to each single player regardless of thè existence of particular effective coalitions? In other 

woids, is thè set of core imputations free from thè influenee of a particular partition of K  ? It seems that this 

problem concerns more tbe choice of tbe final payoff than thè selection of core imputations: as long as thè 

core is large, thè study of thè partition structure can provide a way to characterize thè final outeome.
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4.1 On restrictions to tbe set of the outcomes available to coalitions

Rosenthal (1972) examines one way to restrict tbe set of available outcomes. He stara giving two 

reasons for tbe inadequacy of tbe characteristic function form (c/-form in bis notation), and he supports them 

by two examples. The analysis is developed in a non tiansferable utility setting, while all my previous dis- 

cussions are on transferable utility games.

The first ieason is that any asymmetry in tbe iole of players, cleariy described by the normal form, is 

not evident from the c/-form descriptìon. Tbe second reason for which the c/-fonn appears inadequate is its 

restricted view of threat possibilitìes.

The effectiveness form of a game or e-fonn, proposed by Rosentbal in a non-side paymenl setting, 

consists essentially in a function (the effectiveness function) which for each coalition, maps every outeome x 

in the set of all possible outcomes X , into a coUectìon of subsets of X . Qearly, there is then an ordinai, vector 

valued utility function, that maps each outeome into the set of n-tuples of utility payoffs. The effectiveness 

function identifies, for any proposed outeome x, the coUection of alternative sets of outcomes which the coalition 

can enfoice against x. This is equivalent to saying that the coalition can restrict tbe negotiation process to 

some of the outeome in X .

It is evident that the e-fonn allows for tbe evaluation of any proposed outeome in terms of wbat 

alternatives might be available as counter-proposals. With regard to the restriction of the set of outcomes, the 

e-fonn goes in tbe same direction as the parti tion function form recali ed above. With regard to the way this 

restriction is actually performed, tbe e-fonn is dose to tbe ideas which tbe bargaimng set and all related 

concepts of objections and counter-objections are based on. Rosenthal daims that his framework, stili being 

generai enough to model cooperative games in normal form, is not so generai as to preclude a meaningful 

theory of stability.

4.2 On a characteristic functioD that assumes that outsiders do con tribù te

Tbe ti tic of this paragraph might be misleading. I just want to describe a situation in which tbe members 

of a coalition, before setting tbeir strategy, have some Information on tbe joint strategies used by tbe com

plementary coalition. An information may well be a belief, or an objectìve probability, about the particular 

event "use strategy A '. As a particular case, tbe use of strategy A  can imply tbe contribution to the provision 

of a public good: from this, tbe title.
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Let’s define by j*  -  £  ̂ Kxt (respec. i**) thc joint payoff of ooalition K. S** is thè joint strategy space

of coalition N\K- For membeis of K thè complementary coalition can randomly use any strategy in S*1* . Then, 

we consider j f*  as one of thè R values that can be assumed by thè discrete random variable s™.

In this setting x* is a functìon of a random variable and itself a random variable, x*(i* *"*) for any 

strategy of thè coalition K. Then we can compute thè foUowing:

where pr(s?*) is thè probability that tbe coalition N\K uses thè strategy af*. If membeis of K  know thè 

discrete density functìon of s** they can calculate E (r*) for any s* and then they can use thè s’g that maximi™» 

j*.

This model is barely meaningful without an intertemporal setting. For membeis of K, to know thè 

probability distribution of thè other coalition’s strategy, means that they observed in tbe past its behaviour. 

they have objectìve probability and they take decisions in a risky environment. Alternatively, we consider them 

as having subjective probabilities or beliefs about s"*, and as acting under uncertainty. In this case it would 

bc interesting to model also thè updating of this beliefs after some reaiìzations of s** have been observed.

It seems to me that any recognition of this soit leads to models that restrict thè set of available strategies 

to coalitions. For example, thè application of a social norm might be regarded as such a restrictìon. If this is 

thè case, it is not consistent to consider that thè norm applies to one coalition while thè other simply maximize 

thereafter. Thus, if we recognize that every coalition follows a social norm and continuously updates its beliefs 

on other people’s behaviour, we have to consider also tbeir interaction in terms of chosen strategies.

It should bc clear how ihì» discussion is re la ted to thc problem of providing a public good: unpioving 

is made more difficult for coalitions since it is assumed both that thè per capita cost of thè public good is a 

decreasing functìon of tbe size, and that thè membeis of other coalitions will not contribute to it, cnjoying 

free riding. What I am saying herc is that a sodai norm might exist that provides a rationale for a tax system

(17)

x'* .  ma* E {xK(sK,sĤ )) (18)
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which is based on every agent regardless of his members hip. In other words, I am considering a social norm 

as a private and widespread incentive to a ceitain behaviour: in such an environment each agent faccs thè 

probability that thè others will use a certain strategy instead of another.

Consider furtber that tbe recognition of such a probability is a characteristic of individuai and suppose 

that it concerns a cooperative strategy as opposed io a Nash strategy. We can study its distribution over 

individuai and say that a society enjoys a confident environment when this distribution satisfies some criteria 

of thè statistics of relevant data. It seems to me that a confident environment is a major condition for any 

economie activity, while homo economicus always behaves in a fiction of thè type "homo homini lupus".

5 The cooperative approach to externalities and pobik goods

Having decided to use thè coalitional form to model a situation, thè first step is to setti e wbether or 

not to assume side-payments. The use of money as a transferable commodity with Constant marginai utility in 

partial equilibrium analysis seems to be reasonable.

We can assume tbe following utility function for each player: £/(z,/n)-u(x)+/n, wbere x  is a vector 

of goods and m is «-money, clearly with Constant marginai utility. With this assumption a comparison of 

Utilities is indeed implied, but only by way of tbe money mechanism: fundamentally tbe individuai Utilities 

are stili independent and money has thè role of a decoupler. Notwithstanding this consideration, it seems fair 

to say that when thè economy is being studi ed as a wbole thè side-payment assumption is unreasonable.

The second important step is to verify that thè game is actually a c-game: this means that thè coalitional 

form icprcsents all tbe vita] infonnations contained in tbe strategie form.

This is not tbe case, in generai: it must be recognized that thè acceptability of tbe characteristic function 

is strongly related to tbe absence of externalities to and firom members of a coalition.

For example, when tbe threat structure is not symmetric tbe characteristic function hides tbe important 

fact that tbe cost for some player to bold another player in a certain poisition (a payofF associated with a

particular coalition) might be mudi higher than tbe cost for thè latter to bold tbe former.

This is thè case for many situation involving public goods. In thè literature models are piesented in

such a way tbat they are fit by a characterization function based on tbe maximin criterion. I argue that if
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models werc more realiste (in the sense of being more descriptive) they would typically constìtute non c-games 

under the usuai characteristic function. Is it possible to rc-define the last one in oider for such models of pubUc 
goods to be e-games?

For example, Rosenthal (1971) suggests that economies with extemalities are not adequately modelled 

by characteristic function desenbing games with cores as in the famous example of Shapley and Shubik (1969). 

Basically, his aritidsm conce ras what constitutes "reasonable actions" by agents in the complementary coalition 

to K  when one is trying to evaluate v(K). Actually, the characterìstic function gives a pessimistic lower bound 

on what a coalition can obtain: it rules out the possibility that the same coalition might get more if nonmembere 

acted reasonably.

A different definition of the characterìstic function does not imply a change in tbe concept of dominatoti. 

Qearly, if what a coalition can ensure itself changcs, the conditions for dominations will be affected as a 

consequence. Stili, the condition of preference and that of feasibility might be expressed in the same way.

When public goods and extemalities are present the characterìstic function used as a basis for the analysis 

of the core must be at least justifìed in an ad hoc manner in order to establish if it is a good enough repre- 

sentation of reali ty. Rosenthal (1972) suggested a modifica tion of games in coalitional form called "cooperative 

games in effectiveness form”.

In generai it can be said that, by thè very nature of extemalities and public goods, unti! tbe politicai 

and social constraints on feasible actions have been specificd, the game is not sufficicntly well defined for 

analysis. Public goods are supplied by processes that aggregate individuai decisions politically; extemal 

economies and diseco do mi es are under strategie control of individuate or groups that can act directly. A direct 

implication is that a g»mr. that models such situations should at least have a desenption of the strategie power 

of groups at the voting level or at the level of any other social decision mechanism.

Thus, tbe ™in distinction between extemalities and public goods for what concems modelling, is that 

thè latter imply decisions of production that involve public institution and politicai processes.

Even in the c»»* of a private provision of public goods, it is clear that the relevant decisions are not 

straightforward, being linked to the delicate process of knowing thè individuai willingness to pay. On the other 

side, extemalities can be caused by any number of individuate engaged in economie activities. Thus, a distinction
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is useful only if we are concemed by mechanisms. It is dear that for what concems thè coali tional form, 

extemalities are caused by tbe production of public goods because, by definition, we cannot exdude any agent 

from thè consumption of thè latter.

In economies with pure public goods thè concept of ! in<i«hi equilibrium has been thought to play, 

mutatis mutandi, tbe same iole as thè competitive equilibrium. At thè lindahl equilibrium there exists a vector 

of personalizcd prices such that at those prices every agent demands thè same level of thè public good.

The first-best condition for an optimal provision of a pure public good sta tes thè equality of thè sum 

of thè marginai rates of substitution (between thè public good and some private good) and of thè marginai 

rate of transformation. Tbe intuitive interpretation of this condition is clear thc total marginai benefit of an 

extra unit of thè public good is equal to tbe sum of tbe benefits that each agent gets.

This condition applies in a fiist-best situation: either a fully controlled economy or a competitive 

economy in which tbe governinent is able to levy first-best lump-sum taxes, both to finance thè expenditure 

and to redìstributo income.

The analysis of thè equilibrium supply of a public good in abseoce of thè govemment (subscription 

equilibrium) is usually derived from tbe assumption that each agent takes thè othere’ supply of tbe public good 

as given. Under thè ratber strong assumption of identical individuals, this leads to a Nash equilibrium in which, 

typically, thè total supply is smaller than that requested by thè optimality condition. Each agent determines 

his expenditure in such a way that his own marginai rate of substitution is equal to thè marginai rate of 

transformation. Tbe ineffidency ariscs because each consumer faces a prices equa] to that of thc public good, 

whereas some of tbe benefits accrues to others. To be clear, each agent is only concerned with thè benefit he 

personally can get from additional units of public good, without regard to other agents’ benefits. Thus, in tbe 

simple case of one private and one public good, tbe sum of individuai MRS is larger a number of times equal 

tbe number of agents, than tbe MRT. With regard to tbe reference point, that obtained by maximiri ng sodai 

welfare alkrwing for lump-sum taxation, thè Samuelson condition is met at a lower level of public good output

Dropping thè restrictive assumption of identical individuals, tbe companson between thè subscription 

equilibrium and thè optimum is not straightforward, even if thè govermnents is assumed to be able to impose 

lump-sum taxes. In this case thè optimum choice depends on individuai tax shares: if shares bappcn to be
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relativcly laige for individuai* who do not lite thè public good with respect to those of others, then thè 

subscription equilibrium may be such that it coincide® with a level of public good output which is higher than 
thè optimum.

On thè other side, also thè determination of public spending by means of voting has been deeply 

investigated in thè literature. No decisive result emerged, anyway: it is not possible to affinn that majority 

voting leads to a level of public spending that is below or above thè social optimum. It is clear that, in order 

to reach more positive conclusions, it is necessary to take account of thè iole played by thè politicai procedures, 

by thè legislator and bureaucxats, (in generai of thè machine ry involved by a representative democracy) and 

by thè lobbies that are likely to appear.

More recently, thè conditions for an optimum private provision of a public good werc studi ed by 

Bergstrom, Blume and Varian (1986), Gùth and Hellwig (1986), and Varian (1990) among otheis.

Any Lindahl equilibrium satisfies thè necessary conditions for a Pareto-efScient supply of a public good 

in a full optimum. A closer inspection of thè lindahl equilibria shows that they are not as attractive as thè 

competitive equilibria. Apari from thè problem of implementation, Champsaur (1976) has shown that T -indahi 

equilibria are not even necessari]y symmetric.

Kaneko (1975, unpublished paper, see Kaneko (1977)) proved that thè Lindahl equilibria never coincide 

with thè co re in an economy with one private good and freely transferable utility if thè public good is produced 

at a lindahl equilibrium.

A more generai criticism* to thè appropriateness of thè concept of Lindahl equilibrium goes as follows: 

Foley (1970) sbowed tbat thè Lindahl equilibria belong to thè core when thè production set is a convex cone. 

When this is not thè case thè public good producer obtains pure profits, and it depends on their distribution 

whether or not tbe lindahl equilibria belong to thè core. To select an appropriate distribution is a tricky 

question: for example, if we say that profits should be equally distributed then we should do thè same for 

production costs, and this malte x jnriahl prices useless. Furthermore, thè set of distributions such that thè 

T.inrtahi equilibrium is in tbe core is qui te laige, as suggested by thè fact that thè core itself is large.

11 am not concentri hoc with thè Baie obatade to thè Lindahl «olutioo: this it its ìmptemenUbon, due to infonuticn problema. 
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a) if w, > wj he gets the good, he pays wj , and loses (wj -  *P4) > 0. '*

b) if w, -  wj there is a tic.

c) if wt < wj he does not get the good.

B) If h», -  k>, he does not get the good.

< m he does not get the good.

Notice that I assume that agents are not indifferent between acquiring tbe good at tbe price they are 

willing to pay and not getting tbe good; moreover, the second highest valuation is regarded as the refereoce 

price of the good. Tben, a statement such as "...he does not get the good and loses (h>, -  wj) > 0 " makes sense.

It is often said that to teli tbe truth is a dominane strategy in this conte xt: this means that a player has 

no incentive to move away from it whatever action is taken by thè others. Ratìonality in this situation means 

trying to get the good as long as thè price paid js smaller or equal to tbe willingness to pay.

Consider now, tbat under Case 1) tbe path A) gives less risk of not having the good, at zero cost; by 

a correspondmg rcasoning the path C) is not rational. Under Case 2), the path A) is the only way to get the 

good. In both cases it is rational to offer a price higher than his own willingness to pay, since it is the only 

way to get the good. Under Case 3), it is not rational to get the good and agent i should offer a price lower 

than his willingness to pay in order to avoid the path 3)A)a). Tben, telling the truth is just the only way to 

avoid 3)A)a): in this sense, and considering the limit of the model, it seems to me that the term "dominant 

strategy” is misleading.

From a descriptive task we can go to a nonnative one: the problem is that no agent knows in advance 

what wj will be. Nobody knows in which case he is playing, but has to estimate tbe valuations of other playeis.

I argue that a less risk averse player (and more expert) would make a hypothesis about the case he faces.

Suppose that be thinks that Case 1) is highly probable: he will not teli the truth but will announce a price

higher than his willingness lo pay.
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PART3:

ON TAXES AND PUBLIC GOODS

The first sign o f taxes is found in thè Sumerian civilization: among many clay cortes inscribed in cuneiform 
which clearly deal with tax rules, there is one that reads as follows: "You may have a Lord, you may have a 
King, but thè man to fear is thè tax collector". ActuaUy, àie birth of democracy carne about for tax motivcs; 
thè demands o f King John of England had been getting more and more exacting, and in 1215 thè barons 
forced him to grani thè Magna Charta, which ruled that "no scrutage or aid, save thè customary feudal aie, 
shall be levied except by thè common consera of thè reabn Eventually, this led to thè principle o f "no taxation 
without representation" which is now contained in most constitutions.
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If thcrt were no govenunents, taxes would no. exist A govemment does provide some sort of public 

good, even at a minimal level: defense against enemies for all thè people of a tribe is a public good supplied 

by thè govemment through its army. The cost of sustaining thè anny is faced by each Citizen according to 

some share system. There is no substantial diffeience between a tax on personal income \  which allows for 

tbe consumption of a publicly provided good, and thè monetary value paid for a private good (its price times 

thè purchased quantity), apart from thè fact that taxes are typically compulsory.

However. even from thè simple example of thè military defense, two peculiarities of thè tax with respect 

to competitive prices do emerge: -fixstly, individuais cannot directly choose thè quantity of public good that 

they want to consume: in generai, for thè very nature of thè goods they are uniformly provided; -secondiy, 

given thè provided level of thè defense, and given any cost sharing sche me which does not take into account 

individuai preferences, then some groups of people get more bene fi ts than some others: consider for example, 

thè case in which all individuai taxes whose sum covers military costs, are equal. In generai, due to information 

problems, individuai taxes do not reflect individuai marginai benefits.

Summing it up, individuals cannot adjust their consumption to their preferences by either acquiring 

different quantities (at fixed "prices") or paying different prices. This basically gives rise to im po rtan t dis- 

tributional issues.

In any economie system taxes directly transfer wealth from one consumer to another when subsidies 

are allowed; furthermore, taxes are used to produce (public) goods whose effect on each consumer’s reai income 

depends on his own prcference for thè particular good: a national park that is run with tax revenues benefits 

much more a bird watcher than a urban professional that loves watching television during his weekends. The 

rcdistribution effect of taxes in a public good economy is not only due to thè intrinsic properties of thè tax 

system but also to thè quantity and thè quali ty of public goods supplied in relation to consumer preferences. 

Typically, some individuals are forced to give up part of their wealth in thè form of a pecuniary asset, while 

some others rcceive it as (partially-free) goods and services.

1 Taxes and public goods

1 la generai, a fondamenti! differisce between a tax and a price tbat an agent has to pay to consume some good or seivice ansa from 
tbe fact tbat tbe p*won wbo effectivcly pays a tax is not necessarily thè peraon upoo wtaom tbe tax is levied. Tbe true inadence or s ta i 
bas been Mndied with regard Io different groaps in tbe economy and tram otber poinls of view. An example of tbe fint approncb is giveai 
by consideri ag thè «flect of a tax oo tbe production of a commodity on produce»’ profits, on consumers incoine, and on tbe incoaes 
of (bone wbosnppiy fn-Kir Tbe study of regiooal inadence and tbat of thè effect of taxes or govemment «pendim i» on tbe poaiiiao 
of individuali at different points oo tbe income scaie, are ocampies of tbe otber apptoacb.
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In generai, we can say tbat there are two sources of conflict in the public sector. Fiistly, given the 

amounts and the types of public goods to be produced, each individuai wants to contribute as little to tbe total 

cost as be can, shifting it as much as possible to other consumers. Any shift of taxes from one individuai to 

another is cleaily a gain for the first and a loss to tbe second; thus, there is a monetary redistribution involved. 

Lastly, given tbe distribution of taxes, individuate with different tastes and after tax income will like the 

govemment to spend on different public goods; then, it is clear that a non-monetary redistribution is also 

associateti to any provision of public goods.

In other words, the introduction of public goods and associateti taxes in a private good economy causes 

a redistribution of income which is due to two factors: tbe first, which I cali pecuniary effect, depends directly 

on the cost sharing schcme, tbat is, on the chosen tax vector. Tbe second, the non-pecuniary effect, is due 

essentially to the heterogeneity of preferences, and to the fact that everyone coosumes tbe same level of the 

public good output: since tbe utility given by tbe consumption of a certain level of a public good varies across 

individuate2 according to their preferences, the introduction of a public good benefits some individuate more 

than others3.

Assume that individuai Utilities depend on the chosen vector of public goods q and on individuai after-tax 

income, given by private endowment et minus the individuai tax share: ui{q,ei - t t). TI» second argument 

depends directly upon the tax allocation metbod which splits the total tax T -  among individuate according 

to a rule used by public decision makers. Tbe first argument is a vector of levels of public goods whose 

componcnts can be varied according with public decisions, from zero to any maximum level within the reso uree 

and technology constraints.

It depends on tbe particular politicai decision making process whether is T or q that is dedded first. In 

tbe reai world tbe distinction between these two stages is usuaUy blurred. Fot the sake of simplicity, let us 

assume that q is defined first Tben, the definition of tax allocation metbod implies directly a choice between 

pecuniary effeets, since it defines after-tax income. On tbe other side, assuming T fixed it is easy to undeistand

2 Recali that aeither quantìty adjustment oor personal (efficient) taxes are allowed: the fint i» impouibie for tbe same nature of a pme
pofaiic good, while the 1 aolutxn is too mudi rtrmanriing ia tenni of infamati oc.
3 la aone case* this is trae ampi? because ooly tome group* are eatitled lo the uk of tbe provided pvbiic good»: far example, food 
staaips aie aikicaled ooly lo kuw income individuai ».
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how va ria tions of q givc rise to non-pecuniary cfiects: given heterogeneous prefcrcnccs, a varia tion in thè level 

of one public good causes different varia tions of individuai Utilities. The marginai utility of a public good 

varies across individuals and this leads to non-pecuniary distributive effeets when a variation in output occurs.

To clarify this point, consider two public good bundles quq7, and a partition of thè set of agents into

two complementary coalitions A and B. Then, assume that ql *q2 implies (q2,ei - t iy >i(q \ei - t t) for all i E.A 

and (qx, - t^P^q2,e, - Q for all i GB. It is apparent that thè choice of one of tbese public good bundles is 

not neutral with regard to thè overall distribution of utility levels.

As a consequence of this duality, a partial equilibrium analysis of a public good economy should have 

two stages: given thè vector of public goods, we can determine thc tax vector and its effeets; given thè tax 

vector, we can study thè proposed public good bundle. This also means that, if we want to analyse possible 

outeomes of a voting process over tax schemes -when also thè public good vector is under discussion- it is 

simpler to compare public good bundles which have thè same non-pecuniary redistribution effect* otherwise, 

we should assume not only that individuals have complete information about pecuniary redistribution effeets 

of different tax systems, but also that they can compute non-pecuniary redistribution effeets of different public 

goods bundle.

Alternatively, we can also use thè following assumptions: -public good bundles only differ for thè 

relative quantìties of each public good and not for their type. This means that a higher tax rcvcnuc only implies 

a proportionally higher level of provision of each public good, and not a higher number of provided public 

goods; -moreover, tbese different public good bundles cause thè same qualitative redistribution effect, in thè 

sense that only its quantitative character changes. Formally, we would require that, following thè preceding 

example with two coalitions, we only deal with those q‘ * q l such that thè choice of any qJ implies 

for all i GA and for «U * e £ -

In generai, concerning thè question of voting over cost sharing schemes we face another problem: it 

rises from thè fact that after-tax income is a parameter of each consumer when he decides upon tbe optimum 

amount of public goods: it is clear that, when individuai afìer-tax incomes change as a consequence of thè 

vote, so will do individuai preferences for thè public goods.
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1.1 Some basic notions 00 tax systems

A tax is nondistortionary if and only if thc re is nothing an individuai can do to alter his tax liabili ty: 

such taxes aie called lump-sum taxes. Any tax on income and on commodities is distortions. The magnimi. 

of thè ineffidencies is measured by thè so called deadweight loss, thè differeoce in icvenues that could be 

obtained from a lump-sum tax as comparcd to a distortions tax, with thè same effect on thè level of welfare 

of consumeis.

The consequence of any tax can be decomposed into an income effect and a substitution effect. Since 

only tbe income effect is associa ted with a lump-sum tax, thè magni tude of tbe deadweight loss is related to 

thè magnitudo of thè substitution effect Tbe deadweight loss inacases in generai more than proportionally 

with increases in thè tax. It is also proportional to tbe compensateti elastici ty of demand and to thè elastici ty 

of supply. In particular, in thè case of taxation on labour supply, thc income effect increases thè amount of 

labour while thè substitution effect leads to a decrease: thus, tbe total effect is ambiguous.

A tax system is said to be horizontal equitable if individuals wbo are thc same in all relevant respeets 

are treated equally. Many taxes treat differently individuals wbo differ in tastes.

A tax system is said to be vertìcalty equitable if some individuals wbo are in thè position of paying 

higher taxes than others, actually do so. This definition irveals thxee problems: how to de te imi nc this individuai 

position; which has to be thè differeoce of thè tax between people in different position; which is thè mechanism 

that implements thè rule.

Any tax system cannot attempt to measure overall well-being and has to be based on a nanower definition 

of welfare: thcn, it must be inberently unfair. Typical measures of welfare which represent individuai ability 

to pay are reai income, potential income, taxable income4 and consumption. Al temati vely, thè basis of taxation 

may be thè benefits that individuals rcccivc from public services: however, they are vcry difficult to quantity.

Let r, be thè burden of a tax on individuai i, and let be his total income. The ratio tJMt is called

tbe cffective tax rate on that individuai. Wben this ratio is thè same for all income levels tbe tax is called 

proportional; when it is higher for thè neh (poor) than for thè poor (ridi), is called progressive (regressive).

4 Taxable income it Indi boaal ly de&aed ai incoine over and above thè snbtàtence levd.
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A compre bensive uni form sales tax is a uniform tax on output and is thus equivalent to a unifonn 

income tax. A comprehensive uniform sales tax is also equivalent to a uniform value-added tax.

In a competitive market the more (less) elastic the demand curve and the less (more) elastic the supply 

curve, the more the burden of a tax on production is bome by producers (consumeis). Moreover, it makes no 

difference whether the tax is imposed on the producers or on the consumeis. This result analogously holds in 

the case of a tax on labour. Howevcr, tbe effect of the imposition of a tax depends critically on the nature of 

thè market; with monopolists the result also depend on the marginai cost curve. While in a competitive market 

there is no difference between a specific tax and an ad valorem tax, tbe latter is superior to tbe former in the 

case of monopolistic industries: the monopolistic’ s output is higher with an ad valorem tax. It is not possible 

to make any generai and definite predictions about the incidence of taxation in the case of oligopoly.

If everyone were identical there would be no reason to impose a distorting tax structure instead of a 

uniform lump-sum tax. Tbe use of distortions taxes is due to the desire of redistribute income. A govemment 

could impose higher lump-sum taxes on individuals who are in a better position, provided it was able to 

ascertain personal abilities directly. However, a govemment can only base the tax on observed variables such 

as income and expenditures, and the resulting tax structure is inevitably distortions. It is then appare ni that 

there is a trade-off between equality and effiricncy, between a distortions tax structure and a lump-sum tax. 

The more progressive the tax structure and the greater the deadweight loss.

The optimum tax structure is defined as the tax structure that maximizes society’s welfare, wbere tbe 

balance between deadweight loss and inequality reflects social attitudes toward equality and efficiency.

Taxes that minimi?^ tbe deadweight loss associa ted with raising a given amount of govemment re verme 

are called Ramsey taxes: under some simplifying assumption they are proportional to the sum of the reciprocate 

of the elasticities of demand and supply.

1.2 How much of public goods with different taxes ?

Since the work of Samuelson (1954) the basic cooditions for the optimum supply of a public good are 

well known: tbe sum of the marginai rates of subsùtution (MRS) between tbe public good and some private 

good must equal the marginai rate of transformation (MRT). The marginai benefit of an extra unit of a public 

good is indeed the sum of thè individuai benefits, wbile an extra unit of a private good is only given to one 

peison and then consumed by him. This basic rule is obtained by maximizing a SWF subject to a constraint
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given by an aggregate production relatìonship between one public good and a vector of private goods. Clearly 

this model is not conce med by tbe 6 Dancing problem: it describes thè situation in which thè govemment is 

able to levy first-best lump-sum taxes.

The Samuelson efficiency conditions need to be amended if thè public good must be financed by dis- 

tortiona] taxes. Pigou (1947), Stiglitz and Dasgupta (1971), Atldnson and Stem (1974). Tbat distortions caused 

by taxes will affect thè optimum supply of public goods has been known by economists as far back as Pigou.

Basically, policy-makers have to insure that thè Samuelson condition hold. A part from thè question of 

their actual behaviour, which can be influenced by different goals, thè main problem is how to obtain thè 

information necessary to achieve efficiency. The relevant information are as follows: tastes and costs associated 

to public goods; individuai contributions; reactions of thè private sector to policy parameters.

One of thè main information problems is suggested by thè fact that efficient conditions depend upon 

thè distribution of welfare: this means that tbe efficient output is not unique. Aaron and McGuire (1969) show 

that this is true even with a given distribution of income. To deal with tbese problems, economists proposed 

several approaches: individuai benefit taxation, incentive compatible mechanisms, voting, cost benefit analysis 

and thè so called Tiebout mechanism when thè public goods have a spatial dimension. In thè benefit approach 

thè relation between thè tax-payer and thè govemment is one of do ut des, with thè emphasis on exchange; 

this leads naturally to ideas such as thè Lindahl equilibrium. The abili ty to pay approach sepa rates contributions 

from benefits rcceived; again, this drives attention to distributional issues.

The Lindahl approach requires that individuals be taxed an amount equal to their marginai valuation 

times thè level of thè provided public good. It implies that tbe determination of efficient public good levels 

simul taneously carri es with it a method for financing thè public good production. This approach breaks down 

since thè demand curve has to be supplied by individuals who will act as to minimize their tax payments.

Groves and Ledyaid (1977) and Green and Laffont (1979), between others, suggested that honest lev- 

elation can be induced by making a person’s tax almost independent of his stated preferences. The main 

problem is again that, since thè ebosen level of public good provision is approximatcly independent of
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individuai’s responso, individuals will rationally icfuse lo partì ci paté to thè mechanism. However, it is apparent 

that thè availability of low cost technology to monitor some individuai ac tions, would sunnount this type of 

problems.

Tbe determination of an endogenous tax allocation method has been examined also by considering voting 

processes. An equilibrium outeome may well not exist; to some extent this can be solved by fi Ting thè tax 

shares and thus (parti a ll/  ) eliminating distributional considerations from tbe space of thè al ternati ves. lf thè 

choice of public good supply is made by majority rule, then thè outeome will be thè personal optimum of thè 

individuai with thè median preferences: it is very unlikely that such an outeome will be efficient Moreover, 

since intensity of preferences are difficult to rcport, thè process cannot talee into account distributional con

siderations.

Under thè strong assumption of identical individuals, Atkinson and Stiglitz (1980) are able to extend 

thè Samuelson-type analysis to thè case of distortionary taxation on thè consumption of private goods, formally 

proving some long standing intuitioiis.

The use of indirect taxes which generate an excess burden cleariy modifies thè basic formula on thè 

optimum provision. To see this, consider that thè idea behind this efficiency result is that thè public good is 

produced up to thè point in which thè sum of thè marginai rates of substitutions equals tbe marginai economie 

rate of transformation. However, with non lump-sum taxes thè marginai physical rate of transformation needs 

not to coincide with tbe economie one since, both thè social cost of thè marginai revenue and thè marginai 

utility of income vary with thè tax structure. The problem is thè same of that of finding tbe correct social rate 

of discount for project appraisals: tbe private rato of re tura -which in a competitive model equals thè physical 

MRT between outputs in different periods- does not equal thè rate at which society and thè govemment can 

transfer resources between periods. Then, in a world with distortions, thè sodai desirability of taxes is not 

implied by tbe private proBtability of thè project

More predsely, an increase in thè production of thè public good may well increase or decrease thè 

consumption of taxed goods. In tum, this respectively rcduces or enlarge thc amount to be raised. Second)y,

5 Recali che argument aa noo-pncaniaiy diitribution effeca.
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one of thè assumptions underlying thè Samuelson’ s formula is that thè soda] cost of raising thè revenue of 

one follar equals thè individuai marginai utility of incoine: this is not true in thè presence of non lump-sum 

taxes.

This analysis, carried out by thè finding of fiist order conditions, does not establish thè optimum quantity 

of thè public good: this question can only be answered studying particular cases: for example by «sswning 

that thè utility function is additivcly separable between thè utility from thè private good and thè quantity of 

thè public good. We can plot thè transformation curve between these two variables and find thè optimum level 

of provision by maximizing thè welfare of a iepresentative individuai subject to individuai and govemment 

budget constraints. The slope of thè transformation curve varies with thè tax structure, while sodai indiffeience 

curves do not: as usuai, optimum requires tbat they have a common tangent piane at a point In generai we 

cannot expect that thè transformation curve assumes a particular form. However, given that it is concave and 

that it is steeper when considering a distortions taxation than when only lump-sum taxes are levied, thè optimum 

level of thè public good is indeed smaller when indirect taxation is emploied.

Apart from tbese considera tions on thè effidency of thè public good provision when different tax 

schemes are used, we can also discuss how thè optimum supply is influenced by distributìonal considerations. 

Again, thè results of this analysis are not generai and depend on thè assumptions about thè utility functions 

of individuals, about thè type of public goods, and about thè way a SWF is obtained. When such variables 

are chosen and a framework is setti ed, results depend on thè tax structure: considering lump-sum taxes, it is 

clear that thè govemment faces a set of feasible taxes typically restricted to a uniform poli tax. The introduction 

of a distortions indirect tax leads to thè study of thè combined implicatìon of both deadweight loss and dis- 

tributional objcctìvcs. In generai, thè distributìonal effect of public goods modifies thè value of tbe sum of 

MRS, while tbe distributìonal effect of a tax structure different from thè first best lump-sum taxation influences 

thè value of thè MRT.

2 Tax alloca tioa systems

There are two approaches to thè problem of cost sharing. The work of Young (1968) is an example of 

thè auomatic approach. Kaneko (1977a), Kaneko (1977b), Mas-ColeU (1960), Bergstrom, Blume, and Varian 

(1966), Mas-Colell and Silvestre (1989) are examples of tbe equilibrium approach: it deals with tbe problem 

of finding cost allocations which are endogenously generated in equilibrium. In generai, these cost allocations
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are characterized on tbe grounds of equity and efQciency. Usually, thè first step is to prove tbe existence and 

tbe uniqueness of efficient and fair allocations, associated witb a tax allocation metbod. The second step 

explores the possibility of impiementing such allocations, mainly in a decentralized way.

In paying taxes, people think about how much they are giving up rather than what they are allowed to 

keep: tbe focus is on costs rather than gains. Tax-payers cleaily benefit from public expendi ture, and the 

magnitude of individuai benefits depend on preferences; but the emphasis is on tbe fact that any single individuai 

enjoys essentially tbe same benefits irrespective of how much tax be alone pays: from the individuai point of 

view tbe tax paid is a loss. Tben, tbe problem of distributive justice in taxation can be seen like that of tbe 

fair allocations of costs among individuals. Tbe ability to pay approach disregards the fact that benefits from 

public goods differs across individuate and studies the problem from tbe point of view of cost allocation. It is 

apparent tbat tbe condition foT tbe efficient provision of public goods can bardly be met following this approach, 

since tbe individuai marginai rate of substitutions are not directly involved in tbe solution of tbe cost allocation 

problem. In generai the device used to consider individuai benefits, along with a tax system based on ability 

to pay, is the rule of u n a n im ity  applied to utility functions relative to different allocations. Firstly, a tax structure 

associa ted to a range of distributions of after tax income is assumed. Secondly, the choice of the appropriated 

pair of good vector and tax vector is made subject to certain conditions on individuai and group ratìonality.

The problem of fair allocation of costs among individuals has been given mudi attention in tbe literature*. 

The usuai solution consiste of allocating costs proportionally to the ability to pay7: this leads in generai to a 

regressive tax structure. However, utilitarianism derives from the concept of equal sacrifica its argument in 

support of nonregressive taxation. The principio of equal sacrifico may be interpreted in different ways: we 

can distribute so as to equalize the marginai rate of utility of all individuals, or the absolute loss in 

utility, or thè rate of loss in utility. This prindple suffeis from several difficulties: the utility functions must 

be specified and measured; a specific criterion must be chosen and interpersonal comparisons have to be made. 

With regard to this problem, Young (1988) sbows that, assuming that a tax structure satisfies a set of reasonable 

and desirable properties, there exists a utility function relative to which individuai sacrifices are equal. Since 

this is a fundamental issue, I review his contributicm.

« See far example, Cbampaaur (1975) Young (1985), Young (1988), M atCoW l (1989), and W eba W iomedi (1990).

7 Tbe proportioMl metbod eqoalizes « to ta le  individuai «acrifices relative to the utility funcóoo £ /(* )-!mjc
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Let x„ a measure of tbe ability to pay of individuai i, be a component of tbe vector x  E 8̂ ®, and let N

be tbe set of n individuals. Let T, 0 s  T s  2 (x„ be tbe amount of taxes to be collected. Let tt with 0 s  tt s  x, 

and 2 i1ì ~ T> denote tbe individuai tax, a component of thè vector t. Then , define a tax problem as tbe pair 

(x,T). Also define a tax allocation method (TAM, for short) by a functìon F  from tbe set of all possible tax 

problems to tbe set of all possible individuai tax vectors t. Thus, F:{(x,T)} -» {t} and t, -  F,(x, T). Assume 

that Xj -x ; =»tj - 1}, i , j  G N , i  * j  (symmetry for F), and that F  is continuous on {(x,J)}.

A tax scheme, t -  /(x), is a functìon that gives a vector of individuai taxes for each given distribution 

of taxable income: it is not a TAM since it does not depend on thè total amount to be raiscd T. Introducing 

a pararne ter whose value depend on T, we can define a parametric tax scheme (PTS) t -  /(x.f) for all x > 0 

and all y€  C  911 /(* ,« ) -  0 a f{x,b) - x .  A PTS must be continuous, and weakly monotone increasing in 

y. To ensure that tbe total amount of tax is collected, cbose a 7 such that Vi, tt « f(xiti) and 2^-2".

Definition 2.1 A TAM is consistent if for every /  C N , x, and T:

Consistency means that tbe way a coalition shares a given tax depends only on its own ability to pay.

Definition 2.2 A TAM is monotonie if eveiyone’ s tax increases wben thè total tax increases. (It is strici 

monotonie if strict inequality holds in tbe tight band side of thè following statement)

Monotonici ty does not answer tbe question of how a tax increase should be shared. If a TAM satisfics 

tbe composition prindple, then every increment of tax is assessed equitably relative to tax-payers’ current 

after-tax income.

Definition 2.3 A TAM satisfies thè compensation principle if for all tax problems where T < T  and

t <x,

g An auBmptioo u c h  at x, » 0 h m ,  far exampie, that x, it individuai i’s taxable iacoaw.

(1)

(2)
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{f - F(x,T)<x} =* {F(x,D -F (x ,T)- F(x- t , T - T ) }  (3)

We would also like tbat a persoti who has a bigger abìlity to pay than another, stili has a bigger income 

after tbe tax is paid.

Definition 2.4 A TAM is said to be order-preserving if, for all tax problems (x,T) and all i, j,

{t -F ( r ,D  a x , >x,.} => {xj- fj tx j - t j }  (4a)

A TAM F is said to be strictly order-preserving if

{0 s  T < Jx, a t - F(x,T) ax, >Xj} =» {x,- t,  >Xj-r ;} (Ab)

Definition 2.5 A TAM is homogeneous if for all 0 > 0 and all tax problems

F(Qx,QT)~QF(x,T) (5)

Given this desiderata to be satisfied by a tax allocation metbod, Young shows tbat they characterize 

what is called an equal sacrifice method. Two tbeorems follows thè next definition.

Definition 2.6 Let l/(x), increasing in its strictly positive arguments, be a generìc utility function for

income. A TAM equalizes absolute sacrifice relative to U(x), and then is called an equal sacrifice method *,

if for all tax problems and income distributions

(6)

Theorem Z i A tax allocation metbod satisfies consistency, strict monotonicity and order-preservation, 

and composition iff it is an equal sacrifice metbod.

LP Tue allocation systems

9 Noti ce tbat F Archile sacrifice relative to l/(x) iff it equalizes thè tale of kns ia «titìty relative to e1**: The enterica of
sacrifice is b o i rciated lo thè fo n  of thè tax method.
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Theorem 2.2 A tax allocation metbod satisfies consistency, strict monotonicity and order-prcscrvation, 

composition, and bomogeneity iff it equalizes absolute sacrifice relative to tbe utility function of tbe form 

U(x)~lnx or of the form U(x) -  -x°, a  < 0. In the former case the TAM induces thè flat tax scheme; in the 

latter case it is a parametric tax scheme of tbe form:

Finally, it is worth noting that every homogeneous and equal sacrifice tax method is progressive in the 

usuai sense: w he neve r t mF(x,T), x, siij implies f,/r, £ tj/Xj .

Summing it up, we bave seen how some reasonable prindple of distributive justice imply the use of 

utility functions relative to which all individuai sacrifices are equal. In other words, they imply tbe use of the 

class of equal sacrifice tax allocation methods; furthermore, these methods are progressive.

Tbe main elements in all tax systems are tax bases, rate structures, and special provisions, such as 

exemptions and deductions. A theoretical analysis of a tax structure must explain these elements in terms of 

private and public choices: while private behaviour is usually modelled as self-interested, public decision makers 

are assumed to choose policies according to some sodai criteria tbat balance the trade off between efficiency 

and equity. I do not deal bere with the rcasons for the emergence of a particular tax system &om a given set 

of politicai instituhons. I will rather examine simple models tbat consider both the private and the public sector; 

moreover, some performances of linear income taxes are sketched.

The basic issues of fiscal policy are tbe following: first, is to be dedded how much revenue is needed 

to finance public production; this question is equivalent, up to a given technology and for given prices, to tbe 

problem of dedding which and how much of public goods and publicly provided private goods are to be 

supplied by tbe public sector. Second, given a certain amount of revenue to be raised by taxing tbe public, 

how should tbe tax burden be distributed among economie agents?1'  More specifically, under how generai a 

set of condi tions can we establish tbe existence of a tax structure and competitive price system that is optimum 

from a social point of view wben a govemment supplies the public good ? Given public goods, private goods,

1* Od thè aiiomptioc that coraidm fixed the reqnimd reveaae aee Gnenberg (1975) aad beiow.

t - X a  <  0 , y  e  [0 ,w ]
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and govemment, tbe question becomes: Utilizing a generai array of taxes, a govemment arrange its policy 

so tbat there will be tbe convenient generalized equilibrium togetber with a production of public goods such 

that a social optimum is achieved? In what follows, I will review thè most relevant contributions in thè literature.

Using a game theoretical approach, Guesnerie and Oddou (1979, 1981) introduced tax-rate restrictions 

directly into thè definition of thè characteristic function. In their model thè production of tbe public good is 

financed through a proportional tax and each individuai pays tbe same percentage of thè private good with 

which he is endowed. Their task was to prove that thè core of thè associated game is non empty: this would 

guarantee thè existence of a tax rate so that no coalition can benefit all of its members by proportionally taxing 

only their own resources. Since a necessary and suffident condition for thè non-emptiness of thè core is tbat 

thè game is Scarf-balanced, they proved that with a weak notion of superadditivity thè proportional tax game 

is balanced if thè number of individuals is no greater than 4. With weaker assumptions and using tbe notion 

of binary superadditivity Greenberg and Weber (1982) were able to extend thè same result to any number of 

individuals.

It has been no ted that minority protection and thè existence of a nonempty core seem to be related. 

When unanimity is required, all imputations are in thè core. With simple-majority voting and imlimited taxation 

there is no core. If minoritics are forbidden to destroy resources to avoid taxation, tbe simple model in which 

a majority taices everything and a minority is given notbing, is a c-game 11. If thè minority can destroy resources, 

then we need to take this threat into account.

Man tei (1975) and Greenberg (1975) approacbed tbe same problem in a generai equilibrium setting. In 

both their works thè govemment, clearly a larger player than thè others, appears as a deus ex machina. If we 

are to develop a coherent tbeory that includes thè production and thè distribution of public goods, we must 

also specify how thè govemment forms its sodai welfare function12.

Man tei (1975) states two results for an economy with private and public goods, interdependent pref

erences, and a tax structure13 to finance thè govemment’s production. Firstly, there exists a competitive 

equilibrium for a given tax structure; secondly, there exists a sodally optimum tax structure. The definition

11 Shttbik (1982) a c-game a* a game in which oottung nwrntial lo thè pnpau of thè model is lati in thè process of coodeasmg
thè exteasive oc strategie àescripòoa iato a diancterisiic ftmctioc-
12 At a moie generai level a fuadameotal questk» could be addreued by a theoiy of how coosamets acquile (aefem oet.

13 Tax stradare* is syaonymoos of TAM.
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of social optimum is as follows: a tax structure 7 is socially optimum if there exists an equilibrium allocation 

x  relative to it such that there is no tax structure t with associatoci equilibrium allocation x which is preferred 

by society to x.

Greenberg (1975) compares thè efficiency of lump-sum and sales taxes in a generai equilibrium anaJysis. 

A lump-sum tax is such that it cannot be influenced by thè consumer, it is independent of any economie 

variable and it is efficient, since it does not vary tbe (marginai) Pareto conditions. The equality of thè rate of 

production transformation and of thè rato of commodity substitution does not hold in thè case of a direct tax 

(a sales tax) and then it is usually not efficient: its associateci burden is bigger than that of an indirect tax.

However, these propositions answer thè question of whether, given a fìxed amount of taxes to be raised 

to finance public production, it is a direct or an indirect tax that imposes thè greater burden. Greenberg argues 

that thè restriction of fìxed revenues makes no sense in generai equilibrium analysis since prices vary with tbe 

tax system and then thè expenditure for thè same amount of public goods is not fìxed. The main resul ts of 

his work are thè following: first, using a model similar to that of Foley (1967) and defining a Pareto optimum 

for it, any Pareto optimum can be achieved by lump-sum taxes; second, having defined a competitive equi

librium in an economy with public goods financed by sales taxes, it is shown that such an equilibrium exists; 

third, in generai sales taxes are not efficient. Eventually, an example of efficient sales taxes is provided.

It is worth noting that two defini tions of competitive equilibrium are given: thè difference being that 

one of them allows for public goods to be used as production factors in thè technology of thè private goods. 

The equivalence of thè two no tions is proved without tbe need of an assumption of irreversibili ty (as in 

Milleron, 1972 I4) since tbe private sector does not actually buy nor sell any public good.

Closer to tbe idea of voting over a TAM is tbe work of Romer (1975). He describes a basic model of 

a tax funetion that is linear in before-tax income: even if this is a vcry simple example of thè set of all possible 

tax systems, it is appare nt that thè study of thè distributive effeets of its parameters provides useful insighìs 

on thè al temati ves available to thè goverament. The basic data of tbe problem are as follows: -each individuai 

is characterized by a non-negative index of ability n; -working a fiaction Lm of a unit time period, each

14 The irrevenibility ia prodactica has generai ly two meaaings ia thè litentae that dealt with thè proviaioc of public eooda: firn, it 
guiaMees that a «aie» tax »  aot tansfoosed iato a tubudy co purdiuea, aecood, with Lindahl-pricea, when tinnì are allowed lo bay 
fraai thè govenuneat any level of pobiic good to be oaed in prodaction, it auy be thè caae that thè leUing prioe lo comuni en  is higher 

that paid by thè fim : then, there wiU be no equilibrium, ànce profits are not boanded.
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individuai of ability n eams a before income tax given by ym m nLm ; -there is no saving, so individuai con

sumption, droppmg the index, is given by C -  y - T(nL), wbere this last term is the amount paid as income 

tax; -each individuai maximizes the same Cobb-Douglas type utility function U(C,L) subject to tbe budget 

constraint; -thè tax function is assumed to be linear in before tax income: T{y) •  k + ty, wbere parameters k 

and f are respectively tbe lump-sum parameter and the m arg in a i tax rate.

From these assumptions and individuai maximization, it follows that the before tax income depends on 

the type n of each individuai, and for given n, depends on the pair of tax parameters. Convcrsely, the before 

tax income is an increasing function of the ability level (for n larger than a certain skill level m) for a 

pair of tax parameters. An important restriction to tbe set of available tax parameters is given by the condition 

that after-tax income has to be non negative for all individuals

At tbe aggregate level it is naturai to add other restrictions to the tax system available to govemment; 

-total taxes must not be less than the required revenue; -tbe revenue requirement must not exceed national 

income.

Values of (k,t) satisfying these restrictions and, for a given required revenue G yielding at least the 

required revenue, define the tax possibility frontier (TPF). It uniquely determines k for given values of G and 

t; also, given G, there is a unique value of k for each permissible value of t. Mapping the TPF on tbe (k,t) 

piane clearly shows tbe trade-off between tbe two parameters. As tbe tax parameters vary, individuals will 

adjust tbeir work-leisure choice so that per-capita income before tax will be changing along the TPF.

The simple case in which for a given G no one would stop working is fully examined (the set of tax 

parameters is restricted in such a way that m is smaller than the lowest ability index rtg). This case is simpler 

to study since with every one working, the shape of the TPF and then tbe behaviour of individuai preferences 

as tbe tax parameters are varied are independent of the distribution of ability: they depend only on tbe relative 

values of tbe mean strili level of all individuals, n, and of n,. Tbe first point to be noted is that a negative 

value of tbe lump sum parameter can be feasible only for a sufficiently large marginai tax rate and for 

sufficiently small per capita revenue requirements. Secondly, given the constraint tbat no one has negative 

consumption, if per capita revenue requirements exceeds the eaming capacity of tbe least skilled individuai,
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then negative marginai tax rates are not allowed. Thiidly, tbe ranking of after-tax income is tbe same as tbat 

of befoie tax incoine; bowever, tbe imposition of tbe tax will affect tbe distribution of income: an increase in 

tbe marginai tax rate increases thè burden of those with higher than average ability.

The more generai case in which m > n* tbat is, individuals with relatively low skOl levels do not work,

is analyùcally more complex. Tbe quabtative results of thè previous case bold only if preferences are 

single-peaked over tbe permissible set of tax parameters. The analytical complexity is given by tbe evidence 

that, if there are people idle, then thè size of tbe work force varies as tbe tax parameters change: so, all thè 

interesting economie variables now depend on thè entire skill distribution. As a result, there is no guarantee 

that single-peakedness bolds; bowever, Romer presents suffident conditions for it to bold in this generai case.

Mas-ColeU (I960)11 presents a model with k public goods de no ted by x e  K (which he calls projeets), 

and with a unique private good called m, (which stands for money), n agents are endowed with nonnegative 

amounts of money wt. Each agent is supposed to have preferences defmed over Jb+7-tuples (x,m) belonging to 

K  x (0,»]: they satisfy tbe usuai assumptions of being complete, transitive, and continuous. Moreover, if tbe 

amount of money is positive, every tuple (x,m) is strictly preferred to (x,0): this means that every consumption 

vector witb any public good bundle and positive amount of money is strictly preferred to a consumption vector 

wbere there is no money at all. Additionally, a continuous cost function c JC -* (-00, 00], is introduced.

I am only conce med bere with thè device implemented to ensure thè coveri ng of tbe costs of projeets. 

Fot this purpose an upper semicontinuous function v̂ JC -*• [-00,00) is defìned for each agent. A n-vector v of 

such individuai functions is called a valuation system: there is an agency which computes, announces, and 

enforce tbese valuation systems. Necessary conditions for tbe state of thè economy, (x,m), to be supported by 

a valuation system are tbe following: for some vector n e 9 t \  such that £  H  “ L  K&) ~ ci(̂ X tbe state 

maximizes individuai Utilities subject to budget constraints, and thè project x maximizes thè total profits on 

K. Mas-Colell is able to say tbat a state of tbe economy is in equilibrium if it can be supported by a valuation 

system. Tbe notion of equilibrium is related to unanimity: tbe author proves tbat a state is a valuation equilibrium 

if and only if it is Pareto optimum.

15 Nat only tbe basic model, boi also some of tbe essoing de&nitioos are qrnie similar lo Urne of Kaaeko (1977»), Howcver, Mas-ColeD 
seems aot lo be aware of ibis.
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Furthcnnorc, the usuai definition of the core is introduced: a state, feasible for the whole society, is in 

the core if there is no coalition that can find another state, feasible for its members, which is preferred to the 

first state by all of its members. Then, Mas-Colell also proves that another necessary and sufficient condition 

for a state to be a valuation equilibrium is that it belongs to the core. However, in this case thè valuatìon 

system which supports the equilibrium has both to be nonnegative and to yield zero profits.

While it is easy to prove the existence of Pareto optimum states under the assumptions made, and then 

to derive the existence of a valuation equilibrium for the state, the situation is different for the core: in particular 

it may well be empty. Recali that tbe equivalence between the existence of a valuation equilibrium and the 

fact that a state belongs to tbe core holds under assumptions that are stronger than those needed for tbe 

equivalence between Pareto optimum and the existence of a valuation equilibrium.

Summing it 17 , it is proved that a valuation equilibrium exists and that it is Pareto optimum: clearìy, 

the set of such equilibrium states may be very large: it is apparent that if individuai taxes are announced by 

a deus ex machina like agency, there will be many states which cannot be improved by unanimous proposals. 

In searching for a clearer characterization through the concept of the core, Mas-Colell finds the usuai problem 

of its emptiness. The question of how to choose among the Pareto optimum states remains unanswered.

A classical paper in the field of public economics is that of Milleron (1972). His discussion on tax 

structures is mainly based on Foley (1967) and Foley (1970). In Foley’s model the govemment finances public 

goods with taxes levied on each individuai. The total value of public goods (the sum of each price time the 

quantity of the relatcd public good) must equal tbe total revenue 2 ì1ì- Tte govemment cover tbe expenses 

correspooding to the value of the public good, given the primaiy distribution of income. Furthermore, since tt 

may bc positive, negative and zero, the govemment can also transfer resources from one agent to another. It 

must be noted tbat these taxes are qui te arbitrary nonetheless Foley can characterize Pareto optimum solutions: 

however, the absence of constraints on individuai taxes leads to a very large set of public competitive equilibria. 

The vector of individuai taxes may be thought as a vector of lump-sum taxes, even if nothing restrains t, from 

being a function of some individuai characteristic.

In fact Foley did provide a less generic tax structure together with an equilibrium existence theorem 

for this case. If Constant retums to scale prcvail, the ratio of total taxes to total wealth equals thè ratio of the 

value of public goods to total wealth s, wben the govemment budget is satisfied. Then, individuai taxes equal
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s tìmcs individua] wealth: each consumer pays a pcrccntage of public expenditure equal to his share in thè 

total wealth. This model is just one of thè many ways of dealing with thè distribution problem. It must be 

said that many iestrictive assumpdons on thè production sets and on thè individuai utility fune tions are needed 

to prove thè equilibrium existence in this setting.

From thè point of view of tbe procedures implementing optimum public good provision program*, thè 

centrai problem is that of thè correct revelation of preferences by consumers. Thus, is apparent that for what 

conce ras thè tax structure, thè benefit approach is fbllowed.

In Kaneko (1977a) there are r agencies, each producing one public good. Tbe cost of produci ng each 

public good C'(x'), expressed in terms of tbe only private good of thè model, is monotonically increasing with 

tbe level of production. Each agency attach a ratio r\ to each individuai i, so that 2,r/C '(r') is thè individuai 

contribution to thè provision of thè public goods. Obvious condì tions ensures feasibility and thè absence of 

profits.

Tbe conclusions of this paper concem tbe fact that tbe voting game is stable, that is, it has a nonempty 

core, when thè bureaus do provide an equilibrium vector of ratios to share thè production cost between agents. 

Tbe ootion of equilibrium is twofold, since it regards both a vector of ratios and an allocation of public goods 

(r,x): this is called a ratio equilibrium if it maximizes individuai utility subject to an individuai budget con

straint. However, as far as thè equilibrium ratio is concemed, no insight is provided about thè way in which 

it is detenni ned. This problem is clearly linked to tbe revelation of individuals demand for public goods: it 

may not be possible to avoid thè usuai free rider problem.

However, this cruciai question is addresscd by a second paper, Kaneko (1977b), in a very different way. 

Essenùally, a new voting game is constructed in which not only thè amount of public goods but also a precise 

ratio is decided. Thus, tbe chosen ratio cruciaJly depends upon thè definition of thè game: namely what a 

winning coalition is allowed to do. In this framework a winning coalition that propose a new configuration 

(an allocation and thè associa ted cost sharing scheme) must bear thè cost at greater or equal proportion to thè 

old configuration. This model is interesting since it stresses thè importance of thè stability of tbe adopted 

configuration. Notwithstanding, it does not provide an explicit treatment of thè tax structure, apart from thè 

fact that thè concept of ratio equilibrium is clearly ir la ted to minority rate protectioa
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The tax allocation method prcscnted by Greenberg (1977) is not distorting: the individuai tax is a function 

from the product space of public and private goods and of tbe price simplex to an Euclidean space which 

dimension equa] the number of agents. Essentially, the tax scheme is a function of observable variables such 

as individuai endowments and thè value of public goods. The only condi tions regard the possibili ty of individuai 

survival with after tax income, and the usuai assumption of balanced budget. The description of the tax allows 

then for many different structures which give rise to any type of income distribution. It is appare nt that the 

nondistortionary assumption is qui te demanding in tenns of information. Tbe intercsting result is that there 

exists a public competitive quasi equilibrium for any tax structure: adding ad hoc assumptions, such an 

equilibrium becomes a public competitive equilibrium. Qearly, a p.c.e. Matches efficiency criteria. Then, since 

we can impose that a tax structure be socially accepted (in a sense defined by Greenberg), a p.c.c. Can achieve 

both equity and efficiency.

A recent paper by Weber and Wiesmeth (1990) addresses both these questions in an equilibrium 

framework, using the concept of egalitarian-equivalence, introduced by Pazner and Schmeidler (1978).

Tbeir model is quite simple: there are n agents in the set N, one public good x and one private good 

y. Each agent is endowed with a quantity c, of tbe private good and tbe total endowment is e. One unit of the 

private good is needed to produce one unit of the public good. There is a cost sharing scheme, (a tax allocation 

method in particular) which assigns to each agent a personal tax such that 0 s  e, . The utility level 

associated to tbe generic consumption bundle is 11,(1, eL -  rj, since t is the total tax (equal to the level of public 

good) and tbe second argument is tbe after-tax consumption of the private good. The tax allocation scheme is 

represented by the system + -(+ 1,4» wbere — [O^J ; one of the assumptions requires that

2NÌi(*)mt to iO s t  s e  A f-allocation is a vector (r,^,...^) if for all agents -♦,(<)• The set of all ♦■al

loca tions is denoted by 4>.

The first task of tbe paper is to prove the existence and uniqueness of an efficient allocation in 4>.

Tbe second stage is to adopt a concept of equity and to prove that there exists an allocation in 4> which 

is both equi table and efficient

l t  Notice that thè proportìooal ct*t sharing metbod is a partì calar case, where ^(l) ■ with the parameter y chosen ao as to suore a 
balanced budget.
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The tax allocation method 4> is given. Consider, for all agents, those levels / of total tax such that:

(1)

Then, for tbese /, define thè level of public good xf(t) as thè level which satisfies

«i) -  «i(*, -  ♦XO) (2)

with xf(t) -  0 for all other r. Furthermorc, define x*(t) ■ min{xf(r) | i G JV}. Lastly, define a f-allocation 

(r\r,\..,£) as a +-egalitarian equivalent allocation (+-EEA) if t* maximizes x*(t) for f.

By (1) we characterize all levels t of total tax such that thè consumption bundle composed by tbe 

quantity t of thè public good and by thc quantity of thè private good lefi by thè given tax allocation 4> yields 

an individuai utility level equal or larger than thè utility level associa ted to thè consumption of thè private 

good endowment alone. Noti ce that xf(t) is thè quantity of thè public commodity relative to t which, together 

with tbe private consumption of thè whole endowment, yields to individuai i thè same utility level as thè utility 

given by thè following consumption bundle: thè quantity of thè public commodity relative to t arai thè quantity 

of private good that is left after thè individuai tax associa ted to that allocation method is paìd. It can be 

interpreted as an individuai "free riding” level of x relative to one particular tax method and one amount of 

total tax. Clearly, it varies across individuals and depends upon t. The authors first find its minimum across 

individuals, x*(/), and then find tbe maximum for t. This means that a +-EEA selects thè higbest of this "free 

riding* levels, which is compattale with tbe allocation generateti by tbe tax allocation method +.

The equity of a f-EEA seems to derive from thè fact that, given a tax allocation method, it maximizes 

thè highest compatibie level of free riding by choosing thè appropriate level of total tax. In this sense, equity 

does not concern tbe way in which taxes are individually allocated.

Tbe authors prove tbe existence of a f-EEA, and its weak Pareto efficiency, under some assumptions 

on utility functions. Tbe second part of tbe paper deal with tbe implementation of a type of equilibrium wbiefa 

depends on thè allocations previously discussed.
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3 Voting

This is not so much a summary of voting theory as a collection of its results that are more related to 

thè problem of deciding thè level of production of public goods according to tbe outeome of some fonn of 

ballot. Considering thè provision of public goods by govemment, it is naturai to assume that certain allocating 

decisions are made by politicai rather than market processes. On tbe otber side, it may appear unrealistic to 

consider that choices made in thè public domain are thè outeome of some voting process; bowever, if politicai 

parti cs make choices so as to maximize thè likelihood of being elee ted then it is possible to view thè chosen 

options as being de termi ned, although indirectly, by a voting (see, for example, Coughlin 1986).

The genera] problem is tbat of selecting one alternative out of a set of altematives on thè basis of tbe 

preferences of many individuals. In choosing among competing voting procedures it is useful to identify a set 

of desirable crìterìa and then de termi ne which procedure uniquely meets them. Along this method May (19S2) 

identìfied thè following four attractive conditions and demonstrated that only majority rule satisfies them: 

-Decisiveness means that bowever people vote there is always a clear outeome; -Anonymity of voters says tbat 

it is not needed to know wbo cast which votes to determine tbe outeome; -Neutrality between altematives 

requests tbat if thè outeome were initially a tic, it would re main a tic; -Positive responsiveness says that if 

alternative A at least ties B and then someone makes his vote more favourable to A, eventually A wins.

It is important to make clear an economie observation about tbe selection of one alternative. First, there 

is no assuraoce that tbe selection is a Pareto improvement (tbat would rcquest a unanimously approved 

selection). Second, assum ing  thè possibili ty of some interpersonal comparison between states associa ted to 

different altematives, there is no guarantee that tbe selection of one alternative satisfies tbe weak version of 

tbe compensation principle.

Even if some objections can be raised against voting based on majority rule, we can say that when 

there are no more than two altematives it is essentially straightforward. On thè other side, when tbe set of 

altematives is larger m any problems arise. There are many different types of voting procedures that are used 

in this case and all of them reduce to majority rule if there are just two altematives: bowever, it is not clear 

wbich, if any, of tbese procedures is thè more appropriate extension of simple majority rule. I simply recali 

here thrce classes of voting systems: aggregation procedures, elimination procedures and sequential binary 

procedures.
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The first important problem is that for given voter preferences, different procedures may imply a different 

selected alternative. A second difficility is tbat all of these voting procedures are sensitive to agenda 

manipulation: adding or deleting al temati ves from the agenda of choices, even if they cannot themselves win, 

can influences the outeome.

The third major problem is more evident considcring the application of single majority rule to all pair 

of altematives, that is, using the majority prcfcrence relation: it is called "voting paradox" or "Condorcet effect" 

and it consists of tbe absence of a social ordcring. For example, if there are three altematives it may be the 

case that in pairwise votes, A defeats B, B defeats C, and C defeats A  In this case we say that a majority 

voting equilibrium does not exisls. Nowadays, it is clear that this kind of cyclical majority is avoided if 

preferences are single-peaked: this means that there is a single dimension to the decision being taken. For 

instance, if the voting is about the level of public spending, consider the utility of each individuai as its function: 

under a certain level of the public good provision it may be tbe case that some individuals prefer the alternative 

private good. Tbe graph of the utility has more than one locai maximum and the single-peaked property is 

lost. A good example of double-peakedness of preferences is given by considering the case where a municipal 

body is deciding upon the level of public transport facilities. If an individuals owns a car then his preferences 

over the level of provision are likely to be single-peaked, and so they are if he does not own a car . But at 

some level of provision the individuai might well switch from owning to not owning a car. We can generalize 

this notion of single-peakedness to a multidimensional space of altematives, where each point in the space is 

associated to a combina tion of policies like taxes, import tari Ss, and public spending. In this setting we can 

easily see tbat the single-peaked property is equivalent to the standard economie assumption that individuai 

preferences on a space of commodity bundles are convex.

When the single-peaked preferences property bolds, all voter ideal points can be rank ordered along 

one dimension and tbe median voter theorem tells us tbat the alternative corresponding to the median voter 

ideal point is the winoer. The median voter model can be applied straightaway to public expendi ture issues: 

assume, for example, that agents differ only in pre-tax income, and that the ideal point of each agent -tbe 

preferred level of public good- is a monotonie increasing function of income. Then, the majority voting 

equilibrium coincides with tbe level of public good preferred by the agent with median income and, for given 

preferences, it would vary with median income. It is evident that the tax system influences the equilibrium
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level of public good: each tax system places a different burden on thè median agent and then also thè voting 

outeome will change accordingly. However, thè whole problem becomes more difScult in a multi dimensionai 

setting, since thè existence of a point that is thè median ideal point along all directions is quite unlikely.

A fourth major problem of voting is that it may be rational for voters not to reveal tbeir true preferences; 

then, voting can be considered as a game of strategy. Among several questions that naturally occur elimina ting 

thè assumption of "honcst revelation of preferences", thè most important one is probably whether there exists 

a strategy-proof voting procedure, where thc best and honest strategies always coincide for all voters. After 

many years of conjecturing about this question, it was Gibbard (1973) to demonstrate a negative answer. In 

particular, it has been shown that thè condi tions for a voting scheme to be strategy-proof are equivalent to tbe 

Arrow conditions.

It is now clear that thè search for any solution of tbe majority voting paradox starts from a useftil way 

of rclaxing thè Arrow conditions: for example, thè property of single-peakedness, under which a voting 

equilibrium exists, is associa ted to a restriction of thè range of preferences.

4 Voting over tax allocation systems.

Among several approachcs to positive tax theory, I am interested bere in that one which assumes thè 

existence of one particular aspect of tax structure and allows voters to choose its relevant parameters through 

majority rule. It must be said that even if this method reaches a detailed analysis of that particular tax, it may 

lack generali ty, and it neither explains thc lot of existing tax structures nor how different parts of each tax 

structure are related.

In thè framework of a linear income tax functìon, Romer (1975) defines tbe following indirect utility 

functìon, wbere C*, I„\ and (k,t) are respectively n-man’ s utility maximizing consumption and labour choices, 

and tax parameters: Vm(k,t) -  U(C’,L '.). He shows that witbout unemployment, each individuai’s maximized 

utility, as a functìon of tax parameters, monotonically increases with personal ability. Actually, thè property 

that income (and thè associa ted well-being) increases with ability holds generally for all income taxes under 

homogeneous preferences. Moreover, it is shown that if thè lowest permissible tax rate is greater than a certain 

level l, then tbe indirect utility functìon is single-peaked in t. This is important for thè possibility of a majority 

voting equilibrium (MVE) over thè tax system.
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From this setting, Romcr dcfines an individuai most preferred tax rate t" and constructs tbe function

t'(rt\ which gives thè value of thè most preferred tax rate by an individuai with ability n. For skill levels 

greater than some criticai value fi, tbe voter’s preferred value of t will be thè lowest possible one, t. His model 

yields thè result that less skilled individuals have a higher most preferred tax rate than those with greater 

ability.

Given that each individuai has a t’(n) that is different from thè others, it is impossible to chose a tax

rate that is everyone’ s preferred tax (we do oot consider thè trivial case of equal ability): this point enlightens 

thè type of sodai conflict involved in choosing particular values for k and t.

However, single-peakedness of preferences over thè permissible range of tax parameters implies that 

there exists a value t  of thè tax rate that is stable against thè rule of majority voting. It is easy to show that 

f-r*(/f), thè last one being thè most preferred tax rate of tbe median ability voter.

From this last result and assunring that thè median ability is greater than thè lowest one, it follows that 

t  is lower than thè tax rate that would be chosen using thè Rawlsian maxi-min critcrion.

The criticai skill level f  depends both on thè skill distribution (n and n j  and on thè amount of required 

revenue G. Two oonclusions are prompted by considering two cases. If fi > fi, then thè MVE tax rate will be 

thè lowest possible value, that is, f -  f. In this case t  mimmizes thè after tax income of thè relativcly poorest 

individuals with thè minimum skill level n# Moreover, if tbe per capita required revenue is larger than a 

positive ji» then t  will imply a positive lump-sum parameter: tbe regressive tax function selected by majority 

voting will make low pre-tax income individuals face a higher average tax rate than that of greater pre-tax 

income individuals. In tbe second case, that is fi < n , thè median skill level will lie below thè mean skill level, 

and thè skill distribution is skewed rightwaid. Even in this more realistic situation, in which tbe majority of 

voteis have befoie tax incomes below thè mean level, tbe majority voting equilibrium might well result in a 

regressive incoine tax function.

This contradicts a result by Foley (1967): an individuai with an income y  less than thè mean i neo me 

y  will always prefer a higher to a lower tax rate and preferences will be reversed if y  is greater than y. If
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this happens, the conseguences of majority voting are easily analysed. If the median income is less than thè 

mean income, so that the income distribution is positively skewed, then majority voting will lead to tbe tax 

schedule with the higbest marginai tax rate being adopted.

The part of Romer s work that deals with the existence of a majority voting equilibrium is very 

important. The generai problem is given by the two well known results of Black (1958) and Arrow (1963): 

Black showed that if individuai preferences are single-peaked then majority rule will produce an equilibrium 

outeome; on the other side, Arrow proved tbat if individuai preferences are unrestricted then choice sets may 

fail to exist under many rules, and in particular, under majority rule. The question of wbetber preferences over 

income tax schedules are likely to be single-peaked is also addressed by Roberts (1977). I have already discussi 

this point and provided an example in section 3. However, the discussion of Roberts is somewhat different: 

there are cases in which individuai preferences over goods and services are well behaved although preferences 

over op tions are not single-peaked. In parti cular, Roberts is conce med with not single-peaked preferences in 

relation to a linear income tax schedule tbat may be viewed as a distortionary tax on income which is used

to finanee a lump-sum subsidy: so now, the tax function has the form T[y) -  - k+ty.

However, instead of investi gating the likelihood of single-peakedness, Roberts is interested in finding 

wbetber the voting mechanism will givc rise to a most preferred outeome. His main result is tbat a mild

assumption on preferences is a sufficient condition for tbe existence of a most preferred outeome under a wide

class of voting mechanisms that comprises the majority rule. Firstly, a set of standard assumptions (see Sen 

1970) on the binary relation over a set of tax parameters (x) provided by this wide class of voting mechanism 

is considered. Sccondly, instead of studying individuai preferences over tax parameters and single individuai’s 

utility function, Roberts imposes a condition which rcstriets tbe set of preferences that individuals may bave 

relative to each other. This is tbe assumption of Hierarchical adherence (HA): it states tbat the re exists an 

ordering of individuals such that tbe pre-tax income is monotonically increasing irrespective of the pair of tax 

parameters which is used.

Essentially, considering the provision of some public good, this assumption is equivalent to asking that 

the ordering of individuals in tcrms of their marginai preference for thè public good is independent of the level 

of provision. Note that from the request of single-peakedness that there be an ordering of options, bere we 

consider an assumption that requires that there be an ordering of individuals. Note also that if individuals have 

the same preferences over consumption and leisure tune -as in Romer (1975)- but differ with regard to tbeir
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personal wage tate, thcn a sufficient condition for HA to be satisfied is thè following: tbe elastici ty of labour 

supply (io terms of hours worked) is not less than minus unity, so that pre-tax ineome increases with tbe wage 

rate. Moreover, HA bolds even wben, due to tbe selected tax parameters, some individuals are idle: this is thè 

"second generai case" of Romcr, in which he shows tbe telated problems with single-peakedness. (It turas out 

tbe HA allows for Theorems that are qui te interesting in welfare analysis).

The main result, as I said beforc, is that if thè voting mechanism satisfies three assumptions on thè 

binary relation over tax parameters, preferences satisfy HA, and x is finite, tben thè choice set of t under thè 

voting mechanism is nonempty. Note that majority voting satisfies thè three assumptions on thè binary relation.

Kaneko, (1977 a, and 1977 b) applied thè concept of ratio equilibrium and introduced voting into a 

public-goods economy. The assumptions of Mante1 (1975) are broader than thosc of Kaneko, and it would be 

interesting to know whether tbe concept of ratio equilibrium, which is clearly related to minorìty rights pro- 

tection, can be usefully extended to Mantel’s model formulated as a cooperative game with voting.

Kaneko (1977 a) defines an economy with many public goods and only one private good called money, 

which is tbe only one owned by agents as an endowment. He develops tbe concept of a ratio equilibrium: it 

is a vector of quotas of thè total tax collected by thè public producers in order to cover costs of production, 

each one attached to a particular agent. Kaneko proves that such a ratio equilibrium exists. Then, be is left 

with two problems: thè first is how to ebose a ratio equilibrium, that means how much each agents contributes. 

Tbe second is how to decide thè output level of thè public goods.

Kaneko presents a voting game G(N,W,r) to solve thè second problem, thè ratio equilibrium being 

exogenously fìxed by tbe producing bureaus. His results are tbe following:

- thè core of G(N, W,r) is nonempty if and only if tbe bureaus find an equilibrium ratio; then thè voting game 

is stable in this sense.

• wben an equilibrium ratio is known tbe ratio equilibrium can be achieved by tbe voting game.

- there remains tbe problem of how an equilibrium ratio is computed: this problem concems tbe revelation of 

demands of individuals for public goods.

• tbe last problem is tbe possibili ty of extending tbe model to economi cs with more than one private good.
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Earlicr in the literature (scc for example, Champsaur - Robert - Rosenthal, 1975) thè impossibili ty of 

a generalization of the Debreu-Scarf theorem (thè evidence that increasing the number of agents does not cause 

the co re to shrink in public-goods economies) has been related to the presence of only one private good. 

Following this undeistanding, one would expeci the effect of replicating an economy to be ambiguous: with 

many private goods there would be a tendency for the core to reduce, while the effect of the public goods 

would be to enlarge the core.

Kaneko co ns true ted a taxation game with minority protection through ratio taxation; he is able to obtain 

a coincidence between tbe core and the Lindahl equilibrium. E sam ini ng their relations, however, it is clear 

that the former does depend on the characteristic function, whereas tbe latter does not. As we have seen, some 

voting rules lead to empty cores. Thus, any hope for a theorem on the equivalence of the core and the ì indahi 

equilibrium must rest on our being able to select a model with an appropriate rule for minority rights protection.

Kaneko (1977 b) presents a new voting game, G -  in which no ratio equilibrium is a priori

given: it is decided within the game. Tbe rule is that if a winning coalition wants to improve an allocation x, 

then it must bear the cost in the proposed allocation at greater or equal proportion to x. However, a different 

setting is also conceivable for winning coalitions: the amount of tax to be paid by the coalitions is a constraint 

on their production possibilitics. Then, it is plausible to think that each coalition will try to relax this constraint 

and to pay less taxes by voting for a different tax system.
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Introduction

When the economie environment is competitive the allocation rule for private and public goods are well 

known: parametric prices equal marginai costs of private goods, personal I indahi prices for public goods, 

exchange of information at no cost in the case of planning procedures. In this approach the govemment 

maximizes an objective function that depends on the Utilities of consumers.

We can list three reasons to explain tbe departure of real economies from this model. Firstly, the politicai 

mechanism is much more complex and it is not clear whether the objective function of tbe govemment, and 

of public good producing fìrms, stili depends on consumer preferences. Secondly, the administration is usually 

structured in many levels whose interrelations are difficult to generalize. Thirdly, simple majority rule as well 

as other allocative rules are far more important in practice than the Pareto unanimi ty rule: this last one is 

difficult to implement since it gives each individuai a veto power which in tum increases negotiation costs.

Then, a positive approach to politicai economy stems from the recognition of these problems and goes 

even beyond second best analysis. The consequences of a non Pareto prcference relation for the state are 

considered in tbe literature: - the public sector can be an instrument for the macro-economic policy when tbe 

state maximizes a function of the price system and of the level of public provision under reso uree constraints, 

such that of public good production technology, and a budget constraint (e.g., Bòs (1978)); - the public choice 

approach explicitly considera bureaucratic models that emphasize both the limi ted control of the elee torà te over 

many aspeets of public decision malring and the particular goals of the public administration; - voting models 

view public choices as the outeome of different electoral processe*, from the simple majority rule of a direct 

democracy to the formai analysis of politicai parties’ behaviour in representative democracy; - interest group 

models reckon that the operation of both electoral process and administrative procedure is likely to be affected 

by special interest groups and by differential power (Foley (1978)).

More generally, all of these approaches deal with the problem of asymmetric information: basically, it 

is thè obstacle to the realization of an optimal allocation of resources in both its forms of adverse selection 

and of moral hazard. The first term refers to hidden information, while the second points out the problem of 

predirti ng the behaviour of agents whose actions are not observable. In tbe last ten years, scholars in the field
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of welfare eoonomics have iocrcasingly bccomc acquainted with a concept that unifies this generai problem 

of finding allocation mechanisms that produce appropriate economie allocations even when agents seek to take 

advantage of it by misrepresenting tbeir characteristics: this is the uotion of incentive compatibility.

I am concemed he re with a particular allocation mechanism which finds its theoretical environment in 

the li teniture on collectivc choices: the determination of the level and of the composition of public good bundles 

by means of voting systems1. I will consider existing voting models, and in particulai, the relevance of the 

needed restrictions on thè choice dominion and on the distribution of preferences to assure the existence of an 

equilibrium outeome. Before that, section 1 contains a summary on preference aggregatioa, which is the broadest 

approach to the problem of getting a social decision with regard to any issue from individuai preferences over 

thè same issue.

1 A voàn g sch em e ose social stale x  fron a grvea sei X  of social Ita la  for «ny logically poasMe n-Opie of reported preference 
ordering». FormaDy, s voliag sckeme is a fnnctioc -* JT wfatck is said lo be m m ù feitU e if aad only if for so«e profile there is
at least one iadivìdual wbo can an prove tbe final ouicome for ìùMieif by reportmg an nntrue prefereace orderiag wben otfaen report tbeir 
trae caes.
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1 Aggregation of preferences

If all individuai preferences over a set of different social states were identical, we would have no problem 

in aggrcgating them in order to get a social preference pattern. Difficulties anse because of thè diversity in 

individuai preferences. I will s uni manze thè usuai framework in which this problem is analysed as well as thè 

major results obtained so far2.

The classic way of welfare economics to deal with thè problem of aggregation of preferences is based 

on thè idea of orde ring individuai utility vectors defìned on thè set of al ternati vcs. Section 1.1 clarifies thè 

actual taxonomy of aggregation functions.

In generai, given thè differeoce of individuai preferences over a set of al terna ti ves, we can thinir of 

three different approach to thè problem of their aggregation when thè task is to get a social ordering of tbese 

al ternati ves:

a) first, one could take thè view that a society is not different from individuals, and then thè properties of 

individuai preferences are thè same of tbe collective ones. In particular, if we assume that individua] preferences 

are transitive, then we require that transitivi ty also holds for social preferences.

b) Second, we can assume that a social critenon has to show a subset of alte ma ti vcs that thè collective body 

considera as thè best ones: in this case we are possibly not disturbed by ties between several al te ma ti ves.

c) Third, we may require that thè subset of best al te ma ti ves from thè social point of view is a singleton: this 

case is similar to tbe second a part from thè fact that a device to break ties has to be used in order for thè 

process to end with only one chosen altematives.

With approach a) we have a social welfare functìon in thè sense of Arrow (1963): it maps tbe »-tuples 

of complete and transitive individuai preference relations into tbe set of complete and transitive social preference 

re la tions. In other words, given thè individuai preferences , thè classic Arrow’s problem is to find a social 

preference relation R that would satisfies thè same conditions, namely completeness and transitivi ty. 

Following approach b) one constructs social choice functions, that for each set of altematives and each n-tuple 

of individuai preferences return thè subset of sodally best altematives. The range of a SCF is thè Cartesian 

produci of thè set of altematives and of thè sets of individuai preference relations. Sen (1970) imposes tbe

2 Wfcaf [«itemi is mainty based <a PaOaoaik (1971). I omit tbe proofc of tbe propoaibom linee 1 jn l introdace minor modificati oc*.
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restriction of acyclicity on the sodai prcference relation in order to get a non-empty choice set in all situations: 

this approach lies between a) and b).

Approach c) results from the restriction on tbe range of a SCF: it now consists only of tbe set of altematives.

A society is represented by a set N  of individuals indexed by subscript L The set of altematives that 

could possibly be presented for sodai choice will be indicateti by X  C JR". The vectois of X, indicated by 

lower-case lettera, have various interpretations. They may represent different candidates in an election or 

alternative policies. However, the most generai point of view is that of considering them as alternative sodai 

states (or proposals), each one charadeiized by m dimensions: then, for each given x E.X, its Jt-th coordinate 

pin-points the sodai state’s value along the it-th dimension.

Every individuai has preferences over altematives belonging to X. This simply means that every indi

viduai can pairwise correlate different altematives and judge whether he prefers one of them or he is indifferent 

between tbem. Such preferences are binary reiations, that is, they bold between two objects3.

Definition 1. For any two altematives x, y, we say that individuai i wealdy prefers x if and only if be 

considera x to be at least as good as y. A weak prcference relation is denoted by R.

Definition Z  For any two altematives x, y, we say that individuai i strictly prefers x if and only if he 

considera x  to be at least as good as y  but not y  to be at least as good as x. A strict prcference is denoted by 

P and formally defined as follows:

V x ,yG X ,  xPy o [ x R y  a -  (y/?x)]

Definition 3. For any two altematives x, y, we say that individuai i is indifferent between tbem if and 

only if be considera x to be at least as good as y  and also y  to be at least as good as x. lndifference is tben 

formally written:

Vx,yE.X,  xly  o \ x R y  a yHx]

Tben, it is dear that R denotes tbe union of P and /.

3 A pui tran  thè usuai notaòoc, I will aie thè followiag symbots throngboat: k, v ,aad- raeanimg respecóvely ’aad*, 'or*, aad *oat*.
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I assume bere tbat each R, defined over X  is known; this amounts both to avoid the complication of

strategie individuai behaviour and to postulate the existence of a practical procedure that precisely records
individuai preferences4.

L*t me recali in generai some useful properties of a binary relation B.

Definition 4.1. B is reflexive over X  iff Vx G X , xBx.

Definition 4.2. B is connected over X  iB V x ,y  E X , x + y , xBy v yBx.

Definition 4.3. B is transitive* over X  iff Vx,y,z  E X , [(xBy a yBz) => xBz\

Definition 4.4. B is quasi-transiàve over X  iff V x ,y , zE X ,  {[xBy a-  (>!&)] a [yBz a-. (zBy)]} 

=> [xBz a-> (zBx)\

Definition 4.5. B is asymmetrical over X  iff V i,3» EX , [xBy =>- (y£tr)].

Definition 4.6. B is anti-symmetric over X  iff Vx,y E X , (xBy a yBx) => (x -y) .

Definition 4.7. A B-cycle exists in A £ X  iff for some finite set of altematives {a1, CA we have 

(alBa2 a ... a am~1Bam a a'Ba1).

Definition 4.8. B is acyclic over A C X  iff no B-cycle occurs in A.

Definition 4.9. B is founded over A CX  iff there does not exist an infmitely long descending chain of

the type (... a a3Ba1 a a^Ba1) where all a1 E A.

It is easy to prove tbat foundedness implies acyclicity when A is not finite and that they are equivalerli

if A is finite.

Definition 4.10. B is a complete ordering over X  iff it is reflexive, connected, and transitive over X.

4 On ttù , use thè discssuoc oc voting schema in the foltowing «ectìoo. Nate alto that the n-raplex of ìadrvxiiuJ preference ofdenng» 
over X  are o d a  called p r o fila  or so c ia ! p r o fila .

5 It ■ well known (tee far Sen (1970), p.47) that if tnasitivity hokb far d i triple*, tfaen it must hold for thè whole ìetX .
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Definition 4.11. B is a complete linear ordering over X  iff it is reGexive, connected, transitive, and 

anti-symmetric over X.

Note that connectedness is also called completeness, and however, they imply that there are not 

incomparable pairs. With preference orderings we say that x ,y  E X  are incomparable if none of xPy, yPx, or 

xly, holds. When there are incomparable pairs an ordering is called partial. It is also called weak (strong) 

when there are (not) indiffercnt and unequal pairs. In Debreu (1959), tbe names quasiorder and preorder are 

used for thè R relation of an order that satisfies reflexivity and transitivity; when, in addition 

xRy a yRx =» x  -  y, he calls R an ordering. Nomenclature in this area is far from standardized. I will assume 

throughout that every weak preference relation R is a complete ordering (in short, an ordering) over X  as 

defined in Definition 4.10 above.

A preference relation over different states is held by any individuai in thè society: Rt is intended to be

individuai l ’s list of pairwise relations between these sodai states. Then, considering thè whole sodety, we 

have a set of AT individuai orderings {JJ„ .„/?*}. From now on, let R,P,I  stand respectively for tbe sodai weak 

preference, tbe sodai stri et preference, and thè sodai indifference relation over X. Since it is generally 

acknowledged that a sodai dedsion should be based on individuai preferences, we face thè problem of 

aggregating different R, into a meaningful R. Let us denote by {A,.} thè class of ordered sets of individuai 

weak preference relations over X, and by {i?} thè set of sodai weak preference relations over X*

In generai a binary relation defined over a set X  of n elements takes tbe form of a set of pairs of 

elements which are associa ted by thè relation: if no restrictions are considered, then thè maximum number of 

such pairs is fi2. Note that if we consider two binary relations over A', as in thè case of strict and indifference 

preference relations, we have more elements in thè set, since two altematives can now be re la ted by two 

relations (thè element xPy is distinct from xly). When we impose a restriction of thè type defined above thè 

binary relation induces a structure on this set according to thè restriction: for example, transitivity over a triple 

rules out one pair of otberwise possibly rela ted elements (with xBy and yBz we cannot have zfix); thè same 

example sbows that we get a smaller number of pairs of elements in thè set The restriction of being a refkxive

< Givea any l*u of iadividaal odenngs thè image flf/Q ) ** thè social orderiig.
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and connccted prcfcrcocc orde ring iDduces the following structure on the set of associa ted paiis: each pair, 

togetber with a suìtable number of other paiis, fonns a sequence which satisfy the restrictions. Each list contains 

all altematives and it is different from the others in the way altematives are related to each other.

To make this clear consider the case in which social preferences are determined by pairwise stri et 

majority rule voting (see below for a formai definition of majority mie), and in which the set of altematives 

is the triple {x,y,z}. An individuai or social prcference ordering over this triple is, for example, the sequence 

<xly, yPz, xPz>. There are 27 logically possible complete prcference relations over a triple; out of 27, 14 are 

transitive, 20 are quasi-transitive, 26 have no cycles and 2 have cycles over the altematives. Under transitivity, 

a complete social ordering is determined; under quasi-transitivity there stili exists an unbeaten alternative and 

thè same is true under acyclicity. Note that while transitivity and quasi-transitivity over every triple of alter- 

natives in a set X  imply the same properties of preferences over the whole X1, this is not true for acyclicity.

Definition 5. A social decision rule (SDR) is a one-to-one mapping from the class of ordered sets of 

individuai weak preference relations over A" to the set of social weak prcference relations over X. Formally:

Since no restriction has been imposed on {.R} many problems are likely to show up: for example, some 

R £  {rt} may not be connccted or may violate transitivity in the triple {x.j.z}, so that it is impossible to 

define a socially best alternative in the same set To avoid these problems we may want a SDF to pick up 

sodally best altematives for every non-empty subset of X. Then, we fiistly have to define the idea of a socially 

best alternative in a given set.

Definition à* Fot any given A , A QX, the choice set C(A) is a subset of A sudi that every one of 

its elements is sodally weakly preferred to every element in A. Formally:

Vx{[x G C (A )] <* [(x ) a V y((y G A ) =» (xR>-)]}

7 Thi* is a result of Arrow (1951b): be provided a generai fonnulation ai angte-praknrinrst as a property on "mpie*”, ìa , od any 
Uvee-etemeal iub*el of tbe «et of alternative*.
g Note tbat {*,}- «.«jA  . wfcere » tbe set of ordenngs whicè pertoo i may have.

9 Thi» definition ts due to Arrow (1963)
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It is casily cbecked that if R is reflexive and connected over A, then C(A) equals the so called maximal 

set: tbe set of all altematives in A such that there does not exist any socially better alternative in A.

It is clearly desiderable to bave one SDR tbat dcfines socially best altematives for every non-empty 

subset of X, ix^ every /({/?,}) e  {/f} sbould generate a function that dcfines a non-empty choice set for every 

non-empty subset of A. Let us firstly define such a function.

Definition 7. A social choice function (SCF) over A Q X, defines a non-empty choice set for every 

non-empty subset of A.

Clearly, we are interested in SCF defined over X. Eventually:

Definition & A social decision function (SDF) is a SDR such tbat, for every social weak preference 

relation in its range, there exists a SCF over X.

In short, we have done the following. We defined a SDR which gives social weak preference relations 

over a set of altematives as a function of individuals ones. Then we defined a SCF as a function that gives 

the set of socially best altematives for every subset of the option set. Thirdly, defming a SDF, we made 

ourselves sure that to every social weak preference relation there correspond a choice set for tbe set of 

altematives. The cruciai point is that R may fall to generate a SCF over X, that is, a SDF may not exist The 

following resul ts give condi tions for assuring tbe existence of a SDF.

Theorem 1. A SDF exists iff R is reflexive and connected, and P is founded over X.

This means that R gcneratcs a SCF over A1 iff it is ieflexive and connected, and P is founded over X. 

Moreover, we have the following:

Theorem 2. If X  is finite, then a suffident condition for tbe existence of a SDF is that R sbould be a 

complete ordering over X.

It is clear that if X  is finite, tben a SDR -tbe range of which is a set of complete sodai orderings- will 

necessarily be a SDF. We have:

Definition 9. A social welfare function (SWF) is a SDR the range of which is a set of complete social 

orderings.
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If every Rt is a complete ordering thè above definition is equivalent to Aitow’s definition of a socia]

welfare functìon (Arrow 1963). On thc other band, a Bergson social welfare functìon (BSWF) is a reai valued 

functìon that maps each social states into a reai number as thè welfare index of that social state. Fot each 

preference profile there is a set of welfare indices corresponding to thè set of alternative social states. It is 

however clear that each set of welfare indices implies a complete social ordering R whose existence is then a 

necessary (but not sufficient) condition for thc existence of a BSWF. As an example of thc existence of 

complete socia] ordering without thè existence of a corresponding reai valued functìon, consider lexicographic 

ordering of two-dimensional reai space (Debreu (1959), pages 69-70)“

The notion of SDR is perfectly generai since it does not spccify tbe inlrinsic nature of this functìonal 

relation: starti ng from thè same profile of individuai preferences thè SDR can yield xPy, as well as yPx; it can 

result in xPy whenever a particular individuai has xP y  or generate yPx if and only if all individuals weakly 

prefer y  to x. The problem of specifying thè intrinsic nature of a SDR is twofold: there is a technical aspect 

which deals with thè collection of individuai preferences and thè computation of thè social prefcrence according 

to thè chosen algorithm; on thè other side, there is thè ethical problem of choosing thè particular algorithm. 

Any solution to this last problem has to be searched using value judgements. I share thè opinion that these 

two aspeets are inseparable and that welfare economics cannot be built only on value-free propositions11.

Since a SDR as such does not characterizc any particular way of aggregatiti individuai preferences

into a pattern of social preferences we say that to specify one of tinse ways amounts to a restriction of thè

set of all tbe possible aggregation rules. One restriction on thc SDR that has been extensively discussed -actually, 

a considerable volume of welfare economics has been built around it- conce ms thè pattern of sodai preference 

when individuai preferences do not conflict. Indeed, this weak restriction correspond to a rather mild value 

judgment: if everyone in thc sodety prefers x to y  it will be normally agreed that x should be sodally preferred 

to y.

This approach is thè base of thc so called strict and weak Pareto Criterio. I will not discuss them bere,

a pari from recalling their de fini tions and from expressing two short comments: -in reai lift, conflicts of

10 with resini lo ihe renerai fmnework fot itodying thè probità oC aggregation of individuai preferenoes, different approacfaes and 
tenaiBOlORKS abooad in tbe limature. Moreover, • cenain put of thè work ia coocerned with reUfcoos between different apptoacfcet, so 
thattheume problem ia oonsidoed from many poma of view. As a mailer of diri&citioo I examine thè guide-lines of il tema ti we 
approaches ia sectioa 1.2 .
11 li is just thè ose lo recali that tfce Pareto Cri «cric» is nothing bu a vaine judgement, thoagh a weak ore (ice for exanfie Sea (1970)).
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individuai strici preferences are rather common and tbe greater tbe degrce of tbe conflict, tbe wider is tbe 

range over which tbe strict Pareto criterion12 is non-applicable. No saùs factory theory of sodai choiccs can be 

built on such an implausible circumstance; -tbe strici Pareto criterìon gives only a suffident condition for sodai 

strict preferences and for social indiffercnce: it is a property of a SDR rather the a SDR by itself: many SDR 

satisfy the strid Pareto criterion.

Under the strict Pareto criterion (SPC), if every individuai is indifferent between x and y, then so is 

sodety; furthermore, if every one consideri x at least as good as y  and at least one individuai strictly prefers 

x to y, the sodety strictly prefers x to y.

Under the weak Pareto criterion (WPC), if every individuai is indifferent between x and y, tben so is 

sodety; additionally, if every one strictly prefers x to y, then sodety strictly prefers x to y.13

To explore other appropriate restrictions on the SDR and to conceive an effective theory of sodai choice 

we must go beyond the Pareto criteria. However, we must be awaie of tbe fact that the wider tbe acceptability 

of these restrictions the weaker they are, and tbat this makes a large number of SDR compatibie with them, 

leaving us with a rather ambiguo us characterization of SDR itself. On tbe other band, one of tbe lessons from 

Arrow’s possibility theorem is that, looking for the simultaneous fulfìlment of stronger value judgement, we 

may be left without an "acceptable” SDR: certain highly appealing and jointly more demanding restrictions 

may be inconsistent14.

I will noi re view bere neither Arrow’s possibili ty theorem (Arrow (1951b) and Arrow (1963)) nor the 

enormous literaturc it gave rise to; I shall rather consider some SDR in the light of its result. To do this I 

firstly recali some no tions usually mentioned in that conte xt (definitions 10 to 13) and secondi y I define 

additional properties which a SDR sbould fulfil.

Definition 10. Positive association o f social and individuai values (PA) is a condition expressed as 

follows: let R and R ' correspond to the two different profiles {R„} and {/?*'}• Assume that for all altematives 

a, and b different from x it is true that:

12 Tbe itnct Pareto anienoQ in  pi ics tbe weak oae
13 The extm 4*d  wwofc P o n to  criterion  dedalei all * and y ■on-companbie oader tbe WPC lo be «oóally indifferatt So doea tbe rttm u M  
stric t P a rtiti crìttrio n  with regard lo tbe SPC Theme ralea xatiafy all of tbe Arrow'* coodi tiorn (lee below) except far trami tivity at R 
. However, tbe fettaie wkidi accoontt far tbeir imaatnfadonr natnre il tbat tbey grve a velo power lo every i»divi(bul, uacc eveiy 
individaal cao alwsys cauae aocial iadiSerenoe between two allenalives evea if tbe reti of tbe society strictly prrfci» aoe lo tbe alba.
14 Oa tbe "way oat* of impoasibility, based oo interpersonal comparisca of «àiity aee Sea (1985) as well aa Hammoad (1990b)
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{aRp oaR/b )  Vi EN

and that:

[(xPfi =* j P/a) a {xlfi =*xR/a)] Va E X , Vi E N

Then,

[{xPy =>xP'y) a (xly =>xR'y)] V y E X

In words, if the only change in individuai ordenngs is that x rises in some persons’ ordenngs, then x, 

when pairwise oompared to any alternative, is not less preferred in the new social prcference ordering.

Definition 11. Independence of irrelevant altematives (IA) is a condition expressed as follows: let R 

and R ' conespond to the two different profiles (/?,) and Let A be any subset o iX  and let C(A) and C'(A) 

be the choice sets respectively generated by R and R'. If, Vx,_y E A , and Vi E N , (xRj o x R / y )  then 

C M - C ' ì/ l)?

This condition ensures that a social decision between any two altematives depends on, and only on, the 

individuai orderings of those two alternatìves.1*

Definition 12. Citizens’ sovereigmy (CS) implies that Vx,y E X  there exists a set of individuai orderings 

for which xPy.

Definition 13. Nondktaiorship (ND) implies that there does not exists any individuai i such that 

Vx,y E X  the SDR yields the outeome xPy whenever xPy, irrespective of the orderings of all other individuals.

The four conditions lastly defined, together with tbe following doublé condition (1) set up the framcwork 

for the possibility theorem. Condition (1-i) says that every R in thè range of a SDR is a complete ordering

1 $ The pmpoK of lUs coodi bc» is to o le  out inierpencml comparisco of utility.
16  buunwss of a SDR as foUow* let {fl,}aid{il/} be any two aet* of individiial orderìnp over X . Let a SDR map ttan
reapedively imo AaadA'. The», tfce SDR i» binary iff far aU x ,y ,B X  , we have

*►*«,> * y R ft — y W  —  ixR y — xR 'y  » y R x ~  yR 'x) for all L
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(so that it is a SWF, see Definition 9 above and thè following co coment), and condition (1-ii) says that every 

logically possible set of individuai orderings belongs to tbe domain of tbe SDR17. These five conditions form 

tbe set of value judgments that Arrow imposes on thè SDR1*.

Condition (1-i) above implies that every weak social preference relation satisfies reQexivity, con- 

nectedness, and transitivity, that is, it is a complete ordering. It has been criticized for tbe reason that, unlike 

transitivity of individuai preferences, transitivity of social preferences is not a value in itself and it has to be 

justified only in terms of its consequences. It is argued that tbe problem caused by intiansitivity of social 

preferences is insignificant; furtbermore, occasionai inconsistency of majority decisions due to their intransitivity 

may protect minori ty interest However, while this particular aspect of thè problem is questionale, some resulto 

on transitivity are unequivocal.

Indeed, suppose to take a decision by a sequence of pairwise comparisons and suppose that an alternative 

which is beaten in any pairwise compaiison is not allowed to enter tbe sequence again. Assume that thè set 

of altematives is {x,yj} and that we have xPy, yPz, and zPx. We first compare x to y  and reject y, secondly 

we compare x to z  and choose z as thè final outeome without comparing it to y. In this case intransitivity of 

social preferences will not be revealed at all. Nevertbeless, this example shows that unless transitivity is 

satisfied, tbe final outeome may depend on thè order of thè sequence itself: if we had compared first y  to z 

tbe final outeome would have been x1*. Now, add to this examples tbe three following individuai orderings 

over {x,y,z} and use tbe majority nile to aggregate them: xP-yPp , yP-pP-?, zP^xP^y. We have, as before, 

(xPy a yPz  a zP x \ It should be clearer thè sense in which intransitivity may favour minorities: for example, 

if tbe sequence of pairwise compaiison is (xPy -* zPx —• yP z\ then z will be chosen even if both individuai 

1 and 1  (thè majority) strictly prefer y to z.

17 This coedÉbon is often called Unrtstnctad domaùi.
18 As i> w dl known, thè coodnsion of A irav 'i work ii that, if there uè at least three *1 tenuti ves, tbea there is no SDR which satisfies
thè oowitioas su  ted »bovc. It may be noled that these coodi boni n e  jasl a sabset of thè set of value jodgements which aa appeal lag 
SDR should satisfy. For example, thè weak and juttifiabie valae jadgmeal inhereat m thè strici Pare» critenon aeitfaer is contami»! aor 
is impiied by this coUectioo. The negative ooodnsion of Arrow's possibili ty theorem is better underslood if we consider that there is no 
poial ia more coodibom to a set of tir a  which have already beco proved lo be inmnstslrnt. Blau (1957) showed that thè originai
axioau w ae not qaite snffiàenL Arrow (1963) presented a com ded venion of his theorem with tour coodi ùcci: ura& icted domain, 
Psrelojxincipte, independence of iudevant alternative*, and noadictatorship. In this set-op thè Weak Pareto critenon ttpbces both PA 
aad CS (actully, Arrow introdnend thè Pareto critenon exphdtiy in hù 1952 Freach papa). Hammoad (1976) proved tnat introdnciag 
intopexsooal comparuoos which reflea some equity jnrigmmn, a geaeràlized aocial w dure fmetioo can also be eqnitaMe.
19 la this example six dtstinrt seqncaces aie possible and, depeading on them, each of thè three al lena ti ves can be chóaen two times aa 
thè socùlly preferred outeome. Noie that ia generai, with Uvee altematives in X  aad if R, P, and /  are consideraci, then there are 13 
posaibie types of individuai preference orderings; this means that thè sum ber at permissible sets of orderings ia 2^ ■ 8.192.
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Given that X  is a finite set, the assumption that R is a complete ordering is sufficicnt to eliminate 

difficulties due to intransitivity: theorem 2 above tells us tbat in this case the SDR is a SDF, that is, it 

a non-empty choice set. In fact, whatever be the sequence of pairwise comparison, once an element of a choice 

set enters the sequence, it beats every other alternative till the end. Clearly, if R is a complete ordering, then 

the SDR is a SWF by definition.

However, theorem 1 above seems suggesting that to eliminate these problems we only need that R js 

reDexive and connccted and that P is acyclic20. In this sense, condition (1-i) ìmposcs an unnecessarily strong 

restriction on thè SDR; tbe cxistcnce of a SDF solves the basic problem of rational social choice wnri we do 

not need tbe SDR to be also a SWF **.

Assuming condition (1-i), condition (1-ii) imposes the restriction tbat the SWF should have an unre- 

stricted domain. This is also arguable since it seems reasonable to believe that certain pattems of individuai 

preferences, even if logically possible, never arise in actual life.

After this short digression on the conditions that define the environment of Arrow’s possibili ty theorem, 

a few other defini tions are proposed before examining a particular social decision rule.

Definition 14. Decisiveness (D). A SDR is decisive iff for every logically possible set of individuai 

orderings it defines a social weak prcference relation satisfying reQexivity and connectedness.

Qearly, a SDR satisfying Arrow’s condition (1) is also necessarily decisive. Assume now that 

{/?,} and {A/} Vi E N  are any two sets of individuai orderings belonging to the domain of a SDR and let the 

SDR map these two sets into two different social weak prcference relations R and R' belonging to {R}. Let 

[Xyf] and (z,wj be any two ordered pairs of alternatìves22.

Definition 15. Arumymity (A). If for any {/,*},with;,* EN  Rj -R K’aDiRk- R /  , and if Vi, i  +j,k, 

we bave Rt m R ' , then R «/?'.

29 See thè cooment lo Definitioaj 4.8 and 4.9.
21 (14) ù  aito necessary and suffideat for a choice foncooo genexated by A »  fnlfil Arrow’* contkuon of naiaudity (CR):
for all ubaeljt and B a( X  with A cootaiaed in B, if acme altematives aie chetai from B and then the range of alternative* is teatricted 
to A stili containing some ’of the allenativi» cho«a ia B, noprcvioBsly mchoien demeol becomes cho«o and victvm *. :Since t e e  
does noi seen to te  any unitive juMificaóoii for reqairing a SCF lo salisfy CR, even from this pomi of view con*uon ( l i)  is stronger 
than actually nceded.
23 The fcrflowiag ihree popoties, (A), (N), and (PR) wete ialrodBced by May (1952) far die o se of only two altematives. Here tfcey 
coincide with thoae given by Anow (1963).
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Assuming tbat tbe set of individuai orderings belongs to the domain of tbe SDR both before and after 

a permutation of individuai orderings has been made, such a permutation must leave tbe social ordering R 

uochanged. Anonymity rules out discrimination among individuals. Note that A implies Anow’s ND, and that 

it is a strengthening of i t

Definition 16 . Neutrality (N). Assume that Va,b,a,b +xty yz,w, and that for all i we have:

- {aRp oaR /by, -{xR^ o zR /w )  a  (yRpc «> wR/z); and

- (xRfi o z R /a ) a  (aRpc «#• aR 'z) a  (yRfi o  wRt'a) a  {aRy o  aR/w); 

tben, (xRy o zR 'w ).

Requiring tbat a permutation of the altematives in everyone’s preference should induce tbe same 

permutation in social preferences, neutrality rules out any bias among altematives: for example tbe bias in 

favour of the status quo given by tbe rule tbat it must be changed if and only if a two-thirds majority strictly 

prefers tbe change, is not allowed by neutrality.

Definition 17. Positive responsiveness (PR). Assume that Va,f> ,a,b  »«x, and for all i we have 

(aRjb oaRi 'b ). Assume that for all a and for all i we bave (xPfi =»rP/a) a  (zip ^ x R /a ) ,  while for some 

i, cither (xJy a  xP/y)  or (yPj  a  xR/y). Then, (xRy =>xP'y).

This property essentially requircs that wben an alternative x is socially at least as good as any of tbe

altematives in a certain set, if x rises in some individuai orderings with respect to any of the other altematives 

in that set, tben x  has to become sodally preferred to i t

Defutidon 18. Non-negadve responsiveness £NR). Assume that \/a,b,a,b mx , and for all i , we have

(aRJb aR/b) and that for all a  and i we have (xP^ =*xP/a) a  (xl,a ^ x R /a ) .  Tben, for all y, 

fpPy *»xP'y) a  {xly =»xR'y).

Lite (PR), this property concerns changes in some individuai orderings and the related change in the 

sodai ordering: in this case it is requested tbat x does not fall in the sodai ordering if it rises in some individuai 

orderings. Note that PR implies NR and this, in tum, implies Arrow’s PA.23

23 If a SDR is biaaiy (aee footaote 16), tbea D, N, and NA togetber napiy tbat a  the tbe WPC it falfilled or aodal indiffercnce boidi 
far every pair of alleiBatrvcx. Oa tbe other band, far a bùuiy SDR, D, N, aad PR togetber imply tbe SPC.
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We are now ready to consider thc most widely discussed social decision rule.

Definition 20. The majority decision ruie (MD-rule). Let N(aRjb) denote thè number of individuals that 

prefer any alternative a to any other alternative b in X. For all x,y E X

xRy o  [NixRy) zNiyR'X)]

Tbe MD-rule satisfies derìsiveness, anonymity, neutrali ty, positive responsiveness (then also non-ne- 

gative responsiveness), and binariness. Consider that A implies ND, that PR implies PA, that binariness is 

equivalent to IA, and that -since D, N, and PR together imply thè strict Pareto critenon- thè MD-rule also 

satisfies CS. Therefore, by Arrow’s generai possibili ty theorem, it must violate condition 1. Actually, thè 

MD-rule violates condition (1-ii) since it has a restricted domain as a SDF because for certain sets of individuai 

orderings it does not satisfy acyclidty of P24.
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Two different approaches to indivìdua] preference aggregation are considered in what follows. This 

material is well Imown and I present it without specific attribution: the mentioned papere give appropriate 

references.

Sen (1970) considered, for the same problem given by a set of altematives X  and the set of involved 

persons N, thè no tion of sodai welfare fuoctionals (SWFL). A SWFL specifies exactly one sodai ordering R 

over X  for any given n-tuple of real-valued personal welfare functions Wfc) each defined over X, for each 

person in N. Formally, R - / r({Wi}).

It must be recali ed that Roberts (1980) established the first important result on the relation between 

classical welfare economies and sodai choice theory: he was able to show that, under certain condi tions, any 

SWFL admits a continuous and monotonie reai valucd rcpresentation whose arguments are individuai U tilities.

Blackorby, Donaldson and Weymark (1990) givc an alternative proof of Arrow’s Theorem. In doing 

this they eluddate tbe relations between thnr approach, tbe Arrowian one (the so-called sodai choice approach), 

and the Bergson-Samuelson framework for welfare economics. Their framework follows that of Sen.

The cardinality of the set of altematives is assumed to be larger than three: a 3. Each of the n

individuals, n £ 2, has a utility function defined over the set of altematives: ufX — dt. The vector u -  (u ,,^ .,^ .) 

is caUed a profiie; its image «(x)-(ui(r)T«2(x),.,ull(r))EJR is a vector of utility numbers. Let U denote the 

set of all possible profi]es and D Q U  thè set of admissible profiles. Let R be thè family of all orderings of 

elements in X  and R be one of these orderings.

Tbe problem is to assign a sodai preference ordering to each admissible utility profile. Formally this 

means to construci a function FJD —• R  . Then, F(u)(mRm) is the social ordering of X  associateci to the profile 

u. R, is called a Social E valuation Functional (SEFL). There is no need to require that R. be representable 

by a social utility function; clearly, P, and /, are the strict preference and the indiffercnce relations corre- 

sponding to Rm.

Notice tbat a SEFL is an ordering of altematives, while in much of welfare economics orderings of 

feasible utility n-tuples are considered. Indeed, let U  C 91" be tbe set of feasible utility vectors; then a social 

welfare ordering is an ordering R of elements in U. Formally, we construct a function FÌU -» R . Moreover,

1.1 Sodai functions of individuai data
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if r  is reprcsentable by a function W:U —* SR> W is called a Bergson-Samuelson social welfare function 

(BSWF). There is a clear distiaction between social ordenngs of alternatìves (an Arrow-type SWF or a social 

e valuation) and social orderings of utility vectois (BSWF).

Now, let U, be the set of utility n-tuples that can be achieved as the alternative x varies over X. There

exists a social welfare ordering Rt of elements in Uu: more precise ly, the relation between a social welfare 

ordering with a social evaluation R, is consistent when a SEFL satisfies the following

Definition 1.1.1 A SEFL satisfies Profile Dependent Welfarism (PDW) iff for all u ED  there exists a 

R, such that

xR^y o  u&ÌR'iity) Vx,y E X

Let UDbc the set of all attainable utility n-tuples when all admissible utility profiles and all altematives

are considered. Tbe condition called Welfarism requires that there exists a single social welfare ordering R on 

UD consistent with every SEFL R..

Definition 1.12 A SEFL R, satisfies Welfarism iff for all u G Z>, there exists an R of UD such that

*R,y <*«(*)R«(y) V x ,yE X

Letting R , be tbe restriction of R to U. it is clear that Welfarism implies Profile Dependent Welfarism.

Noti ce that the SEFL makes no a priori assumption about the mcasurability and comparabili ty of Utilities, 

while Aitow’s SWF, assigning a social preference ordering of X  to each profile of individuai orderings, 

implicitly assumes that utility is ordinally measurable and interpersonaliy noncomparabie.
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1.2 On convenient restrictions on sets of orderings

Discussing condition (1-ii), we rcmarked that there is no reason why we should require a SDF to have 

for its domain all possible sets of individuai orderings. If in actual life tbe set of individuai orderings happens 

to reveal specific properties, then we can just require tbe domain of tbe SDF to contain all sets of individuai 

orderings that have these properties. Assuming to follow this approach, we bave to characterize tbe sets of 

individuai orderings that actually belong to tbe domain of a SDF. Since tbe MD-rule bas several desirable 

properties, I will focus my attention on i t  We bave seen that thè MD-rule has a restricted domain as a SDF. 

Then, to find reasonable restrictions on tbe sets of individuai orderings means to study tbe conditions under 

which a set of individuai orderings belongs to thè domain of a MD-rule view ed as a SDF. More precisely, we 

have to introduce a restriction on sets of individuai orderings and to characterize tbe resulting domain of a 

SDF: this can be do ne by giving suffident, necessary, and both suffident and necessary conditions for a set 

of individuai orderings to belong to tbe domain of a SDF“ . However, before actually specifying these 

conditions, we have to analyse their generai meaning. The following definition of such suffident conditions 

seems most convenient; it is preceded by a tenninology definition.

Definition 21. A set of individuai orderings and a set of possible preference orderings correspond to 

each other iff tbe preference ordering implied by every individuai ordering in tbe fonner set belongs to tbe 

latter set and every preference ordering belonging to thè latter set is implied by some individuai ordering in 

thè former*.

Definition 22. A sufficient condition o f Type I  for a set of individuai orderings to be in thc domain of 

a SDF specifies a class 1* of permissibie sets of orderings such that any set of individuai orderings corresponding 

to any set in 7* is in tbe domain of a SDF.

A suffident condition of Type I specifies certain permissibie sets of orderings and also says that any 

set of individuai orderings which conesponds lo any of these permissibie sets belongs to tbe domain of a SDF. 

Tbe implidt restriction imposed through tbe no tion of "corresponding” to permissibie sets is tbat there must 

be, for each one of thè orderings they contains, at least an individuai who has i t

25 Wfcal follows also applica lo SWF. Noie that we cookl alio look at thè actual podice to check whether a particalar lei of individui 
ordenags ikom  np aad to spedfy coosisfeai reatridioos. However, reatricaom introduced ia theory ahonld be tected empihcally.
26 Thia meaa thè foiiowiag: let {?,} be any aet of individui ordenngi (e.g. {xP ^.xP ^.xljy}) aad let {7} be aay aet of poaaMe 
preference orderiag over thè lame aet of alterative*. Tbey are aaid to corrwspond to eaefe other Iff each ekaieat ia oae aet ia cattivaiemt 
to an donent of thè other leL
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There is another definition which is provided for a sunilar scope: A sufficient condition o f Type U for 

a set of individuai orderings to be in the domain of a SDF specifies a class 1° of permissible sets of orderings 

such that any set of individuai orderings corresponding to a subset of any set in 1° is in the domain of a SDF. 

The task of a sufficient condition of Type n, though a specifica tion of permissible sets of ordering itself, is 

accomplished without restrictions on the distribution of individuals over the different orderings in the per

missible sets: there may be no individuai who has an ordering belonging to the permissible set, or more than 

one. Note that a sufficient condition of Type II implies a sufficient condition of Type L Note also that if a 

permissible set of orderings R belongs to T°, then any subset of R also belongs to T°. This is not necessarily 

true in tbe case of a sufficient condition of Type L Suffident conditions of Type I seem more relevant in this 

context (see Pattanaik (1971), page 68).

The formulation of a necessary condition for a set of individuai orderings to be in the domain of a SDF 

is more troublcsomc: a necessity condition would be naturaliy be defined as one which must be verified by 

every set of individuai orderings in the domain of a SDF, and, as we have done in the case of a sufficient 

condition, it would be conceived in tenns of restrictions on permissible sets of orderings. This aim tums out 

to be unachievable in most relevant cases. Consider the following example:

It is impossible to give a necessary condition that must be verified by every set of individuai orderings 

in order for it to be in the domain of a MD-rule viewed as a SDF. In fact, a Lemma by Pattanaik (1971) (page 

69) shows that the MD-rule yields transitive results if for every triple of altematives more than half of the 

individuals concemed27 with respect to the same triple have identical preference orderings. Now, assume that 

this condition is verified: this means that the set of individuai orderings will be in thè domain of the MD-rule 

viewed as a SDF (provided that the set of altematives is finite). But the orderings of the individuals that do 

not belong to the majority can change and violate any restriction without altering the transitivi ty of tbe outeome 

obtained under the majority rule.

In the usuai sense "necessary" would mean that the violation of the condition would imply that some 

set of individuai orderings do not belong to tbe domain of a SDF. A different and more useful approach to 

tbe problem of fòrmulating necessary conditions is tbe following2*:

27 Aa individuai is said lo be amecrmd with ttsped lo a .et of «Iterativa if and oaly if he does not show indiflaence between *11 
the altematives ia that aeL ___
2S Thi» doòoo conespoods lo tbat of ’miaimaT coodi boa aa defiaed by Knmer (1973). See ateo iccuob 2 below.
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Definition 23. A necessary condition o f Type I  for a set of individuai orderings to be in the d o m ain  of 

a SDF specifies a class T, of pennissible sets of orderings such that for any permissible set of orderings {?,} 

not in that class, there exists a set of individuai orderings which correspond to {/F,} and that does not belong 

to the domain of a SDF.

There is also a definition of a necessity condition of Type II: for a set of individuai orderings to be in 

the domain of a SDF it specifies a class Tn of pennissible sets of orderings such that for any pennissible set 

{/? J  not in that class, there exists a set of individuai orderings which conespond to a subset of {JTj and that 

does not belong to the domain of a SDF. Qearly, a necessary condition of Type I implies a necessary condition 

of Type IL

Merging these de fini tions with those of suffidency conditions we get necessary and suffident conditions 

of Type I and of Type IL To understand the scuse of these two types of conditions, we may look at the case 

of X  containing three alternatìves. There are 13 possible individuai prcference orderings over X, and 213 per

missible sets of orderings. Some of these sets are sudi that whenever a set of individuai orderings correspond 

to one of them, it belongs to the domain of a SDF regardless of tbe distribution of individuai orderings over 

the different orderings in the permissible set. Then, a necessary condition of Type I will ask to pick up from 

among the 8.192 pennissible sets all the sets tbat have this characteristic. Analogo usi y, the task of a necessary 

and suffident condition of Type II is that of finding all the permissible sets of orderings having tbe characteristic 

that whenever a set of individuai preferences orderings corresponds to a subset of one of them, then the set 

of individuai orderings belongs to the domain of a SDF regardless of the distribution of individuai orderings.

We can now tum our attention to the task of actually specifying some conditions under which tbe 

MD-rule defines a non-empty choice set for every non-empty subset of A**. All needed restrictions are imposed 

on a given set of preference orderings and have the following generai form: let R -  {Rlr^Rm} be any set of 

prcference ordenngs; if a preference pattern of a certain type p  belongs to the given set, then a preference 

patte ni of a certain type q does not belong to that set All restrictions are conditions on R and rcfer to a given 

ordered triple of altematives {x,y,z}. From now on R simply indicates a weak preference relation, without 

specifying whose preference it is.

29 TMs meaas lo investigale the n n tm rf of a SCF moda thè MD-ruJe, Le, thè «mstm rr of a beai alternative uaòer tbe MD-iale for 
every Boo-etnpry sabaet of X.
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Definmon 24. For a given R, x  is said to be given thè worst value in thè triple {x,y,z} iff (yRx a  zRx ); 

it is given thè best value iff (xRy A l f e ) ;  it is given thè medium value iff (yRx a xRz) v  (zRx a xRy).

Definmon 25. Value Restriction (VR): in thè triple {x,y,z} there is an alternative such that it is not

given thè worst value in any concerned R, or it is not given thè best value in any concemed R, or it is not 

given thè medium value in any concemed R30.

Definition 26. Limited Agreement (L A ); in thè triple {x,y,z} there exists an ondered pair of distinct

altematives such that in all R thè first alternative in thè ordered pair is considered to be at least as good as 

thè second.

Definition 27. Extremal Restriction (ER): if there is an R which is antisymmetric over {x,y,z}, then 

for every other individuai R different from R and belonging to Rf z is uniquely best iff x is uniquely worst31.

Theorem 3. A suffident condition of Type n  for thè MD-rule to yield transitive resul ts over a triple 

(x,y,z) is that every permissibie set of orderings satisfies ER over that triple32.

Theorem 4. A necessary and suffident condition of Type n  for a set of individuai orderings defined 

over a finite set of altematives X  to be in thè domain of a MD-rule viewed as a SDF is that every permissibie 

set of orderings must satisfy at least one of thè conditions VR, LA, and ER over every triple of altematives 

belonging to X.

It is possible to prove that in thè special case of antisymmetric individuai orderings, ER and LA both 

imply VR. In this case Theorem 4 takes thè following form:

3# Il can be easily «eco that a noo-wcrsl value restriction oo a perai usible aet of onterings is equivalent to saying that thè orderings ia 
thè permissibie aet are àngle-peaked: there exists a liseai ordering B  of x, y, and z  soch that thè enrves lencsenting thè permissibie aet 
of orderings, and drawn with reference to £  are all singte-peaked. Single pnabrdnns was first introduced by Black (1948)(Oj> thè ratianalr 
of grovp decision mtéang, Journal of Politicai Ecooocny 56, bai see also Black (1958)), and Arrow (1951). For a formai degniticn tee 
sectian 2 below.
31 This is equivalent lo saying that if for some R, x  is preferred lo y  and y  is prefened lo z, then far all Rt sudi that z is preferred lo x,
z  is also preferred to y  and y  is preferred to x. ER, first introduced by Seo and Pattanaik (1969) (repriatcd in Sen (1982) as càapler 7), 
is thè uaios of thè cooditioiis ot Dickotomous P r tfm m x t, d  Eckoic Prtfrrm tces, and of A/tiagomsùc Prtfertncms by Inaia
(1969).
32 Recali that a saffidcat condition of Type II is also a suffident condition of Type L However, thè equivaleoce does aot boid far 
necessary aad saffidcat ooaditioas of Type I and of Type D: thea, tbe following Theoreat 4 spedfies only condì Ooos of Type IL A 
similar result for coodi tions of Type I has not been proved by Pattanaik.
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Theorem 4’. If individuai preference orderings are antisymmetric, tben a necessary and suffident 

condition of Type n  for a set of individuai ordenngs defined over a finite set of altematives X  to be in the 

domain of a MD-rulc viewed as a SDF is that every pennissible set of orderings must sadsfy VR over every 

triple of altematives belonging to X.

I consider now the existence of a best alternative under the MD-rule for any given subset of X. This 

is a weaker condition than that of rcquiring the existence of such a best alternative for every non-empty subset 

of X, i.e., of requiring the existence of a SCF under the MD-rule. Consequently, the needed restrictions tura 

out to be weaker.

Theorem 5. A suffident condition of Type n for a finite set of altematives A to have a non-empty 

choice set under the MD-rule is that every permissible set of orderings R should satisfy ER or VR over every 

triple of altematives belonging to A , ” .

The condition given in Theorem 5 on A cannot be a necessary one: for if R violates both ER and VR 

over a triple of altematives in Aj, then for some set of individuai orderings corresponding to a subset of R, 

the choice set for that triple will be empty. But, in generai, this does not prevent Aj from having a non-empty 

choice set.

We can now tura our attention to tbe problem of finding some conditions for a SDR to generate SCFs 

satisfying Arrow’s condition of rationality, that is, to generate a complete sodai ordering. The following theorem 

bolds under tbe assumption tbat the number of conce med individuals is odd; however, in tbe generai case 

wbere such a restriction is not imposed, the theorem stili bolds iff ER is satisfied. The necessary and suffident 

condition is of the Type n.

Theorem 6. Given that the number of conce med individuals is odd for every triple of altematives, a set 

of individuai orderings is in the domain of a MD-rule viewed as a SFW iff every possible set of orderings 

satisfies VR or LA or ER over every triple of altematives.

33 Let R be aay aet of prefcresce arderiag* ower a finite set at aUcmtives X . For aajr inbaet A a f X , ^  i* the «et at P ire»
optimal alternativo.
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The assumption that tbe number of concerned individuai is odd is clearly relevant wben there are "few" 

concemed individuals: in fact, it is in this case tbat the probability of having an exact half-and-half division 

of tbe group in any pairwise compaTison may be significant Wben tbe number of concerned individuals is 

large the assumption on its oddness can be discarded without danger of the result
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1J  A "respect the minority" restriction on permissible sets of altematives

One of the usuai characteristics of public decision maldng in democratic societies is its aptitude to 

compromise between different goals of various concerned interest groups. Compared to a situation in which 

there exists an absolute majority (>50%), compromising is more likely to arise wben a relative majority forms 

on some decision to be taken. Compromising is also more probable when the difference between the size of 

majority and tbat of minori ty is not too large. Given tbe fact that many different interest groups are a datum 

in most modem societies, we can say tbat the tendency to compromise is a major characteristic of any 

democratic process. We can consider it as the manifesta tion of a generai bias toward some form of social 

consensus and equity; this fact can be modelled as the simple problem of dividing a cake: if certain equity 

considerations are introduced, then the most appropriate analytical approach is that which leads to a value 

solution.

On tbe other hand, if we keep at a minimum tbe introduction of value judgements, tbe problem of 

dividing a cake by the rule of simple majority in a society formed by three individuals can be modelled by a 

voting game whose characteristic function depends only on the size of coalitions: this is a symmetric game. 

Now, assume that tbe feasible set of options consiste only of the following allocations: a is the allocation when 

thè cake is equally shared between tbe three voters, and b is that which gives to individuals i and j  half of 

thè cake each and nothing to individuai k. Under the further assumption that voter are selfish, the allocation 

b is clearly a majority winner alternative. If it allows (as it does indeed in this case) for tbe complete exploitation 

of a group, the majority rule is undoubtedly anti-cgalitarian3'. As such, tbe game has no core since tbe two 

winneis take all, and one of the conceivable coalitions -ix., tbat of voter k alone - is left well short of its 

potential. It is well known that the model can be modified in arder to describe a situation in which there exists 

a law designated to protect minority rights: this protection of minority rights allows for tbe existence of a 

non-empty core.

Following such a suggestion, note that tbe exploitation can only take place if the option of dividing the 

cake between i and j  is in the set of permissible altematives. If this particuiar option is not available, tbe 

majority rule has a restricted domain and it cannot yield sudi an anti-egalitarian outeome. However, this

34 This exaoapie alio allows ua lo aaawer segatively a fmdamental qnesUon: ia the majority rate, ia generai, a plauaible wav of aggrega ti ag 
preference» when «cU iiM cm m ic jndgemeats eater the noU cn? This ia «amtially becanae majority rule ia baaed ooly oa individuai 

and il not rrmtmiArr either magnitudo of gains and Io n a  ar ranking» of wdl-bcing of affacat individaaU. Notice that ia 
ite  exampie tbe» aie only two alternative*, so that there is no problem with trassitivity: thè queaócm of the egalitarian property of the 
majority nde ariaea before the dUBcalty of ttansitivity.
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restriction of individuai preference orderings is indirect: it rules out some of them simply be cause it removes 

those altematives on which they are defined. What I am saying is that we should consider subsets of the set 

of logically possible social states, where these subsets are constructed in such a way that they do not contain 

"extreme" altematives. Most of the work that has been do ne in the past has been in the context of unstructured 

sets of altematives, and the exclusion conditions bave been defined in te rais only of triples of options. In fact, 

thè usuai economie assumptions of convexity for the feasible set of altematives or continui ty and quasi-con- 

cavity of individuai preferences are absent.

Fot example, Schmeidler and Sonnenschein (1978) assume thè following to provide an alternative proof 

of the Gibbard-Satterthwaite theorem35: if one changes any individuai preference ordering by moving any pair 

of altematives to tbe top of the initial preference ordering, then the new preference ordering is stili admissible: 

this clearly violates continui ty of preferences.

Now, assume that there are originaliy two proposed altematives x and y  out of a continuum of altematives 

X. Suppose that a majority of individuals prefeis x but that y  is also preferred by a relativcly laige number of 

individuals. My idea is that a final social choice would be an alternative which is between x and y. One way 

to model this possibili ty amounts to restrict the set of possible altematives to those altematives that are not 

so "opposite" or so "distant" from each other. Whatever it be, the precise definition of this idea must grasp 

tbe fact that wben die distribution of individuai preferences is more dense corresponding to few options, the 

associateci game is alinosi zero-sum: what a group gains from the choice of an option is a cost for anotber 

group.

In other words, I will assume that the social situation associated to tbe set of all logically options is 

such that the aggregation of individuai preferences through the MD-rule would yield the following outeome: 

the ebosen alternative leaves a significant minority veiy unsatisfied. Furthermore, also the alternative supported 

by the minority, if chosen, would leave the majority unsatisfied. Qearly, this is a situation of acute social 

contrast that may lack stability even considering the commitment to a legally accepted MD-rule.

35 Sanothwaite (W S) woved «tot, within a reasonable fnmework design mg thè problem of a commino* which has to c t o  an 
alternative, a voting procedure it suaiegy-proof if aad only if it is (Scatenai. Notìce that the definition of «ralegy-proof»e« used in hn 
papa a  qnile exacting: a voting {accedale U itraiegy-proof if it mako caci votiag agent reveal his preference uaxreiy.
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Caplin and Nalebuff (1988) reoognize tbe need to reduce social contrast in order to get transitive results, 

and impose appropriate conditions, without mentioning tbe impiidt cffect on faimess. In actual life many of 

these situations -but clearly not all- are avoided by proposing less drastic options to the electorate. In what 

follows I simply try to model this fact.

Definition A. For a given individuai preference ordering Rt over a set of altematives X, £ G X  is said 

to be the largest value iff £R$ \fy + t,y  E.X. x ' E X  is said to be tbe smallest value iff yRpt' Vy mx',y EX.

Definition B. A subset X" of a finite set of altematives X, is said to be fair iff it does not contain the 

smallest value of any individuai preference ordering.

It is intercsting to see if the eliminati on of all smallest values &om a given set of altematives X  influcnce 

the possibili ty of individuai orderings to be in the domain of a MD-rule viewed as a SDF. We have to check 

if the conditions under which Theorem 4 bolds are stili valici on a fair subset of altematives. The following 

theorem provides a positive answer.

Theorem A. A set of individuai orderings defined over X" is in the domain of a MD-rule viewed as a 

SDF if it is in the same domain wben defined over X.

Proof. Assume that a set of individuai orderings defined over X  is in the domain of a MD-rule viewed 

as a SDF. This means that every permissible set of orderings satisfies at least one of tbe conditions VR, LA, 

and ER over every triple of altematives in X. Qearly X" C X, that is, every triple of altematives in X" is also 

a triple of altematives in X  and every ordering of altematives in A'* is also an ordering of altematives in X. 

Then, every permissible set of orderings satisfies at least one of the conditions VR, LA, ER, over every triple 

of altematives in X”; Q.E.D..

This simple theorem ensures that, provided that tbe originai set of altematives and the associateci 

individuai orderings admit a choice set under the MD-rule, the resulting fair subset of altematives and subset 

of individuai orderings do tbe same.
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1.4 Appropriate restrictions assodateti to public goods, aad tbeir effeets on Arrow's impossibili^ rrsuhs 

As we have seen, no nondictatorial SWF for a set of at least three altematives exists which satisfies 

unanimi ty (U)“  and IA. However, this result does not bold if thè admissible set of preference orderings is 

suffidently restricted: sections 1.2 and 2 investigate some positive solutions related to this approach. Never- 

theless, most of these solutions describe properties of some MD-rule.

At a more generai level thè discussion starts from considering that most formiliations of Arrow’s 

Theorem require a SWF to bc defined for all conceivable profiles of individuai preferences. However, it is 

clear that a much smaller class of preference relations is usually rclevant for economics considerations: for 

example, thè set of altematives is taken to be a set of distribution of comm odi ties, and preferences are assumed 

to satisfy some restricting conditions like monotonici ty and convexity. This recogniti on gave rise to thè study 

of Arrow’s conciusion in economie domains: this notion clearly refers to various relaxations of thè Unrestricted 

Domain condition. Kalai, Muller, and Satterthwaite (1979) make clear that thè negative conci usions of Arrow’s 

work stili bold for any generai SWF when thè space of altematives contains public goods and each individuai 

preference relation is restricted in thè manner appropriate for this economie environment. In what follows, I 

briefly summarize their assumptions and thè main result.

Elements of thè set of altematives X  ■ Sì? are /n-vectors of public goods of thè type x -  (x \x2, ...,x"), 

where x* is thè quantity of thè ith public good.

Tberv are n individuals whose preference orderings over X  are complete (transitive, connected, and 

reflexive). Each individua] preference can be represented by a continuous utility functìon which is monotonie 

(insatiable individuai). Individuals’ indifference surfaces are convex from below.

An individual’s preference relation Ri depends together on his tastes and on thè intrinsic structure of X. 

The notion of "structure" oiX, it is meant to account for any relation that links different elements of-JT. Then, 

as individuai tastes limit thè set of logically possible orderings, so does thè structure of X: let {RJ be thè set 

of all logically possible orderings, and let represent its restriction to thè set of admissible preference 

orderings. {J?,} is common to all individuals since thè restriction that origina tes it depends on thè structure of

34 Recali that Arrow (1963) npiaced CS and PA by thc Weak Putto cnlcrion. la tfaix form thè coodi tìoo il called mmàmity.
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X  which, for tbe case of public goods, is invariant across individuals37. A SWF is defined over the n- fold 

cartesian product of {J?J, {J?-}, whose elemcnts are profiles of individuai ordenngs <Rl,R2,--;Rm >, and takes 

values in the set of complete social orderings {R} over X. A family of {/{;} is called dictatorship enforcing if 

every SWF that satisfies unanimi ty and LA on {^'} has a dictator on the whole set of alternatìves X. Denote 

by {/?„} the family of preference relations defined on 9t?. The main result of the paper is the following.

Theorem 13.1 The family {j£} of convex, strictly monotonie, continuous preference relations on IR? 

is dictatorship enforcing for all m & 1.

37 However, the rcttnctx» abo depemds oa individui] taUes: I gaea» that they ir  iapUddy cooiidered equivocai with regard to tbe 
reMriclioa.
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2 On usuai restrictions in voting models

The following picturc summarizes the generai problem.

Individuai Profila*

R i

►  wi—ln im  H

►  cyclicKy of R

m R
Solution*

1)Aaauaw90% MDwIaandfMcondHiona

on {R> to avokj voting cydM 

(PMt, Knawr, Sluinky, and NicHotaon IM  tapoaw 

raatrlcUoia botti on IndMdual i n f u n i  — 

and on thatr dlatrlbutlon)

3) work on ò-MO-ntes (50V100%):

«Me* la tha aWntmal majority afe»

that anauraa Ih* axManca ot a d-aiafortty wtnnar?

(Shapaon, Kramar. Oraanbatg, CapUn and Nataòutl)

3) laatrtctlona on X<8an)

Bowen (1943) examined the problem of allocation of resources between public and private use by voting 

and show ed that wben the distribution of thè tax burden is assumed given, then there will be one reso arce 

allocation which is preferred to any other by a majority. In theory, majority voting is thought to be the primary 

instrument of politicai decisions: it is well known tbat this tuie does not necessarily yield transitivity of sodai 

preferences. This is the core of the whole problem since Condorcet, for it is argued that if the pattern of sodai 

preferences has to be rational in any of its usuai meanings, it must be transitive. However, this request is not 

obvious: transitivity in sodai choices is not a value per se as for individuai choices.
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Black (1948)1* generalized Bowen’s result by demonstrating that thè wider class of cases with single- 

peaked preferences is such that majority voting leads to transitivity of social preferences. There are two 

requirements for single peakedness: thè sodai decision has to be one dimensionai and voters’ utility functions 

must be unimodal in this dimension. Each voter has one most preferred point, and thc median voter’s most 

preferred point guarantces thè existence of a majority over all altematives*.

As we have seen in thè foregoing section, Airow40 showed that if tbe voting model had to work with 

individuai preferences that do not satisfy Black’s conditions, than any "democratic” voting method could yield 

intransitivity of sodai choices. Most of thè literature which fòllowed Black (1948) deals with multidimensional 

analogues of thè median voter result: a multidimensional median is established by imposing both type 

restrictions ami symmetry conditions on thè set of individuai preferences. For example, Grandmont (1978) has 

thè result that when tbe distribution of most preferred points is radially symmetric around a median voter, this 

voter’s optimum will obtain a majority over all altematives.

Nicholson (1965)41 proposed another type of condition which is more than an exclusion restriction. It 

requires two things: first, it rules out individuals holding certain preference orderings; second, it imposes 

additional restrictions upon thè distribution of individuai having thè non-excluded preferences.

Plott (1967), allowiqg only a finite number of individuals to be considered, gives conditions for thè 

dominance of a single alternative and explores tbe problem of determining when a unique alternative can be 

certain to command a majority. He has individuai di fiere ntiablc utility functions defined over variables whose 

magnitude is to be dedded by a majority of agents. Small changes of these variables are called "motìons" and 

each individuai reaction to a motion is analyzed by tbe associated gradient vector of his utility functìon: he 

favours tbe motion if it would increase his utility functìon.

An equilibrium for tbe dedsion process is reached if and only if there does not exist a motion that 

could be selected by a majority of individuals. Tbe suffident condition that a point is an equilibrium if tbe 

nonsatiated individuals can be paired in sudi a way that tbe individuals in each pair have gradients pointing

38 On tite raùonaU o f group decision m otùig, Journal o f Politicai Ecaoomy 56, 1948, 23-43. See also Black (1958).
39 Foiey (1967) warkrd hwirally ia this frattewoct
40 A i far ai I know, tbe fint papa by Arrow dealing with impocaSxlity « u lt i far >ocial choicei it A iffeuby it% lite concept o f tocio i 
welfare, Jonnal a t Politicai Eccnaaay 58,1950, 328-346. This paper bis been reprinled ia Anow-Sdiovaky (1969). However, thè standard 
««■  an thè matta x c  Anow (1951) and ife second ecfctno in 1963.
41 C an& um sfar ifcc 'Voting Paradox' m  committe* tkàsùm s, Metroeconomica 42, 1965. I did aot read this paper lince it is not in thè 
Ubrary. Noie that thè same basic idea of Nicholson is exptoied (withost op iid t rdtoeace) ia Grandmont (1978).
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in opposite di ree tions is provided. It becomes also necessary if the number of satiated individuate is zero when 

the number of individuals is even, or is one when the total number is odd. Plott’s conclusions were rather 

negative, there is deCinitely nothing ìnherent in utility theory that could warrant the existence of such an 

equilibrium. The necessary and suffident condition for an equilibrium is considerably strong. In words, this 

condition, together with the assumptions, require that for every voter assigned a preference ordering of one 

type, another voter must be assigned an ordering of a complementary type: they are not exclusion conditions 

but they amount lo demand a certain severe symmetry of the set of individuai preferences.

The addition of a constraint -e.g. a budget constraint on the sum of resources available to produce priced 

variables42- do not change this situation if there are more than two variables to be determined. However, Plott 

discloses the possibility that a suitable restriction of the set of available motions, to be martp via the actual 

decision process, could allow for more positive results: for example, a subcommittee can determine what 

motions can be voted on by a co mmittee; then, the equilibrium conditions only apply to its members and in 

this context they may appear more plausible43.

Davis, DeGroot, and Hinich (1972) consider sodai preference orderings and majority rule in a setting 

with unimodal and multidimensional utility functions. They give a rule of sodai preferences based on the 

notion of Euclidcan distance between a most preferred point and all other altematives44

Tbe class of restrictions which the assumed utility functions satisfy does not coincide with conditions 

on triples of the type introduced by Black (1948) and Arrow (1963), so that they need not satisfy the formai 

definition of single-peakedness. Conditions for an alternative to be dominant refer to tbe probabiUty distribution 

of most preferred point of tbe individuals, and a relation between dominance and the transitivity of tbe sodai 

preference ordering is established. Exploring this relation the autbors are able to derive a transitive sodai 

preference ordering from given individuai orderings. Eventually, they establish necessary and suffident 

conditions for a transitive sodai preference ordering to be construded from given individuai orderings via the 

device of majority mie. However, the entire framework and the results do rest upon the assumed dass of utility 

functions.

42 Tfcii unountt to hrmnd thè tjacc of available alternative!.
43 This suggestioo has tbe a n t  n a iiig  of tbe idea expiored in icciian 1.2.
44 This moaoc of jmfeience* w x introduci by D*vó, O. and Hinich, M. in "A meAamniad motUl o f policy formation n  a
tUmocrtmc m irty'. in Berod, J. (ed) ’Mathexutictd application* in politicai jà m a a ', Dallas, Southern MethodM Umvauty Pie» 
(1967). See below thè part dedicaKd lo Capiin and Nalebuff (1988).
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All resili ts re viewed so far suggest tbat in order to support simple majority mie very strong assumptions 

aie needed. It was Kramer (1963) to show cleariy this point

He evidences tbat intransiti vi ty of the MD-nile is implied by a very modest degree of heterogeneity of 

tastes wben the voters have quasi-concave differentiable utility functions over a multi dimensionai choice space. 

He argues that tbe various equilibrium conditions for majority rule defined in the preceding literatuie are not 

qui te less restrictive than the drastic condition of complete unanimity of individuai preferences. However, 

Kramer himself notes that this implicati on may disappear wben tbe problem is one of choosing from among 

a relatively small set of discrete altematives. Since Kramer’s work has been given much attention in tbe 

literatuie, I will analyse it accurately.

Denote by {/?} tbe set of all possible distinct preference orderings over a finite set of altematives X. 

For each R 'E  {R}, denote by N{R') the number of voters who hold the preference ordering R'. A  voting 

population is described by specifying N(R) for each R E  {R}. Apart from those of Plott (1967), all conditions 

appeared in the literatuie re viewed so far consist of exclusion restrictions: they are restrictions imposed on 

N(R) sufficient to ensure an equilibrium in any voting population described by a pattern of preferences satisfying 

the restriction'*5. An "equilibrium" means tbe existence of a SDF, or a SWF, or a stable outeome. A stable 

outeome under MD-rule exists wben, for some option x, it follows that x R j Vy E X ,y  n i .  There exists a SDF 

on X  if every nonempty finite subset of AT has a stable outeome. There exists a SWF on A1 if the weak social 

preference relation obtained by tbe MD-rule is transitive4*.

Let B be a strong ordering on X: that is, a binary relation which is connected and transitive47. Let 

Rj -  {i?„ ••,/?„} denote a set of individuai orderings on X  ami Pt denote an individuai strict preference relation.

Definition 2.1. R, is single-peaked (SP) over X  when there exists a strong ordering B over X  such that

for any x ,y ,z  E X  if either xByBz or zByBx, then for each voter i it follows that xRft =>yPp and tbat 

zRf. => yPfc..

45 This ita lem cut is mot d a r  k> me and it does appeu to be false: I think that these restrictioa are imposed od the set of possible 
individuai onferings. I can hanfiy see them as restrictioa aa thè rasi number Af(R). However, see also below the òefinihan ai mini mal 
coad&oa.
44 It is clear that a stable outoone bekmgt to a choice set; moie precisely, thè Botioa of dolce  set is a genera) izatioo of a statale outeome 
that does noi specify the particular metiiod of sodai dccisioc (see Definìboo 6 aa page 4). The saae rristkm hokfc between Knmer’s 
SDF aad the SDF af Dcfioitioa 8  above, as well as between Ùs SWF, which he alio calla social ordering, and the SWF of Defiaitioc 
9. Noie that both these SWFi aie boi Axrow’i  SWF.
47 Kramer does not expiicitly requie reflcstvity.
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In words, for a set of preference orderings to be single-peaked there must exist an ordering B of thè 

altematives such that whenever one alternative is between two others -according to B- each voter must strictly 

prefer it to at least one of thè other two (see also Definition 25 and tbe associated Note). Single peakedness 

is view ed as a weak type of unammity, a sort of social consensus that arises wben individuals have an identical 

way of arraying tbeir preferences which are different only in term of "intensity".

As an example consider three parties and order tbem according to a single ideological dimensioni party 

L on thè left, party C in thè centre, and party R on thè right Then, single-peakedness rules out both < L P fi P(C > 

and <RPJ*P£ >.

After this definition, Kramer lists a set of suffident conditions for thè existence of an equilibrium for 

thè MD-rule under tbe common label of "post single-peakedness conditions'': amnng tbem, VR, LA, and ER 

that I recalled in Definition 25, 26, and 27. They all require that every triple of altematives satisfy certain 

restrictions. For tbe special case of majority rule, Kramer summarizes thè main resilits on thè existence of an 

equilibrium employing tbese conditions. If any of thè conditions is satisfied over all subset of X, then there 

exists a SDF on X; if any of VR, LA, and ER is satisfied, provided that thè number of concemed individuals 

is odd, then there exists a SWF on A4*.

Note that ER is a "necessary” and suffident condition: a necessary condition as defined in section 12 

is called by Kramer "mi/iimaT. This notion is useful to understand that, when a minimal condition is found, 

there are no weaker and stili undiscovered exclusion conditions for tbe existence of an equilibrium. Let 

{/? '} C {R } be a collection of orderings; as before, R is a single list of orderings on X; N(R) denotes tbe number 

of voters wbo are «ssigned R and it is called an assignment. Then, an exclusion restriction specifies a collection 

{/?'} such that an assignment N(R) satisfies thè restriction when thè collection of orderings, say {/?*}, for which 

N(R)>0 is contained in {/?’}. Assume now to weaken thè restriction by repladng (R'} by some proper superset 

{/f}. If for every such restriction there is an assignment N(R), satisfying tbe weakened restriction but otherwise 

unconstrained, for which MD-rule does not yield an equilibrium, then thè originai condition is said to be 

minimal for that type of equilibrium.

48 Tboe reuilU appcar ia aectiaa 1.1 above u  theorems 3 to 6.
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The next step is to set tbe framework for tbe main result of tbe paper. Each voter has a complete 

ordering49 which is also convex in tbe following sense: Vx.x' E X  and 0 < X.< 1, we bave 

1) xPp' =>Xx + (1 -  X)r’Ppc’ and 2) xlpc' "kx + (1 - Xfx'Rjx'.

Each such preference ordering is representable by a differentiable ordinai utility function u,(x). Then,

its gradient V((r)* exists at all x EX .  Linear independence between gradient vectois of different voteis cleariy 

implies divergent preferences.

Theorem 2.1. If there exists a point x E X  at which thè gradient vectois of any tbree voters are linearly 

independent, the set of preference orderings does not satisfy any exclusion condition over X.

In tbe proof, a triple {x,y,z}  is found sudi tbat it fails to satisfy VR, LA, ER, and otber exclusion 

conditions like single-peakedness and single-cavedness. It is interesting to remark tbat for tbe conditions to 

fail it is only needed tbat tbe voting population indudes just tbree voters with divergent preferences; provided 

tbat this case occurs, tbe distributions of preferences among the rest of the voters is unimportant It must be 

clear that an equilibrium may exist even when any of thè conditions fails to hold. This is hardly suiprising, 

since they are not necessary (in tbe usuai sense) conditions: their violation does not imply non-existencc of 

tbe equilibrium. Consider this simple example: let {a,b,c} be a triple of alternatìves tbat, when ordered with 

regard to the preferences of three voters, fails to satisfy any of tbe exclusion conditions; now, add two voters 

wbose preferences are identical to those of one of tbe originai three voters; then MD-rule will clearly yield a 

sodai ordering, irrespective of tbe violation of the exdusion conditions.

Actually, each exdusion condition gives a set of preferences none of which may be held by any 

individuai in the society: since they are not necessary we can find many sodeties in equilibrium with regard 

to thè dedsion-making process. The notion of "minimality" clarifies that the set of conditions of this type is 

complete, tbat is, no others remain to be discovered.

Summing it up, Kramer shows tbat over a multidimensional space of altematives with standard economie 

assumptions on individuai preferences, all exclusion conditions will fai! to bc satisfied on some triple of

49 Kiubc? acauli? says 'complete' and 'transitive': refemng lo Definìboos 4.10. thii il miilr arimg 
5# The vector e t palliai derivative with regard lo all the variabte* evalualed at x
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altematives unless individuals are virtually unanunous in their preferences. However, for the special case of a 

one-dimension-space of altematives, the single-peakedness exclusion condition will be satisfied and MD-rule 
will yield consistent outcomes.

Slutsky (1979) generalizes Plott’s conclusions by giving necessary and sufficient conditions on the set 

of gradients for a point in a multidimensional space to be a voting equilibrium. His assumption are similar to 

those of Plott: the individuai preference relations over a multidimensional space of altematives are reflexive, 

transitive and strictly convex; they also have a satiation point; utility functions are differentiable and, corre- 

sponding to non satiation points, the partial derivative with icspect to some dimension must be different from 

zero. Slutsky dcfines a class of a-majority rules by the following equivalence relation between social preferences 

and the outeome of a voting procedure: aR*b oN(aR,b) a [(ot/(l -a)N(bRp)] for all a  such that 0 < a  < 1 and 

all a,b E X  (see Definition 20).

Two Lemmas show that thè class of a  rules can be devided into two sets, those with a  < 1/2 and

with a  > 1/2, whose corresponding preference relations are similar, equilibria are defined as points belonging 

to choice sets undeT /?“: c(a) -  {a E X  | aRab, Vb e* } . It is interesting to note that a, > ctj =* cfccj) C c(Oj). 

A preliminary result shows that if a  > 1/2 (or if a  » 1/2 when the number of voters is odd), then the choice 

set consists of at most a single options.

The major result is a theorem that gives necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of an 

equilibrium under both the sets of rules. The theorem specifies a set of pointed two dimensionai convex cones 

upon which the given condition must be satisfied. Essentially the condition requires that on eveiy triple in X  

which contains tbe equilibrium point -after elimìnating tbe maximum number of paiis of individuals with 

opposi te preferences- at least half of tbe remaining individuals agree that tbe equilibrium point is best. However, 

the likelihood of the existence of a majority equilibrium does not appear to be greater under the more generai 

conditions requested by this theorem, than under Plott’s special case: the two sets of conditions differ only 

when more than one voter is satiated at the same point Unless some quantity parameters sudi as Lindahl taxes 

are introduced and can be adjusted to bring satiation points in line, it seems as unlikely for two individuals 

to be satiated at the gnmr point as for the same individuals to have gradients pointing in oppositc directions.
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In a short paper Rubiostein (1979) develops a quite different approach. He starts from noting that thè 

literature on equilibrium states under majority mie gives tbe impression that cases of existence of equilibrium 

points are rare. He then tries to measure this rareness. As usually, there is a set of voters N, a set X  C M" of 

altematives, individuai preference relations RL defined ovcrX, and n-tupies <Rl y > which are called social 

profiles. The social preference relation, R, is defined as follows: for all a,b in X  aPb oN(aPJb)>nH. Tbe 

solution concept adopted is that of thè coir; given a sodai profile <Rt > tbe core is tbe set 

C(<R{ >) « {a E X  3b E X  | bPa}. Then he defines a set 0 of complete, transitive, reflexive, and continuous 

preference relations over X. Lastly, for every i, a topology T, -< 0,F  > is defined; F is thè Kannai51 topology 

on 0.

The main result asserts that for « > 3 thc set of sodai profiles with non-empty core is a closed set with 

an empty interior in thè Kannai topology. This means that it is a nowhere dense set, and this notion expresses 

its smaiiness from tbe topologica] point of view. It is not clear whether this conclusion has meaningful economie 

im p lica  tions: it seems to be just a formai way of asserting thè well known difficulties of getting equilibrium 

sodai choices.

It is interesting to compare Rubintein’s result with those of Schofield (1983): briefly, using tbe Kannai 

topology you can consider two profiles dose to each other even if tbeir derivatives are not dose, while under 

tbe Whitney Cm topology used by Schofield thè same two profiles would not be considered dose. This fact 

explains tbe difference between tbe results of Rubinstein and Schofield -that regard tbe existence of non-empty 

corcs with majority mie- and in generai reveal thè scasiti vi ty of this kind of analysis to thè particular topology 

used.

In a neat paper Greenberg (1979) studies tbe problem of what majority rules give raise to an equilibrium, 

namcly, a feasible alternative unbeaten by any other under tbe same majority rule. Given that thè main approach 

to thè problem -that of considering restrictions of tbe admissible set of preferences- has produced extremely 

severe conditions, it seems meaningful to address a different question: which is tbe smallest majority size, say 

d, needed to bave an alternative which is weakly pTcferred by more than (n-d) individuals?

51 Kjuuuù, Y. (1970) CaiM w y propinisi o f thè con of market. Econometrie» 38, 791-815
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LP Oa Bsual itstricboos io voting models

In other words, having & set of conciusions on conditions which avoid voting cycles under simple 

majority rule, this approach is to consider the problem under super-majority rule. Intuitively, it seems that 

weaker assumptions are possible if we consider the generalization to super-majority rules. In fact, we bave 

two extremes: with the drastic restriction of unanimi ty no problems arise for the aggregation of individuai 

preferences into social ones; on the other hand, with 50%-majority rule we stili need severe restrictions. It is 

plausible that we can find a value for super-majority rule such that the needed restrictions are more likely to 

be met in actual societies. Note that also this approach -which is somewhere called the Simpson-Kramer32 

min-max majority- goes back to Black53; Greenberg seems to be unaware of both these circumstances.

The generai environment is straightforward (but the formai model is exprcssed in terms that are different 

from the above re viewed literature; I use he re the more common setting): there is a set X  C 8t" of alternatìves, 

there are N  voteis with individuai orderings on X, and N(yRjX) denotes the number of voters that prefer y  to 

x. Moreover, let d s  n be a positive integer: a majority rule is a d that specifies the smallest number of voters 

that can enforce a change over a status quo. An alternative x’ E X  is called a d-majorùy equilibrium if there 

is no alternative in X  that is strictly preferred to i* by at least d voters54.

A  majority nile d induces then a sodai ordering as follows: xP*y <>N(xPtf)*d. The main result

concerns a convex and compact set of altematives of dimension m, and convex and continuous individuai 

preferences relations15: for every profile of individuai preferences relations there exists a d-majority equilibrium 

if and only if d is greater than ftml(m+l))nf*.

Note that when the dimensionality of the set of altematives increases, so does the proportion of indi

viduals needed to yield an equilibrium: if m — <», then only unanimi ty can ensurc an equilibrium.

52 Sunpson, PB. (1969) On defuéng area* of voler choice, Q»rteriy of Economia 83, 47&-490; and Knmer, G.H. (1977) A
àynamicmotUl o f poM cd eguihbrium, Jounul of Economie Tbeory 16, 310-334
53 wi»>* D. (1948) The decisioni o f a committee using a special majority, Econometria 16, 245-261. See liso Black (1958)
54 The set of <W2)-majority equilibra comodo wilh tbe «et of ampie majority equilibria, and tbe set of «-majority equilibria is tbe aet 
of the Puelo optimi.
55 Individuai prcference* may be mtruttitrve aad/or noi oooaecled.
M  An equilibriom cristi iff tbe proporne of indmdualj that c u  enforce a cfaaige o c e tà  * /(»+ «.
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LP On usuai restrictions in voting models

Using this result, Greenberg shows that, wben the set of altematives is finite with cardinality T, for 

every profile of individuai preferences orderings57 there exists a ^-majority equilibrium if and only if d is 

grcater than [(^7^)»]-

The literatuie on the super-majority method culminates in a paper by Caplin and Nalcbuff (1968) in 

which the authors generalize preceding results and present a new approach to the whole problem. Basically, 

Arrow’s idea on tbe importance of unanimity and of some sort of similari ty of individuai preferences is explored 

given a definition of social consensus; then a mini mal (with regard to the social consensus) d-majority mie 

that avoids voting cycles, and whose value tums to be 64%, is looked for.

The generai setting is the usuai one: for a given proposai x E X  C 9t" its *th coordinate, xk , refleets

the proposa]’s point of view on the ifcth issue. However, individuai preferences over X  are now divided into 

types indexed by subscript i , iE l :  a voter of type » has preferences P,. Tben, the distribution of types, specified 

by the density function f(i) on i, characterizes a given society. Tbe definitions of a social decision problem 

and of the mim-max nuqority are straightforward:

Definition 2J2 A social decision problem is the triple C -  {X,Pitf(i)}.

Definition 23  For any C and x ,y E X ,

- N{x,y) is the fraction of the population for whom yPpc;

• N(x) -  supr zjNix, y) is the maximal fraction against r,

- N*(C) -  inijexNfjc) is the min-max majority;

- all points x* for which N(x')mN\C) form the min-max set

In words, given a status quo x, there are altematives which are supported by fractions of the population; 

some of them have many supporterà and some have Csw of them: corresponding to the most sponsored 

alternative, N(x) tells us exactly how many are its supporters. This value clearly varies with tbe particular 

status quo: N*(C) is then the minimal fiaction of population that can be against the status quo. Note that a 

rf-majority winner exists iff d 2 N"{C), and recali that N’(C) is bounded above by m!{m + 1) (Greenberg (1979)).

57 Noie that now individuai preference rdalioias have lo be reflexive, oonneded, and transitive.
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Consider now that a voting rule specifies a majority size, d, requìred to overtum thè status quo; to avoid 

voting cycles d has to be bigger than thè min-max majority. The problem is that wben preferences are polarized 

then unanimity (d=l) is icquiied, anybody can veto change from thè status quo. The notion of a social consensus 

ensures that voters are not so much polarized: it includes two restrictions on preferences which are called 

respectively thè assumption of Euclidean Preferences (EP) and that of concavi ty of tbe distribution of voters’ 

most preferred points. Under EP individuals rank options according to their distance from a most preferred 

point then thè distribution of preference types can be iepresented by thè density functìon of voters’ most 

prefened points.

Assumption 2.1 (EP) Let x, represent a type i individua]’s most preferred point, and let || || indicate tbe 

Euclidean norm. Then, for a voter of type i

In one dimension Ass. 2.1 implies single-peakedness; in thè light of thè discussion of Kramer (1977) 

it is interesting that tbe authors prove that tbe restrictive implications in tenn of value restrictions on preference 

orderings associateti to EP diminish as dimensionality increases. The significant property of EP is that voters 

that prefer different altematives are divided by a hyperplane in thè space of most preferred points.

Assumption 2.2 (C) Let f(x) be thè density of voters’ most preferred points, and let S, a convex subset 

of 9t*“ with positive and finite volume, be its support. Then /(x) is concave over S. That is, for 0 s  X s  1 and 

we have:

A thiid assumption, called Incìusivity (I), is needed to simplifies some proofs: it says that thè set X  is 

compact and contains S. This means that there is a continuum of altematives. However, thè results extend to 

thè case of a finite X.

Assumption 2.2 essentially requires a degree of consensus and thus implies a Don polarized society. In 

one dimension C implies that voters rank altematives according to their absolute differeoce from some most

aP,b

+(i -  k)*i) * +(i -
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preferred option54. Tbe icsults of tbe paper are not qui te robust with regard to relaxations of C, a part from 

functions tbat are dose to concave59; morcovcr, C becomes more rcstrictive as dimensionalìty increases. 

However, tbe authors claim, on empirical grounds, that many reai situa tions matcb tbe condition requested by 

C.

Tbe main result is provided by the following theorem:

Theorem 2.1 For any decision problem C in 91“ satisfying EP, C and I,

Note that the bound of tbe min-max majority varies with m, tbe dimension of the choice space: for 

m -1 it is 0.5, for m=2 it is 0.56, for m=3 it is 0.58 for m=10 it is 0.61. As the dimension tends to infinity 

thè bound converges to 0.632.

Relaxing EP to tbe dass of intermediate preferences presented by Grandmont (1978), the authors are 

able to get a similar result: as an example, they use CES utility function -that corresponds to preferences 

belonging to tbe dass of intermediate preferences- to show that the bound is sligbtly inferior to that given by 

Theorem 2.1 for any value of m.

Tbe important extension to large finite populations is established for tbe case in which tbe density of 

most preferred points satisfies C, and the population consists of a sample drawn from i t  Tbe sample min-max 

majority converges al most everywbere to the min-max majority relative to the density function.

Consider now tbat in actual life the size d of a majority rule varies with tbe concerned situation, and 

so does tbe min-max majority N'iC). When d <N"(C) voting cycles may occur. On the other side, if d >N“(C) 

no voting cycles are possible, but there are many <*-majoiity winners, that is, an indeterminacy appears: once 

any of them becomes tbe status quo it cannot be overturned. Nonetheless, Caplin and Nalebuff piove tbat tbe

SS Noie that thè social consessi» ìmpiied by single-pea tartara» is about the way voto» rank altematives. See Defimbon 2.1 and its
commenl.
59 Qoaeaess is defiaed by ateans of a measure of the dotance between two inScgnbte funetnas.
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set of d-majority winners shrinks uniformly to zero as d tends to N'(C)- Then, the importance of these two 

problems is not symmetric around tbe min-max majority: voting cycles exist even for very small positive values 

of N \C )-d .

Since avoiding voting cycles seems to be more important than a small amount of indeterminacy, the 

authors argue that is better fixing the majority size above rather than below the average value of AT(C). They 

provide examples showing that the indeterminacy associateti to a 64% majority rule decreases speedily with 

m . This is why the 64%-majority rule is chosen as the best rule for most social decision problems when there 

exists a certain social consensus on the issue.

41
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LP Introdoction

1 Introduciteli

The median voter theorem rests on thè assumption that a majority equilibrium exists. It is well known 

that single-peakedness is a suffident condition for thè existence of such an equilibrium.

Under thè assumption of sincere voting and that of a single dimension of thè dedsion to be taken, tbe 

median voter model provides stiong predictìons. In tbe case of choosing a provided level of a public good, it 

says that thè majority voting equilibrium occurs when this level equals tbe quantity preferred by tbe median 

individuai, and that corresponding to thè voting equilibrium, thè chosen output level is efficient.

Since its presenta tion by Bowen (1943), this theorem influenced many researches on spatial models of 

thè electoral processi see for example, thè works of Downs (1957) and Black (1958). This paper aims to give 

a slight geoeralization of thè originai theorem. It must be said that this task does not contradicts thè basic 

critidsm of Hinicb (1977): he showed that thè median is not an equilibrium wben probabilistic voting is 

introduced. Probabilistic voting accounts for a certain amount of indeterminateness in voter choices when thè 

differeoce between altematives is small, and thus it introduces a qui te realistic feature in thè model.

Eventually, it is worth considering that Bowen’s work is thè second example of a partial equilibrium 

analysis of public goods, thè first being that of Lindahl (1919). The first generai equilibrium version carne 

much later with Samuelson (1954).

2 The model

There are two basic desiderata in thè solution of tbe problem of providing a public good: first, tbe 

efficient provision level should depend upon individuai benefits from tbe public good. This means that suffident 

private infonnation must be available. Second, a tax mechanism has to be designed in such a way that it 

satisfies thè minimal condition of a balanced budget

Tbe simplest way to solve thè problem consiste in assuming that benefits and taxes are distributed 

equally among agents: then, every one will obviously agree on tbe provision level, since thè point at which 

marginai benefits and marginai taxes will be tbe same for all. Tbe median voter theorem states that voting by 

majority rule will lead to an effident provision level of thè public good: it keeps tbe assumption about equally 

distributed i«™, but only requires that marginai benefits are distributed in sudi a way that mean and median 

marginai bene fi ts are equal at tbe level of public good provision associa ted to tbe majority mie outeome.
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OriginaUy the median voter theorem was proved by Bowen (1943) in this form:

Tbe re is one public good to be produced: optimal 1 conditions of supply are sought, considering that 

benefits from tbe same consumed quantity differ across individuals. Voting is a substitute for the classic 

consumer choice in the private good case. Individuals have preferences that depend on two factors: personal 

benefits and personal share of production costs, that is, taxes: these factors are represented by individuai curves 

of marginai substitution (MS) 2 between the public good and one private good, and by individuai curves of 

marginai costs (MC). Each individuai will vote for that quantity of the public good at which his marginai 

benefit is equal to his marginai cost.

Let subscripts i ,j  denote individuals in the set Ni the total cost of producing the public good is T, Tjx 

is the average cost, and T  denotes thè total marginai cost curve. Let B ' be the total marginai benefits3 obtained 

by summing individuai marginai benefits b', for each level of output. Ass timing C o n stan t costs, marginai and 

average individuai taxes will be identical. Figure 1 shows that the ideal output is Or*, corresponding to the 

point of intersection between the curve of total margina] benefit B \ and that of average cost Tfx.

Let t indicate the distribution of individuai taxes with 7 (« TlxN) as its mean: depending on the total 

output x, it indicates the average tax paid by individuals for each unit of public good. Let 7  (« T'/N) be the 

mean marginai cost, that is the average marginai tax per person, and b' ( - B ’/N) denote the curve of the mean 

marginai benefit per person. Moreover, let b' and è ' be respectively the modal and tbe median marginai benefit 

curve. They indicate the mode and thè median of the distribution of individuai marginai benefits at each level 

of output. To be clear, I am saying that for any x  tbe corresponding b \ , one for each agent, are realizations 

of a random variable: thus, it make sense to speak of its moments. In this setting the median of b' is the 

smallest b', satisfying Fb{b ',) * 5 , where Fb{') is the cumulative distribution function of b \  The mode of b' 

is that realization such that /»■(&'<) reaches its maximum, where /».(•) is the density function of b'. Strictly 

speaking, b' is a discrete random variable, and assumption 4 by saying that it is normally distributed rests on

1 In the literature the ose of boli tenni (Pattuì) optanti and (Ponto) efficient generata aome cocfusiou. I would uk  efficiency nfoiing 
to aliocatioos or sta ta  in exchangc economici, rcserving optimality tot a broader ict of coodi Ùoos ia the case of production economie*. 
A tu te is then Pareto optimal if the conditions of efficient exchanges, of efficient allocatiaa of faeton, and of efficient output choice 
bold togethet. Others reserve optimality when the model conside» distributioiial issues, in connection with the me of social welfare 
functions (Musgnve (1984)). However, in what follows both tenns are tnierchaiigeabie.
2 Bowen used the notiou of marginai rate of subsòttmoa lo expreas individuai benefits: I will use the more direct concepì of marginai 
benefit
3 In Bowes’s paper B ' is a curve of total marginai rate of substitatkn betweeu the public and the privale good. This is the sum (vertical 
addition) of individua! margina] rates of sabatitstion and expresses thè amount of tbe private good that the society would be willing k> 
gì ve up in order to ge successive units of the public good.
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thè fact tbat there are as many agents as needed in order to give a statistically satisfying approximation. Figure 

1 shows that ideal output corresponds to the point of intersection between the curve of the mean marginai 

benefit per person, and thè curve of the mean marginai tax per person.

Four assumptions are needed:

Assumption 1. All N  agents vote sincerely for their preferred quantities of public good: each agent 

reveals a preference which corresponds to his own interest;

Assumption 2. Production costs are known for each output quantity. The public good is produced under 

Constant average costs4;

Assumption 3. Tbe tax allocation system is such that all agents pay the same tax: for all j, L, and for 

every quantity of public good, 4 -  t , . Then, all individuai average cost curves and marginai cost curves coincide 

with the mean average-cost curve 7, and with the mean margina]-cost curve P;

Assumption 4. Individuai marginai benefit curves are normally distributed, as shown in Figure 2 and 

35. Then, at any level of output the modal margina] benefit curve b coincides with the mean marginai benefit 

curve b'.

4 In tbe case of dccreating con, the marginai coti curve T  lies bdow the avenge oasi corvè Tbe so that the optimum level will requie 
B ' to be equi lo V .
5 II ia aiguabèe that the dàtribatioB must be tmncaled al aero, lince negative marginai benefits are meaningjeu, at least if we o d ile  
the ose of public "back".
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In other words, thè distribution of marginai benefits curves, b’, is such that b' -  è ’ -  b' *. Bowen himself

sticsses that two conditions are necessary for this assumption to be met: first, individuai tastes have to be 

distributed normally; second, all individuals have to be equally able to benefit from thè public good.

The relevance of assumption 4 is that at any level of output x, thè set of b \ is symmetrically distributed 

around thè mode &’, so that its mode coincides with thè curve of thè mean marginai benefits F'.

Distribution of b* at aqy x

Figura 2 Figure 3

Theorem 1. Under assumptions 1 to 4, thè quantity of public good provided under majority rule is 

efficient

This result can be explained as follows. Consider that, under assumption 2 , thè optimum level of output 

x  is such that TJx(- T )  is equal to B'; this is equivalent to require that F(-F') is equal to b'. That is, thè mean 

individuai tax (which equals tbe mean marginai individuai tax, under Assumption 2), is equal to thè mean 

individuai marginai benefit

Now, compare tbe t (and p) curve to thè set of individuai marginai benefit curves b't . Assumption 4

says that tbese last curves are distributed normally, thus thè modal marginai curve b' coincides both with tbe 

median B' and with thè mean b'.

f  Notice that th »  does not impiy bt-bj far all j, i, tini is, iadividiial bawTiti need kX be thè urne.
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Each person will vote for that level of public good such that — , that is, his marginai benefits

equals his marginai cost. An intermediate level will be voted for by more agents than any other level: this 

will be the level voted for by all those individuals whose marginai benefits are modal. The level of output 

corresponding to the equivalence between the modal marginai benefit curve and the mean marginai cost curve 

will be the level voted for by at least a relative majority of individuals. Assumption 4 and 2 ensures the 

uniqueness of this level, and assumption 4 also allows us to replace the modal with the median voter.

Then, on one side we have this condition for efficient output: 7' -  b'\ on the other side, the majority

equilibrium outeome x* is such that b' -7'. But we know that 6' is equal to b'. Thus, thè voting equilibrium 

takes place at a level of public good provision such that tbe individuai with the median marginai benefit pays 

a marginai tax equal to his marginai benefit A voting equilibrium is also efficient since by assumption, the 

median and the mean marginai taxes are equal.

In other words, under tbe foiegoing assumptions, an alternative cannot be beaten by any other alternative 

under the majority rule, if and only if it is the most prefened choice of the median voter: this is a voter whose 

most preferred alternative is such that at least half of the voters* most preferred points equal it or are to the 

lefì of it, or such that at least half of these points are the same as it or to its tight Since in this setting the 

median voter necessari]y exists, tbe theorem proves tbe existence of an unbeaten alternative, and identifies its 

location as an efficient one.

I claim that a more generai version of this theorem can be proved by only assuming that tbe median f  

of tbe distribution of tbe difference between marginai benefits shares and marginai taxes shares, 

r -  [(£> %/B ')—{/ 'i/T')! equals zero. Assumptions 1 and 2 remain the same.

Assumption 4’. Tbe median of the distribution r  of differcnces between tbe distribution of individuai 

shares of total marginai benefits (b'JBr) and the distribution of individuai shares of total marginai taxes (t'/T), 

at the output level x* corresponding to the majority tuie equilibrium is zero: f  « 0.

Notice that b'JB' » b'j/B' \fi,j EN.  At each output level we bave a set of rt -  b'JB’- t ' J T See Figure 

4, wbere the individuai marginai tax share is considered tbe same for both i and j  for simplidty:
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P

r (T

b’,/B

Figure 4 x

Assumption 4 ’ says tbat thè distribution of r, is such that its median is zero at tbe output level corre- 

sponding to tbe majority mie equilibrium. Tbe difference between tbe two assumptions is thè following:

Notice that r, can be smaller, larger or equal to zero; bowever, since both J f  b'JB' and Jfr'./T ' equal 1, we 

have r, « 0. Moreover, a particular distribution of individuai taxes, as in assumption 3, is not assumed.

Theorem 1 Under assumptions 1,2, and 4 \ thè level of thè public good output x* provided at a majority 

rule equilibrium is efficient That is, {x’ \B' -  7”}.

Proof. We bave to show that, under Assumptions 1, 2, and 4’ {f -0} o  {B’ -  T }. First, assume that 

f  m 0: we can write m -  b 't to denote thè distribution of differences between individuai marginai benefits 

and taxes which conesponds to an equilibrium level x* of thè public good output: then, thè median A of m 

is zero. The distribution of differences between individuai marginai benefit shares and taxes shares at thè 

equilibrium level x* is

Assumption 4 holds that a random variable (wbose icalization are individuai marginai benefits curves) has a 

normal distribution, while Assumption 4’ only says that thè median of thè random variable r is zero at x*.

(1)
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and, since f  -  0 by assumption, also tbe median of

(2)

is zero. Tbe distribution (2) can be written as

which has a zero median too. The distribution in brackets is m, whose median is zero. It differs from 

the whole (3) by the quantity -T')/T', and they have the same median. Since t \  is positive, and the 

fraction is C o n stan t for the distribution, (B' -T ')  must be zero, otherwise their median would differ. This means 

tbat the sum of marginai benefits equals the sum of marginai costs, which implies efficiency.

On the other side, we assume that f  m0 and show that this implies B'mT'. If tbe median of (1) is 

different from zero, tben so it is the median of (3). But the median of (b^-t',) is zero. Again, to change the 

median of a distribution we need to subtract a non zero factor: since t \  is positive, (B'~Tr) must be different 

from zero. This implies B' mT', which means that the level of output is ineffident.
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PART 6:

HOW MUCH ROOM IS THERE REALLY 

FOR STRATEGIC VOTING ?

...pcrhaps what ought to happen depends not on what peopìe actualfy prefer, but on what they would 

prefer if they were jully informed and clear-headed..1

1 ] am sony far not bang «Me lo give credit to thè aatbor at this senteoce: it m era that maybe the whole problem is ili spedfied! 
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LP Imiodotiion

1 Introduction

The problem of strategie voting has been given mudi attention in thè literature. Strategie voting occurs 

when a person votes not in order to reveal his preferences honestly, but in order to advance most effectively 

his interests2.

However, it is not clear how mudi this problem is actually reievant. Firstly, if thè requested informa tions 

is anonymous, its revelation is not directly linked to tbe actions that thè govemment will take toward a particular 

voter, so that there is no individuai interest in chea ting.

On thè other hand, it may be thè case that tbe possibili ty for individuals to misiepresent their preferences 

is large, also because these preferences are not easily related to other observable individuai charactcristics and 

actions.

To be clear, I do not deal here with thè very special case in which individuals are requested to reveal 

their personal income in order to be taxed: in this case tbe messages between thè govemment and individuals 

are not anonymous, in thè sense that Mr. Smith sends an answer to thè govemment that knows exactly wbo 

is thè sender. When anonymity does not hold, thè govemment has a certain capadty to verify thè likelihood 

of thè message: in generai this capadty depends on thè available technology as well as on tbe type of message. 

We can imagine, for example, a computer which records most of thè trades between individuals in an economy 

and a big bureaucracy which verifies that 90% of these trades are recorded. Then, it would be virtually 

impossible for individuals to cheat

I deal here with a different situation: there are some al terna ti ves, individuals have preferences over each 

of them and they are asked to report their rankings. Then, following a rule that is understood by every individuai, 

thè govemment aggregates individuai preferences to make a collective choice. This is an exercise of "inter- 

cst-aggregation" in tbe sense of Sen (1977): different people’s personal interests are aggregateti and not different 

persons’ judgements of what is good for thè sodety3.

2 A «ìigtitly different nuog for noi voting sincercty, which is not ducattrd bere, is tbe following: in a relative majority procedale a 
voler may refrain from casting bis vote fot bis fìat cboice if be tbinks tbat tbe optino bas no chance of snrrr«, far fear of wasting bis 
vote.
3 However, Sen (1962b) ternarie* tbat tbe Borda rule, wbicfc is divuwnl betow, w s  ariginally addressed to tbe problem of jadge- 
oenl-aggregatioiL
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LP Innoducnon

In such a setting the possibili ty of individuals to mis reprcsent their preferences is large, not only because 

messages are anonymous, but for the most important reason that these preferences are not related to other 

observable individuai characterisdcs and actions. That is, individuai icpoits are tbe only source of information.

A wcll-meaning govemment that tries to base its dedsions on the preferences of tbe people invoived 

may well not be able to lcara what those preferences are. It can know them through plebiscites or public 

opinion polis. However, people wbo understand tbe system by which dedsions are made may have an incentive 

to misreport their preferences. This is the standard way to state the problem and to introduce the discussion 

on strategie voting. Following the work of Vickrey (1960), Dummett and Farquharson (1961) conjectured that 

it is unlikely that there is any voting procedure in which it can never be advantageous for any voter to vote 

strategically. More recent papers by Gibbard (1973) and Satterthwaite (1975) gave a definitive answer to the 

problem: every non-dicta tonai voting sche me with at least three distinct outeomes is manipulable.

Actually, Satterthwaite (1975) proved that every strategy-proof voting procedure is dietatorial and also 

that, deriving a voting procedure from a sodai welfare function tbat violates any one of Arrow’s conditions, 

the same voting procedure is not strategy-proof. This last result establishes that strategy proofness of voting 

mechanisms corresponds to Arrow’s conditions for SWF.

The Gibbard-Satteithwaite theorem would seem to undeimine the very rationale of the voting procedures. 

However, this conclusion turas out to be unwarranted, since the theorem applies only to voting procedures 

that are single valued. It must be said that Gardenfois (1976) proved a theorem which states that all anonymous 

and neutral voting procedures satisfying the Condorcet winner criterion are manipulable by individuals. More 

precisely, it says that if a voting procedure has the above three propcrties, then there are profiles under which 

an individuai may benefit from voting as if his preferences were different from what they really are.

Pazner and Wesley (1977) established that when the set of voters is infinite, and the set of altematives 

is finite, there exist a nonimposed and nondidatorial social choice function which is individually and coali

ti onally cheatproof. Actually, if tbe set of altematives is countably infinite, tben such a function exists also 

for a set of voters which is of measurable cardinality: bowever, apart from the mathematical problem of tbe 

existence of such sets, it has been shown (see their reference [12]) that they are too laige for any predicai 

purpose.
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Following tbeir previous work, Pazner and Wesley (1978) fiistly construct some examples of social 

cboicc functions wicb very nearly satisfy tbe conditions of being coali tionally-chcatproof, non-un posai, and 

Don-dieta tonai. They are all varia tions of majority rule. Secondly, they show tbat the limit of the ratio between 

tbe number of individualiy cbeatproof profiles and the number of all possible profiles equals 1  when tbe number 

of voters goes to infinity. This is intercsting, also because the result seems to be independent of tbe finite 

number of altematives. However, there aie two important remarks to be made.

First, they define tbe set of individuai preferences as the set of "total, transitive, asymmetric (preference) 

orderings" over the set of altematives: this means that individuals are not allowed to be indifferent between 

altematives. Then, they define a social choice function as a function from the set of profiles to that of al ter

nati ves: each profile is associated to one alternative, tbe socially preferred one. This setting is different from 

the one developed bere, since my aggregation mie chooses a social ordering of all altematives for any possible 

profile4. When tbe aggregation mie is defined as an SCF that chooses only one alternative, we disregard most 

of tbe Information provided by a profile. Moreover, by doing so, we do not take care of tbe problem that a 

social ordering may not belong to tbe set of individuai orderings as defined above: in fact, a social indiffercnce 

relation between pairs of altematives might well arise from individuai orderings without indiffercnce relations, 

depending on the aggregation rule. With tbe non-positionalist majority rule this becomes the problem of the 

possible non transitivity of the social cboice: they deal with it by assuming "a reasonable tie-breaking device”. 

This is an oversimplification, since strategie voting is much easier in the case of ties.

The second remark concems one assumption of tbeir limit theorem about individua] cheatproofness of 

majority mie: namely tbe assumption tbat all possible profiles are equally probable in tbe society: this can 

hardly be considered as a plausible assumption.

Lepelley and Mbih (1987) address tbe question of coalitional cheatproofness for majority rule wben tbe 

number of altematives is smaller than fi ve. They actually compute the number of strategy proof profiles under 

majority rule for tbe case of three altematives. Their results show that tbe possibility of strategie voting by 

coalitiom is high even with small values of tbe number of voters, and tbat it increases with tbe number of 

altematives.

4 Note bowervn, that to simpiify the analysis it is assumed tbat strategie venera are ioterested ooly io tbe top social al termali ve.
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LP An exunple of strategie voting

In a recent paper, extending the work of Satterthwaite and Sonnenschein (1981), and of Border and 

Jordan (1963), Zhou (1989) addressed the question of wether the Gibbard-Satterthwaite theorem stili holds 

under various restrictions on the domain of admissible preferences. In particular be considera an economy with 

pure public goods in which individuai preferences are increasing over goods, continuous, and quasi-concavc. 

His aggregation rule is a single-valued SO7, which maps a preference profile to an allocation. One of Ztaou’s 

results is that if the dimension of the set of feasible allocations is larger or equal to two, then any strategy-proof 

mechanism is dictatorial5.

Maclntyre (1991) deals with strategie voting under a particular choice rule, which combines the Pareto 

criterion with the lexicographic maximin rule when individuai preferences are strict. He shows that, starting 

from a profile of true orderings, every strategie misrevelation is an improvement for all voters. Furtbermore, 

the existence of an equilibrium profile in which no voter has incentive to ebeat is demonstrated.

In my opinion, bowever, the attention to the nonexistence of strategy-proof mechanisms is misplaced. 

First of all, given a voting mechanism, its ability to drcumvent individuai strategie voting depends also on 

tbe particular profile of preferences reported by individuals. Even if Aere is not a mechanism which is always 

not manipulable (with regard to the many possible profilcs), it may be the case that the conditions for 

manipulation are exceptions. Strategy proofness might be a convenient guideline for judging voting mechanisms, 

and in this sense we could look for mechanisms which minimize the occuirence of strategie voting*. Secondi y, 

it is apparent that a voter needs a huge amount of information even to assess if he has any chance of bettering 

his interest by misreporting his preferences. Thirdly, it is not dear that coalitional strategie voting has the same 

nature as individuai strategie voting: under any mechanism tbe fad that a coalition of voters behaves in a 

certain way should be considered as a datum of the situation and not a negative effect per se.

In what follows an example of strategie voting is given and then the relevance of cheating is investigated 

with regard to the Borda Rule.

2 An example of strategie voting

Example 1. Consider four alternatìves denoted by al,a^a3,ai ; there are three individuals with pref

erences over tbese altematives; the coUective choice is made by the Borda rule: each alternative gets a value

5 A àmilai snbject à  addressed ia a paper preseated to ESEM, 1991, by Baibera and Jackson.
6 This is also suggested by Aitow (1963) page 7.
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LP An example of strategie voting

for its position in every individuai ranking according to the rule that assigns (4 - 1) to the first best choice, 

(4-2) to the second, (4-3) to thè third and 0 to the last choice. Then, the points each alternative gets are 

added up and tbe alternative with the most points wins. In generai, if there are altematives which get the same 

score, then tbe decision is made by chance. The following scheme shows the orderings (true preferences) of 

the three individuals in the three left end columns, tbe way the mie applies, and the resulting social ordering:

i j  k Computation Social ordering

«1 *3 «3 a, - 3  + 2 + 2 « 7 a, (7)

«J «2-2 + 1 + 1 -4 a, (6)

«4 *2 «2 flj"0 + 3 + 3 m6 «* (4)

«3 *4 «4 fl4« 1 +0 + 0 -1 «4 (1)

Notice that individuai k prefers a3 to ax and this last alternative to Oj ; however, the resulting collective

choice does not satisfy him. Now, holding Constant ì's and j ’s revelations, assume that k misreports iris 

preferences as follows, and let us compute again the final outeome:

i j £ Computation Social ordei

Oj o} o} a, -3 + 2 + 0 -5 (6)

02 a, o2 f lj-2 + 1 + 2 -5 «1 (5)

04 <h 04 a3- 0  + 3 + 3 - 6 «2 (5)

a. O4 Ol <j4« 1 + 0 + 1 - 2 «4 (2)

Thus, we conclude, k actually gains by misreporting his preferences: he can alter the final outeome of 

tbe process in his Cavour. Intuitively, for this opportuni ty to occur some conditions must be satisfied: first, 

individuai k should know in advance if not tbe preferences of all the others, at least tbe final outeome without 

his input Second, the final outeome must be sensitive to his preference ordering, in tbe sense that k’s false 

ordering can produce a switch in tbe social ranking of altematives. The aim of this paper is to investigate 

wten ttwM» conditions are met, tbat is, how relevant is this problem of strategie voting in reai situations.
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3 A combinatoria] model

In tbe sequel I assume that an individuai ordering does not include indifference relations between unequa] 

pairs of altematives. Thus, thè set of possible individuai orderings contains complete and strong orderings of 

unequal pairs. To be clear, a voter is not allowed to tepori an indifference relation between altematives.

With n agents in thè set N, and m altematives in thè set A, denote by O thè set of all possible orderings; 

denote also by O’ thè set of n orderings actually set by voters when asked to tepori their preferences. In generai 

we have O 'C O  instead of O' £ O. There are two reasons which justify this statement First, thè cardinality 

of O is m! and it may well be thè case that (pi! =) #0 is larger than #Nn. This implies tbat we can be sure 

that some of thè possible orderings are not expressed simply because there are not enough voters. Second, 

even if there are more voters than possible orderings, it is clear that thè case of each voter preferring a ranking 

different from that of any other voter is unlikely to happen: it sufBces to consider any form of social consensus 

about some basic issue to see that in most cases groups of voteis will agree on some orderings. Then, a profile, 

that is a sequence of n orderings one for each voter, may well comprehend many equal orderings. (Profiles 

with all different orderings give a hard time to any aggregation rule, indeed!). Eventually , I presume that in 

generai not all elements of O are present in O' C O.

An electron produces a profile: this is a matrix with n columns and m rows. Each column is an ordering 

belonging to O and thè wbole matrix is a n-collection of elements of O. In thè matrix (aJt) tbe i*-column is 

thè preference ordering of voter i, while thè /*-row lists thè altematives which fili thè j*  place in all thè n 

orderings.

Given thè set Cf, we can investigate how many profiles can develop from it. This is useful because in 

generai an aggregation mie is a functìon from tbe set of possible profiles to thè set of possible social orderings.

We can have both (i) m!>n and (ii) m!<n (equality, albeit highly improbable, is significant from thè 

computational point of view). Different voters can have thè same orderings so that (ii) does not seems to be 

a limita tion for individuai cboices.

7 ]■ a committee ttais ii dcariy ornai. For tbe caie of a generai dectioe, consider f a  cxampie tbat tbere aie elevai paxties represenled 
ia tbe ltaiian Paiiiameat: Ibis gì ves rise lo 39.916.800 different raalrinp, wbiefa is a number larga than tbe number of voler».
8 Notice that each preference ordering is assumed lo rank all available opóoos: ibis m a compiti* list mechanism ia tbe acme of Dammeli 
(1964).
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In thè first case we have mi >/i, that is, we bave mi possible orderings (while only n can actually be 

espresseci and they can coincide). How many profiles of n columns can we form with m ! elements? The answer 

is m f  if we allow for the order of equal columns (preference orderings) to distinguisi! two profiles; this amounts 

to compute the number of possible ordered selections. However, anonymity would imply that two profiles are 

different if and only if they contain at least one different ordering. To see this, consider two equal profiles: 

then, in the second, interchange the first column with the thiid one; we stili have two equal profiles since the 

social aggregation rule treats orderings per se and does not regard who holds them. If we use mT to compute 

the number of possible n-profiles, then the imposition of anonymity does not make the aggregation rule to be 

a one-to-one function: some elements of the set of profiles have the same image in thè set of social orders. 

So, we have the problem of computing the number of unordered selections with re peti tion. In generai, when 

there are groups of n objects to be chosen from p  of them, this number is

Mr) (P+n-1)1 
n l ( p - 1)!

To fix ideas, consider that with 3 altematives and 4 voters we have 6 different orderings and 126 

different profiles. There are m altematives in tbe set A and n voters in the set I. Then, we have m! orderings 

in the set O. With m=10 there are 3,628,800 orderings.

We have seen that if m!>n there is no problem: we just want to know how many ways there are to 

choose n objects (orderings) out of mi. This is a classical problem which in combinaiorial analysis is known 

as "unordered selection without repetitions". If m!<n we can solve the same problem allowing for repetitions: 

in any group (profile) an object can appear up to n times. Since in both situations we allow for repetitions of 

the same ordering in a profile - two profiles differ if and only if there is at least a pair (one ordering from 

each profile) of different orderings - we are going to compute the cardinality of the set of possible profiles 

using tbe formula of unordered selections with repetitions. This is

(n+k-1)1 (n+k-1)1 
kl(n + k - l - k ) l  “ Jt!(n-1)

which in this framework becomes:

(wi+ * -!)!  (1)
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While tbe formula for unordered selection without repetitions would be

(m!)!

Notice that since (m\+n - 1)! > (m!)! and n!(/n!-n)! <n!(m!~ 1)! Vn > 1 , we have C£,u) > .

Tbe choice of working with USR instead of OSR needs some more justifications, apart from the notion 

of anonymity: it is iodeed true that both profiles DEEPG and FGEED* should be considered equal by any 

"democratic" aggregation rule. However, it is also true that these two profiles can both occur since they reprcsent 

two different situations with regard to individuai preferences: as such, they are both part of the population of 

possible evcnts and when our task is to count all of them and/or some particular subset it would seem correct 

to treat tbem as different10.

Despite this remark, there are some major problems with OSR. First of all, there are much more OSR 

than USR for any m and n: for example, with m=3 and n=6 we have 462 USR but already 4.666.6S6 OSR. 

This means that the counting problem is moie difficult from a predicai point of view. Secondiy, many 

permutations of a profile are indistinguishable. Consider the profile DBB: it is one of the 3! pennutations of 

three elements and more predsely one of the 3 distinguishable permutations DBB, BDB, and BBD. Let sub- 

scripts indicate thè type of voter: then, D,B2Bj is equal to DjBjBj for what concerns our problem; actually, it 

would be a mistake to count both of them as possible outcomes. This amounts to overestimatc the size of the 

set of possible outcomes, while by considering USR we undeiestimate it.

It is true that another, more complex method would be possible: we could consider OSR, compute for 

each profile the number of indistinguishable permutations, subtract them, and base our analysis on the resulting 

set. In fact, the formula for counting distinguishable permutations of n elements when each of them can belong 

to one of thè tk types (in our setting each type is cleaily a different ordering) is available11. However, even if 

the counting problem seems solvable, we are left with the problem of listing tbe elements of our set in order 

to investigate whether they satisfy certain conditions. This tums out to be a difficult task since no algorithm 

is available.

9  I assume that the arder af votcn ter both profile» is the sane: so that, for example, DEEFG teli* us that the fbst voter prefer the 
orderiag D, while tbe sccond profila tells us that the same voler preferì F.
10 I owe this temaik lo the putì ci pani to a seminar beld at the LAS.
11 This formula is I* ...,«,
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Fmally, I think tbat we should evaluate thc type of mistake we are mairi ng by considering USR in thè 

light of our present goal: thè main messsage of this paper is to show that even a well informed voter finds a 

lot of computa tional problems when he tries to act strategically. It does not matter so much whether he has 

to consider (with m=3 and n=50) 3.5 • 10* instead of 8 • 10** profiles.

3.1 Computing thè number of orderings and profiles

The set of all possible profiles is denoted by P. This is a huge set, whose dimension depends both on 

n and m. We construct it answering thè following question: how many groups (profiles) of n elements (or

derings) can we form choosing from m! of them? Again, notice that two profiles which contain thè same n 

orderings in different columns (for example, in thè first profile voter j  has thè preference A and voter i has B, 

while in thè second profile i has A and j  has B) are actually thè same profile. Anonymity requires that it does 

not matter who has a preference ordering. Then, two profiles differ iff they do not contain thè same preference 

orderings: thè order of listings in a profile does not matter in making a difference. Following thè formula, thè 

cardinality of P is

So, we first have a f u n c t ì o n f r o m  thè cardinality of A to that of O. Given a number of altematives 

in {a,b,c,..,p} it retums thè number of possible orderings in thè set {D,GJi,..}, where for example D=(b c 

p..a)'\

Secondly, we have a functìon E(m,n) -  which maps thè number of orderings into thè number of

possible profiles {r,A,6,..} . Eventually, E is defined on #0 x#f CSR2 and takes values in 91 . Recali that 

anonymity requires that thè order of orderings in profiles does not matter in making two profiles differ.

We have a set O which contains m! objects (orderings). With them we construct C£,U) profiles: these

are n-sets of orderings. The problem is to specify thè correct functiona] form of /  and E. We have seen above 

that given thè number of available altematives, /  has to return thè number of possible orderings. An ordering 

is a complete list of all thè altematives without repetitions. Two orderings differ if and only if they rank at 

least one of tbe altematives in a different way. An ordering is then a permutation of thè set of thè altematives;

12 Througbout I will cuit tbe nuai symbob for prefereace reUbons between alternativa: in any ordering rqxeseated ia brackets ai 
alternative is strictly preferred lo any alternative on iti righi Indifference reUhons in social ordenngi are repreàenled eitber by aadencoting 
thè coscened kl tenuti ves, et by them in brackas: f-rf” > is eqoivalest lo
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we know from combinatorìal matbematìcs tbat tbe number of possible permutatìons of m objects is mi. So, I 

conclude tbat f(m )-m \.  In other words, given that A4 - m, then HO -m!: O can be viewed as the set of all 

permutatìons of the set A; a permutation of A is defined to be a bijection from A to itself.

Tbe functional form of E clearly concems also the number of voters. We want to consider n-groups of 

orderings (profiles), an ordering for each voter. The orderings may well be tbe same within a group, so that 

repetitions are allowed. Anonymity requires that any social aggregation rule treats indifferently two profiles 

that contain tbe same orderings in a different orden a permutation of a profile is not in the set of all possible 

profiles. Thus, this is a problem of computing the number of unordered selections with repetitions. The fact 

tbat selections are unordered can be understood by considering tbe following example: if we have to choose 

fi ve out of ten books, the only interest is in which five books are chosen and not in the order in which they 

are chosen. Eventually, thè functional form of £  is given in equation (1). The following table shows some of 

tbe values of E for m s  8 and n s  1000. Notice that the numbers in the first row equal those computed by mi. 

We can bave mi profiles of size 1 from m altematives: one for each of their permutatìons. The numbers of 

the second row can also be computed by 2T-ì1(m! -*)■ Notice that the expression xjzey stands for xjz • IO*
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TABLE1: £(m ,n)-C^,u)

A combina tonai modd

n \  m 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 1 2 6 24 120 720 5040 40320
2 1 3 21 300 7260 259560 13e7 8.1e8
3 1 4 56 2600 295240 6Je7 2.1el0 l.le l3
4 1 5 126 17550 9.1e6 l.lelO 2.7el3 l.le l7
5 1 6 252 98280 22t& 1.6el2 2.7el6 8£e20
6 1 7 462 475020 4.7e9 2-Qel4 23el9 5.9e24
7 1 8 792 2-0e6 8.4el0 2.0el6 1.6e22 3.4e28
8 1 9 1287 7.8e6 13el2 1.8el8 1.0e25 1.7e32

9 1 10 2002 2-8e7 1.9el3 1.5e20 5.8e27 IJBcSS

10 1 11 3003 92/c.l 2.4el4 l.le22 2.9e30 3.1e39

20 1 21 53130 9.6ell 7.1e23 7.4e38 4.7e55 53e73

50 1 51 3_5eó 5.7el8 Z5e43 1.2e79 5.5el2D 6.4el65

150 1 151 6.9e8 2_5e28 7.7e78 1.4el72 3.6e293 13e428

300 1 301 2.1el0 8.9e34 1.6el07 43e266 l.leSOO AStlfP

600 1 601 6£ ell 4.8c41 5.1el38 1.2e393 1.8e828 1.4el357

1000 1 1001 8.4el2 5.1e46 1.7el63 5Je505 1.9ell75 1.8e2043

The computation of tbe cardinality of P following tbe formula C^lm) is an alternative to tbe metbod

followed by Fishbum and Gehrlein (1976). They use the formula to compute tbe number of ordered selections 

with repeti tions, (m!)m. I do not think tbat it fits our problem since it does not consider the fact that two profiles 

liffer if and only if they have at least two different orderings. The following table collects some values of 

E'(m,n) -  (/»!)". Noticc that the computation is extended to values of m laiger than 8 simply because tbe 

limitations due to computer time use are less severe than before: this formula is easier to calculateu.

L3 Actnily, this depend» an thè used algori thm: far example, tbe use at thè formula (1) for CJ,U) atakes tbe computation btocfc far m>7
io most FC’t. However, we caa take advantage of tbe eqaivataKe between (1) and ^  direct computata» of tbe bucmial
neSidest is modi fatta.
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TABLE2:

Tbe Borda Rale a l ao aggregatioo mie

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

1 2 6 24 120 720 5040 40320 33*5 3iet 3.9*7 43*8 63*9 8.7*10 13*12

2 4 36 576 14400 518400 23*7 13*9 13*11 13*13 13*15 23*17 3.9*19 73*21 1.7*24

3 « 216 13824 1.7*6 3.7*8 13*11 63*13 43*16 43*19 6.4*22 1.1*26 23*29 63*32 23*36

4 16 1296 331776 2J«e 2.7*11 63*14 24*18 1.7*22 1.7*26 23*30 5J«34 13*39 53*43 23*48

5 32 7776 7M 23*10 1M 4 33*18 13*23 «3*27 1*38 23*43 93*48 5*54 5*54 33*60

6 04 46656 IM 3*12 13*17 1.6*22 43*27 23*33 23*39 4*45 13*52 53*58 43*65 5*72

7 126 279996 43*9 33*14 1*20 63*25 1.7*32 83*38 83*4$ 13*53 53*60 33*68 33*76 63*84

B 1 256 1.7*6 lJ.cll 4Jel6 72*22, 43*29 7*36 3*44 3c32 63*60 23*69 23*78 33*87 03*96

9 1 512 1«7 23*12 53*18 53*25 23*33 23*41 13*50 13*59 23*68 13*78 13*88 19*98 1.1*109

IO 1024 6*7 63*16 63*» 3.7*28 1.1*37 13*48 3.9*55 3M 9 1*76 63*86 8.7*97 23*109 13*121

20 1 1*6 3M 5 4c27 3M 1 13*57 13*74 13*92 13*111 13*131 1*152 4*173 73*195 63*218 2.1*242

50 1 1-1*15 8*38 1*69 93*103 73*142 13*185 13*230 9.7*277 13*328 1.1*380 1*454 53*499 13*547 6.7*605

150 1 1*4*45 53.116 1-1*207 sa*3ii 43*428 23*355 6.7*690 93*833 93*983 13*1140 13*1302 13*146» 13*1641 33*1817

300 1 2c90 23*233 13*414 5.7*623 14*857 53*1110 43*1381 «3*1667 83*1967 ? im'nm 13*2604 1.9*2938 13*3282 9.1*3634

<00 1 43*100 73*466 13*628 3.2*1247 23*1714 23c2221 23*2763 73*3335 73*3935 43*4560 13*5208 3.7*5876 13*6564 8J*72»

1000 1 13*301 13*779 13*1380 13*2079 23*2057 2.7*3702 33*4600 53*5559 $3*6559 1.4*7601 7 7wHfi8fl 1.9*9794 23*10940 33*12116

The first thing to notice in Table 1 is that E increases more rapidly with m than with n. The two rows 

and two columns corresponding to n,m <2 are clearly not intercsting: there are at least two altematives and 

two voters in any appealing social problem. Notice also that for any pair (m,n) we have E(m,n) <E'(m,n).

4 Tbe Borda Rule as an aggregation rule

Any aggregation rule is supposed to gjve an answer to two problems: the first is that of what the 

outeome ought to be, given what tbe voters want. The phrase "what ti» voters want" stands herc for some 

function of the set of individuai preferences. This introduces the second problem: how to devise a voting 

procedure that will produce the outeome "wanted” by the voters.

The most important criterion for a good voting procedure is that it be equiiable: this is a naive statement 

if we do not specify it by saying, for example, that a voting mechanism is equi table when it refleets as 

accurately as possible tbe preferences of the voters. Even this characterization is not adequate, since individuai 

preferences are typically different: there is not a direct answer to the problem of Gnding a social ordering 

which refleets "as accurately as possible" a set of different individuai orderings. Among others, Black (1958), 

and Dummett (1984), approached this problem by giving a list of desinible p reperti es, and then examining 

how different procedures perforai with regard to these properties. Tbe most celebrated contribution in the field
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is probably tbat of Arrow ((1951) and (1963)): with regard to thè tbeory of voting, thc well known "paradox 

of voting" which is that thè relation of majority preference may not be transitive, can be seen as a special case 

of Arrow’s theorem.

It is not my aim to discuss thè vast literature on thè faimess of voting proccdures. In what follows thè 

problem of strategie voting is analyzed in thè particular case of thè Borda Rule, and I simply want to justify 

this choice. It is apparerà that in many cases thè fairest outeome cannot be judged from thè voters’ preference 

orderings alone, but thè strengths of those preferences are relevant. The Borda Rule represents imperfectly 

individuai preferences, since it only uses preference scales: there is no attempi to compare thè strengths of one 

voter’s preferences with those of another. However, we can say that thè greatcr thè number of altematives to 

be ranked by a voter in order of preference, thè better thè position of any alternative in his ordering can serve 

as a substitute for a weighting of his preference. The Borda Rule treats thè distance on a voter’s preference 

ordering as a rough measure of thè strength of his preference for thè higher over thè lower.

Tbe Borda Rule is possibly thè most known example of thè class of positional aggregation functions: 

thè position of an alternative in individuai orderings play a cruciai iole in choosing thè social outeome. Majority 

mie is thè typical social choice functìon belonging to thè class of non-positional aggregation rules. Together 

with IIA, thè weak Condorcet (WC) condition is a typical non-positional condition: an aggregation rule satisfies 

WC when thè fact that an alternative b has a strict simple majority over all other altematives in a profile r  

implies that b is ranked first in tbe social ordering. Decision procedures used in parliaments are almost always 

based on majority rule: politicians seem to prefer thè non-positional view.

In passing, it is interesting to underline that Arrow’s principio of indepeodence of irrelevant altematives 

(HA) rules out tbe possibility to make tbe position of any two altematives in thè social ordering depend upon 

tbe relative strength of voters’ preferences between these two altematives. In this sense that principio lacks 

thè intuitive justification of thè other principies used in Arrow’s theorem: it discords with tbe idea that whether 

a would be a fairer social choice than b depends not only on how many voters prefer a to b, but also on bow 

strong tbeir preferences are.

A rule which chooses an alternative because a majority of voters prefer it to any otber, uses less 

Information than a rule that talces into account each individuai ordering of all thè available altematives. The 

Borda Rule does cxactly this: as any other rule based on preference scores, it attaches a value at any position
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LP Tbe Borda Ride asan aggregation rule

of a preference ordering and tben gets a total score for each alternative by mimmi ng over tbese values. A 

voter’s contribution to the preference score of any alternative can be viewed as representing tbe degree of 

satisfaction he would obtain if it were successful. Tbe Borda Rule gives equal weigbt to every preference of 

every voter, and picks out tbat social ordering wbich will give the greatest overall satisfaction to tbe voters. 

It seems to me that, reflecting more accurately the preferences of the voters, a rule based on preference scores 

is more equitable than a rule based on majority preferences.

Gàrdenfors (1973) has a neat paper about aggregation rules which shows tbe many advantages of 

positionai functions over non-positional ones. Some of his conclusions are collected in the sequel. Let O denote 

tbe set of all possible individuai orderings, and A be the set of alternatìves; then, a represeruaxion function is 

a reai valued function defined on O xA . It associa tes a reai number g(DlI>e) to a pair of one individuai ordering 

relative to a profile and of one alternative; clearly g^e) -  2 ì£ (A t>*) de do tes tbe total score of alternative e 

under profile r. An aggregation rule is represemable if and only if there exists a representation function g 

such tbat for any alternative b and e, b is socially preferred to e iff g^{b) n g^e).

This defines precisely an importantant subclass of positionai aggregation rules: the Borda Rule, for 

example, is a representable function: it is not in generai a majority procedure. With regard to tbe choice of 

the Borda Rule, Theorem 6.2 states tbat it is the only representable function satisfying neutrali ty (all altematives 

have the same probability of being tbe social top under the rule), strong monotonicity14 (which relates changes 

in the position of altematives in individuai orderings to their position in social orderings), and stability (a 

condition wich prevents drastic changes in tbe social ordering) when there are at least 3 altematives and 3 

voters. It is interesting to note that Gàrdenfors (Theorem 4.4) shows that the non-positional view is inconsistent 

in a well defined sense: there exists no voting function which satisfies both HA and WC when there are at 

least tbree altematives.

Saari (1989a) shows and explains possible failures of positionai voting. His main result is tbat any 

imaginable voting paradox can actually occurs. However, be also proves that tbe Borda count has propcrties 

considerably more favourable than any other aggregation rule, in the sense that it causes fewer paradoxes. Tbe 

main result in connection with strategie voting (albeit abstention from voting is a particular form of it) is his

14 Any rale satisfying neutrali ty and strong monotonicity also satisfies strong Pardo optimality (Lemma 5.4).
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LP The Borda Rule as an aggregation rule

CoroUary 6.1: it prò vcs that there are cases in which a voter induces a social outeome more favourable to him 

by abstaining than by reporting his true ordering. Properties of thc Borda rule with regard to possible paradoxes 

are also discussed in Saari (1989b).

4.1 Some notlons and definìtions

The next step is thè following: how many profiles are sensitive to strategie voting? Take thè case of 

m=3 and n-6: Table 1 shows that we alrcady have 462 profiles. How many of them present a structure such 

as that of tbe Example 1 about thè Borda rule? Is there a way to compute this number for any rule? If thè 

answer is positive, then we have a method to judge tbe "quality" of each rule with regard to its sensitivity to 

strategie voting. In order to answer these questions it is useful to formaiize thè wbole process of voting, from 

individuai preferences to thè social ordering15.

I recali thè assumption that voters can express only strici preference relations: thus an individuai ordering 

does not include indifference relations. The resulting restricted set of possible orderings is denoted by Ó\ O 

denotes tbe set of possible orderings that include indifference relations. Qeariy Ó CO; even restricting thè set 

of all possible individuai orderings to Ò, an aggregation rule might give rise to social indifference relations 

between altematives.

Definition 1. An individuai choice (/C) is a functìon which, given a set A of altematives {a,b,c,d..}, 

and a set of voters /, retums one preference ordering in thè set Ó for each voter.

Definition 2. An election (EL) is a functìon from thè range of IC to thè set of all possible profiles P.

Definition 3. An aggregatimi ride (AR) is a functìon from P to O: it assodates one social ordering to 

each possible profile.

If viewed as a composed functìon thè wbole process is called a voting mechanism (VM): 

VM - AR{EHJC(a,b,c,.)))GO.

Definition 4l*. A voter is said to behave strategically wben he ieports not his true preference ordering 

but one of its permutations.

15 Dummett (1984), in order io darify thè analysis, distinguishes betweeo voting mechamsm and method of assessment: tbe fcrmer «lep 
ia my IC while thè lati» concspouòs to my AR. By voùng mtdumism 1 mean thè whote process.
14 T h k  canespoods k> thè usuai definition which states thè following: a penali wbo voies not in oider to reveal his ptefenooes boaestly, 
but in arder to advance his interests most effectivdy, is said lo vote stntegjcally. See, far example, Gtbbaid (1978).
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Definition 5. An aggregation rule is said to take its normal value when it associates a social ordering 

to a profile of true preference orderings (a true profile).

With regard to Definition 4, notice that his false report could be any of the (m!-l) permutatìons of the 

true preference ordering. For example, assume that m=3 and that tbe true preference ordering of voter i is (a 

c b). Tben, his false report can be one out of the following five: (a c b), (b a c), (b c a), (c a b), (c b a).

1 assume that there is no reason for a voter to announce an ordering which does not rank first bis 

preferred option. This hypothesis deserves some jus tifica tions. First of all, we could allow a voter to behave 

strategically only wben he is sure of being successful; second, I assume that voters are interested only in the 

top alternative of the resulting social ordering. Both these condition are examined in the next page. However, 

it is alrcady clear tbat the first condition is quite strong: it implies that a voter anticipates other voters’ orderings 

and that he can compute tbe resulting sodai ordering. There are various ways to avoid this assumption, as 

long as there are various quantities of informa tions that a voter can have. In fact, we could assume that a voter 

(who prefers option a) has enough informatians to fbrecast tbat option a and another, say d, have some chance

to be die first one in the social ordering. On tbe other side, we could assume that he knows that options d

and c (bis second best alternative) have some chance to be ranked first and tbat be knows that option a cannot 

be chosen. Now, tbe first assumption implies that be has not enough informations to report any ordering but 

one which ranks a first. Tbe second assumption allows him to tepori c first instead of a, hoping that c can 

win its fight against d. This difference in the informations sets needed to justify two different behaviours seems 

to allow for a choice between tbe two assumptions: I assume bere that a voter has just enough informations

to cheat about all his rankings but the first

This fact limits tbe number of orderings available to strategie voting. Let b be the alternative preferred 

by voter i, and a be the normal value of a true profile. There are m!/m (=(m-l)f) orderings which rank b first 

So that, apart from bis trae ordering he has (mUm)-l favourable orderings. I notice that tbe quota of favourable 

orderings with regard to the number of orderings diminishes with tbe increase of m; tbe list of its percent 

values for m varying from 2 to 20 is the following: 0, 16.7, 20.8, 19.2, 16.5, 143, 12^, 11.1, 9.9, 9.1, 8.3, 

7.7, 7.1, 6.7, 6.2, 5.9, 5.5, 5.2, 5.0. In fact we have: lina (((m!/m)-l)/m!)« lim (l/m -  l/m !)-0
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When voler i decides to act strategically he will repoit an ordering in which b is ranked first and a is 

ranked lower than in his true ordering. If i knows exactly the social ordering associa ted to the true profile he 

might be able to alter it or not. Assume he is in the position to modify it17. Tben, be could downgrade a just 

enough to change the social order to do this, voter i has available tbe following series of scores for a: 

(m -(/* + /))*. I “ 1 -;*, where j '  denotes his trae ranking of a. These scores respectively cause the

following losses to the total score of a: 1,2,.,m  -  j ’. However, its choice is bounded to be that of tbe bighest 

loss for a when his information is not perfect: it is safer to assign to a the lowest rank.

Now, assume that i reports one of the orderings in which b is ranked first and a is ranked last: let us 

cali them safe-favourable orderings for i. They are (m -2)1.

Noti ce that, depending on otber orderings in the profile, some of these (m -  2)1 safe-favourable orderings

might make tbe social ordering rank first one of the alternatìves involved in the permutation chosen by voter 

i. That is, a safe-favourable ordering is clearly successful for interchanging the rank of a and b in the social 

ordering; however, the simultaneous permutations of otber alternatìves might make one of them win. Eventually, 

tbe set of orderings available to strategie voting might be bounded to be a singleton or a subset of the 

safe-favourable orderings. This is one of tbe reasons behind the idea that the possibili ty of strategie voting 

does not increase with the number of alternatìves1*.

I will now examine the conditions under which a rational voter behaves strategically.

A rational voter, denoted by i, will behave strategically when tbe following two conditions are satisfied:

(i) the normal value of AK is not i’s preferred ordering,

(ii) AR switebes to f  s preferred ordering when, other things being equal, i reports (at least) one of his available 

(false) favourable orderings.

More formally, let G be i’s tnie preference ordering: it ranks b first; let P, denote tbe subset of profiles

generated by i’s available orderings when I-{i} voters report their true orderings: elements of P, are denoted 

by 0 * -  l,2,..,m!/m . Let 6  ̂ contain G as its ?  column: 0* is a true profile. Tben, conditions (i) and (ii) 

are expressed as follows:

17 The mcchaniim desenbed bere is tbe Borda Rnle: tee aection 33.
I f  However, Prapoàtum 3 below, not being trae far «  Urger than 3 scemi to sippod the idea that tbe panibility of strategie voting 
increases with m.
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(i) AR(Q'k)*G

(ii) AJR(&t) -  G for at least one k.

Notiec that voter i knows (i) and (ii) if and only if be knows all orderings repoited by other voters. 

Then, (i) and (ii) together are necessary and suffident conditions for a successful voting strategy. However, 

there is thè possibili ty tbat one voter knows rally (i): in fact, understanding thè mechanism of thè aggregation 

rule, a voter might conclude tbat a certain alternative is sodally preferred witbout knowing all individuai 

orderings: it suffices to know say, 80% of tbem. In this case he does not know whether (ii) holds, and (i) is 

necessary but not suffident for a successful voting stratcgy. This is said to emphasize how tbe assumption of 

perfect information simplifies thè analysis: if partial infonnaticm is considered many different conditions for 

strategie voting are possible. Furthermore, if a voter is pardally informed and votes strategically, then thè 

aggregation rule retums a partially random sodai ordering: it will reflect not only tbe preferences of thè voters, 

but their guesses about thè preferences of other voters.

It is now clear that our voters’ interest in tbe chosen sodai ordering is restricted to thè alternative which 

is ranked first1'. Thus, thè aim of a strategie voter is that of getting a sodai ordering which ranks as thè firet 

alternative his own first option. First, this means that if a voter’s true ordering is (ab c), then he is indifferent 

between (a b c) and (a c b) : they are actually tbe same social ordering for him. Second, any false ordering 

which, if reported by a voter, leads to a social ordering that is not his preferred one, it is not conveyed by 

that voter. This last assumption is very demanding in terms of information available to tbe strategie voter. If 

we do make it, then we do not need pari (**) of thè following Definition 6.

Before giving a meaningful notion of strategy proof profiles (and of strategy proof aggregation rules 

on these profiles) we have to analyze all possible types of social orderings with regard to thè individuai ordering 

of one voter. Let voter i prefer alternative b, which is ranked first in any ordering of thè type G-(b...). The 

main distmetion is provided by thè fact that thè true social ordering can be of type G or not. If it is of type 

G, then there is no need for voter i to vote strategically. Tbese profiles are called stable profiles with regard 

to voter i (S!Pj).

(1 ) B X (el)-G -(b ...)

19 This is eqaivakat to leave tbe SWF approach and to adopt that of a àagle-valoed Social Choice Faneti on.
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If thè trac profile is not of type G, then voter i might try to act strategically. The social ordering 

associateci to the true profile can either rank first an alternative different from b (2), or rank first two altematives 

(3).

(2) BR(e'k) -F  -(a ...)

The following classifica tion is based on the criterion that his action can be successful or not.

(2.1) BR(Qt) .F  Vk

(22) BR (Qk) -  F for some k, and

BR(Qk)mH «(c...) for some k

(23) BR(Qk) -F  for some k, aDd

BR(Qk) - I  »((ca )#...) for some k

These are all cases of non sensitive profiles (NSP,). On the other side, the following is a case of sensitive 

prqfile (SPt).

(2.4) BR(Bt)=F for some k, and

BR(Qt) -  G for some k

Case (2.5) is such that the strategie voter can induce at most a favourable indiffercnce relation between 

two altematives in the social ordering. Profiles of this kind are called indeterminate ([IP;).

(2.5) BR(Bt)mF for some k, and

BR(8t ) «Z, -  ((ba)/...) for some k

Wben the true social ordering ranks first more than one alternative, we simply consider that a strategie 

voter might be able to induce a social ordering of type G or not Let M  be a true social ordering which ranks 

first more than one alternative.

(3) BR(é,k)mUm((ha)d...)

LP Tbe Borda Rote as an aggregation mie
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In case (3.1) we bave indeterminate sensitive profiles (ISPt), while in case (3.2) we bave indeterminate 

non sensitive profiles (INSP^.

Armed with this somewhat cumbeisome taxonomy, I gì ve tbe following definition.

Definition 6. An aggregation rule is said to be locally constata with regard to one voter when, corre

sponding to profiles that differ from a true profile be cause that voter behaves strategically, it either 

(*) always returns its norma] value (which might be an indifferencc relation), or

(**) for some false orderings it returns its normal value and for others it selects a first alternative which is 

different from tbe alternative preferred by that voter, or it ranks first more than one alternative not preferred 

by hiffl,

Now, compare Definition 6 with tbe class ification of true profiles above: it is clear that an aggregation 

rule is locally Constant when it takes values corresponding to one of the following types of profiles: stable (1), 

non sensitive (2.1, 2.2, 23), and indeterminate non sensitive (3.2).

Definition 7. An aggregation rule is said to be alinosi locally Constant wben, corresponding to the 

introduction of safe-favourable orderings, it returns a social ordering which ranks first both the alternative 

preferred by tbe voter acting strategically and one or more otber altematives.

Thus, we can say that an aggregation rule is almost locally Constant wben it maps indeterminate true 

profile. In this case we say that the AR returns an indeterminate28 social ordering.

29 Some aggregation nles can give the sane total scores to more than eoe alternative, tbns leading to an indedarve outeome si noe it is 
not possible to rank one opóoa aver another. See exampie 2 beJow. An indeterminate sodai ordering is torti that at least two alternatìves 
aie nnked fint: it mattina at leasi eoe indiffcresce relation between alternative*- I me this term to stress the point that such orderings 
aie Dsekss from tbe point cf view of tbe decision mafcrng Usoally, with preference score procedures a be between two top altematives 
is broken by majority mie: if a and b tie for tbe fini piace, a will be declaied socceasfnl if mone voten rank it higber than b tbaa tank 
b higher than IL

(3.1) BR(Qk) “M for some k, and

BR (8 t) * G for some k

(3-2) BR(Bt)mM  for some k, and 

BR(Qt) -N  *G  for some k
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Notice that an aggregation rule which is neither locally nor almost locally Constant is taking values 

either on a sensitive true profUe (2.4), or on an indeterminate sensitive true profile (3.2).

The problem of strategie voting can be sta ted as follows: how many times an AR is locally Constant 

over subsets of its domain? How large is the change (if any) in VM wben there is a change in ELI To see 

this consider the following:

Tbe (m - 1)! 0t differ from each other only for the f* column that can be either i’s true ordering (in 

this case F, and thus we have 6* ) or one of fs  false and safe-favourable orderings. In the sense of Definition 

6, we aie saying that a voter will act strategically when the AR is not locally Constant on the concerned profile: 

profiles "around" a true profile which AR maps to a social ordering, are not all mapped to the same social 

ordering. We can translate the negative result on the existence of strategy-proof voting mechanism by saying 

that there does not exists an AR which is locally Constant for every true profile. Then, the problem could be 

stated as follows: can we find an AR which is locally Constant for say, 90% of its true profiles?

As such, tbe locally Constant property is qui te difficult to evaluate when large profiles are involved: we 

deal with many sodai orderings that can be qui te different from each other.

To see this, consider that the class of locally Constant profiles is associa ted by an AR to a type of sodai 

ordering like, say, G which belongs to a subset of sodai orderings always satisfying the condition tbat they 

are values associa ted by an AR to profiles in , and one of tbe following (these are the same conditions 

given in tbe definition): any of them is either tbe normal value of AR ((1) and (2.1)), or it ranks first an 

alternative which is not that preferred by voter i (22), or it ranks first more than one alternative not preferred 

by him ((23) and (32)).

In tbe following definition I fonnalize a concept that will be useful to study possible profiles: it represents 

a restriction of the idea of a locally Constant aggregation rule. Let the alternative a be the normal value of a 

true profile 8*, and let F be any sodai ordering which ranks a first. Moreover, let voter i prefier alternative

b.

Definition 8. An AR is locally not manipulable (LNMJ by voter i on ©j wben AR(Q\) -  F, if and 

only if
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AR{et)-F, vetEP,

I also say that a profile is LNM, by voter i under some aggregation rule, and that thè «me profile is 

strategy proof. It is clear that thè definition of a locally non manipulable profile is equivalent to that of a 

locally Constant with thc exclusion of indeterminate non sensitive profiles. That is, ©j EPt is eitber stable or 

non sensitive.

Similarly I de fine almost-LNMj corresponding to almost locally Constant profiles: thus 0j G ̂  is an 

indeterminate true profile.

Summing up, locai and almost-local non manipulability correspond to profiles in which a strategie voter 

rcspectively -cannot take advantage of thè situation, and -can at most induce thè choice of a social ordering 

in which his preferred alternative is ranked first together with thè norma! value of thè associateci true profile. 

It is useful to show tbat definition 8 can be ic-phrased as follows, at least when thè Borda Rule is thè ebosen 

AR. Let r* VA EA  be thè total score of alternative h calculated by thè BR. Then, under thè same assumption 

of Definition 8, we have:

Proposition 1. A BR is LNMj on Q\ EPt wben BR(Q \)-F  if and only if

r ' - r * i  1 S l EPi

Proof. By assumption F ranks a first for all 9 t E P, applying thè BR. By construction this means that 

r‘ > r* V 0t E Pt . This is equivalent to r* - 1 2 r* since r* and rb are positive naturai numbers.

It must be stressed that tbe existence of a VM which is strategy proof with regard to some profile does 

not contradict well known resul ts such as those in Gibbard (1973) and Satterthwaite (1975). Indeed, what most 

of tbe impossibility-typc icsults say is that there does not exist a VM which is strategy proof (or non man

ipulable) for all possible profiles. The present approach is different: it asks how many true profiles, out of tbe 

total number of tbem, are strategy proof. It seems clear that if there are many strategy proof profiles with 

regard to a specific AR, thcn tbe probability of chea ting is vcry low.

In order to clarify tbe meaning of tbe preceding definitions, consider thè following Figure 1: on thè 

x-axis there are six true profiles, each of them having on tbe left and on tbe right four false profiles indicated
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by capitai lettere (i=IJI,..,VI refers to the associateti true profile). False profiles contain an ordering which is 

false because one of the voters is acting strategically: he reports a permutation of his true ordering. On thè 

y-axis we have 7 social orderings. The aggregation rule maps each true profile into a social ordering; in this 

case it is locally Constant on the first five true profiles: it maps all of the corresponding false profiles to the 

same social ordering. However, it is not locally Constant on the sixth profile: one of its associated false profiles, 

By,, is mapped into social ordering number 4, which is different from its normal value.

Figure 1

fi?»*
SiliIli

C T71 a i rvq « T7771 a a PCX! n

4.2 How thè Borda Rule works

It is evident that in order to study the probability of success of strategie voting when m and n are larger 

than 3, we need to approach tbe problem in a systematic way: the number of profiles becomes too laige to 

allow for an inspection of cadi of tbem using Definition 8 or Proposition 1. For example, we could find a 

constraint which is satisfied by and only by the social ordering resulting from any non manipulable profile 

and then discover a shorteut to count the number of such profiles without being conce med by individuai 

orderings. It is apparent that any sudi constraint will depend on the mechanism of the aggregation rule: thus, 

it is time to formalize the way the Borda Rule (BR) applies on a profile. This is done in three steps.

The fi rei step starts from a profilo and ends to a matrix of coeffidents of alternatìves. Assume that an 

election produced the following profile:
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'b C f  .. fl'
a d  c .. b

I  - ■ (kfi) i - 1 ,2, .,u  , ;  - 1A

a b .. c ;

The BR consiste of tbe following matrix or integeis:

R '~

R' is associateci to 2 using its elements as indices:

(« -IX ( « - 1)2 (* -D .
(m-2X (m -2), (m -2).

(m -m  + l)j (m-m  + l)j (m -m  + 1).

R -

(m - ltf ( rn - l^  -  
(m-2)J (m - 2% .. (m-2)Ì .( (m - ;t)  AGA

(m-mX (m ~ m % •• (m
Tbe second step consists of m sums of tbe elements of R over tbe altematives:

(m -j'£  + (m -j%  + .. + (m -j'£m  2 (m - jfì ~ ri V hE A
i»l

Alternati vely, let q^h) be i’s score of option k Vi EN ,Vh E A . Clearly q,(h) can take any value from

(m-1) to 0. Then, r* -  is the total Borda score of option h. However, I will use the earlier notation, 

for it proved to be sui table to computer programmili^.

Finally, tbe BR chooses a social ordering S EO  such tbat

V a .bE S

aPb o r *  >r*

alb o r m «r*

Notice tbat an alternative gets at most n(m -1 ) scores, and tbat tbe sum of elements of R is n 2^., m -  j . 

Example 2. Assume that an electìon produced the following matrix R:
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'3? 3?
A % 2j

11 li
.of <5 o? <

I computo tbe score of each alternative as follows:

r ' «2J +3J +3J + 1J »9  

r* -3 j + 2j + lì + 2j -8  

r c- l [  + (^ + ̂  + 35-6 

r*~  Of + l '  + Oj + O j- l

Here r‘ > r \  while voter 1 prefers b and gives a 2 scores. Notice that he could give a 0 scores, so that

r* would fell to 7 and b would wìxl This observation suggests that in order to avoid this situation we should 

have r‘ -  r* > m -  2} . Any profile which produce thè same social ordering but satisfies this constraint will be 

not sensitive with regard to voter 1 . If we do not know how voter 1  ranks thè socially preferred alternative a, 

then we can assume thè worst case: that is, a is ranked second by him so that, actually reporting it as bis last 

choice, he can at most diminish its scores by m -2J. In this example we have 9-8=2, and m -2f « 2, that is, 

thè condition is not satisfied.

Notice that in generai if rm -  rb > m -  2J, then tbe condition expressed by this constraint is satisfied for

any ranking of alternative a different from thè second place: m -  2J > m -j*  V/ « 3,4, .^m. It will be shown 

in tbe sequel that a direct generalization of this condition is only suffident for thè locai non manipulability.

It is not easy to check directly whether thè condition for LNM, holds for all profiles: we need to compute 

tbe BR for some of tbe permutations of an individuai ordering starling from a true profile. However, it is 

simple to prove a proposition which states a necessary and suffident condition for tbe non manipulability of 

a profile under thè BR, wbosc validity is much easier to check. Before giving this proposition, I show how, 

given a true profile, tbe possibili ty of acting strategically depends on thè true ordering of tbe concemed voter.

Assume that r‘ -  max{r*}, and let i denote thè strategie voter who prefers b to a. Assume also that 

(m - j ') ’ > 0, otherwise voter i has no way to diminish r4.
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In what follows it is important to consider tbat tbe range of the Borda Rule is O: a social ordering can 

contain indifference relations between altematives. If a voter i needs to act strategically (that is, the two 

conditions (i) and (ii) of section 4.1 are met), then he feces three possible cases:

(1) the true profile (with his true ordering, denoted respectively by 6* and Ff) is associateti by the BR to a

social ordering in which the difference between the score of the first alternative and his preferred one, say a 

and b, is larger than the score he himself assigns to a. This means rM -r*  > (m - j') ‘ . By similar rcasoning, 

we have the other two cases:

(2) r* -r» -  (m - / ) *

(3) r‘ -r* <  (m - / ) '

In the fiist case, even reporting an ordering in which he assigns 0 to a, making a lose (m -;*)' , voter

i cannot reverse tbe social ordering. We always bave r‘ -(m  -  j')‘ > rh. When this condition holds we have a 

non sensitive profile.

In the second case, voter i makes an indifference relation between a and b appear in the social ordering. 

This means that 8* is an IP.

In the third case, since we have rm -  (m -  j') ‘ < r4, voter i can make tbe BR choose a different sodai 

order in which b is the first alternative. Then, we say that 8* is a SP.

Now, recali that we assume that &] is such that there exists an alternative a such that r‘ -r*  £ 1 for all 

h,a E.A ,a  *h . That is, the normal value of 8 ]I is a dear winning alternative.

Propositùm 2. A profile 0 j E.Pt is LNM by voter i under the BR if and only if 

r*-r*  >(ib -j*% for 8*.

Proof. I have to prove that
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r* - r* i  1 VQk EP, «* r* -rh > (m - j *)* for 0*

To prove sufDciency we show that tbe left disequa tions im plies thè disequa tion to tbe right Assume 

r‘ -r*  < (m - j ’)‘ for 8 j . This means that there exists at least one 8t for which r* -(m  -  j*)' ~ rà < 0. Thus 

we have another total score for a relative to 6* , say ri , such that /•; -r*  < 0 (notice that r* does not change 

since £> is Vs most preferred alternative). But the last disequation is the negation of r‘ -  r* z  1 V0 t which is 

equivalent to r* -r*  > 0 VQt , since all total scores are naturai numbers.

To prove necessity we show that r‘ - r b >{m -  j')‘ for 0* , implies r* -  r* 2 1 V0± E P, . Assume there

exisis a 0 f x 0Ì for which r ( -r*  < 1 . This means that r‘ - ( m - j ’%- r*<  1 , and that r* -r*  <(m -  / ) '  + 1 , and 

also tbat rM -r*  *(m - j ') “, since scores are naturai numbers. Tbe last disequation is the negation of 

r*-r* > («-;* ); •

Example 2 suggests that we can deduce a different condition for locai non manipulability: this is 

r* -  r* >(m -  2). Consider that (m-2) is the largest loss a voter can cause to tbe score of an alternative in a 

social ordering: we could simply control tbe scores in tbe social ordering to see if tbe difference between some 

altematives is smaller than (m-2). When this is the case we could conclude that the profile is a sensitive one. 

This condition is much easier to check than the previous one, since we would not ne ed to examine individuai 

orderings. However, there is a problem: as such, this new condition is only sufficient for tbe locai non man

ipulability of the profile. In fact, there are LNM profiles which do not satisfy it: I show this with an example.

Example 3. We bave 5 altematives and tbe profile

0 -

<d a a e\
c b b d
e c c a
a d d b

e e c.

which produces the following social scores: (\la ,lb ,lc ,9d ,6e). Here we bave r ' - r w- 2 < m - 2 - 3 s o

that tbe condition is not satisfied. However, we can’t conclude that tbe profile is manipulable: voter 1 can 

report (d,c,e,b ,a) making a lose 1  score, but this is not enough for d to win.
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This suffident condition is useful anyway: fiist, if we find tbat say, 35% of profiles satisfy it, we know 

tbat a larger quota of them is locally non manipulable. Second, it ensures tbat all profiles satisfying it prevent 

strategie actions of all voters.

Notice that there is not a free-lunch in tbe tbeory of information: to check thè necessary and suffident 

condition, which regands any single voter, we need to examine all individuai orderings. On thè other side thè 

suffident condition is easier to check since we only need to consider thè final sodai ordering.

4.3 Tbe algorithm used in thè analysis

In order to understand how many profiles are LNM, it is worth to work out some examples. This turas 

out to be a difficult task: thè completi ty of tbe study is due to thè fact that thè number of profiles increases 

very fast with thè number of voters and even faster with thè number of altematives, as Table 1 clearly shows. 

To approach thè cases of 3 altematives and 5 and 6 voters, where respectively 252 and 462 profiles are possible, 

it is no longer practical to work by hand. For that reason we developed a computer program to generate a List 

of possible profiles, and then to test them with regard to thè suffident condition for strategy proofhess. Tbe 

flowehart of thè program is given in thè figure below.
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1 Input m and n

2 Generate all distinct profiles

3 Replace orderings with altema
tives

4 Apply tbe Borda Rule to profiles 
and obtain tbe social orderings

5 Check tbe condition for locai non 
manipulability

6 Calmiate tbe percentage of LNM 
profiles

7 Stop

Figure 1: Flow chart of the program

5 Two exampies and some results

Example 4. Assume that A -  {a ,b ,c} , and I  -  {1,23} ■ Then, # 0 - 6  and #P -  56. Moreover, let 

8 , -  ((acb\(bac),(cab)) be the true profile. Voter 3 prefers option c but BR(8 , ) - (acb) respectively with 4, 

3, and 2 scores. Let us write Py

/afcc\ 'abe' 'aba' 'aba' 'abb\ 'abb'
eoa , cab 9 cab 9

cac t eoa 9 cac
,bca, \bcc, ibcbl ,bcc, <bca,
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Let 0 , ,  ©2, 0 3, 0 4, e 5, 9 6, denote respectively each of thè profiles in P3. Simple arìthmetic applying

tbe Borda rule shows thè following results: BR(Ql)-(acb)(432),BR(€»1)m(abc)(333),

BR(&3) -  (ai>c)(531), BR(9J -  (abc)(522), BR(QS) -  (abc)(441), BR(9J -  (bac)(432). In this case condition 

(i) is satisfied: ©J contains (c a b) and £/J(0j) -  (acb) * {cab). However, there is not a 9* such that 

BR{&k) -  (cab). In thè true profile voter 3 prefers c but option a gets 4 and c gets 3 . Voter 3 ranks a befoie 

b, so that he can alter this order. Reporting (c b a) voter 3 gets at most an indeterminate outeome, since 

BR(QJ  -  (abc)(333). In this example, we conclude, VM is almost locally non manipulable on P3 .

If we look for a rule that favours thè existence of such a Pt , it is clear from thè beginning that this

will depend on thè functional form of AR; moreover, since thc dimensions of Pt are given by m and n, tbe 

characteristìc of being strategy proof should also depend on them.

Fot thè case of Example 4 it is practical to extend tbe analysis to all possible true profiles, since they 

are 56, without thè need for a more synlbetic approach. The following is thè set of possible orderings:

O -
a a b b c c
b c a c a b
tc b c a b a.

Let D, E, F, G, H, and /  denote each of tbese profiles from tbe lefL Without losing generali ty we can 

study all tbe matter assum ing tbat thè voter wbo is thinking to vote strategically is thè third one. The set P 

contains thè following 56 elements:

DDD DEE DFF DGG
DDE DEF DPG DGH
DOT DEG DFH DGI
DDG DEH DH
DDH DEI
DD1
EEE EFF EGG EHH
EEF EPG EGH EHI
EEG EFH EGI
EEH EFI
EH
FFF FGG FHH FU
FFG FGH FHI
FFH POI
FF1
GGG GHH GU
GGH GHI
OGI
HHH HU
HHI
in

DHH DO
DHI

ED
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Applying the Borda Rule to these profiles we get the social orderings in Table 4. The header of each 

column indicates thè social orderings resulting by profiles listed below i t  For example, (abe) means that 

alternative a is preferred to b and b to c; when two or three alternatìves are underscored this means tbat the 

social ordering is indifferent between them. The first, thè second, and the third scores pertains respectively to 

alternative a, b, and c.

Table 4

(abe) (acb) (hoc) (beo) (cab) (eba)

630 DDD 603 EEE 360 FFF 063 GGG 306 HHH 036 m
621 DDE 612 DEE 261 FFG 162 PGG 216 HH1 126 HE
540 DDF 504 BEH 450 DFF 054 GGI 405 EHH 045 GH
531 DEF 513 DEH 351 DBG 153 FGI 315 EHI 135 GH1
432 DDI 423 EEG 342 EFG 243 DGI 324 FHH 234 FHI
432 DBG 423 EFH 342 DFI 243 BGG 324 DHI 234 DII
432 DFH 423 DB 342 FFH 243 FGH 324 BGH 234 BGI

(«bei (basù (cab) (rie) (a&> (b£f>)

522 DDH 252 FFI 225 GHH 441 EFF 414 EEI 144 FU
522 EEF 252 DOG 225 ED 441 DDG 414 DHH 144 GGH

(ohe)
333 DGH 
333 EFI

Let us consider these as true profiles and see what happens wben the third voter, not satisfied by the 

outeome, tries to vote strategically. We find all types of profiles described pneviously.

- first of all, it may be the case that there is no Dccd for voter 3 to report a false ordering: for example, 

if ©! mDGC we bave BR(©,)= (bea) (522) . So that voter 3 reporting his true ordering G = (bea) is satisfied. 

These are stable profiles with regard to voter i (STPJ.

- Second, an unsatisfied voter can verify that it is impossible for him to report a false ordering such 

that the final outeome ranks first his best alternative. Tbese are non sensitive profiles (MSP,). Fot example, if 

0! •DEH  we have M (6 1)-(ad>)(531). Voter 3 prefers c but if he reports (eba) instead of (cab) the 

aggregation rule stili gives (acb) for DEI even if with different scores (423).

-Thinl, a voter acting strategically can lead to an indeterminate outeome. 1 assume that such a case is 

solved in a way which is not under control of the strategie voter (for example by a random choice), so that
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this cannot be considered a fully success fui strategy21. These wcre called cases of indeterminate profiles (IP,)- 

Fot example, if 8 , - DDF we have 2?/?(0,)« (abc) (540). Voter 3 prefers (bac) but he can report (bea), gjve 

rise to DDG, and eventually he gets BR(&2)= (ohe) (441).

-Fourth, some true profiles can lead naturally to an indeterminate outeome. Now a strategie voter can 

take advantage of the situation: for suppose 9, -DHH  and thus BR(0,) -  (cab)(MI). If voter 3 reports (eba) 

instead of (cab), then the profiles becomes DHI and the aggregation rule switches to (cab) (432). These wcre 

called indetermmate-sensitive profiles (ISP,). Some indeterminate profiles are such that a strategie voter cannot 

take advantage of them: his available strategy (here a permutation of his second and third choice) makes tbe 

aggregation rule oveipass the indeterminacy but tbe result is not favourable to him. These were called inde

terminate non sensitive profiles (INSP;).

-Fifth, we sbould have the so called sensitive profiles (SPt): these are such that they lead to a determined

sodai ordering which is not the one preferred by voter 3, and such that be can switch the ordering to one that 

ranks first his preferred alternative.

Recalling a previous definition, we say tbat the BR is LNM by voter 3 on stable and non sensitive 

profiles. The result from a caie fui examination of ti» 56 possible profiles can be summarized by a table. 

Horizontally I list the three possible situations that can be faced by voter 3 wben be votes sincerely, before 

he consider wbetber to behave strategically: the situation is favourable when the sodai ordering lists first his 

preferred alternative; it is unfavourable when this is not the case; the situation is indeterminate wben at least 

two altematives (one of them is that prefened by voter 3) are ranked at the same level. Vertically we stili 

have three types of situations that can emerge wben voter 3 acts strategically. Clearly there is no need to act 

strategically wben the sodai order is favourable to the voter (first column): the corresponding profiles are thus 

called stable profiles.

21 However, «hi» is a partially saccessfal strategy: any alterative nmfhamsm can lead lo aa oMoome which is not wone than the nonna! 
one had tbe voler voted ùnoéxcly.
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Tablc 5

Situa ti oo ex iute Favotuabie Unfavourable Indeterminate

Situa ti oo ex poti 

Favonrable STP(31) SP(0) ISP (2)
Unfavourable NSP (14) INSP (4)

Indeterminate IP(5)

The most important thing to notice is tbat there are 19 unfavourable profiles: by acting strategically , 

however, voter 3 can never take a direct advantage. There are not sensitive profiles. Even starting from one 

of thè 6 indeterminate profiles, strategie voting is successful only 2 times: furthermore tbe choice of thè "good" 

false report is difficult, since it can lead 4 times out of 6 to unfavourable social orderings. Summing up, we 

can say that a voter finds reasons to act strategically in 25 situations out of 56; however, by doing so, he can 

take advantage of thè mechanism only 2 times (ISP). We can consider final indeterminacy, as thè outeome of 

strategie voting in reaction to unfavourable initial situations, as a good result: then, a voter can take advantage 

of thè mechanism 7 out of 56 times. I conclude by saying that in this setting, with regard to thè Borda rule, 

there are 49 strategy proof profiles out of 56.

Now we use thè sufficient condition for locai non manipulability, and compare our findings. Let t denote 

thè top alternative and s thè second one in any of thc social orderings of Table 4. It is easy to check in how 

many profiles we have r‘-r* >(m - 2) •  1: there are 24 out of 56 profiles satisfying this condition, that is 

42,85% of them. As expected, this figure is smaller than that determined by cbecking thè necessary and 

sufficient condition.

It is worth to examine what is thè common feature of ISP, SP and IP profiles under thè Borda rule. 

SP profiles are not observed in this case. There are two ISP profiles: DHH and EFF. In both cases voter 3 

ranks second thè option which gets thè same score as his preferred one. So that, un-sincerely ranking it third, 

he makes it loose one score.

The case of thè 5 IP is slightìy moie complicated. With EEH, GGI, and DDF, voter 3 ranks second 

thè socially preferred option, which happen to get just one score more than another one (this can be eitber
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voter 3’s preferred outeome or not). So that, ranking it third, he makes it loose one score and gets an inde- 

terminacy. With DDI and DGl voter 3 would rank second or third the option which has just one score less 

than his preferred one. It suffices that he actually ranks it first or second to obtain an indeterminacy.

If we are conce med by tbe problem of finding stable profiles, we should analyze all of them with regard 

to the possibility of strategie action by any voter. Given a profile, there might be many voters wbo, not satisfied 

by tbe foreseen social ordering, have an incentive to act strategically. This approach appears a naturai extension 

of tbe study. However, it seems very complicated: tbe assumption that a strategie voter is informed about the 

individuai preferences of otber voters, which is needed anyway, is even less plausible when many voters are 

allowed to act strategically. In this case any strategie voter should also know the strategie reaction of all the 

others: each voter should update his choice of an ordering any tinte he understand that one of the others is 

going to ebange his own report. Tbe present approach, which studies profiles with regard to only one voter, 

has not the same complexity and stili makes good sense: it gives an answer to tbe question of in how many 

cases a single voter needs to act strategically and when his strategy is success fui.

The generality of this approach clearly depends on this assumption: the quota of profiles which are 

LNM by a certain voter is tbe same for all voters. If this assumption was true, we would know that any voter 

faces tbe same probability of acting strategically and being successful, simply by checldng profiles with regard 

to one voter. I cannot prove the plausibility of this assumption, but it seems that it should be true wben the 

aggregation rule is symmetric in some sense.

There is, however, a good way to by-pass this problem. Our suffident condition does not refer to any 

voter in particular, so that a profile which satisfies it is LNM by any voter.

Two questions arise now: can we modify thè aggregation rule in order to furtber reduce the probability 

of success of strategie voting ? Does tbe probability of success increase with m and rii That is, does the quota 

of LNM profiles decrcasc with more altematives and more voters?

Section 7 gives a positive answer to the first question. The second question is more difficult: recali that 

Example 1, in which a clear case of success for strategie voting is described, concerns 4 altematives and 3 

voters. On tbe other hand, Example 4 with 3 altematives and 3 voters does not show sensitive profiles. Thus, 

also tbe answer lo tbe second question seems to be positive. However, counter exampies are possible, so that
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thè conclusion is not germane. With m and n equal to three, take tbe true profile DDD, which returns (abc)', 

its 3 permutatìons DDE, DDF, and DDI, also return (abe) but DDG gives (abc). and DDH gives (abc). On 

the other side, with m=4, all permutatìons of one voter starting from DDDD (DDDE, DDDF,...) return (abc).

In thè next Example I study tbe case of 4 voters and 3 altematives. For m and n larger than 3, we 

better make use of tbe suffident condition for locai non manipulability: this is a much more synthetìc tool of

inquiry than the condition of Proposition 2. It must be stressed that this suffident condition is not useful for

a strategie voter in order to simplify his computational needs: a rule that tells that strategie voting has, say, 

the 10 % of success fui cases, is not useful for actually voting strategically. The voter stili needs to know or 

to infer the orderings of the others, otherwise be can worsen bis situation by misreporting his preferences.

Example 5. Consider 3 altematives in the set A -  {a,b,c}, and 4 voters in the set /  -  {i,j,k ,l} . We 

have # 0 -6  and #P -  126. The set of available orderings is

’a a b b c c'
O — b c a c a b  

c b c a b a,

For simplidty denote respectively from the left by D, E, F, G, H, I  the six orderings of O.

Step 1: Input m=3 and n-4

Step 2: The program genera tes all 126 possible distinct profiles. They are listed below. First, there are 

6 profiles with the same orderings:

DDDD F.RF.F. FFFF GGGG HHHH im

DDDE
DDDF
DDDG
DDDH
DDDI

EEED
EEEF
EEEG
EEEH
EHFJ

profiles:

FFFD GGGD HHHD DID
FFFE GGGE HHHE IDE
FFKJ GGGF HHHF IIIF
FFFH GGGH HHHG mG
FFF1 OGGI HHHI nm

Third, a group of 15 mixed paiis:

DDEE
DDFF
DDGG
DDHH
DDD

EEFF
EBOG
EEHH
EHI

FFGG
FFHH
FFH

GGHH
GGO HHD
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Fourth, a group of 60 profiles:

DDEF EEDF FFDE GGDE HHDE IIDE
DDEG EEDG FFDG GGDF HHDF DDF
DDEH EEDH FFDH GGDH HHDG rax>
DDEI EEDI FFDI GGDI HHDI IIDH
DDPG eefg FFBG GGEF HHEF IIEF
DDFH HEFH FFEH GGEH HHBG IIBG
DDF1 EEFI FFEI GGB HHO □EH
DDGH EBGH FFGH GGFH HHFG iifg
DDGI EEGI FFGI GGFI HHFI hfh
DDHI EEH1 FFHI GGHt HHGI I1GH

Last, a group of 15 profiles:

DEFG DEFH DEFI DBGH DBGI DEH1
DFGH DK3I DFHI DGHI EFGH EFGI
EFHI EGH1 FGHI

Stcp 3: Each letter in these profiles represents thè ordering of one of tbe four voters. In order to apply 

thè Borda rule to thè profiles, we substitute thè capitai letter with thè explidt ordering of altematives. For 

example, for GGDE we will get thè list {(b,c,a),(b,c,a),(a,b,c),(a,c,b)}.

Step 4: Applying thè Borda Rule to these profiles we get thè social orderings in Tablc 6. As before, 

thè header of each column indicates thè ordering, that is, (abc) means that alternative a is preferred to b and 

b to c, wben two or three altematives are underscored this means that thè sodai ordering is indifferent between 

them. The first, thè second, and thè third scores pertains respectively to alternative a, b, and c.

Table 6

(acb) (hoc) (bea) (cab) (eba)

840DDDD 804EEEE 480FFFF 084GGGG 408HHHH 048 nn
831 DDDE 813EEED 381FFFG 183GGGF 318HHHI 138 mH
750DDDF 705EEEH 570FFFD 075GGGI 507HHHE 057 mG
741 DDEF 714 EEDH 471 FFDG 174 GGH 417HHEI 147 DGH
732DDDH 723EEEF 372FFFI 273GGGD 327HHHG 237 DIE
732 EEDF 723 DDEH 372 GGDF 273 FFGI 327 DEH 237 HHGI
651DDDG 615 EEH 561 FFFE 165GGGH 516HHHD 156IHF
651 FFDE 615 HHDE 561 DDPG 165 IIFG 516EEHI 156GGHI
642DDDI 624EEBG 462FFFH 264GGGE 426HHHF 246IHD
642EEFF 624DDHH 462DDGG 264 FFH 426 EED 246GGHH
642 DDEG 624 EEDI 462 FFDI 264 GGDI 426 HHDI 246 DBG
642 DDFH 624 EEFH 462 FFBG 264 GGFH 426 HHBG 246 UFH
543 DDGH 534 DDHI 453 DDGI 354 FFHI 435 EEGI 345 GGEH
543 EEFG 534 EEFI 453 FFEI 354 GGDH 435 HHDG 345 HHFG
543 FFEH 534 HHDF 453 GGDE 354 DDF 435 ODE 345 IIEF
543 DEFI 534DEGH 453 DFGH 354 EFGI 43SEFH1 345 DGHI
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Table 6
(abe) (bae) (cab) (acb) (beri
822DDEE 282FFGG 228 HHE 660DDFF 606EEHH 066 GGH633DEFH 363DFGI 336BGHI 552 DOTI 525EEGH 255GGEI633DDEI 363FFGH 336HHF1 552FFDH 525HHEF 255 UDG
633EEDG

( fe )

444 DDD
444EEGG
444FFHH
444DFHI
444DEGI
444EFGH

363GGEF 336 HDH 552DEFG 525DEHI 255FGHI

Step S: Our suffident condition for locai non manipulability is that r' -  r1 > m -  2 -  1. This condition is 

checked for each profile in Table 6.

Step 6; Once the condition is checked, the percentage of LNM profiles is computed. In this case 62 

out of 126 profiles satisfy it: this is 49,2% of the total. With 5 voteis 60,32% of the 252 profiles satisfy the 

suffident condition, while this quota increses to 66,24% in the case of 6 voters. The findings reacbed so far 

can be summarized in the following table:

Table 7: Quotas of strategie proof profiles for m=3 and different n

n=3 n=4 n = 5 n-6

Tool # of profila 56 126 252 462

Quota of subie profila 42£5 49,2 60,32 66^4

6 Non manipulability from thè set of total scores

Searching for a proof of the conjecture that the quota of non manipulable profiles increases with the 

number of agents we face two approacbes. First, we can work with profile sets and try to discover some 

structure that could prove the conjecture. Second, we can analyse the sets of possible scores: each case of m 

options and n agents has a set of possible profiles, say P(m,n), chaiacterized by the fad the Borda rule assigns
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an m-tuple of scores to each of them. For example, with 3 options and 4 agents a score is one of 13 possible 

triples of the type {8,4,0}, {8,3,1}, all the way down until {4,4,4}. 5 of them are unstable, namcly those in 

which the difference between the first and the second element is smaller than 2.

The first possibili ty has been explorcd without success. The second one looks much bette r, but it faces 

a major problem. In the following I will elaborate on this approach. Let us focus our attention to the case of 

3 altematives and of a variable number of agents. Here are the complete lists of possible scores for n equal 

to 3 and to 4.

For n=3: {6,3,0}, {6,2,1}, {5,4,0}, {5^,1}, {5,2,2}, {4,4,1}, {4,3,2}, {3,3,3}. 4 of the 8 possible scores 

are unstable: this is 50% of them.

For n=4: {8,4,0}, {8,3,1}, {8,2,2}, {7,5,0}, {7,4,1}, {7,3,2}, {6,6,0}, {6,5,1}, {6,4,2}, {6,3,3}, {5,5,2}, 

{5,4,3}, {4,4,4}. 5 of the 13 possible scores are unstable: this is 38% of them. The idea is that tbe quota of 

unstable scores diminishes as n increases.

Let M m 2/m  -  j)n for j  Efl^nj. Let x, be the values of each element in tbe possible triples of

scores. The number of scores depends on tbe maximum value of {x,}, since starting with it the preferred 

alternative gets all values until M fi. It is possible to give a condition which states that tbe maximum value of 

%i is different for unstable scores from that valid for any score without regard to manipulabiiity. First we bave 

to prove that the upper bound for elements in a generic triple is always larger than the upper bound of unstable 

triples. Second, we have to prove that the difference between the upper bound of generic triples and the upper 

bound of unstable scores increases with n. In fact, we have the following:

P ro p o situ m  3. For m-2,3, the upper bound of elements of unstable scores is always smaller than that 

of generic scores when n increases.

Proof. We can see that all triples satisfy the conditions to the left, while unstable triples satisfy those 

to the right
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X j+ i j+ X j- A /  i j+ X j+ X j - M

x(s (m - l> i  M - l
x ,s —-—+1  if M isodd

i j t O  VÌ-1A3
M .  • x, s — otherwise

x; 2 0 Vi - 1 ^ 3  

Sincc M/2 <(M - 1)/2 +1, wc have to prove the following:

M - l
—r—+ l< (m -l)n  (0)

this is equivalent to the following:

(m -  l)n + (m -  2)n - 1
+1  < (m -  l)n (1)

To prove (1) assume the contrary, that is (m - 1>» +(m-2>»-l+2>2((m -  l)n). This leads to

mn -n  +mn -  2n +1 > 2mn -2 n, to -3n +1  > -2n, and to 1 >n which is false for all relevant cases. So that 

(1) is true and so it is (0).

Proposition 4. The difference between the upper bound for generic scores and the upper bound for 

unstable profiles increases with n, when m-2,3.

Proof. This is trivial:

(m -  l)n + (m -2)n - 1  „mn -n  ------------- -------------- 2mn -2n-m n+ n-m n+ 2n + l -  n + l

and then lim n +1  -  »

These results mean that tbe quota of stable scores over the total possible scores increases with the 

number of agents. Tbe major problem mentioned before is the following: the Borda mie is not a one-to-one 

function from the set of possible profiles to that of possible scores: different profiles are mapped to tbe same 

score or to any of its permutatìons. Suppose to order all scores in descending order from tbe left with regard
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to thè value of (r> _ r'); then suppose to know thè frequency with which profiles aie mapped to each score. 

This would amount to be able to compute the average difference of scores between the socially preferred 

alternative and the second one. By undeistanding the way in which this distribution varies when n increases 

we could infer about the quota of manipulable profiles. Unfortunately, I could not provide a generai answer 

to the question of how the distribution of profiles over scores depends on n.

Notice that Proposition 3 is not true for different m. Actually I guess that in order to deal with laiger 

m tbe upper bounds of score elements take anothei form and that in this case a similar proposition will bold 

provided that n is above a certain threshold.

For the moment we have to content ourselves with results from exampies with m=3 and n s  6. These 

results are condensed in the Table below: on the top we have all possible values for (r‘ -  r*) and its average, 

as a function of n

Table 8

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 mean (r‘ -  r‘) n

3 6 18 33 30 65 67 83 103 54 2.768 6

6 12 18 30 48 36 72 30 2.428 5

3 6 18 15 30 36 18 1.976 4

6 12 6 24 8 1.714 3

On the first row we have the possible values of ( r '- r ') .  The entries below show the frequendes of

each of tbese values as a function of n. The last but one column lists corresponding values of the average of 

(r'-r*). All profile which have r i - r ' < 2 are manipulable. This suggests that the average increases with n 

which implies that the quota of stables scores and of stable profiles increases with n too.

I would like to do a final remarle. It is true that considera tions about the set of scores do not in generai 

imply coodusions about the set of profiles. However, it is also true that given a certain degree of sodai 

consensus (or of similari ty of preferences) some profiles are more likely to show up than others. Given that
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m is sufficicntly large there is one profile which contains all different rankings. A profile that arises from a 

popula tion with similar preferences will to contain some subsets of many similar orderings. As long as this 

assumption is true, thè resulting (r‘ -  r') is going to be large enough to make strategie voting impossible.
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Proposition 2 and tbe succeeding sufficient condition for locai non manipulability of a profilo under tbe 

Borda Rule, allowed us to study Example 5 without thè need to analyse individuai preference orderings. 

Furthermore, they suggest a simple modification of thè Borda Rule which makes thè set of locai non man- 

ipulable profiles laiger.

It is apparent that any aggregation rule which assigns a score of 1 to any alternative in thè first place 

of individuai orderings and 0 scores to all altematives ranked after thè first leaves no room for strategie voting; 

any voter that is not satisfied by thè winning alternative does not rank it first, so that he can make it lose not 

even 1 score. The Borda rule can be viewed as an example of a class of aggregation rules in which voters are 

requested to report a strict preference ordering and in which rules differ from each other in thè weights used 

to aggregate altematives ranked differently. However, sudi an aggregation rule produces a sodai ordering in 

which one of thè altematives has a positive score (which is bounded by thè total number of voters), and all 

thè others have zero score. This means that a lot of information is lost in thè process: we do not know, for 

example, by how much thè second sodally preferred alternative is behind thè top one. Then, there is a trade 

off between thè locai non manipulability of all profiles and thè amount of information that is lost and is not 

conveyed by thè sodai ordering.

It suffices to introduce a slight discontinui ty in thè sequence of coeffidents assigned to altematives to 

get a dramatic increase in thè quota of strategy proof profiles. We have seen that tbe Borda Rule gives thè 

following sequence: ((m -  l)(m -2 )...(m -m )). We can define a modified Borda Rule (MBK) which assignees 

thè sequence ((m)(m-2)...(i»-m)). Table 8 below lists profiles relative to Example 5 in thè same way as 

Table 6. Here thè score of a sodai ordering is computed by thè MBR. 90 profiles satisfy thè suffident condition 

for locai non manipulability, that is, thè 71,42% of thè total; thè same figure was tbe 49,2% with tbe BR.

7 A modìfied Borda Rule
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Table 8
(eòe) (acb) (bac) (bea) (cab) (dx>)

1240 DDDD 1204 EEEE 4120 FFFF 0124 GGGG 4012 HHHH 0412 m
1231 DDDE 1213 eeed 3121 FFFG 1 123 GGGF 3112 HHHI 1312 nm
1060 DDDF 1006 EEF.H 6100 FFFD 0106 GGGI 6010 HHHE 0610 uig
1051 DDEF 1015 EEDH 5101 FFDG 1105 GGFI 51 10 HHEI 1510 I1GH
1042 EEDF 1024 DDEH 4102 GGDF 2104 FFGI 4210 IIEH 2410 HHGI
961 DDDG 916 EEF-I 691 FFFE 196 GGGH 619 HHHD 169 IHF
9 5 2 DDEG 925 EEDI 592 FFEG 295 GGFH 529 HHDI 259 HFH
9 4 3 DDD1 934 EEEO 493 GGEF 394 GGGE 439 HHHF 349 IIID
943 EEDG 934 DDEI 493 FFFH 394 FFGH 439 IIDH 349 HHFI
871 FFDE 817 HHDE 781 DDFG 187 IIPG 718 EEHI 178 GGHI
862 EEFF 826 DDHH 682 DDGG 286 ffh 628 BEH 268 GGHH
853 DDFH 835 EEFH 5 8 3 FFDI 385 GGDI 538 HHEG 358 IIBG
763 DDF! 736 DDH1 673 GGDE 376 FFHI 637 DDE 367 HHFG
763 EEFG 736 EEGH 673 FFDH 376 GGE1 637 HHEF 367 iidg
754 DDGH 745 DEGH 574 DFGH 475 GGDH 547 HHDG 457 DGHI
754 DEFI 745 EEFI 574 FFH 475 EFGI 547 EFHI 457 UEF

(<ésO (baci (cab) (<&) (aà>) (beri
1222 DDEE 2122 FFGG 2212 HHH 880 DDFF 808 EEHH 088 GGU
1033 DDDH 3103 FFFI 3310 HHHG 772 DEFG 727 DEH! 277 FGHI
1033 EEEF 3103 GGGD 3310 1HE 664 DDGI 646 DDD 466 FFHH
844 DEFH 4845 DFGI 448 EGHI 664 EEGG 646 EEG1 4 6 6 GGEH
655 DEG1 565 EFGH 556 DFHI 664 FFEH 646 HHDF 4 6 6 IIDF

It is interesting to compare Table 8 to Table 6. In particular, we can check if the choice of a social 

ordering is sensitive to the change in the functional form of the aggregation rule. In fact, the use of the MBR 

introduces 6 types of change with rcspect to the BR. 30 profiles that are associateci by the BR to some social 

orderings are associatcd by the MBR to different social orderings. I list these profiles in Table 9, each of them 

together with the social ordering resulting from the BR (on the left), and with tbat resulting from the MBR.
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Table 9

(1) (2) (3)

abc—*abc DDDH abc-+abc FFEH abc -*acb DDEI
acb-*aÌ2£ EEEF acb-*a£b HHDF abc —*abc EEDG
bac-+bac FFFI bac-*abc DDGI bac-*bca FFGH
bca-*bac GGGD bac-*bca IIDF bg£r*bac GGEF
cab—•cab HHHG cab—*acb EEGI cab—*cba HHF1
cba-+cab ITTF. cba-*bca GGEH cab—►cab HDH

(4) (5) (6)

abc~*abc DDFI abc-*acb DDD abc—•cab DFHI
abc—»bac FFDH EEGG abc-*abc DEGI
0£b—»acb EEGH FFHH ahc—bac EFGH
acb—*cab HHEF
bea—•bea GGEI
Ì2£a-+cba HDG

In Table 8 tbe concerned profiles are grouped into 6 classes: dass (1) is formed by profiles which result 

in sodai orderings with indiffercnce relations between no top altematives under tbe MBR. These sodai 

orderings bave not indiffercnce relations under tbe BR; as long as they concem no top altematives there is no 

problem. In tbe case of class (3), tbe MBR breaks a tie between no top altematives which exists under the 

BR. However, the MBR is not always able to solve the problem, as profiles of class (5) show. The situation 

under tbe MBR is worse than under the BR for the six profiles of class (2): bere the MBR produces a tie 

between top altematives. Tbe MBR does well in tbe case of dasses (4) and (6), which comprehend 9 profiles: 

it brokes a tie between top altematives.

Summing up, from the point of view of the sensitivity of the outeome to the functional form of tbe 

aggregation rule, tbe introduction of tbe MBR is positive: tbe changes concem 30 profiles; these changes are 

not relevant in 15 cases, they are negative in 6 cases, and positive in 9 profiles. Such a judgement is clearly 

referred to the use of tbe BR as a bench-mark.
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Conclusions and future research

Most of thc tbeoretical and cxperimcntal work in thc literature on public economics concems models 

in which a single pure public good is supplied. In contrast with thè model that has received thè most attention 

so far, thè model in Pan 1, section 3 considera that a consumer’s utility depends not only on thè aggregate 

amount of contribution, but also on his own contribution. Many thcoretical papeis deal with a Nash equilibrium 

in which each consumer assumes tbat thè contribution of others will bc independent of his own, while some 

experimental papers have been trying to verify whether behaviour is consisterti with thè Nash hypothesis.

In Pari 2 ,1 discussed two main points: thè worth of each agent in a coalition and thè process of coalition 

forma tion. Both tbese points have a direct influence on thè non-emptiness and on thè dimension of thè re la ted 

core, and I gave some altematives definitions regarding them: so far, no experimental work has be done to 

test their rclevance.

Developments of thè idea that coalitions and not just individuals de termi ne equilibrium conditions seem 

possible: a model based on a less individualistic basis could probably go much further than thè proof of thè 

equilibrium existence; it could explain uniqueness and stability without thè need of assuming at thè aggregate 

level that tbe economy behaves as an individuai.

Probably, a good development of thè ideas presented in Parts 2 and 3 would result from a different 

model of an economy with both public and private goods: many authors proved that thè usuai definition of 

thè core with public goods (Foley, 1970) is not useful for capturing an intuitive notion of social stability. We 

can recali three ways of formulating a new definition that has to make improving easier for small coalitions. 

Rosenthal (1971) and Richter (1973) proposed a definition that recognizes that it may be advantageous for a 

complementary coalition to contribute to thè provision of a public good; Ellickson (1973) and Roberts (1974) 

studi ed thè case where thè cost of producing thè public good is a non-decreasing functìon of thè size of thè 

coalition; Champsaur, Roberts and Rosenthal (1975) presented a definition under which coalitions aie allowed 

certain powers to tax their complements to help produce public goods. None of tbese ideas has been successful 

in using core-like no tions to analyze large economies with public goods.

I thought for a while tbat if we wish to construct an institution-free model and we want to solve some 

of thè problems with tbe thieat structure, then tbe Harsanyi’s modified value solution appeais more promising 

th«n thè core. My point of view is changing: even if most of thè experiments confinn thè likelibood of its
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axioms, tbe value solution has a very strong normative character. For it to be accepted we need a previous 

agreement on its axioms. In this sense thè stability comes from the fact of agreeing about using the calculations 

needed to get a solution. So, a process of agreement is to be performed well before the solution is given: this 

is a costly and difficult task when many people are involved. On the other side, a core solution, when it exists, 

is stable in a well defined sense: the concept of "improving" that applies to allocations is obvious and naturai 

and no previous agreement is needed. I would say that is acceptability is more incentive compatible. Generaliy 

spealóng, a game that has a core has less potential for social conflict that one without a core, since every 

cooperative or collusive effective demand can be granted. On the other side, a coreless game must leave at 

least one coalition unsatisfied, that is, short of its potential.

As a result of tbese recogni tions I am thinldng about a model in which the core analysis applies to 

private goods allocations, while public goods decisions are decentralized by a voting system. An approach to 

unified models (realism in modeling seems to many scholais a chimera) is to consider games within games, 

each of them determining conditions for the others, trying to avoid circular networks. We might consider a 

vote to detennine tax and subsidy rates prior to examining the economy with these rates as given. In such a 

model the level of produced public goods will depend on the outeome of a voting system through the balanced 

budget condition for the State.

In fact, it seems clear that if a core allocation is reached for what concerns private goods, then the 

associated coalition structure will have an influence on the decisions that are taken for public goods. This 

should be justified by two reasons:

Firstly, both the tax system and the availability of public goods are capablc of changing the conditions 

under which a core allocation has been reached; the tax system influence the after tax income, which in tura 

gives individuals purchasing power for acquiring private goods; public goods also detennine the overall welfare 

of individuals. Then, a coalition which rcccives a core allocation will try to control the public goods sector, 

if not to faikr. advantage of new opportuni ti es, at least to avoid a worsening of its own situation1.

Secondly, there is a more subtle reason: probably the major feature of a core allocation, as long as my 

idea is concerned, is the associated notion of stability. Each conceivablc coalition rcccives at least what it is 

worth and then it has no incentive to struggle anymore. The problem is that the worth of a coalition might

1 K kn generally, foJlowiag Graeaborg’s (1975) uiggextion, tbe cooditiom under wbicb a cote alkxatioo i* reacbed ebange becauae 
different t u  lyUenu make price* vuy in a generai equilibrimi aemng.
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well be not clearly detennined in reai situations. It depends on thè existing structure of property rights, for 

example. Moreover, an exact evaluation assume a complete knowledge of all thè agents about thè situation. 

Briefiy, they have to construct a characteristic functìon and agree on it. In this process there is thè possibility 

for some coalitions to make others underestìmate their own potential, in order to select what we can cali a 

"pseudo-core allocation": as long as thè misjudgement is not corrected, thè situation will be stable.

Now, thè conditions for this to happen are well known and have been described in thè literature: I just 

recali here thè "easy riding" suffered by large coalitions, tbe fact that benefits from forming coalitions net 

of thè adminisnative costs are typically larger thè smaller thè coalition, and problems of collecting and 

spteading information. What I am arguing is that thè existence of a public sector (and indeed, thè need for 

representative democracies due to large numbers of individuals) do increase thè opportuni ty for such a mis- 

calculation to happen. Then, those coalitions that have thè power to induce a core allocation, have even more 

incenti ves to try to control thè public sector. The theory of optimal obfuscation of Magee-Brock-Y oung (1990) 

is on thè same line of thought.

Another direction of research is worth to be explored: thè existing literature deals in generai with models 

in which it is assumed that individuals have equal weights in thè decision making process for thè production 

of public goods. Dropping this assumption, we are lead to examine tbe way in which one can model differences 

in power and thè behaviour of interest groups.

Recalling tbe preceding discussion about voting on tax systems, we can sketch thè consequence of thè 

assumption of "difFerentiaT voting, where thè effective voting power depends on economie and other variables. 

To thè extent that eligibility and partidpation are correlated with endowments, thè median of thè effective 

voting population is likely to be at a higher level of income than tbe true median. This tends to bring tbe 

majority voting outeome, when it exists, up towaid tbe mean of a positively skewed distribution. There are 

two major ways for a coalition to legaUy influence a ballot: thè first one consists of altering tbe conditions 

of thè ballot (for example partidpation) or of choosing Cavourable voting procedures. The second one consists 

of tairing advantage of thè asymmetry of information and of using advertising to gain votes. Having said all 

that, tbe question is clear: how could we put together both thè e vide noe of lobbying coalitions that influence 

tbe public sector and thè private sector of thè economy as it is described in standard models?
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In Part 4, section 13, 1 presentai a definition of a fair set of alternative choices. A simple theorem 

ensures that, provided that the originai set of altematives and the associa ted individuai orderings admit a choice 

set under the MD-rule, the resulting fair subset of altematives and subset of individuai orderings do the same.

In Part 6, I analysed a parti cular problem of voting mechanisms: under the strong assumption that a 

voter knows the preferences of the others, strategie voting is usually considered a major problem in social 

choice theory. I argue tbat this is not an actual problem. After giving a simple example of a situation man- 

ipulable by a well informed voter, I clarified the dimensions of the sets of all possible individuai and social 

orderings, and of all possible profiles as functions of the number of altematives and of voters.

Tben, I explained why the preference score procedure is preferable to a majority procedure, and I 

justified the use of the Borda Rule. Section 6.4.1 gives de fini tions about strategie voting and types of profiles, 

and it contains a necessary and sufficient condition for tbe strategy proofness of a profile with regard to a 

single voter. Section 6.4.2 defines formally the Borda Rule and gives a sufficient condition wbich is easier 

to check and which regards all voters. Examples 4 and 5 show the case of 3 altematives and 3 and 4 voters: 

respectively al most 43% and 49% of profiles satisfy the sufficient condition. These examples and some other 

results relative to 5 and 6 voters suggest that at least with 3 altematives the quota of stable profiles increases 

with tbe number of voters.

After tbat, a modified Borda Rule is defined and applied to Example S: tbe quota of profiles satisfying 

tbe condition increases lo 71.42%. I could not gjve a condusion valid for any number of altematives and of 

voters, since it seems that such a generalization can only be reacbed by numerical analysis: given the "big" 

numbers involved, this analysis faces computationa] problems. However, these are the same problems that a 

strategie voter sbould solve to be successful: tbe plausibili ty of tbe assumption of perfect informati on decreases 

with the increase of tbe number of voters and of altematives.

Conceming further developments of the subject in Part 6, it is common sense to think of tbe following: 

-an implementation of a Borda Rule-based telematic system to collect information from tbe elee torà te in polis 

and elections;

-tbe uDCOvering of internai pattems in the set of possible profiles would allow to find more useful necessary 

and suffident conditions for locai non manipulabiiity, and would advance our knowledge about how to get 

an effident democracy.
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